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Abstract 

Videogames have emerged as a pivotal medium and concept-creating metaphor of the digital 

present. Proposing two analytical frameworks for multisemiotic and gameplay analyses, this 

research re-conceptualizes videogames as interfaces that afford player enactment to critically and 

ethically engage with posthumanism and the military-entertainment complex in the nonhuman turn. 

Blending critique and empirical analyses, this study investigates the globally recognized, war-

themed Japanese action-adventure stealth videogame series Metal Gear Solid (Kojima 1998 

ongoing) as an exemplary case study of (a) how videogames reflect and inspire contemporary 

sociopolitical and cultural issues; (b) ways that videogames create meaning and (pre)mediate 

discourses and realities of war; (c) how they (re)shape player subjectivity and agency, 

problematizing representations and materiality of the posthuman; and (d) the medium specificity of 

videogames as result and catalyst of intermedial interactions, innovating interface designs and 

forms of transmedial storytelling, with particular connections with such media as film. Game 

scholarship tends to involve two interacting paradigms without examining their interacting dynamics. 

Micro-analyses of form and content remains a focus over macro-accounts of transmedial worlding, 

within a broad context of networked transnational production, consumption, and policies. Building 

an empirical foundation to examine such under-theorized dynamics, this study combines socio-

semiotic multimodality, digital annotations, procedural rhetoric, unit operations, and film analysis to 

investigate how motifs of war and posthumanism procedurally and semiotically manifest in 

gameplay and cinematic cutscenes. This counters flawed notions of videogames as moving 

images and justly theorizes the medium as enactment-driven ensembles that posthumanize player 

subjectivities and allegorize logics of contemporary societies of control, characterized by distributed 
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modulation of information and subjectivities, while reflecting current trends of mixed-method 

qualitative inquiries in the digital humanities. I conduct close analyses of the narrative-concluding 

Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots (MGS4, Kojima 2008), in contrast with its postmodern 

prequel MGS2: Sons of Liberty (2001), the Cold War-based MGS3: Snake Eater (2004), and the 

latest MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015) centered on war economy. Analyses elaborate how the 

series uses distinct anti-nuclear rhetoric, self-reflexivity, subversive gameplay, and heterodox 

portrayal of the United States as a militarized global power to critique videogames as a cultural 

niche that perpetuates and potentially resists the military-entertainment complex. Specifically, I 

critique the series from perspectives on cloning and biopolitics, networks among human and 

nonhuman agents, and war economy; exposing how the postmodern military featured reflects 

movements of contemporary politics and warfare dynamics from Cold War through the war 

economy present/future. My work tackles posthumanism as bodily metamorphoses, allegories of 

control, and changing philosophical-ethical projects, tied to clusters of u/dystopian discourses and 

forms of player enactment. I urge for semiotic and procedural literacies to further a deeper 

ontological and epistemological understanding of videogames as a medium capable of tackling 

issues of aesthetic, sociocultural, and ideological importance. In contribution, my research 

contends that critical play as design crucially rethinks and resists prevalent discourses of capitalism 

and war. Such orientation draws strength from ambivalence as critical strategy to dehabituate 

wargaming and relevant media experiences, reveal our complicity, and nurture ethical questioning 

to advance progressive politics. 
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Chapter 0 Introduction 

This research aims to re-conceptualize videogames as enactment-based critical interfaces with 

ethically significant motifs in our sociopolitical realities. Grounding this research are the urgency 

and currency to justly observe, interrogate, and articulate meanings videogames can realize 

through critical play, in countering the medium’s frequent association with moral panic, utopian 

embrace, and increasingly the military-entertainment complex. I propose using an analytical 

framework and digital annotation to empirically investigate how videogames create meanings by 

combining varied semiotic resources (e.g. visuals, language, sound) to solicit and procedurally 

frame player actions, emphasizing how videogames posthumanize player subjectivities. 

Posthumanism, as an amalgam of phenomena and theories, provides the pivot on which 

enactment, interface, critical play, and political interpretations converge. It refers to a critical 

engagement with possibilities that indicate and continuously transform the human condition and 

image: fluid ways of being and positioning ourselves in the world (Hauskeller, Philbeck, and 

Carbonell 2015). My inquiry develops from the thesis that videogames, as one such technological 

possibility, instantiate philosophical pondering of the posthuman and the self. Digital play 

predicates on a cyborgian confluence of human and machine. Players conjoin with gaming 

systems to navigate and intervene spaces of play, embodying forms of subjectivity hybridized with 

a machinic and procedural materiality in flux between units and systems. Where literature and non-

interactive audiovisual media render posthumanism thematically through representation, 

videogames as prostheses further enable players’ own becoming of posthumans. Analyzing 

videogames in terms of posthumanism is a philosophical, ethical, and political project. Its 

philosophical objective lies in elucidating how videogames experientially mediate our 

understanding of what constitutes human. Its ethics involves understanding how gamic 
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thematization of posthumanism (such as prosthetic extensions of biocybernetic enhancements and 

nanotechnological modulation explored in this study) functions as an allegory of dynamics between 

players and gaming, situated in social structures and schemata of contemporary societies of 

control, which emphasize networks and modulation over institutions as spaces of enclosure and 

control in disciplinary societies of the 20th century (Deleuze 1992). Discussing political implications 

of videogames is thus imperative. To tackle issues across these three dimensions, this research 

investigates videogames and posthumanism at intersections between popular cultural media and a 

sociopolitical phenomenon that has created in varied measure allegiances, rifts, technoscientific 

transformations, death, and destruction: war. 

In connecting popular cultural media with war, the late German media theorist Friedrich 

Kittler (1999/1986, pp. 120, 140, 145) made the crucial observation that film produced a cultural 

reality of war and madness. Deemed devices documenting war and counterparts to the medium of 

videogames, film emerged with a history coinciding with that of automatic weapons. Both 

procedures of filming and shooting use single, mobile, apparatuses to focus on and capture objects 

moving through space. Film transmits, stores, and expands through its mediality realms of war-

mechanized death. Videogames, affording enactment, extend this by potential conditioning of 

players as subjects of war. As the first digital medium applied to military recruitment and 

propaganda that blend entertainment, enactment, and simulation, videogames demand analyses of 

their semiotic and procedural bases in communicating meanings, their embeddedness in pervasive 

military-cultural connections, and their status with respect to various media and intellectual 

movements to comprehend and predict their influences in popular culture and our worldviews. I 
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consider videogames as exemplary of the interconnectedness among humans, systems, and 

technologies that contemporary media hinges on. 

Crucially, I contend that a rational dissection of meaning in videogames enables a radical 

engagement with the military-entertainment complex. War play while understanding one’s 

complicity potentially subverts the complex within the material artifacts and socioeconomic 

infrastructure precisely designed to perpetuate war-habituating tendencies. It is arguably more 

valuable than disengagement, which removes the possibility to hold complexity and contradictions 

accountably within the emotionally-charged yet biased narratives that drive war and violence. What 

I hope to establish is a complex-attuned strategy to consume and analyze videogames with 

intention and mindful reflection, adopting an ambivalent stance to advance progressive politics. 

Reflecting current concerns and trends in digital humanities toward mixed-method inquiries, this 

study intersects multiple disciplines, theories, and methods to pursue nuanced knowledge with 

empirical support. Such interdisciplinarity attests the chimerical distinctness of gamic medium 

specificity and its intermedial co-evolution with other audiovisual media. As videogames 

increasingly factor in the contemporary media ecology and sociocultural contexts, attempts to 

establish a unifying theory on how videogames mean will enrich from a critical interaction of 

methods and perspectives in contribution to analytical vocabulary and applicable frameworks. Of 

equal value, any present theoretical tensions guide toward future theorization. 

Combining multisemiotics (Kress 2010), film analysis (Bateman and Schmidt 2012), and 

procedural rhetoric (Bogost 2007), this study proceeds as a tri-focal inquiry into gamic meaning-

making. Gamic semiosis manifests in designed uses of semiotic modes, in both gameplay and 

cinematic sequences termed cutscenes, to solicit gameplay and thus procedurally realize 
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arguments on socioculturally significant motifs of war, posthumanism, and networked dynamics 

among human and nonhuman agents. This study involves a methodological grounding in the 

materiality of videogames, which influences the inter-semiotic interactions within a game; and 

factors into our ontological understanding of what constitutes videogames as a distinct medium. A 

multisemiotic analysis illustrates how verbal and audiovisual elements interact and impact the 

communication of messages (Ventola and Guijarro 2009), including the interweaving of ethical and 

psychological motifs. I investigate a genre-setting war-themed action-adventure stealth videogame 

series Metal Gear Solid (Kojima 1998–present, henceforth MGS), specifically the narrative-

concluding fourth installment Guns of the Patriots (Kojima 2008), henceforth MGS4. The game 

series embodies a rare specimen that subverts the military-entertainment complex from within; and 

enables encounters with posthuman morphing between subjects and rejects in a speculative war 

economy-driven future sutured to events and threats of political instabilities, war, and terror 

traceable from the Cold War era to the historical present. MGS4, set out to conclude the narrative 

of an approximately three-decades-old series with the progenitor title released in 1987, involves 

high narrative and multimodal complexities, epitomized by its unprecedented use of split screens to 

conjoin gameplay and cutscenes. Deviating from the trend of distributing videogames across 

multiple gaming platforms, the game solely avails on the PlayStation 3 (PS3) console, suggesting 

relations among designs of hardware and software in computing systems, and new media creative 

expressions, explored in platform studies (series edited by Bogost and Montfort 2009, ongoing). 

This research addresses a limit in the critical literature within the interdisciplinarity of game 

studies, which, albeit expanding, lacks close readings of individual games (Jagoda 2013a; Nitsche 

2008), crucial to developing vocabulary and analytics on deciphering the medium specificity of 
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videogames as multisemiotic-procedural artifacts. As N. Katherine Hayles (2002, p. 28) puts, the 

driving premise lies in the need for media-specific analyses that account for the “materiality of the 

medium,” as realized in the physical support of inscription. It is then vital to “treat individual works 

as representative of an entire class” to comprehensively capture the narrative command of a 

medium (Grishakova and Ryan 2010, p. 2). Conducting close analyses of MGS4 and examples 

from relevant installments proceed from Brian Massumi’s (2002) theorization of exemplarity as 

neither general nor particular, but singular and relational. That is, meaning-making within an 

example is not entirely transferrable or systematized yet broad in its specificities to connect with 

various counterparts. Four main questions shape this research: 

1. How can a combination of ludological, multisemiotic, and cultural theories enable 
systematic and comprehensive inquiries into meaning-making of videogames? 

2. How to examine multisemiotic and procedural processes of meaning-making in 
videogames? 

3. How do videogames aesthetically, culturally, and economically interact with other 
popular cultural media, specifically film and graphic novels, in transmedial storytelling? 

4. How do videogames constitute interfaces that frame player actions and intersect with 
sociopolitical issues, such as war and posthumanism? Can videogames operate as 
allegory or postmodern critique of the gaming phenomenon? 

 Subsequent chapters sequentially explore these questions. Exploring these questions 

assist the examination of mechanisms that (re)construct ideologies in fictional narratives (Tanaka 

2011), of which videogames play an increasingly important role. This research assumes an 

incremental trajectory to illustrate how ideological issues explored in question 4 percolate 

dimensions of gameplay and discourses within creative cultural industries, as explored in questions 

1 through 3. Through a close reading of MGS4, it proceeds from investigating interactions of 

semiotics and procedurality to tackling questions in the transmedial and sociopolitical realms. For 
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the latter, broader, scales of inquiry, I explore intermedial features in the two MGS digital graphic 

novels (Kojima 2013a/2006, 2013b/2008) that exhibit semiotic influences from games, film, and 

graphic novels. Moreover, comparative analyses of MGS4 with its prequel Metal Gear Solid 2: 

Sons of Liberty (Kojima 2001) and the latest installment Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain 

(Kojima 2015), where appropriate, discuss developments and limitations in the series’ use of 

gameplay mechanics to embed motifs on war and posthumanism, personified by three generations 

of postmodern military in the series that reflect political realities of today traceable to WWII and the 

Cold War. Intermediating the relatively localized analyses of MGS games and discussions of 

sociopolitical implications is the investigation of interface, inspired by works on interface effects by 

Alexander R. Galloway (2012) and interface as temporal-spatial envelopes to organize users’ 

perceptive capabilities to generate economic profit by James Ash (2015). This research aligns with 

and extends these theorizations through examining how audiovisual modes and tactility of 

gameplay interface functionally modulate players’ physical and affective participation, contributing 

to the thesis that videogames frame player actions to enact and as themselves interfaces critique 

critical issues. In discussing interface, analyses compare MGS4 with Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake 

Eater (Kojima 2004). 

Harnessing insights of gamic semiosis contributes to critical play and knowledge 

construction. Multisemiotic analyses that systematically examine the impact of both representation 

and interactivity impact on developing necessary procedural and semiotic literacies to understand 

videogame encounters remain insufficient. Jeffrey Brand, Scott Knight, and Jakub Majewski (2014) 

produced one of the largest initiatives. Their four-phase Diverse Worlds Project presents 

quantitative content analyses of 130 computer games (2003) and 80 videogames (2005) combined 
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with Bordwellian formal film analysis. Fledgling intellectual treatments of videogames as multimodal 

artifacts are partly caused by varied interpretation of multimodality in game studies. Some studies 

handle multimodality by surveys to access gameplay experiences in general terms (e.g. Ritterfield, 

Shen, Wang, Nocera, and Wong 2009), or characterize multimodality as gameplay actions 

coordinated with language learning activities in multiplayer virtual environments (e.g. Zheng, 

Newgarden, and Young 2012). In examining the under-theorized interactions between gamic and 

cinematic logics, realized respectively in gameplay, cutscenes, and their transitions, this research 

points to a crucial divergence between videogames as actualized computational artifacts and 

theorized moving images. I see urgency in countering the latter, flawed, notion. Characterizing 

videogames as moving images overlooks their intricate mobilization of visual, aural, and kinesthetic 

modes. Videogames are moving ensembles; action-driven entities. 

Further, of critical interest is the investigation of war and posthumanism within apocalyptic 

discourses of u/dystopian visions, technoscience, and blurring human-nonhuman boundaries. 

Understanding their sociocultural impact requires empirical endeavors that appropriately analyze 

videogames as procedural, computational, artifacts and systematic decompositions of semiotic 

modes involved. A social-semiotically informed understanding of multimodality contributes to 

discussing transmedial expansion of posthuman discourses when transpositions occur across 

videogames and (audio)visual media commonly considered traditional, such as film, comics, and 

graphic novels. In the coming sections, I track the rationale and significance of critiquing 

posthumanism via war-themed videogames. 
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0.1. Why Study Posthumanism? 

Cybernetic organisms, first proposed in 1960 by Manfred Clynes and Nathan S. Kline, describe 

humans capable of space travelling without attachment to earthly environments. They play a 

significant role in the pondering of posthuman identities, humanness, and technoscience in media 

and utopian and dystopian discourses, in relation to gender, religion, biology, and post-humanity 

(Franklin 2006; Hart and Holba 2009; Lan 2014). Staples in science fiction, cinema, and games, 

posthumans as organic-mechanic hybrids problematize dichotomies of humans/animals, 

humans/machines, and physical/virtual; promising identities that deconstruct and reconstruct the 

human essence (Haraway 2004, p. 299). Within Donna Haraway’s conceptualization (1991), the 

cyborg functions “as an ahistorical figure, and as a liberatory metaphor, as well as a description of 

lived reality”; an embrace of technoscience “to redraw all category boundaries […] rather than 

reject in favor of a mythic, organic wholeness” (Kirkup, Janes, Woodward, and Hovenden 2000, p. 

7). The machine is neither the other nor simplistic instrument for effecting purposes of the organism. 

Between organisms and machines are symbiotic systems that transform both. Both carry agency 

with mutual mediating effects. Various examples attest to this. Cyborg artist Neil Harbisson creates 

synesthetic art with an in-skull antenna that enables color-sound translation and overcomes his 

color blindness (achromatopsia). Stelarc’s use of prosthetics, virtual reality systems, and the 

Internet to experiment his body as interface (Smith 2007) or Eduardo Kac’s transgenic art, such as 

Alba the glow-in-the-dark bunny, acknowledge technological advancement and ubiquity. Cloning, 

implants, organ transplants, and gene editing capable of changing species (Kahn 2016) verify a 

lineage of technological applications that alter senses of perception, right faulted organs, and 
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negotiate ethical precincts. These examples illustrate a fundamental link between humans and 

technologies in coalescing, challenging, and re-defining identities, captured as follows: 

Modern ‘technology’ and its artifacts have exposed the ontological 
problems with Enlightenment humanism’s metaphysical assumptions 
about the human condition. Technology, or rather technoscience, provides 
a material means to challenge social categories. It also forces the 
philosophical discussion towards an inherently existential stance wherein 
technology plays a critical role in our constitution. Thus, posthumanism’s 
foundation combines the philosophy of technology with the sociological 
critique of science, especially how artifacts and objects influence the 
network of relations that define the human world. By investigating the 
outcomes of science and technology via the discourse of critical and 
philosophical posthumanism, the ontological frameworks for the 
constitution of technology and human beings have been foregrounded 
through a dissection of the natural versus cultural (artifactual) world 
(Hauskeller et al. 2015, p. 3). 

Posthumanism, in other words, problematizes the exclusionary politics of humanism and 

re-assesses humans as hybrids of symbiotic assimilation and differentiation in relation to objects, 

artifacts, technologies, and nature; with roots in disability studies, bioethics, and animal studies 

(Nayar 2014). As rhetoric to the urgency of universal human rights, the posthuman encapsulates 

our entanglement between utopian biocybernetic fantasies and dystopian biopolitical realities, 

where technology, media, and structures of political economy change conditions of living, 

production, and reproduction into conflicted processes simultaneously controlled, incalculable, and 

uncontrollable (Mitchell 2003). Assorted speculations and realizations in art, medical sciences, 

military and increasingly plausibly education and daily telecommunication highlights the diversity of 

posthumanism. It manifests as a material condition, a philosophical-ethical project, and a 

sociocultural vector into how technology and politics buoy each other, constitute our identities, and 

expose fissures in humanist foundations. The political implications of posthumanism lie in “what it 

means to be human finally is not so much about intelligent machines as it is about how to create 
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just societies in a transnational global world that may include in its purview both carbon and silicon 

citizens” (Hayles 2005, p. 148). For Rosi Braidotti (2013, p. 185), the ethics of posthumanism 

entails creating posthuman humanities, in which the development of process ontologies of human-

nonhuman interactions and their dependent relations “in the global multi-versity, not only to fend off 

extinction, but also to actualize sustainable posthuman futures.” 1  Posthumanism and politics 

thereof thus morph from creative conjectures and abstract theorizations to material, lived, 

embodied experiences within a renewed global ecology, where flaws of human exceptionalism are 

exposed on the vital grounds of living with nonhuman others. 

The rising prevalence of posthumanism ties to how media mirrors and discursively 

disseminates our envisioned futures to shift popular consciousness. I research forms of popular 

cultural media whose production and consumption rely on advancement of digitalization 

technologies as they fundamentally impact on our identities and encounters with posthumanism. 

Identities are abstract, fluid, discursive, and indivisible from conventions and traditions; discourses 

and ideologies historically and culturally located. It is important to address “Why now?” and “Why 

here?” behind phenomena of posthumanization that are intrinsic elements and, more plausibly, 

actualized speculations of the cultural imaginary. Addressing the first question on temporality 

should note how technological artifacts and systems expand in quantity and purposes at a speed 

that threatens implosion. In the retail, design, advertising, and marketing practices of the game 

industry, James Newman (2012) observes discursive production processes that actively create 

material deterioration and obsolescence; and urges for, if possible, preservation of the gamic 

                                                           
1 Process philosophy premises reality on the dynamic nature of being. Ongoing interactions among processes then 

organize and realize recurrent aspects of reality (Seibt 2016). 
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medium. Marsha Kinder (2014) proposes that building discourses on medium specificity enables 

recuperation of distinct possibilities in this age of transmedia, postmedia pronouncements (i.e. all 

media are mixed), and mutual, rapid replacements of media. An emerging approach of media 

archaeology investigates ways that interactive, digital media remediates prior forms while being 

premediated (Huhtamo and Parikka 2011). Researching posthumanism in videogames – “here,” as 

the second question inquires – is in my contention not a fixed locale, but rather, edges. “Edge” 

refers to an intersection between planes, a border or margin, and a threshold that bifurcates 

between peril and intensity (Merriam Webster, 2016). Incorporating the concept of edges or 

borders aims to highlight not permanent boundaries, but that being able to recognize the presence 

and functions of edges assists overcoming them and creates new ways of perceiving and realizing 

meaning. Videogames entail edges between human and posthuman subjectivities, layers of 

semiotics and procedurality, creative cultural industries and sociopolitical structures such as the 

military. They illustrate that technological interaction permeates each social intercourse where 

humans (de)stabilize their beings through story (re)telling, constructed behaviors, and considering 

notions of agency, self, and society. Michael Hauskeller (2009, p. 5) writes: 

Whether the objective is to transform people into cyborgs, create new 
biological or disembodied beings, dissolve humanist categories that 
reinforce biased values of gender or race, or critique our assumptions 
about human ‘nature’, technology is the key ingredient in the long running 
discourse on being human. Technology has evolved far past the 
Aristotelian notion of a poietic eruption, dependent on human origin, and is 
becoming independent, intellectually superior, self-replicating and possibly 
sentient (original emphasis). 

 This points to another edge that warrants further attention: the edge where technology 

ceases to be mere composites of codes and parts, but entities with self-organizing capabilities and 

agency. Intelligent machines have been the subject of intensified experimentation since the Turing 
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Test (1950) in pursuit of developing machines with artificial intelligence indistinguishable from 

human cognitive faculties. A.I.: Artificial Intelligence (Spielberg 2001), Her (Jones 2013), and Ex 

Machina (Garland 2015) are few among many films that wrestle with the motif, indicating a 

correlation among emotion, memory, and sentient information explored in popular culture 

(Lunceford 2015). To parse the thematic density around the posthuman, critical approaches to 

posthumanism purportedly function “precisely at the level of representation, symbolic meaning and 

thus (amongst other ‘media’) in language” (Herbrechter 2013b, p. 5). This notion may suffice in 

exploring posthuman conditions in literature and to a limited extent filmic, graphic, and televisual 

media, to which linguistic concepts have been applied. Yet, it needs expansion for videogame 

criticism. Signification of posthumanism in videogames operates beyond representation. It 

transforms players as themselves embodied, posthuman subjects affectively engaged in gameplay 

experiences. Meaning-making in videogames, in addition to cognitive and affective processing of 

events transpired on screen, involves incorporations of and fluctuations among players’ perception, 

proprioception, and procedural interactions that govern gaming systems and software. Dissecting 

this process impacts on this research and media studies. Studying posthumanism, particularly as 

represented and enacted in videogames, is a necessary, self-reflexive, critical inquiry. 

0.2. Why Study War Games? 

Evidence of the influences of videogames abounds across technological, economic, and cultural 

realms. Game and digital media laboratories set out to understand and use games for positive 

social change (e.g. MIT Game Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Game Changer 

Chicago Design Lab at the University of Chicago; and the Game Research Laboratory at the 

University of Tampere). Museums curate videogames (e.g. the Computerspielemuseum Berlin). 
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The medium contributed to over $6.2 billion to the United States Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 

2014 and $23.5 billion of sales in 2015. Its annual growth rate reached 9.7% from 2009–2012, 

compared to 2.4% of the overall economic growth (Siwek 2014, Entertainment Software 

Association 2014, 2016). Examining the political economy of the popular phenomenon, the 

underlying institutional forces, and ethical issues involved has gained importance, with increased 

interactions between the game industry and the military. 

War has been an integral motif of the game industry since the creation of the first 

videogame Spacewar! in 1962. Once deemed entertainment, videogames are recognized for their 

affordances as military recruitment tools and combat simulations (Sabin 2012), with a traceable 

history to connections between war and film (Rentfrow 2008). The U.S. military-developed 

America’s Army (2002) and Tactical Iraqi (Aleo 2007) are frequently discussed examples of the 

militarization of popular culture. Restructured digital curriculum focused on cyber warfare 

incorporate mobile applications of America’s Army via iPads and iPhones, freely distributed to 

willing educational entities at elementary and secondary levels in the U.S., such as Huntsville 

(Alabama). This illustrates an ongoing interlink of military technologies, ideology, and economic 

resources geared toward covert recruitment and militarization; and a problematic blurring of 

boundaries between education and the military (Mead 2013b). The reciprocal relationship between 

the military and popular cultural media resides in representations and enactment of war. It stems 

from structures of the political economy, which shape our conception of war, militarism, and our 

roles as global citizens today. Specifically relevant to such shaping are changes in the underlying 

logics of media culture. 
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The contemporary media culture operates with premediation. Premediation refers to a 

9/11-intensified form of medial pre-emption that perpetuates consistent, low, levels of fear and 

anxiety to avert a recurrence of the significant media shock caused by the 9/11 terrorist attack 

(Grusin 2010). Premediation converts the logics of immediacy and hypermediacy that governed 

prior mediation practices, described as remediation (Bolter and Grusin 2000), and materializes 

respectively into pursuits of unconstrained connectivity and networked infrastructure of 

securitization. Replacing the reality-versus-mediation logic of remediation is one that stresses how 

the real is enmeshed within networked sociopolitical, cultural, technical, aesthetic, or economic 

mediation. In this context, digital war games provide powerful rhetorical frames on the dynamics 

among social relationships, civilian spaces, and military rationales and structures (Woodward 

2005); and video game culture is characterized as “a machine of territorialization, indoctrination 

and recruitment” (Crandall 2005, p. 20). War-themed videogames accentuate the interpenetration 

of technological realization, human-technological syntheses, and beyond-entertainment 

applications of the medium. In The Postmodern Adventure, Steven Best and Douglas Kellner (2001, 

p. 192) observe how technology contributes to fundamental mutations in human culture that 

warrant a redefinition of evolution: “Human beings do not evolve through an innate telos that 

unfolds in an evolutionary process, but instead in and through relations with the complex worlds of 

objects, technologies, institutions, and norms they create.” Yet, limited attempts have been made 

to multimodally examine war-themed games. This is in part a result of the youthfulness of game 

studies as a field of academic inquiry. Initiating the field was a demand to disentangle games from 

their more esteemed counterparts of literature, film, and other audiovisual artifacts, to establish 

theories that properly investigate games as a legitimate medium. Game studies built on claim 
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staking. Perspectives on videogames as political economy and ideologies are rare (Bogost 2009). 

This reiterates the need to elucidate how videogames manifest the military-entertainment complex 

and how this understanding can transform videogames into platforms for critique and resistance. 

0.3. Scope and Limitations 

The guiding principle of this research considers the blending of expression plane (the multisemiotic 

and structural aspects) and content plane (the construal of sociopolitical meanings), as 

emphasized in Robert Hodge and Gunther Kress’s seminal Social Semiotics (1988) and the socio-

semiotic theory of multimodality (Kress 2010), and procedural rhetoric (Bogost 2007) to expound 

how videogames communicate ethically and sociopolitically significant meanings. My research 

explores various issues, from material to philosophical, and organizes around aspects of 

videogame analyses, similarly observed by Mark J. P. Wolf and Bernard Perron (2014). It starts 

with exploring the formal aspects, which involve multisemiotics of design and how they factor into 

game structures. Playfulness aspects, then, examine gameplay experiences and purposes of 

videogames. The next level concerns cultural aspects on such topics as convergence and media 

ecology. Moving up to the closely-connected sociological aspects, I discuss ways that videogames 

portray, engage, and influence (post)human entities and their social relations (situated in war in this 

case). Lastly, analyses culminate to philosophical aspects and discuss videogames as interfaces 

with ideology, meaning, and ethics. 

The study progresses from (a) the microscopic dimension of multisemiotics; (b) threshold-

crossings that interface and procedurality afford; (c) intermedial and transmedial dynamics among 

videogames, film, and graphic novels; and (d) to the macroscopic dimension of videogames 

interfacing with war and posthumanism. Analyses involve three tiers. The first is a narrative 
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analysis of MGS4 that breaks down the cutscenes-gameplay structure, with a focus on Act 1: The 

Liquid Sun, which sets the subsequent four Acts and epilogue of the game in motion. Multisemiotic 

analyses, the second tier, cover the opening sequence and the two split screens featured in MGS4, 

one of which is analyzed with a multimodal annotation software to demonstrate feasibilities of 

conducting empirical game analyses and criticism. The third tier maps out units and processes 

involved in gameplay. In total, this study proposes two analytical frameworks: one for multimodal 

annotation (Ch. 2) and one for game analyses (Ch. 3). 

Researching videogames and digital media anticipates perpetual technological innovations. 

This dilemma, as well as a gateway to discoveries, means that one should adopt self-reflexive and 

dynamic approaches to investigate multiplicity, rather than seeking canonicity and fixity. Recent 

publications have established analytical frameworks that attempt to comprehensively address 

aspects that contribute to the merging of representation and interactivity within videogames and 

their distinct cultural impact (e.g. Carr, Buckingham, Burn, and Schott 2006; McDougall and 

O’Brien 2008). Analytical frameworks proposed in this study do not claim an all-encompassing 

coverage. Rather, they function to support investigations of the under-researched area of semiosis 

in videogames as multimodal artifacts and interfaces. Grounding the proposed frameworks are 

fine-grained, empirical, analyses of an installment, cross-referenced with others, of a videogame 

series of significant complexity and subversiveness in narrative, gameplay, and sociopolitical 

commentary. As subsequent chapters demonstrate, MGS4 involves elements both unique to itself 

and generalizable to games of similar levels of complexity for further analyses. This research 

identifies and situates semiotic modes and procedural elements in complex-filled frames of 

analyses with the aim of overcoming binary observations. Mapping out the range of semiotic 
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modes and gameplay units used via analytical frameworks provides an entry point to excavate the 

inter-animating dynamics among identified elements. Focused on edges, the formal aspect of 

analyses examines transitions between gamic and cinematic logics and ways that tactile 

interactions with gaming controllers expand audiovisual representations to create embodied 

gameplay experience of realistic enactment. Analyses of the content plane account for how 

gameplay mechanics combine with multimodal configurations to thematize posthumanism and war 

economy; and elucidate how videogames introduce important perspectives to engage transnational 

sociopolitical issues. 

Corresponding to my research objectives and spatial constraint, this project cannot 

sufficiently incorporate and explore knowledge from several strands of research on digital play. 

One area that would invite fruitful discussion is examining videogame serialization as an element in 

the broader discourse constituting the military-entertainment complex. For my purposes, I tackle 

this aspect in relation to transmedial storytelling and the resulted aesthetic mutations across media, 

rather than the political economy of videogames. Approaching the latter beyond this project will be 

a fairer undertaking. Other endeavors unpack interactions between videogames and creativity 

(Green and Kaufman 2015); digital play and players’ cognition (Ciccoricco 2015; Fahlenbrach 2016; 

Green and Seitz 2015) in such areas as spatial navigation and problem-solving capacities; affect 

and emotion (Perron and Schröter 2016); or approaches on the philosophy and aesthetics of 

games in terms of literary narrative and literary gaming (Ensslin 2014); and psychology of 

videogames (Bostan 2016; Madigan 2016; Kowert and Quandt 2016). An expanding volume of 

work deals with how digital play facilitates literacy development (Gee 2010; Khine 2011; Sanford 

and Madill 2007; Selfe and Hawisher 2007) and pedagogy (Egenfeldt-Nielsen 2007; Gee 2005, 
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2007; Prensky 2005; Green and McNeese 2011; Van Stallduinen and De Freitas 2011). While 

many of these endeavors do not share the empirical orientation of my research, which combines 

both expression and content planes within individual multisemiotic-procedural artifacts with a 

sociopolitical focus, they address important areas of player (inter)action that are beyond the scope 

of this project. This relates to the videogames selected for analyses, as will be explained in Section 

0.4. Lastly, a limitation of the present study concerns corpus breadth. Although the proposed 

frameworks seek to ultimately enable contrastive analyses across videogame genres, framework 

formulation as groundwork for future investigations takes precedence. Further research will target 

analyses of broader scales. 

0.4. Choice of Games and Methodology 

The choice of games and methodology of my research corresponds to the premise that harnessing 

videogames for meaning-making requires procedural and semiotic literacies, which enable media 

users (including players, designers, educators, and researchers) to embed or extract significant 

motifs, create or participate in engaging gameplay experiences, sustain or subvert artistic practices, 

and generate knowledge on the political economy and ideology of videogames. Selecting 

commercial videogames suits this purpose. Originated in Japan, the MGS series selected for this 

research critiques war by mixing stealth mechanics, action elements, and anti-nuclear rhetoric. Its 

long-standing production history (since before 1987) and narrative depth involving the Cold War 

era, nuclear armament, biopolitics, and war economy accentuate the series’ appropriation of 

historical and speculative events to reflect concerns and fears of the present. Globally released in 

2008 and set in the Middle East, MGS4, along with other war-themed titles in the post-911 period, 

echoes discourses and media then and now on war and terrorism, both thematically and 
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aesthetically. Further, the MGS series incorporates distinctively self-conscious play that exposes 

the materiality of videogames, contrary to industry-coveted transparent designs that conceal 

medium materiality for seamless gameplay. The series’ problematization of player-avatar 

relationship, as elaborated in Chapters 3 and 6, contributes to inquiries into virtual war-play and 

posthumanization of player subjectivities and identities. For the third reason, this genre-setting 

series has created a transmedia franchise that reflects the diversity and technological dynamism of 

contemporary media culture. 

To establish an empirical basis for researching gamic semiosis, this research conducts 

linguistically-inflected multisemiotic analyses. With the assistance of digital annotation software 

“Multimodal Analysis Video,” developed by the Multimodal Analysis Lab of the University of 

Singapore (2013), the multimodal annotation identifies patterns of interaction among modes and 

editing that heighten emotional intensity and embed ethical messages. This contributes to 

capturing connection between videogames – and in extension digital media – with ideologies, 

emotions, and psychology, to which scholars have attached importance (Järvinen 2009; 

Karatzogianni and Kuntsman 2012). Game studies organized around the paradigms of ludology 

and narratology. The former views representation as secondary to interactivity, a distinguishing 

aspect of videogames to which applications of semiotic frameworks is challenged (Aarseth 1997; 

Veugen 2012). Jon Dovey and Helen W. Kennedy (2006), however, posit that in studying video- 

and computer games, social semiotics is pivotal to comprehend the connections among the 

medium and the underlying cultural forces. While the ludology/narratology debate is considered 

settled (Murray 2013/2005), it pertains to researching the narrative language of videogames that 

adopts structural elements to establish exploratory storyworlds (Ensslin 2012) and has inspired 
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accounts on the aesthetic and psychological functions of cutscenes within gamic semiosis (Cheng 

2007; Klevjer 2002; Newman 2002, 2013). Promoting neither ludocentric nor narratology-based 

approaches assists diffusing fundamentalist views or philistinism; nourishing media studies 

requires intellectual discourses with disputes, complex, and nonlinear progress (Bogost 2015b). 

Adopting a multisemiotic approach is key, for semiotics is the basis that enables videogames to 

communicate meanings inscribed by codes, algorithms, and hardware, through multimodal 

resources that comprise interface designs, and from which players comprehend conditions and 

types of action they can/should partake and focus on. This understanding of the centrality of 

semiotics, combined with meanings conveyed through cutscenes, if used, and processes of 

enactment, is vital to examining how videogames function and how semiotic practices pollinate 

across media. I now introduce the research data and describe the technicality of annotating split 

screens, then the annotation process of gameplay-narrative structuralization of MGS4. 

This research analyzes video data from MGS4 that combines gameplay and cutscenes, 

totaling 12 hours, 41 minutes and 25 seconds. Multimodal annotation involves the opening 

sequence (11 minutes and 28 seconds) and two unconventional gameplay-cutscene split screens 

(totaled at 8 minutes and 41 seconds). Analyses refer to data across installments to discuss 

discourse semantics and gameplay mechanisms in relation to the series’ engagement with 

posthumanism. Annotations combine bottom-up and top-down processes. The first step involves 

creating an annotation framework with some suggested coding categories built into the software, 

organized along three dimensions of meaning-making identified in systemic functional linguistics, 

which stresses semiosis as connected to cultural contexts. Categories concern 

enacted/represented processes, depicted participants, and filmic semiotic resources (e.g. shot 
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sizes, shooting angles, and mobile camera). The annotation process involves repeated reviews of 

imported split screen video data, identifying and tagging segments that correspond to annotation 

categories, and revising the annotation framework (Figure 0.1). Gameplay annotations focus on 

triangulating the mobilization of emotion, co-realized by gameplay mechanics, filmic resources, and 

represented participants’ (in)actions across specific moments of gameplay. This examination 

across strata identifies how multimodal configurations contextualize and/or amplify players’ 

affective participation during enactment of the game narrative. Triangulations observed are then 

corroborated or rejected when I correlate categories by software-generated diagrams, called 

“visualization machines.” These visualizations organize findings within individual annotation 

categories as nodes within networks and, upon replay of video data, linearly track transitions 

among nodes (Figure 0.2). This assists articulating paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships 

between gameplay and cutscenes, as well as among semiotic modes. 

 
Figure 0.1: Capture of the multimodal annotation process in analyzing split screens (MGS4) 
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Figure 0.2: Capture of a visualization machine generated by multimodal annotation software 

      Analyses of gameplay-narrative segmentation follow two stages. Macro-structurally, I 

tabulate content and duration of all five acts and the epilogue of MGS4. Content includes narrative 

content in cutscenes, goals of gameplay, necessary gameplay mechanics, and interactions among 

acts. Analyses specifically attend to political commentary on war economy, nuclear armament, and 

virtual war play. Moments that cross-reference with other installments or highlight the materiality of 

the gameplay interface and gaming technologies are also flagged for further analyses of the series 

as postmodern critique of militarism and posthumanism (Ch. 5–6). The second, micro-structural, 

stage focuses on the opening act. In addition to macro-structural annotations, analyses of Act 1 

identify all filmic resources used in cutscenes and semiotic signaling of gameplay-cutscenes 

transitions. This aims to illustrate that gameplay and cutscenes, albeit inherently different as modes 

of encounter, function in tandem to create meaningful experiences. 
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0.5. Structure of Dissertation 

The dissertation comprises eight chapters that reflect the research questions previously posed. 

Chapter 1 establishes my theoretical foci. It outlines objectives and approaches of videogame 

criticism, situated in the broader contexts of game studies, the military-entertainment complex, and 

posthumanism. This aims to properly frame videogames and gaming as at once cultural artifacts 

and practices within creative cultural industries and academic disciplines. Highlighting videogames 

as interactive and discursive mediators of ideologies, the chapter surveys theorizations of games of 

Empire, which describes a globally distributed system of political and economic power; and 

posthumanism to elucidate gameplay as embodied enactment and processes of posthumanization 

that splice player subjectivities with representations and algorithms. The chapter then proposes 

that multimodality, with its socio-semiotic source, is compatible with theories of unit operations, 

procedural rhetoric, and interface in game and digital media studies (Ch. 3–4) to analyze meanings 

the medium conveys by enactment. Concepts and analytics laid out serve as bases for subsequent 

focused analyses. 

 Chapters 2 and 3, titled respectively “Multisemiotic Analyses” and “Mapping Gameplay,” 

presents a case study of MGS4. Narrative analysis of the opening act of the game and multimodal 

annotations of the game’s opening sequence and two split screens are the foci of Chapter 2. 

Analyses illustrate how using a multimodal annotation framework generates detailed annotations to 

empirically identify inter-semiotic patterns. I demonstrate that interactivity itself is a semiotic mode 

contributive to progressing narrative. A focus of the discussion examines how the split screens 

realize composite and hybridized semiotic modes, which respectively combines semiotic resources 

and blends semiotic resources to expand meaning. Chapter 3 follows with a game analyses 
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framework that maps out gameplay experiences in terms of interactions among player input, 

gaming system’s programmed output, and interactions among objects, agents, environments that 

construe events in the game world. The framework identifies how elements combine within micro-

moments and macrostructures of gameplay; and assists conceptualizing videogames as 

procedural artifacts that provide perspectives other than representation to engage with 

sociopolitical issues. 

 Operations of videogames as interfaces are taken up in Chapter 4. In response to the 

need of expanding multisemiotic analyses to encompass cutscenes, interactivity, and haptics, I 

apply the game analyses framework to demonstrate how objects that construct the gaming 

interface, specifically the visuality and placement of gameplay-facilitative information (virtual 

objects) and tactile input that controllers (physical devices) solicit, co-frame players’ attention and 

affective participation at particular moments of gameplay. This twinned focus re-positions 

videogames as interfaces to interrogate sociopolitical meanings and enables discussions of 

procedural rhetoric of the selected game, juxtaposed with its prequel MGS2: Sons of Liberty 

(Kojima 2001) and the latest installment MGSV: The Phantom Pain (Kojima 2015). This enables 

critique of the form and functions of MGS4 in relation to the fluidity of gaming technologies, building 

toward analyses of transmedial phenomena in Chapter 5 and posthumanism in Chapter 6. 

 Chapter 5 shifts to the macrostructural dimensions of aesthetics and creative cultural 

industries, where videogames and other media intersect in forms of intermedial hybridizations and 

transmedial storytelling, within networked relations among discursive mediation, economic viability, 

and technological experimentations in the broader media ecology. The chapter investigates the 

MGS series as illustrative examples of postmodern videogames that realize ethical motifs and 
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political commentaries reflexively in their narrative, gameplay, and architectures of game spaces. I 

use concepts of intermediality and transmediality to examine how oscillations between gameplay 

and cinematic logics are realized multimodally at gameplay-cutscene shifts; how transmedial 

transposition re-shapes forms of visuality associated with particular media (videogames, films, and 

graphic novels); and how to address questions on Japanese aesthetics in videogames. 

 Underlying Chapter 6 is the premise that war-themed videogames, approached critically, 

can counterplay ideological entrapments of the military-entertainment complex as interfaces with 

posthumanism. Emphasizing the three generations of postmodern military featured in the first, 

second, and fourth installments in the MGS series, the chapter discusses how each generation of 

posthumanized soldiers embodies a movement of the trickling-down of Cold War politics to the 

historical present of biocybernetics and global networks of war economy. I contend that the aged 

player-controllable agent of MGS4, Solid Snake, symbolizes a shift in post-Cold War discourse that 

sanitized atomic weapons research through body-based metaphors. Snake’s premature 

incapacitation by Werner’s syndrome as a clone echoes the heightened significance of prostheses 

and network-enabled molecular customization of soldiers in the age of biocybernetic control, 

embodied by the succeeding two generations of postmodern military in the series. This chapter 

emphasizes the need to approach videogame encounters ethically and critically, as they reflect our 

accountability in a range of transnational political issues that we are part of. 

The final chapter proposes critical play as a form to rethink and ethically engage 

wargaming in unhabituated ways. In reviewing what the dissertation has discussed, Chapter 7 

summarizes how the combination of expression and content planes, multisemiotics, and procedural 

rhetoric contributes to further investigations of videogames as hybridized interactive media capable 
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of engaging sociopolitical issues critically. Critical play with design sensibilities attunes meaning-

making dynamics among units to the ethical imperative and social dimensions of videogames and 

media aesthetics. It posits that, despite labor intensiveness, multimodal annotations provide 

necessary empirical bases for systematic, rigorous research of increasingly complex cultural 

artifacts. It can, in the long run, facilitate or triangulate endeavors of trajectories that this project 

cannot pursue due to spatial constraints, such as research on psychological impact of videogames, 

mobilization of emotions, multiliteracies, and pedagogy. Crucially, the interdisciplinary perspective 

informing this research complement investigations of semiosis and sociocultural impact of recent 

videogames of sufficient gameplay and narrative complexities, or independent and experimental 

games that deviate from industry-defined or instrumental approaches. An open, interdisciplinary, 

empirically-driven approach, as this research pursues, contributes to endeavors that explore and 

experiment with possibilities of play, dimensions of experience, and transmedial transpositions to 

counter the nonlinear, cyclical, dynamics between pro-military ideologies and popular cultural 

media in a growing military-entertainment complex. 
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Chapter 1 Establishing Contexts 

To dissect the sociopolitical impact and medium specificity of videogames, this chapter approaches 

dynamics among gamic semiosis, videogame criticism, and the military-entertainment complex in 

our increasingly militarized contemporary culture. Militarized processes occur in consumption and 

production of popular cultural media, manifested respectively in the feature of war-themed content 

and involvement of the military in researching and developing the media as consumer products. 

This chapter builds toward conceptualizing videogames as critical interfaces with cultural 

influences of militarization, specifically in light of posthumanism, which entails spectra of human-

machine hybridizations and deconstruction of what constitute humans. For a comprehensive grasp, 

I track posthumanism from its logical convergence in poststructuralism to its speculations of 

relationships among humans and nonhumans as part and manifestation of the postmodern 

condition that characterizes the present. 

 The chapter first describes approaches in game studies. It establishes the need to account 

for gamic affordances of enactment in conducting videogame criticism, crucial to what this research 

investigates and is the subject of two subsequent sections. Namely, how videogames function as 

vectors to critique posthumanism and conduits that transmit, translate, and potentially transform 

values imparted by political propaganda of Empire, a form of globalization-renewed sovereignty 

that diffuses sociopolitical and economic power across systems of supranational institutions (Hardt 

and Negri 2000; Colás 2007). I discuss videogames as media that manifest the military-

entertainment complex as well as platforms to critique and resist militarized ideologies, to which 

multisemiotics contribute. 
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1.1. Encountering Videogames 

Conducting criticism of any media requires selecting methods sensitive to their medium 

specificities to appropriately investigate how they mean. Videogame criticism should attune to the 

medium’s intermediate objectness, which Ian Bogost (2015a) describes with the simile “toasters.” 

Videogames, like toasters, fulfill operational and aesthetic functions. Good toasters work and go 

well with styles of specific kitchens. Videogames involve greater complexity as they enable play 

and carry qualities associated with prior media and art forms, for instance, narrative and characters, 

to create enacted experiences of affective impact. Undertaking videogame criticism, in other words, 

require attention on three essential aspects, within which more refined questions interact and await 

analyses. First, how do videogames work? Approaching this question means identifying tiers and 

units that systematically cohere into the language of videogames (Ch. 2–3). Second, how 

videogames aesthetically and economically relate to other media and the cultural contexts they 

operate in (Ch. 5). Third, and crucial in my contention, how gameplay experiences interface with 

issues significant on sociopolitical and ethical fronts (Ch. 4 and 6). This ascertains videogames as 

a meaningful medium and addresses the need to build game literacy, not merely to revise notions 

on neutrality of games (Carr et al. 2006). Understanding what videogames are is the entry point to 

any critical endeavors on the medium. 

Distilled, games build on rules, enactment, and meaning. Videogames operate as framed 

uncertainties (Rautzenberg 2015) and half-real artifacts (Juul 2005). They combine real, abstract, 

algorithmic rules and fictional worlds, while functioning with principles similar to those underlying 

the earliest forms of play in humanity. Players comprehend and interact with programmed rules to 

enact actions, navigate, and progress narratives within fictional worlds, composed of signs and 
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representations. Gameplay outcomes fork into trajectories both fixed and fluid. Games operates 

rule-based formal systems with variables and quantifiable outcomes, which players exert effort to 

influence and feel attached to, with optional or negotiable gameplay consequences (ibid). Jesper 

Juul’s stipulation of gameplay being negotiable addresses potential objections to a prior definition 

proposed by Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman (2004), whose description of player engagement 

with artificial conflicts can be applied to non-game scenarios (Egenfeldt-Nielson, Smith, and Tosca 

2016).2 Interactions among rules and player enactment thus procedurally create meaning. Meaning 

involves both cognition and affect. Comprehending what enactment that gameplay demands 

constitutes the former. The latter refers to game-induced emotional impact and, more importantly, a 

tight recursiveness and inseparability between body and mind that eludes conscious cognition and 

forms the subject of the latest field of affect studies (Beer 2013; Clough and Halley 2007; Hardt 

2007; Blackman and Venn 2010). Affect is likewise discussed, albeit under-analyzed, in 

multimodality in relation to “the material, the physical, the sensory, the bodily, the ‘stuffness of 

stuff’” (Kress 2010, p. 105, original emphasis), with a central place in theorizing meaning and 

problematizing affect-cognition boundaries (ibid, p. 109). For Wolf (2001), the medium distinctively 

allows real-time gameplay through player-controlled surrogates in diegetic space to influence 

onscreen events. Scholars, such as Kurt Squire (2011), describe games as activities of trial and 

error with incremental challenges as scaffolds. Digital games, as Aphra Kerr (2006) defines, 

encompass games in its entirety and diversity, regardless of what consoles, platforms, or systems 

                                                           
2 An example is taking university examinations. A student is tasked to out-perform his/her peers and this task is 
monitored by laws and regulations of the institution. The challenge/conflict is artificial in the sense that rules governing 
the examination do not necessarily apply outside of that space. 
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are involved. These socially constructed artifacts emerge from complex negotiation processes 

among human and nonhuman actors in specific contexts of historical formation. 

The understanding of games thus operates on three levels. As products, digital games 

innovatively fuse digital technologies and cultural creativity. As an industry, they utilize 

transnational networks of production, distribution, and consumption. As cultural practices, they 

exemplify ideals of choice and agency. Woven into digital games is the promise of unprecedented 

interactivity in media consumption. Players, game designs, systems, avatars (customizable player-

controlled characters), communities, and discourses interact and form complex social matrixes that 

experiment with interpretive and meaning-making possibilities. Play provides a potential gateway to 

re-imagine and re-order important issues of affect, identities, and power. For clarity, throughout the 

dissertation, “videogames” specifies games played on console systems, while “digital games” refer 

to all forms of digitally mediated play. 

Game studies coalesced around 2001, which marked the inaugural launch of the first, 

eponymous, academic journal and rapid advancements in gaming, visualization, and digitalization 

techniques. Research approaches have since diversified and operated in such fields as media 

studies, cultural studies, design studies, and computer science. In the Humanities, studies 

investigate ethical and philosophical motifs and questions embedded in the medium (Cogburn and 

Silcox 2009; Schrier and Kinzer 2009; Sicart 2009, 2013; Zagal 2012). Videogames are explored 

as part of a greater media ecology that mediates conceptualizations of gender, sexualities, and 

race (Forman-Brunell and Hains 2015; Shaw 2014). Some noted examples include studies on 

gendered pleasures embodied by Lara Croft (the Tomb Raider series, Gard 1996-2015) as both a 

player-controlled agent and cultural icon (Kennedy 2002) and works on gendered gaming identity 
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(Thornham 2011).3 Videogames constitute what Espen Aarseth (1997) deems ergodic experiences. 

They solicit player interactions with the material aspect of gameplay interface (e.g. screens, 

controllers, and kinetic devices) and audiovisual realizations (e.g. characters, game worlds, sound 

effects, and music). In exploring how meaning arises from such interconnections, Astrid Ensslin’s 

The Language of Gaming (2012) provides a detailed overview of videogame analyses from 

perspectives of discourse analyses, including pragmatic presuppositions of gaming discourses, 

multimodality, genres and textualities of videogames, and the narrative language of videogames; 

all of which form a fledging field within game studies. This research is situated in this field to 

analyze how videogames communicate meanings with an interpenetration of representational and 

ludic strata (Carr et al. 2006); and attends to aspects explored in the political economy approach, 

which as Kerr (2006) writes, highlight ways that media users are structured in terms of cultural 

contexts of use and the media industries. 

 Despite exploration of videogames as a medium of personal, economic, and sociopolitical 

significance, a coherent vocabulary and means for game analyses and criticism remain unsettled 

within interdisciplinary interrogation. Among attributes deemed definitive of videogames, for 

instance, the non-metaphorical use of “ergodicity” requires consideration of its anthropological 

claims and meanings of “ergodic systems” in the fields of thermodynamics and statistical physics 

(Furtwängler 2007). Interactivity, interchangeable with ergodicity and though a pervasive medium-

distinguishing notion for videogames, vaguely connotes user freedom, media personalization, and 

interaction with screens (Aarseth 1997, p. 48); and conceals how gameplay reshapes players’ 

                                                           
3 Pre-MGS4 installments have similarly been critiqued regarding gender representation, as production of hegemonic 
whiteness and masculinity (Johnson 2007). 
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perception, production, and response to fiction (Thabet 2015). This notion also appears to 

downplay how all media, as shown in phenomenological and cultural studies (Hayles 2014; 

Sobchack 2004; McCloud 1994), require bodily engagement and thus undermines the 

understanding of videogames’ cultural impact (Keogh 2014). Issues around both concepts illustrate 

challenges that game studies face in negotiating with varied perspectives on the medium. 

Complications arise when videogames intersect the sociopolitical phenomenon of military-

entertainment complex, when war and embodiment connect by audiovisual registers, as afforded 

by film and television, as well as players’ proprioception-driven actions, as afforded by the 

gameplay interface. 

1.2. Playing War 

This section explores the history and political economy of videogames in connection with militarism 

and ideology. Ideology operates as cultural systems comprised of discourses that perpetuate 

rationality as well as false consciousness for alienation (Eagleton 1994); and is investigated by 

various approaches, ranging from political science, psychology, sociology, religion to philosophy 

(Morris 2010). Initially seen as sciences of ideas, ideology is sustained by cultural frameworks 

where material, cultural, and economic conditions shape ideas circulating within and thus societies 

themselves (Marx and Engels 1978/1848). Louis Althusser (2001/1972) and Antonio Gramsci 

(1978) expand the perspective and propose that educational systems and institutions, by soliciting 

specific socio-material practices, propagate State-sponsored ideology. This expansion enables 

scrutiny of what occurs at the level of masses, civilians, and culture. Videogames as apparatuses 

of popular culture, by default or design, mediate ideology through rhetoric (Hayse 2014; Bogost 

2006a, 2007). Within literature on intersections between popular culture and ideology (Bramlett 
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2012; Whitt and Perlich 2014), works on videogames are expanding, with language ideologies 

(Ensslin 2010), gender and racial roles (Blüml 2014), post-apocalypse and ethics (Kemmer 2014) 

among topics of discussion. My inquiry into technological ideologization focuses on conducting 

ideological and informatic critique of videogames in relation to war. 

One form of ideological critique characterizes videogames as media of Empire. Nick Dyer-

Witheford and Greig de Peuter (2009) argue in Games of Empire that videogames exemplify 

processes of the Empire, which, based on Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s Empire (2000), 

portrays a global capitalist regime of biopower built from a decentralized and multilayered system. 

Network power (among political, economic, and military) transcends national bounds and exploits 

varied labor to enrich such plutocracy. In the 21st century global hypercapitalism, videogames are 

paradigmatic of the concept of Empire, which (a) shapes subjectivities on intellectual and affective 

dimensions; (b) operates as biopower to exploit social life from angles of labor, consumption, 

education, and genetic sciences (Foucault 1990, pp. 135-145); and (c) utilizes immaterial labor, 

such as networks of information, media, and surveillance (Dowling, Nunes, and Trott 2007). A key 

focus of Games of Empire concerns games of multitude, a dialectical concept characterized as 

both engines and enemies of Empire (ibid, p. 187); a revolutionary power manifested in activism to 

oppose capitalism and propose alternatives for democratic global resource deployment (Hardt and 

Negri 2000, pp. 393-414). Viewed from a political economy lens, Empire uses media to solicit an 

excess of creative-intellectual advancements for capitalist goals. Such surplus eventually threatens 

its stability. Videogames, demonstrative of the significance of media spectacle and digital media as 

“emotion machines,” constitute multitudinous progressive forces against Empire (Retort 2005, p. 

21). Their involvements of transnational ties, cultural hybridities, and eclectic technologies push for 
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an alternate globalization from the capital, called “exodus” (Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter 2009, p. 

210). Yet, the authors caution that, against Empire’s acumen in “adopting apparently iconoclastic 

practices and utopian ideas as management techniques and revenue sources” (ibid, p. 188), 

progresses of players’ configurative power and creative dissidence may exacerbate evolution of 

Empire-exerted control, by generating additional resources and means for the game industry. It is 

ultimately unclear if the authors see in embracing game designs or subversive gameplay viable 

strategies to realize “exodus.” 

However, Games of Empire does not fully commit to its proposal on videogames being 

exemplary of Empire operations and elaborate on implications of the medium. In this it is flawed. It 

is opaque how contrasts among videogames and other digital media in production apparatuses, 

subjectivization processes, and labor standards grant exemplary status to one and not the other. 

The concluding remark on digital games being “one molecular component of this undecidable 

collective mutation” in daily life (ibid, p. 229) triggered by Empire, while within logic, apparently 

affirms the authors’ backpedaling and aligns with general theorizations of increased digitalization. 

This leads to discussion of the second form of critique of game-militarism relationships. 

Informatic critique, proposed by Galloway (2006), is a counterpoint to conducting 

ideological critiques of videogames. He argues that a protocological critique of informatic control 

carries more importance than dissecting ideologies communicated in videogames. This 

observation concerns digital protocols inherent in videogames that undermine and re-shape 

ideological or cultural complexities into reductive and reified structures, leading to his claim that “In 

modernity, ideology was an instrument of power, but in postmodernity ideology is a decoy” (ibid, p. 

106). In his earlier book Protocol (2004), the scholar illustrates that the apparent “freedom” of the 
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Internet in fact inscribes standardization and ideological control in the globalized networked society 

via codes; and thus interweaves (counter-)currents that interact in multiple and unpredictable ways. 

One can find connections between Galloway’s argument and precedent literature that posits that 

computers demand from users ways of thinking that resemble computer processing (e.g. Manovich 

2001). On a fundamental level, videogames require players to identify, master, and assimilate 

algorithmic patterns and abstract rules to proceed. It is within reason to suggest that in 

encountering videogames, importance of critique oscillates between the ideological and the 

informatics, where control protocols reside in algorithmic designs.4 

Both forms of critique connect to an underlying, militaristic-cybernetic architecture that 

grounds the development of gaming technologies and is, as Patrick Crogan’s (2011) Gameplay 

Mode argues, inadequately accounted for. The central argument exposes how digital games, in 

construction and conceptualization, closely connect with Cold War military technologies. In addition 

to representations of warfare and incorporation of military tactics (e.g. real-time strategy), 

dependence on military technologies to research and develop gaming apparatuses, and global 

gameplay networks, videogames implicitly yet fundamentally “model phenomena by hypothetically 

extending and extrapolating its future to see how that future may be predicted, modified, and 

controlled” (ibid, p. 13). This phenomenon is symptomatic of a specific form of militarized 

                                                           
4 Critique is among concepts that carry rich connotations and contextual intricacies in cultural studies, such as criticality 

and historicity. Attempts to strategically define these terms have involved varied degrees of contention. The author 

emphasizes critique as an attitude, process, and mode of questioning that exposes power relations, voluntary 

insubordination, and desubjugation. Ultimately, it aims to denaturalize, problematize, and historicize the order of things 

with a fearless willingness to question even what are regarded as fundamental truths, in knowledge, thinking, and 

doing (Butler and Spivak 2011; Foucault 2007). Proposing informatic critique to appropriately analyze digital games 

can be deemed a result of theoretical critique, which exposes how the focus on examining representations in digital 

games overlooks the essential meaning contribution from the medium’s procedurality and algorithmic basis. 
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technoculture (Mead 2013a; Van Creveld 2013). The concept of technoculture describes the 

propensity of media and culture to inherit logics of technologies (Penley and Ross 1991; Shaw 

2008). In the case of military-gamic intersections, videogames simulate logics of war technologies. 

The technocultural take underscores that the cybernetic intent on modeling complex 

processes arises from not only computational procedurality (Wardrip-Fruin 2009), but an obsession 

with prediction. This, combined with real-time control and simulation, forms the concept “logistics,” 

which Crogan furthers from Paul Virilio’s Pure War (Lotringer and Virilio 2008), to identify how 

practices of contemporary warfare extends themselves in times of conflicts and peace. The focus 

on prediction also manifests in predictive data and networks, which Mark Hansen (2015) and 

Wendy Hui Kyong Chun (2015) discuss in relation to politics, the nonhuman, and machines. 

Hansen argues that the predictive logic and probabilistic analyses on which the Obama’s 

administration relies to detect security threats are rendered visible via nonhuman analyses of data. 

Their reality-based prediction politics is independent of human understanding and affectivity. 

Bush’s logical preemption, on the contrary, relies on the ideological “unknown unknown,” an 

objective uncertainty turned politically efficacious by mystifying geopolitical phenomena and 

terrorism; with fear as a strict correlate and affective pseudo-evidence (pp. 105-106). Chun 

explores crisis as structurally necessary for networks, using the example of climate models, which 

defer futures with negative future predictions and are ultimately un-verifiable, should they succeed 

in reducing carbon emission. In Crogan’s view, videogames, including those without explicit 

militaristic motifs, retain in their forms and functions traces of logics from military logistics, which 

emphasizes effective perception and control of interacting elements. This influences even games 

allegedly used for educational or social well-being purposes to secure future efficacy. Recognizing 
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videogames as ideology enables escape from such entrapment: “computer games are the 

reproduction rather than simply the ‘product’ of […] Cold War mentality” (2011, p. 105). At this 

juncture, an overview of the history of videogames and the military-entertainment complex helps 

illustrate the military-gaming reciprocity. 

The Military-Entertainment Complex 

My discussion of the military-entertainment complex argues for a nonlinear, cyclical, perspective 

that accounts for both top-down circulations of pro-military ideologies, as investigated in past 

analyses and literature, and ways that realities of war are inflected by representations and 

enactments in popular cultural media. To capture how militarism-entertainment relationships are 

regulated by political interests and, to a large extent, economic pressures and institutional 

incentives, this section discusses the historical connection between videogames and the military 

with regards to three periods. The first period observed introduction of military personnel and 

expertise into game research and development. In the second period, the military turned to digital 

games as tools of simulation, training, and recruitment. The present that follows involves mutual 

influence between the military and media corporations that continuously shapes contemporary 

imagination of warfare, commodifying war to create cultural tolerance/acceptance of war for higher 

dependence on war to generate profit. 

“Military-entertainment complex” (or “militainment”) is derived from the U.S. President 

Dwight D. Eisenhower’s speech on the military-industrial-complex of the Cold War era. Contrary to 

expected dissipation, the military permeates aspects of civilian lives in the form of a Military-

Industrial-Media-Entertainment Network (Der Derian 2009; Stahl 2010). It involves sequential-

pictorial media (comics and graphic novels), televisual, filmic, and gamic media, all of which 
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provide sources of representation of the military, war, and the age of terror. Within this network, 

war-themed games embody a source of ideal militainment commodities, tremendous profit, and 

transformation of civic and visual experiences of war (Huntemann and Payne 2010; Mirrlees 2016). 

Videogames emerged from the historical moment of 1960s dominated by post-industrial and post-

modern discourses (Kerr 2006, Table 1.1). The era witnessed increased dismantlement of 

regulations of media and communication technologies institutions; significant science-program 

investment; the Space Race and the Cold War; and extensive civil movements. Digital games, 

therefore, simultaneously promise novel spaces of sociality, virtuality, and construction of identity; 

as well as fears of growing violence, individualization, and consumption on the societal front.5 

Military influence stems from the 1970s when the military and entertainment industries converged. 

Programmable machines and consoles opened a way to naturalize and incorporate military 

technologies into civilians’ daily lives. The 1980s observed greater emphases on building business 

practices for financially viable military units with significant exchanges of staff among military 

organizations and commercial gaming enterprises, including Atari, Avalon, and Sega (Power 2007). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5 This is supported by the fact that seven out of the first nine Atari VCS videogames procedurally involve military 
operations, such as tracking, shooting, and navigating. These games include Air-Sea Battle, Combat, Indy 500, Star 
Ship, Street Racer, Surround, and Video Olympics, all released in 1977 (Hayse 2014). 
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Table 1.1: History of videogames 

Year / Period Milestones in Game Development History 

1960s • Spacewar! (Russell et al. 1962) as the first computer game developed at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Kirriemuir 2006; Chandler 
and Chandler 2011; Dillon 2011) 

1970s • Introduction of arcade games upon the establishment of the company 
Atari (1972) 

• Disputes between Atari and home console system The Magnavox 
Odyssey over Pong (a tennis simulation game) and other titles marked 
the long relationship between gaming and legal industries. 

1980s • 1978-1980: Release of classic games such as Space Invaders and 
Pacman. Frequent mergers and bankruptcy of game companies due to 
lowered game quality and economic struggle 

• 1981: IBM launched the 8088 processor-based system, contributing to 
the rise of home computing and personal computer (PC) gaming. 

1990s – 2000s • Console wars between home console systems; establishment of two 
major Japanese enterprises Nintendo and SEGA 

• The fifth-generation era (also called the 32-bit/64-bit era and 3D era) 
introduced various console systems that could support enhanced 
graphics and three-dimensional game worlds (e.g. Atari Jaguar (64-bit), 
SEGA Saturn (32-bit), PlayStation One (PS One), Nintendo 64, and 
SEGA Dreamcast) 

• Advanced systems since the millennium: PlayStation 2 (PS2), Xbox 360 
(Microsoft), GameCube, PlayStation Portable (PSP), Nintendo DSi, 
PlayStation 3 (PS3), Wii, Xbox One, and PlayStation 4 (PS4); mobile 
gaming 

The 21st century has witnessed a cultural and technological shift that embrace videogames 

as resources that blend entertainment and practical applications. Examples include simulation 

games for the military, surgeon training, and staff training purposes in businesses and public 

education campaigns (Entertainment Software Association 2013). On military-themed games, 

David Clearwater (2006, 2010) details how commercial developers cooperate with the military by 

requesting advice on weaponry or sending in production teams to observe and discuss with officers. 

An internationally popular shooter game Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon: Future Soldier (Campos-
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Oriola 2012), for example, features technologies under current development or deployed in actual 

battlefields (e.g. drones, Ubisoft 2012). The military also employs commercial gaming technologies 

to develop troop training programs or hardware; and uses digital games for recruitment. One 

critical development of the military-entertainment complex was the founding of the $45-million U.S. 

Army University Affiliated Research Center: the Institute for Creative Technologies (ICT, University 

of South California). It co-developed the military training game Full Spectrum Warrior (Stahl 2004) 

with industry developers and military contractors. Interactions among military simulations and 

entertainment media industries intensified as the military-entertainment complex, though have 

inspired critical scholarly publications such as the first anthropology on games and modern warfare 

Joystick Soldiers (Huntemann and Payne 2010), have also created concrete collaborations that 

spawn questions on research ethics. A game frequently discussed on the militarization of 

contemporary culture is the Tactical Iraqi, a DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency) language learning videogame that, as a component of the Tactical Language Training 

System (TLTS), provides “just-in-time” language training to buffer the undersupply of Arabic-

speaking personnel in the U.S. armed forces (Losh 2005, 2006). Learners’ linguistic and 

paralinguistic skills determine access to key game spaces, which involve liaising with members of 

uncertain political or religious allegiance. For Henry Giroux (2007, 2008), increased dependence 

on Pentagon support and corporate interests compromise universities as potential spaces for 

critical dialogs and democracy; universities are constrained whereas military research and 

knowledge have flourished since 9/11. 

This third period also marks mutations in popular entertainment. Adding to the circulating 

military-themed Hollywood blockbusters, such as Black Hawk Down (Scott 2002), The Hurt Locker 
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(Bigelow 2008), and Fury (Ayer 2014), is Act of Valor (McCoy and Waugh 2012), a film 

commissioned by the U.S. Navy’s Special Warfare Command, starring active-duty SEALs. 

Videogame narratives and aesthetics cross-pollinate with or permeate other media. The deep 

entwinement among the military, entertainment, and tertiary education sectors contribute to a 

banalization of war in the present (Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter 2009, pp. xiv, 110). It creates a 

generation of war-tending subjectivities (worker-consumer and soldier-citizen) in which readiness 

for war percolates parts of daily life; and through war/military games the military preemptively 

practice fatal in-real-life operations in simulated and digitalized battlespaces (Blackmore 2005). 

Discussing ethical digital play of war is complex. As Marino (2005) articulates, while military-

developed games such as Tactical Iraqi (2007) involves positive pedagogical aspects, cultural 

sensitivity can function as “a new kind of operational system in the command and control schema 

of larger military objectives.” Integrating military technologies with entertainment arguably “trains” 

consumers to assume a militarized/aggressive state that “disrupts connections to self, body, 

sensation, and history” (Hall 2006, p. 12). Learning, empathy, or moral choices appear mostly 

missing in military-themed shooter games (Clearwater 2006). That said, Nick Robinson (2012) 

remains hopeful that despite pervasive forces that maintain the military-entertainment complex, 

videogames carry vital potential in promoting social critique and political activism; and such 

potential is only likely to grow. This is supported by Bogost (2006b) and observed in recent war-

themed videogames that direct focus from frontline combat to civilian perspectives and 

experiences, such as the Polish-made This War of Mine: The Little Ones (Drozdowski 2016), which 

features children and civilians in survival-themed simulations of civil wars.6 Earlier in Section 1.2, 

                                                           
6 This War of Mine, though fictional, bases the civil war of its narrative on the siege of Sarajevo (1992–1996) of the 
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Crogan correctly comments on the naïveté of game studies in underemphasizing the role of military 

technologies as foundation of digital play. Yet, Gameplay Mode demonstrates a form of naïveté in 

treating the genealogical relationship between digital games and military logistics as primary above 

all other aspects of the gaming political economy. This is compounded by his arbitrary discussion 

of alternative/critical game practices that use bodily commitment and pain feedback to incite player 

reflection of gameplay, consoles, computing, and their historical connections to warfare (Bogost 

2012).7 I contend that critical counterplay of war-themed videogames can resist military logistics. 

This points to the need of providing illustrative case studies of contemporary games. 

Depiction and enactment of war in the MGS series differs from those in games for 

propaganda purposes, such as the recruitment game America’s Army (2002), discussed by 

Galloway (2006) and Aaron Delwiche (2006). Such games tend to present clean representations of 

war sans piled-up bodies and feature idealized representations of soldiers’ heroism and 

camaraderie to reinforce us/other binarisms and moralize military intervention. Rather than 

accurately reflecting battlefield situations, such games fortify militarization ethos and ideological 

hegemony and downplay the geopolitical complexities involved (Leonard 2004). As succeeding 

chapters demonstrate, the MGS series engages war with heavy anti-war sentiments. MGS games 

further involve varied degrees of prosthesis, from nanotechnology, genetic cloning, to human-

machine hybridization that creates cyborgs. Cyborgs, as cultural metaphors, theoretical figures, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Bosnian War as well as sieges of Grozny (1999–2000) and Homs (2011–2014). The last of which ended six months 
before the release of the game’s PC and mobile gaming versions (Webber 2016). 

7 Crogan (2011: 138-141) cites, for example, the rigged fighting game performance Tekken Torture Tournament (Stern 
and Allen 2001) and arcade game Painstation (//////////fur//// 2001), which administer electronic shock and pain 
feedback respectively. 
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and actualized beings, do not encompass any human-artifactual relationships. Their sociopolitical 

significance hinges on specific “implosions”: contradictory lived experiences of technoscience in 

specific historical periods and social contexts (Kirkup, Woodward, and Hovenden 2000). Or, in the 

words of Joseph Schneider (2005, p. 62): “The militarist, space-race, reductionist, and control-

focused apocalyptic visions from which the cyborg emerged can’t and shouldn’t be separated from 

it.” Having explored the rise of videogames and their role in the military-entertainment complex, the 

next section situates the medium within postmodernism as critical interfaces contributive to our 

understanding of posthumanism. 

1.3. Videogames, Posthumanism, Postmodernism 

War play perturbs as it exposes what fundamentally differentiate gamic contributions to meaning 

from those of other audiovisual media: embodied enactment. Networked combination of semiotics, 

systems, and player actions afford the medial hybridity of videogames. One key contribution in 

progressing critical videogame analyses conceptualizes gameplay as cybernetic circuits where 

player subjectivities build upon crossings and negotiations of human-machine boundaries, 

significant on personal, social, and cultural dimensions (Dovey and Kennedy 2006; Giddings and 

Kennedy 2008; Giddings 2007; Jayemanne 2005). This conceptualization, extending seminal 

works on actor-network theory and cyborgs by scholars such as Bruno Latour (1987, 1993) and 

Donna Haraway (1991), stresses the interdependent agency of human and nonhuman actors in 

technical mediation and semiosis. It straddles social and technological deterministic worldviews. 

Videogames thus exemplify kernels across posthumanism and postmodernism; both problematize 

dichotomies for multivalent meanings. It will prove helpful to review connections among these 

intellectual movements. 
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Posthumanism 

Posthumanism invokes human-nonhuman imbrications. The posthuman subject refers to “an 

amalgam, a collection of heterogeneous components, a material-informational entity whose 

boundaries undergo continuous construction and reconstruction” (Hayles 1999, p. 3). This 

characterization particularly pertains to videogame criticism as it elucidates a networked duality at 

the core of gameplay. Different from the unitary humanist subject, the posthuman subject 

embodies a splice between the corporeal enacting body of the player and the virtual represented 

body of the avatar, a phenomenon frequently discussed in exploring mediated dynamics in digital 

gameplay (Davis 2012; Waggoner 2009). 

Posthumanism in videogames, in addition to representation and narrative, operates on a 

deep structural level of body and identity. Encountering videogames necessitates cyborgian, 

gestalt identities, constituted by players’ hybridized corporeal schemata of flesh, hardware, 

algorithms, as well as beings and objects in the game world (Dovey and Giddings 2006; Giddings 

2007; Swalwell and Wilson 2008). Gameplay entails a form of corporeal-affective involvement that 

renders players not as users of instruments, but being instruments themselves (Shinkle 2005, p. 

27). Players turn posthuman. As Hayles discusses in How We Became Posthuman (1999, p. 290) 

and the essay “Refiguring the Posthuman” (2004), understanding players as distributed and 

emergent subjects across information and materialities, real worlds and virtual worlds, captures 

how virtual worlds rely on, rather than being impeded by, fluid bodies and identities. Gameplay thus 

operates as “coercive mimeticism”: individual subjectivity interacts with algorithmic procedures and 

formations of the game world’s architecture, where embodied modes of gameplay intensify 

identification. Players enact and are acted upon by genetic logics of games. Challenging notions of 
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autonomous human subjects with unambiguous boundaries enables an understanding of human-

computer interface beyond mere divisions between real life and illusive, virtual reality. Notions of 

players inhabiting singular bodies give way to multiplicity of bodies at once gendered, imagined, 

and technologically mediated. 

The posthuman body bespeaks an investigation of nonlinear dynamics among code and 

contemporary politics at the core of Hayles’s entry into posthumanism. It incorporates and 

transforms complexity theory, originated in natural sciences, into a worldview spliced with the 

humanities to capture digital textuality as intersecting cultures, societies, and bodies. Complexity 

theory studies complex systems. Variations of complexity theory, like strands of intellectual virus, 

have always represented “the hauntology of modern, postmodern, and now posthuman theory” 

(Kroker 2012, p. 65).8 Carey Wolfe (2010) criticizes her influential book (1999) for a ground tone 

that apparently associates posthumanism with triumphant disembodiment, contrary to his stance 

against transcendence of embodiment and embeddedness of human beings in biological and 

technological worlds (Chute 2013). That said, her visions, furthered in Writing Machines (2002) and 

My Mother Was a Computer (2005), constructively challenge conventional science-literature 

divisions toward theorizing virtuality as a newly emergent materialism. In the virtual realm, 

subjectivity stems from constantly changing worlds and states, where technological, biological, and 

social processes interrelate with human actions. This further contributes to the field of new 

                                                           
8 Hauntology, a concept in critical theory and psychoanalysis, reflects cultural moments where the social imagination 

cannot conceive wholly new futures; and politics remains to administer established systems and capitalist logics 

(Fisher 2012). The concept originates from Jacques Derrida’s Spectres de Marx (1993), which posits the ghost as a 

subject of inquiry into what is “neither present nor absent, neither dead or alive” (Davis 2005, p. 373). An example of 

such presence-absence of the 21st century is how smartphones produce networked (over)availability yet encourage 

users to only partially commit to each communicative moment. 
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materialism that emphasizes matter as dynamic, self-generating, and unstable entities emerged 

from interacting systems (Pötszch and Hayles 2014). She shows awareness of the deep 

entwinement between the liberal subject and programs of domination and repression; from which 

the re-definition of the “posthuman subject” grows and critiques of transhumanist disregard of the 

corporeal body spur. Connecting chaos theory, an emblematic vision of complexity, and the post-

structural zeitgeist that has redefined humanities since 1960s–1970s, Hayles (1990, 1991) 

proposes a cultural paradigm “chaotics” to re-conceive chaos as loci of maximal information and 

complexity. Chaos theory concerns orderly disorder: discoveries of self-organizing processes 

beneath the apparently chaotic and unpredictable. It addresses fluidity, mutability, and complexities 

of living and nonliving matters. An often-cited phenomenon is the butterfly effect, which, as 

hypothesized causality between a flutter of butterfly wings and a hurricane, denotes how 

morphological changes of states result in unanticipated massive effects. Aligned with relativity and 

quantum mechanics as key revolutions of the 20th century, chaos theory has traversed esoteric 

scientific thought into the fields of art, media, design, and literary criticism (McLeod 2005; Skiadas 

and Skiadas 2016). Foci on order and disorder as interpenetrating forces, relations from local sites 

to global structures, and an awareness of complex systems as simultaneously deterministic and 

unpredictable characterize contributions of chaotics. Chaos-informed questioning complements 

understanding of procedural artifacts as its analytical foci dovetail with what cybernetic theory 

investigates, namely the elusive, minute but momentous pattern changes that occur in dissipative 

structures and broken boundaries, and dynamic processes that underline structures of regularity 

and patterns. This results in a compatibility among posthumanism, game studies, and inquiries of 

chaos theory and complex systems, connections between the latter two also explored in narrativity 
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and digital media (Ryan 2001a, 2001b; Simons 2007). Such compatibility stems from binaries 

refusal. Specifically, an attunement to permeable boundaries among humans, information, and 

technologies justly captures how posthumanism and digital reality unfold in the 21st century: the 

constant interactions among life codes and digital codes, units and systems, practices of 

inscriptions and paradoxical perspectives that affect developments of contemporary subjectivity. 

Conceptualized intellectually, posthumanism elicits postructuralist and postmodernist 

thought (Cobley 2010). It deconstructs humanism. Developed from poststructuralism, the emerging 

paradigm of thought opposes and transcends human exceptionalism with an emphasis on the 

complex interconnectedness between human and nonhuman forms of agency, involving such key 

theorists as Donna Haraway, Bruno Latour, N. Katherine Hayles, John Law, Andrew Pickering, and 

Nigel Thrift (Franklin 2007, p. 3548). Its theorization organizes around three clusters and seven 

strands (Hauskeller et al. 2015). The first cluster is techno-utopian. It embraces technological 

augmentation toward transhumanization, which designates an ability to access, understand, revise, 

and expand human intelligence and source code toward enhanced humanity. A key advocate Ray 

Kurzweil (2005, p. 374) summarizes this sentiment: “The transformation underlying the [human-

machine] singularity is not just another in a long line of steps to biological evolution. We are 

upending biological evolution altogether.” Transhumanist discourses reject humanist legacy and 

envision humans as facilitative figures for the birth of evolving, intelligent machines and 

transcendental beings (McLuhan and Gordan 2013, p. 56). Conceiving posthumanism as 

resistance against inequalities forms the second cluster, where works by scholars such as 

Haraway (2000) ally with post-structuralist psychoanalytic-feminist theories to critique dichotomous 

configurations of gender differences, discussed in ways similar to those by Luce Irigaray and 
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Hélène Cixous. The third cluster concerns posthuman humanity, illustrated by Braidotti’s (2013) 

philosophically grounded inquiry that departs from the distinct anti-humanism traceable in the first 

two clusters in pursuit of complexity and radical posthuman subjectivity through ethics of becoming. 

Posthumanist endeavors map onto seven inter-relevant trajectories (Table 1.2), involving varied 

degrees of reflexivity in terms of methodology and dynamics among humans and nonhuman others. 

Within these strands, transhumanism and bioconservatism are “grounded in the humanist narrative 

of the human as an autonomous, unique and fixed entity that is separate from its environment in a 

distinct way” (Sharon 2014, p. 3). Other strands, specifically critical posthumanism and 

methodological posthumanism, exhibit traits that nurture development of non-humanist alternatives 

to conceptualizing posthumanism. 

My research shares an alliance with critical posthumanism in embracing potential of 

technologies to dissolve ossified human-nonhuman categories. This strand argues against the 

obsolete notion of humans as the only significant moral agents and sovereign, as humans are 

philosophically and scientifically shown to be embodied and embedded in cultural-technological 

environments (Hollinger 2009). It also indicates that equating posthumanism with technoculture 

risks misconstruing it as a severance from instead of an ongoing deconstructive-psychoanalytical 

critique of humanism. Connecting posthumanism with the long history of “hominization” within 

humanist inquiries that poststructuralism interrogates is important, as it reveals repression of the 

posthuman/nonhuman within humanism itself (Chambers 2001). While owing debts to antihumanist 

thinkers, e.g. Michel Foucault, Jacques Lacan, and Louis Althusser, posthumanists do not actively 

overturn the hegemony of anthropocentrism, but begin by recognizing “Man” as an already falling / 

fallen figure (Badmington 2006). Technologically induced posthumanization, in other words, 
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articulates an initial humanist crisis, manifested in the nonhuman and captured in the epithet 

“posthumanism without technology,” that has always existed in a latent form (Herbrechter and 

Callus 2007). The political and ethical positioning of posthumanism thus problematizes humanism 

as an ideology of universality and essential humanity immune to historical change and imbricated 

with constant sociopolitical relationships, considering the globalized and multipolar world. It further 

protects, appropriates, and avails existent radical potential within the venerable tradition of 

humanism for critical divergence without giving way to naïve utopian claims on “revolutionary” 

changes (Herbrechter 2013a, pp. 45-48). 
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Table 1.2: Descriptions of strands of posthumanism 

Strands of Posthumanism Descriptions 

Liberal posthumanism / 
transhumanism 

This strand, also termed popular posthumanism, embraces new 
forms of freedom afforded by “anthropo-technologies” (Sloterdijk 
2014). 

Dystopian posthumanism / 
bioconservatism 

This strand involves an inherent skepticism toward all current or 
envisioned technological changes to the human condition. 

Critical posthumanism Also termed cultural or radical posthumanism, this strand reflects 
on malleability of the human condition. It shares objectives of 
political posthumanism, which problematizes such categories as 
gender and sexuality to elucidate technological challenges on 
humanist categories, e.g. self, agency, and corporeal identity 
(Hauskeller et al. 2015), with a combination of methods such as 
deconstruction and psychoanalysis (Herbrechter 2013a). 

Speculative posthumanism A perspective that combines transhumanism and critical 
posthumanism, this strand proposes that the metaphysical and 
technical possibilities of augmentation constituting posthuman 
entities are independent of human cognitive forms, values, or 
phenomenology (Roden 2015). 

Metahumanism This strand reflexively bridges transhumanism and critical 
posthumanism to critique the Cartesian body-mind split for 
conceptualizing the mind as embodied relational processes and 
the body as postanatomical and postqueer. Metahumans 
incorporate the environment and technologies to challenge 
humanist premises and normative regimes (de Val and Sorgner 
2011). 

Methodological posthumanism This strand conceptualizes technology as ambivalent and 
mediation, not replacement, as the key notion to understand the 
ubiquity of other/nonhuman agentive forms and problematize 
human exceptionalism. 

Mediated posthumanism Building on critical and methodological posthumanism, this strand 
combines philosophical inquiries of technology, the sociology of 
biopower, and Foucaldian ethical subject constitution to explore 
meanings of being human in the age of biotechnologies (Sharon 
2014). 

Where Ivan Callus and Stefan Herbrechter (2012) caution against equating posthumanism 

and poststructuralism, to avoid effacement of the difference determining each term, Irving Goh 
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(2015) finds hesitance in the scholars, as well as Braidotti (2013), in seeking a radical departure 

from the human subject. Attempts in understanding posthuman subjectivities arguably remain 

circumscribed within anthropocentric and anthropological confines, committing the ethical risk of 

acculturating alterity alien to human lives for the human subject and regressively reinforcing 

outmoded grand narratives on the human (Wolfe 2010; Pearson 2002). He posits from 

posthumanism-poststructuralism connection a different figure of thought, namely, how 

posthumanism is furthered by what are better characterized as rejects (including cyborgs, clones, 

disabled beings, and machinic systems). In response to the question Qui vient après le sujet – 

“what comes after the subject” (Nancy 1991/1986) – rejects potentially further the subject of 

humanism. This indicates a compatibility between critical posthumanism, with its Derridean and 

Deleuzian poststructuralist basis, and speculative posthumanism, postulated by David Roden 

(2010, 2015) on posthuman alterity as historically emergent yet incomparable with human scales of 

values and phenomenological experiences. As this research incrementally illustrates, videogames 

provide an apt medium to query via representation and enactment the spectra of posthumanism 

between speculation and actualization; subjects and rejects; oppression and resistance. 

Maximizing the feasibility of precise philosophical pondering of posthumanism and its 

aesthetic or ideological agenda, yet, faces challenges due to the tendency of posthumans in 

mainstream videogames reinforcing dominant notions of human in service of humanist and 

economic aims. The latter shapes the posthuman subject as a “pervasive and persuasive branding 

device […] to entice the perpetual purchase of technological consumables” (Krywinska and Brown 

(2015, pp. 195, 201). The scholars further that investments in gaming technologies’ teleological 

status consign older audiovisual media as obsolete. Antagonism among media lead to polar 
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portrayals of gaming in film and television, such as digital games’ ostensible extension of human 

agency and transcendence of physical and cognitive capacities. Alternatively, absolutist 

representations tend to fetishize cyborgs as phallic women effecting limited change on extant 

power structures, in conflict with their conception for countering inequalities; and critiques of one 

class of difference domino-collapse all classes that define humans (Kennedy 2000, p. 287). Their 

discussion of tension among creative cultural industries reads reasonable, yet discursive and risks 

over-extrapolation. In particular, their characterization of posthumanism as affording ludic progress 

arguably remains in the narrative and representation realms, with general suggestions on 

characters’ cybernetic augmentation enabling visually arresting interface designs that interlace 

gameplay information with diegesis. This oversees two factors. First, enactment grounds 

videogames. Discussions of interface designs not attuned to their effects on player behaviors and 

gameplay experience do not address the crux of videogame criticism, incorporation of posthuman 

motifs notwithstanding. Second, it assumes a positive relation between gameplay experience and 

striking interfaces, of which empirically-based assessment criteria are scarce. As Chapter 4 details, 

despite technological fetishism and manufacturing of obsoleteness within the game industry 

(Newman 2012), the concept of interface requires revision to encompass videogames as 

themselves critical interfaces: spaces simultaneously speculative, creative, and experimental, 

capable of shifting worldviews. Such shifts also occur beyond videogames. Understanding 

posthumanism necessitates understanding the plethora of media, technologies, and nonhuman 

entities that realize the posthuman and have come to be subjects studied in a relevant intellectual 

movement termed “the nonhuman turn.” 
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After Posthumanism: The Nonhuman Turn 

The human-nonhuman imbrications invoked by the composition of posthumanism form a root that 

“the nonhuman turn” shares. Significant issues of the 21st century, such as biotechnology, war, 

terrorism, climate change, and conservation of cultural heritage, all engage with nonhumans. The 

nonhuman turn, first defined in the eponymous book edited by Richard Grusin (2015, p. vii), 

involves different theoretical and philosophical approaches that critically decenter the human to 

consider the nonhuman, approached through affectivity, animals, bodies, materiality, technologies, 

and organic/geophysical systems. It accounts for overlapping emergence of prior critical turns (e.g. 

the network, affective, and digital turns) with a genealogy traceable to intellectual developments of 

the late 20th century, such as actor-network theory, affect theory, animal studies, cognitive sciences, 

new media theory, and systems theory. These theories emphasize distribution of agency via 

networked technical mediation or assert agencies and affectivity in nonhumans and the natural. In 

Gruisin’s view, unlike transhuman discourses that track teleological progress from humans to 

transcendent beings with technology idealization, the nonhuman turn and the most complex 

intellectual treatments of “posthuman,” exemplified by Hayles (1999), Wolfe (2010), and Braidotti 

(2013), oscillate between considering posthumanism as a novel stage of human development and 

a phenomenon attesting human-nonhuman indivisibility. 

An insistence on humans’ perpetual coevolution, coexistence, and collaboration with 

nonhumans, as well as connection with new media theory, render the nonhuman turn not an upend 

of, but a necessary facet to comprehending posthumanism. Intrinsic interconnectedness between 

humans and technologies has been a notion recurrently reified, with the human body deemed the 

original prosthesis to which each extension or replacement continues a pre-birth manipulation 
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process latently harnessed (Hayles 1999; Smith and Morra 2006). Andy Clark (2003), a 

philosopher and cognitive scientist, sees humans as “natural-born cyborgs,” whose cognition is 

interdependent with the invention of language and embodied technologies. For French philosopher 

Bernard Stiegler (1998), prostheses constitute the human body qua human. The nonhuman turn 

thus provides an alternate perspective to encounter, research, and predict development trajectories 

of the posthuman subject. Rather than discrediting the fruitful research conducted on the 

nonhuman as posthuman-complementary, this postulation strengthens such observations as life, 

and in extension meaning-making, being polymorphous self-assembly. The self-legislating 

humanist subject gives way to polyvalent connection-making beings who affiliate with cross-

speciesist living systems and non-anthropocentric elements to form functional assemblages; and 

that multiplicity entails not natural limits, but patterns of connected operation sustainable at specific 

moments (Braidotti 2013; Roden 2013), illustrated in videogame encounters. 

Having reviewed the dynamics among videogames, posthumanism, and the intellectual 

landscape from which interventions of the posthuman emerge, I stress that increased prosthetic 

semiosis, virtually-mediated human-nature interactions (Segrera 2016) and creation of multispecies 

art (Ivanova 2016) should not be approached as isolated from and rejections of humanism. They 

have bloomed with and contributed to endeavors on posthuman politics and post-anthropocene 

(Popov 2016). Ontological, epistemological, and theoretical routes to knowledge converge on 

recognizing and understanding complexity. Selected literature reviewed thus far demonstrates 

posthumanism as representations in literary and audiovisual media and enactment in gameplay; 

and as an intellectual movement that deconstructs humanism in relations to complex systems 

theory, poststructuralism, and the nonhuman turn. The last step in conceptualizing videogames as 
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a medium of distinct aesthetics and interfaces of sociopolitical impact situates such knowledge in 

the broader landscape of postmodernism. 

Postmodernism: Discourse, Interpellation, and Ideology 

This section establishes how videogames, as a part of a global, popular media culture, coalesce 

into discourses of posthumanism and the postmodern condition, in continuance with discussions of 

the military-entertainment complex and videogames (Section 1.2). The prefix “post,” attached to 

posthumanism and postmodernism, denotes histories, diachronic developments, mutations, or 

synchronic structural departures. It involves a dialectic among humans, technologies, and 

environments that proves “Media determine our situation” (Kittler 1999/1986) and the 

complementary question “how, then – in a world made new and renewed, constantly, at the click of 

a key or the swipe of a finger, in real time – do we access and mediate our situation?” (Jagoda 

2013b) more prevalent. Before proceeding, it helps to reiterate the theoretical and analytical 

impetuses in connecting posthumanism, postructuralism, and postmodernism: 

Posthumanism stems from philosophical, technological, and historical 
shifts. Classical humanism articulates a notion of the self as an ahistorical 
given, whose timeless essence and nature is that of a rational mind, 
ontologically distinct from its body, in possession of free will and timeless 
truths. By contrast, posthumanism – in the form of poststructuralism and 
postmodern theory – immerse the self in history, social relations and 
institutions, and embodied reality. Reason is seen as epiphenomenonal to 
the will, the unconscious, affective, and sociohistorical reality. 
Posthumanism dismantles the dualistic opposition between mind and 
body and makes the ‘truths’ available to reason partial, limited, and 
context-bound (Best and Kellner 2001, p. 195). 

Establishing posthumanism and postmodernism as modes that address the contemporary 

require examining their cultural manifestations along the axes of discourse, interpellation, and 

ideology. As Herbrechter (2013a, pp. 36-42) writes, discourses provide prefabricated positions that 
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enable observation and utterances about a discursive object; and the constant negotiations 

between discourses develops social reality. Posthumanism is shaped interdiscursively. Its diverse 

discussions operate in fields including philosophy, politics, economy, sciences, and popular culture; 

and vocabulary from critical and cultural theories play key roles. Videogames participate in such 

discursive accumulation of discourses on aspects of the posthuman (e.g. the inhuman, nonhuman, 

and all-too-human) or those that negate posthumanist existence. Regardless of the true/fictive 

status of a discursive object, with time, repetition, emphases, and insistence of information, the 

object can become the heart of cultural politics, popular imagination, and eventually a reality that it 

constructs (ibid, pp. 36, 38).  

Discourse and ideology are indivisible, crucial concepts that encapsulate and enable 

understanding of transmissions of sociocultural values, ideas, and presuppositions. Enabling media 

users to negotiate between the two concepts is the process of interpellation. Interpellation, 

proposed by Louis Althusser (2001/1972), refers to the constitutive process by which ideologies 

address individuals, who acknowledge, respond to, and in turn become subjects of said ideologies. 

For instance, an individual turning around in reaction to a police officer’s cry “Hey, you there!” 

simultaneously assumes the subjecthood of being a social subject by and subjugated to the 

ideology of law and crime (ibid, p. 118). Inspired by theories from Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida, 

Michel Foucault, Julia Kristeva, and Jacques Lacan, interpellation challenges notions on the 

coherent, autonomous, and actualized human subject and argues that it is ideologically 

constructed to extend capitalist and humanist agendas (Brooker 2002). Interpellation illustrates four 

arguments: 
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1) Individuals recognize their subjecthood through ideology – “the imaginary relationship 
of individuals to their real conditions of existence” (Althusser 2001, p. 109). 

2) Ideology materially exists in sociopolitical apparatuses and associated cultural 
practices. 

3) Ideology interpellates and constitutes individuals as subjects in such a pervasive 
manner that it is unrecognizable. 

4) All individuals are born subjects, appointed by certain familial ideological 
configurations pre-birth. 

Ideology’s effective denegation of its ideological character indicates a key rationale for 

critical encounters with videogames, specifically considering the ease with which ideological self-

constitution is accepted (argument 3 above). A key contention concerns how subjects can resist, 

negotiate, or defy ideology, which are the foci of later works on subjectivization (Rancière 1992; 

Simons and Masschelein 2010); and what analytical tools and discourses can problematize and 

potentially challenge the frequently concealed, normalizing functions of ideology. Videogames, as I 

hope to have shown sufficiently thus far, constitute one such discourse. They aptly illustrate the 

process of first inhabiting and assuming particular prefabricated positions before rejecting, 

contesting, negotiating with, and accepting them, as described in Herbrechter (2013a). More 

importantly, the medium specificity of videogames actively affords interpellation by soliciting player 

enactment. Exploring the construal of agency and the simulative nature of videogames draws 

strength from Jean Baudrillard’s poststructuralist consideration of language as ideologically loaded 

and work on the simulation and the hyperreal (Krzywinska and Brown 2015), which postulate that 

simulations “become, ultimately, more important and more real for people than the reality they were 

designed to imitate” (Berger 2009, p. 158). With influence in television, film, and other media, 

digital games raise ethical and epistemological questions on how contemporary culture shifts ideas 

on the nature of the real (DeRosa 2011). Videogames materially realize within the micro-scale of 
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gameplay experiences the macro-scale of social reality and discursive construction of the 

postmodern condition. 

Contemporary media and theories on postmodernism mutually implicate and define each 

other, yet how this double movement is approached in many current studies tends to identify 

particular practices and media as postmodern, without integrating critique of contemporary media 

culture and critique of postmodern theories (Bignell 2000). Where it bears relevance to the 

dynamics among videogames and posthumanism and is feasible within the scope of this research, 

subsequent chapters (specifically Ch. 4–5) will refer to connections among creative cultural 

industries, institutions, and media products. The goal is to demonstrate how the material 

interactions among the said entities and ways that conceptualize such aspects of media culture 

discursively construct the postmodern. The next section details the social semiotic theory of 

multimodality, which will contribute to discussing videogames as interface in subsequent chapters 

to appropriately analyze meaning-making and cultural implications of the medium. 

1.4. Multisemiotics 

This section reviews how social semiotics and systemic functional linguistics (SFL) as two main 

trajectories shape multimodal research, rendering the social semiotic theory of multimodality (Kress 

2010) a pertinent approach to investigate increasingly complex cultural artifacts, such as 

videogames, and problematize prior theorizations of semiotics. In multisemiotic phenomena, 

language and other semiotic modes create meanings in tandem. The social semiotic theory of 

multimodality investigates such processes. It entails two aspects: social semiotics that studies 

signs and meaning-making; and multimodality that examines how material resources, termed 

modes, realize meanings. Interlaced, these aspects constitute a theoretical perspective and project 
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into the full repertoire of meaning-making resources situationally used to communicate and 

represent experiences and phenomena (Jewitt 2014a). 

Multisemiotics, alternatively called multimodal semiosis, matters as identifying inter-

semiotic dynamics among meaning-making modes is imperative, considering the expanded 

diversity in types and forms of semiotic resources afforded by advanced digitalization and 

visualization technologies. Multimodality as an interdisciplinary approach provides concepts and 

methods to systematically examine social interpretations of varied forms of meaning-making, 

including visual, aural, spatial as well as embodied facets of texts and interactions (Kress 2010; 

Jewitt 2013). It identifies the need to move beyond disciplinary boundaries and develop theories as 

well as international perspectives that account for how modes function in dynamic plurality, which 

cannot be explicated by singular, existing disciplines (Jewitt, Bezemer, and O’Halloran 2016; 

Wildfeuer 2015). Multimodality also recognizes an inherent social/pedagogical resourcefulness of 

modes and departs from the traditional conflation of learning with explicit, institutionally designed, 

and localized curricula to explore forms of literacies, assessment, and (e)valuation beyond 

linguistic instruments and psychometrics (Bezemer and Kress 2016; Serafini 2014; Rowsell 2013). 

Three interrelated theoretical assumptions underpin multimodality (Jewitt 2016). The first 

concerns a re-conceptualization of language, once thought prototypical in communication, and 

non-linguistic modes as integrated within multimodal ensembles to realize meanings. Second, all 

modes carry situated meaning potentials (“semiotic resources”) that are socioculturally and 

historically shaped. These connect to the third central assumption on meaning as orchestration 

when sign-users select and configure semiotic modes that befit their needs and interests in a 

specific communicative context. These three assumptions attune to the triad of meaning as choices 
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available to sign-makers, meaning potentials of signs as context-shaped, and purposes achieved 

by such choices. Multimodality has been applied to analyzing music, film, digital animation, new 

media (Machin 2014; Burn 2009; Jones 2009; Adami 2010; Caple and Knox 2012), comics 

(Bateman and Wildfeuer 2014, 2016), spaces and spatial discourse analysis (Jaworski and 

Thurlow 2010; Ravelli and McMurtrie 2016; Stenglin 2009), and architecture, such as war 

monuments (Abousnnouga 2013). 

Developed in early 2000s, multimodality originates from linguistic conceptualizations of 

communication and extends theories therein to study other semiotic systems (Kress 2001; Kress et 

al. 2001; Kress and van Leeuwen 2001; van Leeuwen 2005). Its genealogy is traced to Halliday’s 

Language as Social Semiotic (1978) and Social Semiotics by Hodge and Kress (1988). Both center 

on meanings as choices and social constructions, shifting the notion of language as static system 

to dynamic, context-shaped, social system. Halliday introduces a tripartite metafunctional 

perspective from which meaning-making operates as instantiations along clines of options and 

potentials in probabilistic systems (Matthiessen 2015a, 2015b). This shifts the analytical focus from 

one located within texts to texts as modes of social action (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004; 

Macken-Horarik 2004). Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen (2006) in Reading Images lay the 

groundwork to adapt social semiotics across semiotic modes along three social functions. (a) 

Representational involves realizations of events, objects, participants, and circumstances of the 

world where they occur. (b) Interactional involves realizations of social relations among sign-

makers, media users and represented participants, via involvement, power, modality, and affect. (c) 

Compositional involves salience and framing to distribute information value and relational 

emphases among pictorial and linguistic texts. Multimodality has since interacted with various 
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disciplines to examine situated meaning-making, such as film theory, art history, iconography, 

architecture, and musicology. The Hallidayan refinement of our understanding of semiosis is 

captured as follows: 

On the basis of the metafunction hypothesis, the stratification hypothesis, 
the text-context hook-up, and the focus on whole social processes as 
texts rather than on isolated sentences, analytical methods were devised 
which did justice to texts’ socially meaningful role… texts’ features could 
be systematically linked to those of their social and institutional contexts, 
as well as to the politics, the ‘’ideologies,” or the worldviews that informed 
and shaped those contexts (Iedema 2003, p. 31). 

What the socio-semiotic functional stratification of language system illustrates is that the 

material substrate, as a common tangent, combines contributions from all strata to interface with 

the outside world as signifiers; creating a strong orientation toward semiosis as processes 

(Bateman and Schmidt 2012, p. 36). Framing meaning-making as the use of semiotic resources 

grounded in cultural contexts enables investigations of the underlying, “invisible,” regulating 

worldviews. Equally importantly, emphases on functionality and aspects of contextualized 

communication opens possibilities of giving equity to semiotic resources beyond language. 

Returning to this study, the diversity of videogames poses questions on the feasibility of 

ascertaining systematic accounts of the medium. While further, diachronic research will produce 

more detailed answers, I venture that systematic analyses of the medium are indeed essential. As 

established in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, engaging with videogames encompass multimodal artifacts, 

consumer products, and creative cultural industries. They function as a political economy with a 

capacity to realize/resist ideologies. Their connections with the military-entertainment complex 

strengthen the need for analytical approaches that expound how meanings operate in and intersect 

creators’ intentionality (Grodal 2003), conventions of the sociohistorical contexts where the 
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videogames are produced, consumed, and interpreted, and worlds within gamic artifacts. This 

leads to the foci of the second aspect of multimodal semiosis, namely, meaning as designs, social 

motivations, and ideologies, situated within social semiotics. As semiotics grounds 

(post)structuralist modes of social analyses toward unit operations (Bogost 2006a), which plays a 

crucial role in researching videogames as procedural-multisemiotic artifacts (Ch. 3), it is useful to 

first overview semiotics as a field of inquiry, before delving into its socio-ideological dimension. 

Semiotics explores how meanings are signified through associating tangible signifiers with 

their intangible signifieds; denotative with connotative meanings. Signs derive meaning from 

paradigmatic contrasts with other possible signs; syntagmatic signs acquire meaning from 

surrounding, preceding, and succeeding signs (Rose 2016, p. 120; Chandler 2007). For example, 

“rose” is meaningful insofar as it is not the signifier “birch.” It denotes a genus of the Rosaceae 

family with thorny stems and pinnate leaves; and connotes love and passion. As paradigms and 

syntagms gain complexity and combine, cultural associations form myths (Barthes 1973). A 

photograph of the late actress Marilyn Monroe illustrates these three orders of signification 

(Hayward 1996, p. 310, cited in Chandler 2014). The photograph denotes Monroe. Its connotations 

expand from the star’s glamour, sexuality, beauty to include her depression, drug use, and death, if 

it was taken late in her career. It then activates the mythological/ideological dimension of the 

Hollywood myth: a star’s rise and fall bound to a profit-expediency driven dream factory. The two 

strands of semiotics propounded by Charles Sanders Peirce and Ferdinand de Saussure from late 

19th through early 20th centuries focus on structured formalizations. Peirce proposes a richer 

typology of signs – icon, index, and symbol – that considers multiple ways of signification; whereas 

Saussure’s linguistic semiotics concentrates on symbol to discuss operations of arbitrary signs that 
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do not necessarily connect utterances with the corporeal world (Saussure 1983; Iversen 1986, p. 

85). The Peircean icon functions by resemblance (e.g. a pictograph of an envelope represents e-

mail applications on mobile devices). Indices indicate. They involve culturally specific inherent 

relations between the signifier and the signified. Schematic pictures of pacifiers, for example, 

denote public baby-changing facilities. Saussurean semiotics stresses meanings as operations 

within systems, differentiating parole (single uses of signs) from langue as the underlying 

signification systems. 

Social semiotics extends as a critical attempt to bridge the traditional separation between 

language as formal systems, contexts of social relations, and processes of power and ideology 

(Jewitt 2014b; Fairclough 2006). From it critical discourse analysis (CDA) develops to investigate 

language as social practice intersecting reproductions of sociopolitical domination. Contemporary 

CDA combines with cognitive approaches and multimodality with an expanded scope of meaning-

making resources (Hart 2014; Hart and Cap 2014; van Leeuwen 2014). Social semiotics 

investigates the constant flux in the feedback cycle between system and text, potential and actual; 

how conditions shape signs and how developments of systems are shaped by each instance of 

use along particular trajectories (Labov 2001; Thibault 2006). All signs embody two semiotic 

potentials: theoretical, composed of their past and potential uses; and actual, of past uses known 

to be and deemed germane (van Leeuwen 2005). Further potential uses of signs are discursively 

unveiled, used, and integrated in the production and reception of meanings. Recognizing social 

motivations behind sign-making bypasses engaging signs as isolated or self-contained outcomes; 

and premises a wholesome understanding of meanings and multimodal semiosis as designs 

(Kress 2010). Specifically, “each choice is a political act” (ibid, p. 139, original emphasis) that 
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renders meaning/design as “the imagined projection of a complex, closely interrelated social array 

in which the designed entity, object, process is used, has social effects, meanings; and produces 

affect (ibid, pp. 136-137)” and from which identity is shaped. Within logic, signs are polysemous, 

ontologically and epistemologically. Cohering such polysemous signs are ideologies that social 

semiotics aims to reveal (Hodge and Kress 1988). 

Multimodality, with theoretical underpinnings in social semiotics and placed within the 

matrixes of SFL, foregrounds the multisemiotic work utilized in communicative events and enables 

our unlocking of the semiotic richness of socially-situated practices or representations. Diverging 

from traditional semiotics (e.g. Saussure 1974; Barthes 1964), the social semiotic theory of 

multimodality regards signs not as pre-existent signifier-signified conjunctions. Meanings are 

orchestrated by sign-users’ selection of semiotic modes, socially and discoursally shaped; and 

modal selection forms a crucial aspect of the shaping of knowledge and ideological designs (Jewitt 

2009, 2016). For John Bateman and Karl-Heinrich Schmidt (2012, pp. 85-86), the interweaving of 

paradigmatic considerations and syntagmatic structuralizations, as one of the sturdiest features of 

the socio-semiotic view of the Hallidayan linguistic paradigm, constructively analyzes how signs are 

organized in any complex inter-relationships within any strata of semiotic systems. Neither the two-

way Saussurean distinction of signs (signifier and signifieds) and the three-way Peircean 

distinctions of (representamen – the sign; interpretant – the concept of the sign; and object – 

referent) addresses the issue of semiotic relationships within and across strata. A social semiotic 

approach of multimodality provides a shared theoretical foundation to understand common grounds 

among fields/clusters of media studies and how research within each focus on particular aspects of 

meaning (Hipfl 2013). It assists methodological negotiations between foci on medium specificity 
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and media comparativism. Both crucially challenge indiscriminate or totalizing views that stop at 

stating what videogames are or not vis-à-vis, for instance, cinematicity or narratives; and 

accurately characterizing how videogames constitute distinct, posthuman, semiotic phenomena. 

Constituting this theoretical edge is a methodological one: a bottom-up orientation that 

extrapolates ideologies from rigorous analyses of actual, multimodal artifacts that often involve 

detailed annotations of multimodal corpora (O’Halloran and Fei 2014, p. 141; Bednarek 2015). This 

bridges low-level features and associated strands of meaning abstraction, while contextualized in 

the cultural contexts where the multimodal artifacts operate; and establishes a stronger theoretical 

foundation in approaching semiotic systems of various media. Multimodality thereby buffers and 

deals with the critique of semiology. Though conceptually elaborate, semiology is criticized for 

having invented new, useful, terminology that nonetheless “give a veneer of sophistication” and 

unskilled analyses with such terminology creates obscurantist texts that do “little more than state 

the obvious in a complex and pretentious manner” (Leiss et al. 2005, p. 165, cited in Rose 2016, 

pp. 143-144). Gillian Rose (2016) cautions that jargons in multimodality define meanings and 

processes with a precision that such processes cannot be easily described otherwise. That said, 

the empiricism of fine-grained analyses, despite challenges in executions, contributes to a needed, 

continuous, problematization of theoretical abstraction to develop resources for further practices of 

multisemiotic analyses (O’Halloran and Smith 2013). 

 Adopting a multisemiotic approach empirically responds to the need for a methodological 

(re-)focus on the materiality of media and its impact on semiosis. Bateman (2011) urges for a 

grounding of multimodal research in materiality, which has been undervalued as the material 

substrate is generally subsumed in the expression plane. As multimodal analyses extend to a 
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broader range and diversity of substrates, materiality matters. Re-positioning materiality at the fore 

exposes the flawed assumptions that modalities are unproblematic and self-evident; and that 

semiotic modalities naturally align with sensory modalities without reflection. These assumptions 

obscure how meanings are multiplied; and lead to a major issue that Charles Forceville (2007) 

observes in current multimodal analyses: productions of detailed and non-trivial descriptions fail to 

facilitate the discussion of how texts convey meanings and formulate patterns and generalizations. 

The (re-)emphasis on materiality is yet unanimously embraced. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht (2003) 

cautions that materiality should not be taken as the holy grail of media research, in relation to 

examining intermediality (Ch. 5). The literary theorist criticizes the totalizing treatment of all 

subjects of investigation as “texts,” echoing doubts on multimodal research for seemingly 

impressionistic analyses and molding linguistic methods onto the study of non-linguistic modes 

(Jewitt 2009). He emphasizes (ibid, p. 175) that: 

The humanities would miss a perhaps unique opportunity of intellectual 
complexification if they simply tried to replace the traditionally exclusive 
concentration on meaning and interpretation through an equally exclusive 
concentration on media and materialities. Therefore, independently of the 
specific direction for which one decides to opt within the future conceptual 
development of the humanities, it is imperative to avoid any return to a 
monistic paradigm. 

While multimodal analysis empirically examines meaning-making processes, it does not 

override the importance of interpretation. As illustrated in film research, a linguistically inspired 

stratified system of semiotics contributes to detailed descriptions of multimodal artifacts and thus 

supports sociocultural inquiries with a secure basis for interpretive hermeneutic analyses (Bateman 

and Schmidt 2012). An empirically-driven multisemiotic approach, in my contention, builds toward a 

“new post-hermeneutic and post-semiotic intellectual complexity” that Gumbrecht (ibid, p. 178) 
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considers to be severed by subsuming “genres,” “discourses,” or “cultures” under the construct 

“media,” though ultimately does not offer any answers on how to reach such complexity. 

Incorporating annotation software, as in this research, mitigates or transcends boundaries of 

discursive description by analyzing actual choices of semiotic modes among possible choices 

(O’Halloran 2009, p. 101). What cannot be dismissed is the holistic quality of semiotics (Longhurst, 

Smith, Bagnall, and Baldwin 2008; Ventola and Guijarro 2009) that explicates ways that semiotic 

modes are “selected, organized and integrated in the editing process […] to maximize their 

meaning-making potential and effects” (Fei Yang 2008). Examining the multimodal configurations 

and arrangement of gameplay and cinematic cutscenes introduces a nuanced understanding of 

videogames as immersive media by providing concrete annotations in place of general interpretive 

evocations. Since the conception of this project (2010–2011), videogames and digital play have 

evolved to a degree that gameplay-cutscene dynamics are destabilized (or even deemed obsolete), 

yet conducting a case study of videogames representative of the medium’s form in the 2000s 

contributes to what Jewitt (2009, p. 23) notes in historical, multimodal analyses, namely, a shift of 

focus from “descriptive accounts to connect more explicitly with macro social, political and cultural 

concerns with design.” This research builds knowledge on how semiotic resources are used at a 

digital moment, when evaluating and fostering the maturity of gamic meaning-making involves 

cinematicity and interactivity, to envision ways that potentially redesign processes of 

representations and experiences. An understanding of the past paves way for designs of the future. 
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Chapter 2 Multisemiotic Analysis 

This chapter presents a textual analysis of MGS4: Guns of the Patriots (Kojima 2008). The analysis 

involves two tiers: (a) narrative analysis, which maps out the organization of gameplay and 

cutscenes in the game; and (b) multisemiotic analysis of the opening cutscene and two split 

screens, to examine potential instantiations of resemiotization. This chapter covers the gameplay-

cutscene map-out of Act 1 (out of five acts and an epilogue) of the game, annotation of the opening 

cinematic sequence (Sections 2.2–2.3) and two split screens to discuss dynamics of meaning 

multiplication in hybridization of semiotic modes (Sections 2.4–2.5). To explore how meaning-

making in split screens as a semiotic mode of designed interactivity operates among (a) material 

substrates, (b) semiotic resources within substrates, and (c) discourse semantics that frame 

interpretations (Bateman 2011), I illustrate in increasing detail two forms of multimodal annotation. 

One involves digital annotation software to support that this method can contribute to Digital 

Humanities in engaging sociocultural or philosophical questions on new media. 

2.1. Introducing the Metal Gear Solid Series 

The Metal Gear Solid series, a pioneer in the action-adventure stealth game genre since 1998 (the 

original Metal Gear dated in 1987), has grown into a transmedia franchise of tremendous economic 

value and aesthetic experimentation. It has attracted scholarly scrutiny, simultaneously exploring 

its subversive potential against the military-entertainment complex (Higgin 2010) and postmodern, 

avant-garde questioning of relationships among meaning, reality, and socio-virtual constructions 

(Weise 2012; Poole 2012). Spanning around three decades, the series has made its mark for its 

narrative complexity and radical gameplay, close reflection of the advancement of communication 
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and military technologies, and engagement with sensitive sociopolitical issues, specifically its anti-

nuclear armament sensibilities. The MGS series has sold over 49.2 million copies worldwide, as of 

March 2016 (Konami 2016, p. 13), standing as the best-selling stealth game series (Guinness 

World Records Gamer’s Edition 2016). The latest MGSV: The Phantom Pain (Kojima 2015) has 

received international accolades, including top honors at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3); 

awards from the Middle East, Italy, Spain, and the United States; the Critics Choice Award at the 

33-year-old UK-based Golden Joystick Awards 2015 (Konami 2015a); as well as awards from such 

key game-related media outlets as IGN, GameSpot, and Polygon. The franchise has an extensive 

media reach. Its derivative products range from radio dramas (Japanese), comics, interactive 

digital graphic novels on the mobile platform PlayStation Portable (PSP), novels, and a Hollywood 

filmic adaptation in production. 

Table 2.1: Chronology and locale of the Metal Gear Solid series 

Fictional 
Chronology 

Locale Installment Year of 
Release 

1964 Tselinoyarsk (USSR) MGS3: Snake Eater 2004 

1970 South America MGS: Portable Ops 2006 

1974 Columbia; Costa Rica MGS: Peace Walker 2010 

1975 Cuba MGSV: Ground Zeroes 2014 

1984 Afghanistan; Angola-Zaire border MGSV: The Phantom Pain 2014 

1995 Galzburg, South Africa Metal Gear 1987 

1999 Zanzibarland Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake 1990 

2005 Shadow Moses (Fox 
Archipelago, Alaska) 

Metal Gear Solid 1998 

2007/2009 Hudson River (New York); 
Manhattan 

MGS2: Sons of Liberty 2001 

2014 Middle East; Latin America; 
Eastern Europe; Shadow Moses 

MGS4: Guns of the Patriots 2008 

2018 Abkhazia; Denver; Pakistan Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance 2013 
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Twelve titles are involved in the main Metal Gear series, the narrative of which spans 

approximately six decades, from the espionage-driven years of Cold War to the near future of 

consistent, controlled, warfare (Table 2.1). One challenge in understanding the narrative 

complexity is that the sequence of production does not dovetail with the narrative chronology. 

While MGS3: Snake Eater (Kojima 2005) sets the series narrative in motion, the installment was 

released seven years and three years after the releases of MGS1 (1998) and MGS2 (2001) 

respectively. Players’ understandings of the series are regularly probed, questioned, and revised. 

Driving this entertainment enterprise are genre-setting features that illustrate the increasing 

connections or influences that the ludic teleology of videogames exerts over media forms and 

cultural practices. I now discuss three central meaning-making features of the Metal Gear series: 

stealth gameplay, cutscenes, and codec (radio) messages. 

The Stealth Game: Infiltration, Cutscenes, and Codec 

The Metal Gear franchise has created a sub-genre in the broader category of action-adventure 

digital games, namely Tactical Espionage Action, or more colloquially termed stealth games or 

sneaker games. Gameplay revolves around infiltration. This formula perpetrates ongoing game 

series of the Splinter Cell (Ubisoft 2002–present), Hitman (IO Interactive 2000–present), and 

Assassin’s Creed (Ubisoft 2007–present), to name a few. Works such as Neal Tringham’s have 

discussed the MGS series as a techno-thriller within science fiction that problematizes lethal 

ramifications of technologies and weaponry development. 

 A game series lauded for stealth-based gameplay and anti-war themes, Metal Gear Solid 

is not violence-free. The player-controlled agent Solid Snake carries an extensive repertoire of 

close-quarter combat (CQC) maneuvers and mastery of weaponry. Gameplay can easily erupt into 
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shoot-outs, chaos, and casualties. Yet, the game rules, in discouraging confrontation and 

engagement with enemies, deter violence. Using ludic properties to communicate ethical motifs is 

similarly observed in an action-adventure game Mirror’s Edge (O’Brien, Farrer, and Andersson 

2008) in which combat mechanics are awkward to encourage players’ use of other parkour-

inspired mechanics and movements to proceed in the Orwellian game world of “peace” and total 

surveillance. The success and affective experiences of engaging with the MGS series hinge on 

avoidance and critique of, rather than execution, of violence. The extensive cast of characters, be 

they soldiers of finesse or scientists tampering with nanotechnologies, come with complex 

backstories where they have inflicted or been subjected to violence, with scarring consequences. 

Two other equally integral features of the series enable access to aspects of the game narrative: 

cutscenes and codec. 

 Universal across installments, cutscenes play a central role in contextualizing, elaborating, 

and progressing gameplay. Cutscenes are subjects of disagreement, criticized as gameplay-

interruptive, or embraced as magnifications of characters and narratives. The MGS series is 

cinematic in a borderline extreme sense: MGS4, for instance, holds two Guinness records for 

containing the longest cutscene (27 minutes) and the longest cutscene sequence (69 mins 4 sec) 

in videogame history (Guinness World Records Gamers’ Edition 2016; Peckham 2015). 

Advancement in visualization and digitalization technologies has pushed both graphic and 

cinematic representations to new heights (Figure 2.1). Rendered with detail, cutscenes impact on 

the meaning-making of games. It is, therefore, of interest to examine the role cutscenes play within 

the series and, in extension, the increasing interconnections among media (Ch. 5). 
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Figure 2.1: Captures of cutscenes in MGS1 (left) and MGS4 (right) 

   
Figure 2.2: Codec and radio exchanges in MGS1 (left) and MGS3 (right) 

 The third formal feature of the game series concerns the use of codec systems (or radio 

systems for installments narrativally situated before the 2000s). For both radio and codec 

communications, players dial particular frequencies to communicate with non-playable characters 

(NPCs) to save progress of gameplay; receive gameplay instructions; or acquire additional 

information, such as backstories of comrades or enemies encountered. The game creators use 

Codec to embed political commentaries or Easter Eggs, which refer to hidden messages and 

features, or intentional jokes, in interactive digital media, first introduced by the console system 

Atari in 1979. With fragmented dissemination, Codec resembles matrixes to construct and access 

meanings that problematize wargaming, armament trade, genetic and social engineering, and 

more within a multi-layered plot, to which I now turn. 
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2.2. Narrative Analysis 

Stretching from the pre-Cold War era to a near future governed by war economy (2014), the Metal 

Gear Solid series fuses fiction with historical events to critique war and the rising pervasiveness of 

militarization of popular culture as a means of subjectivity-shaping control. War economy in the 

MGS game world systematizes perpetual conflicts and capital on a global scale by transnational 

arms trade, wide-ranging military research and development, and distributed operations of 

oligopolistic private military companies (PMCs). These companies deploy mercenary armies and 

biomechanoid weapons monitored, tracked, and synchronized by an AI system “Sons of the 

Patriots” (SOP). The SOP System represents one unit of a global network of control, rooted in rifts 

among the United States, the Soviet Union, and China during the Cold War. 

 Societal elites from the three powers formed “The Philosophers” during WWII and pooled 

massive funds (“The Philosophers’ Legacy”) to defeat the Axis Powers for a new world order by 

conducting covert operations and research, which involved developing nuclear weaponry and 

genetically-enhanced posthuman soldiery. The player-controlled agent, Solid Snake, is produced 

from one such program, the Les Enfants Terribles project. He is a clone of the legendary U.S. Cold 

War operative Naked Snake (a.k.a. Big Boss), who infiltrated the Soviet Union and secured for the 

U.S. the Russian-developed Shagohod, an armored machine with nuclear missile-launching 

capabilities that inspired the eponymous weapon of the series, Metal Gear (MGS3). With this edge 

in armament, the U.S. won the Cold War and acquired single superpower status. The U.S. faction 

of The Philosophers renamed itself “The Patriots” and incorporated AI networks into its security 

schema to pursue further national interests. The Patriots’ AI soon shaped all aspects of social 

infrastructures and used war and information control for economic growth and continued hegemony. 
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MGS4: Guns of the Patriots (Kojima 2008) concludes the narrative of the series. Named 

“Best Game of 2008” in Fox News (Konami 2009), it has received critical acclaim worldwide, 

awarded for, for instance, its compelling narrative and use of audiovisuals. MGS4 and its prequel 

MGS2: Sons of Liberty (Kojima 2001, henceforth MGS2) are selected for detailed analyses in this 

chapter as they situate anti-war rhetoric within specific contexts of simulation, hyperreality, and 

postmodern warfare. MGS2 in its narrative exposes the United States as being controlled by The 

Patriots to create a “sane” world by digital information censorship; gameplay is revealed to be a 

simulation of the first installment to problematize social subjectivization and videogames as war-

conditioning. MGS4 depicts a world economically dependent on constant warfare fought by PMCs; 

the SOP system controls soldiers worldwide with nanomachines. Snake sets out to stop a terrorist 

hijacking of the system despite cloning-induced accelerated aging and imminent death. Raiden, a 

player-controlled agent (MGS2) now turned into a cyborg, assists Snake and in the process 

confronts his past as a child soldier and The Patriots’ test subject. Motifs of this videogame include 

war, terrorism, and militarism; anti-nuclear armament; ethics, memes, and power; science and 

responsibility; cultural conflicts; and the development of self. Grounding these motifs are the 

triangulated content of MGS4: detailed representations of combat and critique of violence; a 

distinctive stealth-focused gameplay mechanism; and an unconventional take among mainstream 

war-themed games of the United States as a networked world government in pursuit and 

possession of global militarized power. 

Act I, titled “Liquid Sun,” runs approximately 2 hours and 21 minutes. The average length 

of completing the game is 20.5 hours (gamelengths.com). The analysis examines how gameplay 

and cutscenes are compartmentalized in the game, organized in locations, to identify any cross-
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segmental semiotic patterns that propel the narrative. Table 2.2 maps out the cutscene-gameplay 

arrangement of the first location segment of Act 1, which takes place in northwest sector of Ground 

Zero, Middle East. Act I opens with two relatively substantial cutscenes (one at 11 minutes and 28 

seconds and one at 4 minutes and 37 seconds). The opening sequence contextualizes the 

gameplay experience by providing placement, i.e. introducing characters, locales, and initiating 

events. As Section 2.3 details, this sequence, interspersed with segments of gameplay, represents 

a battle situation in the Middle East that illustrates the precision of future warfare, allegorical of 

contemporary pursuits of “clean” warfare with unmanned machines and enhanced soldiers while 

exposing inhumane aspects of war, notwithstanding modes of execution. Technological 

advancement has enabled minute manipulation of soldiers with nanotechnology, ID-customized 

weaponry, and information control. A subsequent flashback cutscene of events dated three days 

earlier provides the backstory and cues players plot points to expect as the story unfolds.
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Table 2.2: The cutscenes-gameplay organization of Act I “Liquid Sun” (Location: Middle East, Red Zone NW Sector)9 

Location Length 

(Cutscene) 

Cutscene Goals of Gameplay Codec / Instructions 

Middle East: 

Ground Zero 

11 minutes and 

28 seconds 

The Middle East is in a turbulent 

state with militiamen fighting 

PMCs that attempt to reinstate 

governmental control. 

Navigate the warzone to 

scavenge weapons; avoid 

engagement with either 

militiamen and PMCs 

Codec and voice-over provide  

Cemetery (3 days 

earlier) 

4 minutes and 37 

seconds 

Flashback: Causes for Snake’s 

accelerated ageing cannot be 

pinpointed. Snake is assigned to 

track Liquid down in the Middle 

East. A girl (not shown on screen) 

cooks sunshine eggs, referring 

them to Snake, Liquid, and 

Solidus (3 clones of Big Boss), 

singing a string of numbers. 

N/A N/A 

Middle East: 

Ground Zero 

16 seconds 

(Format: in-

game, less 

elaborate than 

pre-rendered). 

A vehicle drives in and unloads 

more PMC soldiers, to counter 

the number of militiamen in the 

area. 

Evading PMC soldiers as primary 

goal 

Codec from Octacon to provide 

contextual information and inform 

players of the next goal: locate 

Mk. II; also to remind player not to 

engage unnecessary combat. 

                                                           
9 Length of gameplay is not specified, as it differs from players and playthroughs (i.e. gameplay sessions). Analyses are based on the author’s gameplay experiences, cross-

referenced with playthroughs streamed on such channels as YouTube or fan-created MGS-themed websites. These playthroughs are allegedly selected from players’ best 

performances, evaluated in terms of such criteria as game completion time and number of enemies evaded. 
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Location Length 

(Cutscene) 

Cutscene Goals of Gameplay Codec / Instructions 

Middle East: 

Ground Zero 

(Continued) 

16 seconds (Brief in-game cutscene) A 

vehicle drives in and unloads 

more PMC soldiers, to counter 

the number of militiamen in the 

area. 

Evading PMC soldiers as primary 

goal 

Voice-over on how to perform 

specific maneuvers (e.g. to dodge 

attacks/circumvent obstacles) 

Middle East: Red 

Zone 

3 minutes and 25 

seconds 

Snake meets Mk. II, a metal-gear-

similar terminal for operational 

support; obtains the Solid Eye, a 

goggle for visual data/radar 

images, as well as a tranquilizer 

gun and other essentials. 

Locate Mk. II; scavenge supplies; 

and head to rendezvous point to 

meet informant(s) to gather 

information about Liquid 

Voice-over from Octacon informs 

players that an alternate route 

has been plotted in the Map 

menu. 
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Taking place in a cemetery (where, as shown in MGS3, The Boss, mentor of Snake’s 

Father/cloning blueprint Big Boss, is buried), the backstory cutscene informs the player that Snake 

is suffering from Werner’s Syndrome with a one-year lifespan, triggered by unidentifiable causes 

due to his status as a clone and prior infection with a genetically programmed retrovirus 

codenamed FOXDIE in MGS1. His last mission, requested by former Colonel Campbell, is to 

locate Liquid, the series antagonist, who is allegedly planning his insurrection in the Middle East. 

The videogame then returns to the Middle East Red Zone. Consistent with the narrative and style 

of the series, gameplay at the initial stages primarily involves acquisition of weaponry and 

intelligence, with an emphasis on avoiding confrontation. Snake should rendezvous with Mk.II, a 

remote mobile terminal that provides operational and data support; and, later, an informant. On 

affordance, Codec calls prior to the gameplay section inform players of mission goals, battle 

situations (e.g. the development and competencies of unmanned infiltration machines from the U.S. 

military called Gekko), and gameplay instructions. The MGS series features anti-war, ethical, 

messages. Such messages are on occasion relayed to players through conversations with non-

playable characters (NPCs); and more frequently through experiences of characters and gameplay 

episodes that procedurally and semiotically strengthen such messages. Examining the multimodal 

configuration of the opening cutscene illustrates how this installment portrays war. 

2.3. Multisemiotic Analysis 

One crucial question in studying videogames concerns how to interpret videogames. Bogost 

(2006a, 2007) observes that meaning-making in videogames resides in simulation gaps between 

rule-based representation and player subjectivity. It inheres struggles between authorial intent and 

interpretive freedom wherein players synthesize meanings from various units to create subjective 

understanding. For Berys Gaut (2010), videogames, as cinematic art deploying moving image 
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technologies, are designed artifacts intersecting creators’ intentions, norms, and conventions of the 

sociohistorical contexts with implied “correct” manner of interpretation. While his conflation of 

videogames and other contemporary interactive media as digital cinema is problematic, his 

postulation of an interpretive “ought” holds. The tripartite functional conceptualization in the social 

semiotic approach of multimodality proves compatible with unpacking meanings in videogames. 

Adopting the social semiotic theory of multimodality (Kress 2010), the multisemiotic analysis 

explores the three metafunctional dimensions of meaning-making (representational, compositional, 

and interactional) operating in the game. This research has built a multimodal annotation 

framework for the systematic coding and analysis of semiotic modes in the data. It expands from 

sample coding categories included in the software tool, Multimodal Analysis Video (2013), with 

definitions of the coding categories supplemented from literature on film language (Table 3.1). The 

framework aims to facilitate multisemiotic analyses that explicate media codes used (from the 

methodological perspectives of film and media studies), while being informed by the SFL 

metafunctional approach. 

 To understand the multisemiotic complexities of the gamic medium, the analysis examines 

both semiotic modes and codes in MGS4. Semiotics considers modes as meaning-making 

resources, the understanding of which indivisible from the other modes simultaneously present in 

the multimodal ensemble in a particular communicative context as well as the sign-makers’ interest 

(Jewitt 2013). Codes, as Arthur Asa Berger (2009) defines, strongly connects with the diachronic 

sociocultural dimension of meaning, which deals with patterns of associations that are highly 

complex and learned by all members of a society or culture. Cultures function as codification 

systems with a fundamental, yet often under-perceived, roles in our lives. Codified semiotic 

patterns in film and television have been explored in various scholarly works, such as Jonathan 
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Bignell (2002) and Daniel Chandler (2007), and appear to have reached a consensus on what 

specific shooting techniques specify (Table 2.3). Some examples include close-up shots signifying 

intimacy; pan up is commonly seen as putting the viewer(s) at a subservient position to 

participant(s) portrayed. It should be noted forthright that such observations tend to be discursive 

and potentially questionable. A close-up shot, for instance, can signal intimidation in horror genres. 

While research on videogames attend to narrative and sociocultural implications, empirical bases 

that can strengthen such discussions appear lacking. The present research sets out to establish an 

empirical foundation, as an illustration to tackle the rule-driven interpretive frameworks within 

interactive media, which are described in Janet Murray’s seminal text Hamlet on the Holodeck 

(1998) as gaining importance, as more narrative content is afforded through the encyclopedic 

capacity of digital technology. 

Table 2.3: Codes in media (Berger 2009, p. 173) 

Signifier (shot) Definition Signified (meaning) 

Close-up Face only Intimacy 

Medium shot Most of body Personal relationship 

Long shot Setting and characters Context, scope, public distance 

Full shot Full body of person Social relationship 

Camera work/ editing 
techniques 

  

Pan down Camera looks down Power, authority 

Pan up Camera looks up Smallness, weakness 

Dolly in Camera moves in Observation, focus 

Fade in Image appears on black screen Beginning 

Fade out Image screen goes blank Ending 

Cut Switch from one image to another Simultaneity, excitement 

Wipe Image wiped off screen Imposed conclusion 

The multimodal annotation framework facilitates systematic identifications of semiotic 

modes utilized at specific moments of the game (Table 2.4). Through annotation, it is feasible to 
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explain how semiotic modes operate in tandem and establish an empirical foundation to query 

underlying cultural facets that shape and are, in turn, shaped by such multisemiotic practices. 

Examining the opening section of the game carries importance as it contextualizes gameplay and 

entices players’ (and viewers’) continued engagement, while setting the aesthetic tone. 

Encountering any media is inherently an ideological operation. Positioning media users relies on 

soliciting their identification with narrative structures and characters, in filmic and televisual media 

through visual and aural signs (Bignell 2002, pp. 160-170). Yet, this observation may not apply to 

independent, experimental, and art games, of which objectives and aesthetics vary from industrial 

conventions. The opening sequence, in multimodal terms, constitutes a sign-complex that 

substantially shapes the game; and from which analyses can articulate game creators’ (i.e. sign-

makers’) motivations that underline the game’s multimodal configurations and gameplay 

experiences. In narrative terms, the multimodal analysis explores the stages of orientation, 

characterization, development, disequilibrium, crisis, climax, and denouement (where feasible). 

The analysis first reviews the representational facet, that is, what is audiovisually represented to 

players; then proceeds to the interactional/framing aspect through various cinematic devices, 

particularly mobile camera; and discusses the role of music as non-diegetic sound that creates 

meanings in videogames. 
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Table 2.4: Multimodal annotation framework (developed from suggested categories in the software Multimodal Analysis Video) 

Metafunctions Categories Subcategories Definitions 

Representational Participant 

Roles 

Actor 

 

A participant (human, animal, or other entities) shown as doing something (to 

another participant) 

  Reactor A participant in a pensive or inactive state 

  Target A participant as the recipient of an interaction (e.g. being touched or attacked) 

  Concept A participant shown as embodiment of an idea 

 Processes Action A participant (shown as) doing an activity, e.g. crawling 

  Reaction Participants in pensive or non-active state, e.g. thinking 

  Interaction An actor (shown as) doing something to the Target, e.g. touching, attacking 

  State An object / scene shown as existent, “being there” 

  Conceptual A symbolic representation of an abstract concept 

Compositional Viewing 

Perspective 

High angle The camera, placed above eye level, films down at the subject. 

 Eye level The camera is placed at eye level, filming the subject at a comparatively neutral 

angle. 

 Low angle The camera, placed below eye level, films up at the subject. 

 Ground level The camera is placed at ground level. 

Shot 

Transitions 

Dissolve A scene fades out with the next scene fading in, creating an effect of overlap. 

 Fade Image on screen gradually disappears (fade-out) and transitions into the 

subsequent scene (fade-in). An image turns darker (fade to black) / lighter (fade to 

white). 

Interactional Social 

Distance 

Long shot 

(LS) 

A full view of characters/scene, including parts of the surrounding environment, 

creating a distant effect that viewers are like observers 
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Metafunctions Categories Subcategories Definitions 

Interactional Social 

Distance 

Extreme long shot (ELS) A full view of characters/scene, with the latter dominating the screen 

  Medium long shot (MLS) A view of characters from head to knees 

  Medium shot (MS) An emphasis on the subject with inclusion of nearby objects; viewers are less 

involved. Character is shown from the waist up. 

  Medium close shot (MCS) A view of characters from the shoulders up 

  Close shot (CS) A close view of a scene or participant, usually a facial shot 

  Extreme close shot (ECS) A close view of part of a scene or participant, e.g. a close-up look at a participant’s 

eyes 

 Zoom Zoom in A more detailed, closer, view of a scene or subject 

  Zoom out A less detailed, farther, view of a scene or subject 

 Mobile 

Camera 

Pan The camera lens moves from right to left or vice versa. 

  Circular The camera rotates around a fixed axis. (Rotation of 360 degrees  circular pan) 

  Tilt (U/D) The camera lens moves upward or downward. 

  Dolly The camera is mounted on a dolly (or a cart) to move forward and backward and 

records shots as subject moves. 

  Track The camera moves sideways parallel to the subject. 

  Pedestal The camera is moved upward and downward. 

  Crane The camera is on a platform that, with a connected mechanical arm, is lifted up, 

brought down, or moved laterally across space. 

  Handheld The camera is held by the cameraman/woman, moving through the filming space. 
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Accessing Representational Meanings 

The opening section functions as an audiovisual narrative interspersed with segments of gameplay, 

where players kinesthetically interact with the game design rules, shape the trajectory of the game, 

and co-construct or witness the consequences of war. A black screen opens the game. Players are 

presented with a statement that underlies the plot: “In the not too distant future. On a tired 

battlefield. War has become routine.” The opening section reflects multimodally the game creators’ 

emphasis on the habitual and taxing qualities of battles that govern the projected future, which is 

not unlike warfare of today. The opening section comprises 156 shots.10 A convoy of trucks drives 

across a terrain with bodies, crows, and bullet-blasted structures. The player-controlled agent, Old 

Snake, sits among armed men on the vehicle, soon attacked by forces stationed at the city where 

the convoy is heading. The subsequent shoot-out between militiamen and PMC troops, the 

sweeping casualties caused by units of AI-controlled autonomous fighting vehicles, and the 

ravaged city surveilled by military aircrafts illustrate what is delivered by Snake’s voice-over from 

shot 7th through 21st (00:01:23–00:03:07): “War has changed”; the “well-oiled machine” of fighting 

wars and consuming lives; and the routine quality of war. The voice-over also contextualizes what 

is audiovisually presented on screen. Players are witnessing battles in the Middle East fought “all in 

the name of averting catastrophe from weapons of mass destruction” (00:02:38–00:02:42). Such 

warfare entails extensive control, from ID-tagged weaponry development, information control, to 

genetic control. In the game world, controlling the battlefield equates controlling history. 

As the orientation stage of the game narrative, the opening sequence also includes 

fundamental stages that render it a micro-narrative. As Table 2.5 shows, the opening sequence 
                                                           
10 Shots before gameplay are included as they involve pre-rendered instantiations of cameras and camera angles that 
appear to be consistent and part of the cinematography of the videogame. Camerawork and angles during gameplay, 
however, are not annotated with the same categorization to account for player autonomy in adjusting camera angles. 
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follows Snake’s entry into the Middle Eastern warzone and later reveals that the battle is fought 

between rebels and the “Praying Mantis” PMC, equipped with teams of Gekko that bring a 

definitive advantage and lead to the soon-restoration of governmental control to the NW sector. 

The opening sequence demonstrates this domino effect. As Snake’s voice-over informs the player, 

warfare of this not-too-distant future is not based on nations, ideologies, or ethnicity. Endless 

battles proceed in proxy. The game world of MGS4 operates as the Deleuzian notion of societies of 

control, premised on modulation and control unbound by institutions and sovereign (Ch. 6). Snake 

must scrounge for non-ID-tagged weapons (from killed rebels); and at the crisis and climax stages 

fights off three Gekko. After the confrontation, Snake surveys the destroyed battlefield and 

gameplay begins. 

Table 2.5: Summary of the opening sequence (MGS4) 

Narrative Shots Content Gameplay 

Orientation 1-19 Snake is among a convoy of 

militiamen approaching the 

Middle Eastern warzone. 

N/A 

Development 20-38; 

41-56;  

59-67 

PMC troops attack the convoy. 

Militiamen fight back, though at 

disadvantage and with large 

casualties. Military aircrafts 

survey the area. 

(Two segments) Snake navigates 

the terrain in search of non ID-

tagged weapons, while avoiding 

combat. 

Disequilibrium 68-74 PMC soldiers retreat; Gekko are 

introduced in the battle. 

Militiamen struggle and flee the 

scene. 

 

 

 

N/A 

Crisis 75-81 N/A Snake heads north in attempt to 

evade the Gekko encroaching the 

area. (A blinking red dot is shown 

on the radar, upper right of the 

screen, to guide players.) 
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Narrative Shots Content Gameplay 

Interlude 83-84 Snake pauses in a bombed-out 

building and smokes, thinking 

that he has evaded Gekko in the 

area. 

N/A 

Crisis 85-92 Snake is discovered by a Gekko, 

which has the body of a 

militiaman in its snout and loses 

balance as it tries to pursue him. 

Snake runs into another building 

and is ambushed by another 

Gekko. 

N/A 

Character 93-98 Snake is formally introduced in 

the game. 

N/A 

Climax 99-117 Snake fights the Gekko, which 

has constrained him with a cord 

and substantial firepower. 

N/A 

Development 118-131 The two Gekko suspect that 

Snake is hiding in a cardboard 

box and crush it. Finding Snake 

nowhere in sight, as he has 

activated camouflage function of 

his suit, the Gekko leave and hop 

across the battlefield. 

N/A 

Denouement 132-156 Snake surveys the sector, picks 

up a rifle from a body nearby, 

walks out from the shaded area 

and looks up at the sun. 

N/A 

Scholars commonly characterize games as activities with incremental challenges. In the 

words of Kurt Squire (2006), videogame playing, as interactive immersive entertainment, is a 

designed experience in which players engage cycles of performance within the game worlds. 

Three sections of gameplay are introduced in the opening sequence. At 4 minutes and 2 seconds 

(the 39th shot), the player, armed with a stun knife, first should seek cover in the shoot-out. At the 

55th shot, the player scavenges for ammunition and weapons that are potentially not ID-tagged 

and functional; and then after the 89th shot (around 7 minutes into the Act) the player navigates the 
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terrain to evade the encroaching Gekko. Gameplay occupies a relatively slim portion arguably for 

two reasons. Firstly, the three segments invite players to familiarize themselves with some 

fundamental controls and gameplay mechanisms. Situated at the initial stages of the game 

narrative, this sequence carries a relatively minor level of gameplay complexity, indicated in the 

complexity of tasks and mastery of controls or techniques required of the players, with 

consequences directly concerned with survival only. Subsequent missions come with higher stakes. 

To propel the game forward, players tackle increasingly complex missions, such as tracking and 

rescuing hostages; combating teams of Gekko; or traversing zones with lethal substances. Second, 

precisely because of the need to survive in a battlefield where Snake is disadvantaged both in 

health and weaponry, the limited scope of gameplay choices (and space for experimentation) may 

reflect the hazards and urgency of the warzone. 

A predominance of the processes Action (n=144; 44.11 %) is observed in the 334 

instantiations annotated in the cutscenes, followed by Interaction (n=28; 8.38%), Reaction (n=6; 

1.79%), and State (n=6; 1.79%); with combined instantiations constituting 7.48% (n=25) of the 

sequence, significantly lower than instantiations of single mobile camera forms at 39.82% (n=133). 

The higher frequencies of Action and Interaction can be attributed to the narrative content on 

military intervention and violent entanglements. The three metafunctional aspects of meaning-

making interact. In analyzing the representation and enactment of warfare, simply sweeping 

choices of filming techniques under the “Compositional” category would do disservice to 

understanding gamic semiosis. A productive example is to examine the game creators’ reliance on 

cinematic techniques and notions of camera angle to generate an aura of authenticity. These 

techniques connote in differed degrees meanings from both compositional and interactional 

perspectives, the discussion of which I now turn to. 
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Accessing Compositional Meanings 

The game creators have diversified the length of scenes, sizes of shot, and used mobile camera to 

reflect events occurring in both the diegetic and game worlds to evoke emotions, despite the 

seemingly routine quality of combat. The tiredness of battlefields does not translate into slow, 

staggered, pace of action. Shots run at 3.5 seconds on average, with the longest shot at 27 

seconds and the shortest at less than one second. In the opening sequence, the use of combined 

mobile camera devices (n=62; 39.74%) is approximately twice the number of instantiations of 

single mobile camera (n=23; 14.74%). Shots without any mobile camerawork constitute the 

smallest portion at 13 instances (8.33%). 

 Compositional choices described above, namely modulations of shot-duration and camera 

techniques and the “sandwiching” or alternating of shots with marked differences in length, 

accentuate the narrative and the gameplay experience. Cutscenes condense a mixture of shot 

sizes in shots of seconds, complemented by change of pace (such as quick zooms) to create a 

snapshot-resemblant effect that parallels what goes on in the battlefield. Connected shots blend 

rhythm and tension multimodally to communicate the imperative of accurately assessing situations 

and making decisions efficiently in battlefields, with danger on all sides. 

Accessing Interactional Meanings 

MGS4 is the only installment where gameplay commences in full-scale armed conflict. Analyses 

indicate motivated choices in mobile camera to reflect such changes and visualize civilians’ 

perspectives on war. This section presents an excerpt of the multimodal annotation of the opening 

sequence, identifying how semiotic modes together realize the disequilibrium and crisis stages 

(Table 2.6). Interactional meanings involve players’ (or viewers’) identification with participants in 

the game narrative and gameplay. The camera plays a key role in enabling players’ identification 
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and enactment, specifically through the illusion of embodiment. Handheld camera potentially 

creates the effect of subjective camera, as amplified by a realization in the stage of development 

(the 20th shot, length at 27 seconds), where players are visually cued that they are likely observing 

how events unfurl from the first-person perspective of one of the militia men on board of a vehicle 

entering the combat zone. This is signaled through an upward tilt at the spotting of military aircrafts. 

Placed approximately at the same height as the sitting men, the camera comes with an angle and 

limited extent of tilting that indicates a limitation of the corporeal body, thus a selected perspective 

of a man on board. The same segment later confirms this when the men and Snake alight: the 

handheld camera moves in ways that suggest the movement and gait of an armed person. Choices 

of camera thus shape gameplay experience by placing players’ perspectives as that of civilians’, a 

horizontal armed vision in contrast with the vertical orientation associated with the machinic, 

military optic of surveillance and control (Crandall 2004), which I will elaborate in Section 5.3, on 

gamic cinema. 
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Table 2.6: Multimodal annotation of the opening sequence (stages: disequilibrium and crisis) 

D 

       
Shot 

no. 

Time 

#68 

00:05:57-

00:06:01 

#69 

00:06:02-

00:06:03 

#70 

00:06:04-

00:06:07 

#71 

00:06:08-

00:06:12 

#72 

00:06:13-

00:06:19 

#73 

00:06:20-

00:06:34 

#74 

00:06:35-

00:06:37 

Mobile / 

Zoom 

Zoom in Nil Pan (fast) Pan (fast) Track Pan 

Handheld 

Handheld 

Shot 

Size 

Medium close 

shot 

Medium close 

shot 

Medium shot Long shot Extreme long 

shot 

Medium close 

shot 

Extreme long 

Long shot 

Angle Level Level Level Level Level Level Low 

Level 

Proces

ses 

Action Action Action Action Action Action Action 

Interaction 

Visuals A rebel runs 

forward. Another 

man looks 

skyward, 

seemingly 

confused 

Snake, armed 

with stun knife, 

seems alerted. A 

rebel close by 

looks skyward. 

Soldiers retreat 

(they tap at 

comrades' back 

in some code 

language). 

Soldiers retreat. Snake 

approaches. 

Snake observes 

behind a 

building; rebel 

look around. 

Four machines 

jump up in the 

distance and 

crush the men. 

They have 

clawed feet and 

organic muscular 

structures as 

legs. 
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Speech Rebel 1: “Get ‘em 

hard!” 

 

Rebel 2: “Huh? 

What?” 

      

Sound / 

Music 

Gunshots. The 

environment 

quiets down, 

“vacuum-like.” 

 Gunshots Gunshots Gunshots fade. 

Mooing sound 

from distance. 

No gunshots 

Sound of cicadas 

Impact of the 

machines. A man 

yelps before 

being stomped. 

Crisis 

       
Shot 

no. 

Time 

#75 

00:06:38-

00:06:40 

#76 

00:06:41-

00:06:44 

#77 

00:06:45-

00:06:48 

#78 

00:06:49-

00:06:53 

#79 

00:06:54-

00:06:56 

#80 

00:06:57-

00:07:01 

#81 

00:07:00-

00:07:01 

Mobile / 

Zoom 

Dolly out (fast) Dolly in 

Tilt (Upward) 

Dolly in 

Handheld 

Pan (fast) 

Dolly out 

Tilt (Upward) 

Dolly out 

Pan 

Tilt (Downward) 

Handheld 

Zoom (Fast) 

Pan 

Handheld 

Pan 

Tilt (Upward) 

Zoom in 

Shot 

Size 

Medium close 

Long shot 

Long shot Medium shot Extreme close 

Close shot 

Close shot 

Medium close 

shot 

Medium long 

shot 

Medium shot 

Close shot 

Angle Level 

Above 

Low Level Low 

(Ground) level 

Level Low Above 
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Proces

ses 

Action Action Action Action Interaction 

Action 

Action Action 

Visuals A militiaman is 

shocked and 

backs up. 

(Seemingly from 

the machine’s 

perspective) 

The man backs 

up and runs as 

machines step 

forward. 

Militiamen start 

escaping as the 

Gekko close in. 

The Gekko walks 

toward the men; 

one of the Gekko 

jumps up. The 

militiamen 

escape in terror. 

Men shoot the 

approaching 

Gekko. One man 

dumps his rifle 

and runs away. 

Men keep 

shooting. One 

man, injured, 

tries to limp 

away. 

Snake prepares 

to engage 

Gekko. 

Speech    A man, 

previously fallen 

on the ground, 

gasps. 

   

Sound / 

Music 

Sounds of 

mechanic gear in 

motion. 

Music: “Gekko” 

Crushing 

footsteps of the 

machines. 

Mooing. 

Men shouting 

and running 

 Gunshots. 

Mooing. 

Gunshots. Men 

screaming. 
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The disequilibrium seeps in with quietness. Music fades. In the diegetic world, incessant 

gunshots are replaced with the sound of breeze, questioning grunts of militiamen, faint buzzing of 

cicadae, and, curiously, mooing. The quietness expands as shots lengthen, culminating to a 14-

second long shot (no. 73) in which a level pan highlights the militiamen’s confusion at the sudden 

retreat of the PMC forces and peaceful veneer. On closer examination, the disequilibrium scene 

presents a stark contrast with the subsequent crisis scene in both narrative content and multimodal 

configurations. Constrained use of camerawork and lengthy shots render the disequilibrium scene 

an inert experience, compared to the crisis scene. The disequilibrium scene is one between two 

scenes in the sequence that involves an extensive, consecutive use of single mobile camera 

realizations, with only one instance that combines pan and handheld to survey the landscape and 

the militiamen’s reactions.11 The consistent single mobile camera shots create a static quality 

paralleling the temporary cease-fire on screen and heighten the effect of the crisis scene, which 

comes in a series of evenly distributed short shots of two to four seconds and combines two to six 

types of cinematic techniques. Adding the upbeat soundtrack titled Gekko with an ominous 

undertone, the crisis scene showcases the stomping-in of the autonomous machines Gekko, 

tipping the battle situation from initially unfavorable to the rebels to potentially undefeatable. 

 Analyses results suggest that cinematic techniques, specifically mobile camera, as 

semiotic modes serve three purposes: (a) contextualizing frames for interpretation; (b) creating 

pace and rhythms; and (c) highlighting aspects of the visual representation to reiterate central 

motifs of the videogame, which, as Section 2.5 elaborates, cannot be divorced from the discourse 

semantics of the series. Analyzing such formal features of the cutscenes also points to the 

                                                           
11 The other scene that extensively uses consecutive single mobile camera shots with immobile shots is the installment 

title scene, where Snake observes the battlefield after his fight with the Gekko and collect weapons from a body nearby. 
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intertwining of the three metafunctional facets of meanings. Mobile camera, grouped within the 

interactional function, simultaneously performs compositional function that impacts on 

representations in the game and mobilizing player emotions. I now examine semiosis through 

music, the last part of the multisemiotic analyses of the MGS4 opening sequence. 

Establishing Historicity through Music 

This section investigates how music carries representational function to evoke historicity of war in 

MGS4, as demonstrated in the theme soundtrack Love Theme and character soundtrack Old 

Snake in the opening sequence. Discussion explores how the two theme soundtracks feature 

composition and, in the case of Love Theme, lyrics as well that initially appear paradoxical and 

disjunctive to the fast-paced warzone but ultimately contribute to the anti-war quality of the game. 

In decomposing multimodal complexities of any audiovisual media, sound, voice, and 

music plays a critical role. Attempts to theorize functions of auditory semiotic modes in creating 

meaning are expanding. Literature covers theories on language and audio (van Leeuwen 1999); 

vocal aesthetics in digital media (Neumark, Gibson, and van Leeuwen 2010); and development of 

schema from theater and film studies to analyze vocal delivery, music, special effects, and silence 

as sound design (Mckee 2006). Recent works consider digital games as simulated environments 

where sonic experimentations and transgressions inform ethical and sociopolitical stakes of the 

real world (Cheng 2014). Deemed hybrid art, digital games remediate and recapitulate dynamics of 

audiovisual elements in older media through mimesis (Moseley 2014), creating videoludic 

experiences dialectically shaped by sound and music (Donnelly, Gibbons, and Lerner 2014; Roux-

Girard 2014); and explored in the expanding field of ludomusicology (Kamp, Summers, and 

Sweeney 2016). Jamie Sexton (2007) examines sound and music in digital games with an 
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industry-inclined slant. This section focuses on how music (and voice), as non-diegetic semiotic 

mode, interacts with their semiotic counterparts to create or intensify meanings. 

 MGS4 features an original soundtrack of 47 tracks, instrumental and vocals included. The 

opening sequence features three tracks: Love Theme, Gekko, and Old Snake. Gekko (2 minutes 

and 54 seconds) is fast paced and injected at the crisis stage (00:06:38) where the eponymous 

bipedal organic-mechanic entities land into the combat zone and quickly eliminate large number of 

rebels. The soundtrack is again introduced at another crisis point of the game (00:07:44) when 

Snake is discovered by a Gekko. The other two soundtracks, however, are distinctively slow in 

rhythm in comparison. Old Snake features in its initial segment (1 minute 45 seconds) high-pitched 

guitar riff against low background music. Slow paced and subdued, the character soundtrack is 

introduced after Snake’s encounter with two Gekko, as he slowly walks to the edge of a building, 

surveys the bombarded Middle Eastern zone, and briefly looks up at the sun. The segment of the 

soundtrack used in this scene features a simple compositional structure and choice of Hebrew 

instrument that, paired with Snake’s solemn facial expression and languid movements, echoes the 

opening statement of the game on the tiredness of war. The theme track Love Theme (7 minute 

and 7 seconds) encapsulates the toll imposed by incessant, draining, warfare. Love Theme 

contains vocals not legible for all consumers. It was written by Kojima in Japanese then translated 

into Hebrew and English. An official language in Israel, Hebrew has a recorded presence traceable 

to the Dead Sea Scrolls (estimated between 408 BCE and 318 BCE). Translating Japanese lyrics 

into Hebrew arguably connects to the setting of the game world and globalization of the creative 

cultural industry of videogames. The MGS series targets a worldwide player-base. Vocal tracks for 

the installments are performed in English. Composition and development of the original 

soundtracks involves international musicians, such as Harry Gregson-Williams, who composes 
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soundtracks for all installments since MGS2, has written music for films including X-Men Origins: 

Wolverine (Hood 2008), Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time (Newell 2010), and Prometheus 

(Scott 2012). Not creating Japanese soundtracks connects to the commercial impetus of 

expanding distribution. Yet, why is Hebrew selected? 

MGS4 begins in a Middle Eastern warzone. Opting for Hebrew might be a choice to reflect 

the locality. This risks over-simplification. Continuous music shapes the perception of images as 

one ongoing dramaturgical event (Bateman and Schmidt 2012, p. 92). Taking into account the 

various semiotic modes in operation, analyses of the musicality and lyrics of the soundtrack 

demonstrate that the slow-paced Love Theme, with its extended intro that features ancient Hebrew 

instruments creates a reflective mood that complements what is visually represented on screen. 

The translated lyrics are: 

Closing my eyes to the sound of gunfire 
Uttering a howl 
In a flash I am switched into despair 
Everything for the one who lives inside the nightmare 
Missing you from the bottom of my heart 
Wishing for the world that ran out of tears 
My heart is already dead 
The hope 
Missing you so much it hurts 

The soundtrack unfolds in a Largo tempo (approximately 40–60 beats per minute/bpm), 

the third slowest tempo compared to Larghissimo (24 bpm) and Grave (25–45 bpm). Its A minor 

scale realizes melancholy (Kamien 2008), an aspect of musical emotions neuroscientifically 

correlated with paralimbic systems (Koelsch 2012). Analyses of the lyrics benefit from appraisal 

theory, which examines within interpersonal meanings how positive/negative assessments are 

conveyed and how intensity/directness of such attitudinal realizations are mediated (Martin and 

White 2005; White 2015). Lyrics mobilize affect (emotional reaction in appraisal theory) with seven 
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realizations (“despair,” “nightmare,” “wishing,” “dead,” “hope,” and two instances of “missing”) and 

associate these negative affects with processes pointing toward unknown states of the future 

(“wishing” and “hope”) to construe helplessness.12 Musically evoked sadness creates aesthetic 

pleasures and empathic feelings by, for instance, recall of or reflection on previous events (Sachs, 

Damasio, and Habibi 2015; Kawakami, Furukawa, and Okanoya 2014). Such nostalgia is 

confirmed in Acts 4 and 5 of MGS4 where gameplay respectively returns to the key locales of 

MGS1 (Shadow Moses Island) and MGS2 (Arsenal Gear). Love Theme reflects cruelties of war. 

From the first discarded rifle, the first body sprawled on the ground, the first burst of bullet holes on 

bombed walls; to watching militiamen sitting silently in vehicles arriving at the battlefield and getting 

shot and killed, the Hebrew Love Theme does more than making a geographical claim. Access to 

the linguistic content of the soundtrack is not a prerequisite to affective experiences. As combat 

escalates, the slow-paced music does not create any jarring effects. Rather, the drawn-out violin 

riff reaches a higher tonal range before coming to a halt, slowly easing into a wordless tune of 

which the performer’s cadence suggests lament and yearning. Love Theme signifies a mixture of 

despair and resignation caused by constant warfare that no adrenaline-pumped soundtrack could 

replicate. One may propose that Hebrew evokes a sense of historicity that, combined with 

representations of war, implies continuous cycles of conflicts and entanglements, nestled in the 

procedural rhetoric and narrative of the whole MGS series. 

2.4. Resemiotizing Split Screens 

This section involves two incrementally intricate forms of multimodal annotation to elaborate 

functions of categories in the multimodal annotation framework (Table 2.4) to analyze split screens 

                                                           
12 The musical-linguistic analysis is made possible with critical input from Mr. Eric Cheung, an independent musician 
and joint Ph.D. Candidate at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and the University of Technology Sydney. 
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as semiotic modes. Pushing multimodal transcription toward annotation facilitates function-focused 

discussions of inter-relationships among semiotic modes beyond a mere catalog of elements and 

plays a key role in multisemiotic research. Annotation as digital practices supports investigation 

across strands of meaning-making (O’Halloran, Podlasov, Chua, and Lin 2012; O’Halloran, Lin, 

and Tan 2014); and functions as a productive means in Digital Humanities in tackling 

heterogeneous data sets to interpret and interrogate sociocultural and philological questions in new 

media and technologies (Bradley 2012). MGS4 features two split screens that innovate the 

conventional purpose for supporting cooperative gameplay to conjoin gameplay and cutscenes. I 

draw from Burn’s (2013) theorization of the kineikonic mode to annotate the first split screen and 

employ digital annotation to dissect the multisemiotic make-up of the second split screen, which will 

build toward theorizing interactions between gamic and cinematic mediality (Ch. 5). 

 

Figure 2.3: Diagram on analyzing the kineikonic mode (Burn 2013) 
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Analyzing split screens as potential resemiotizations requires a focus on materiality and 

functions, which the theory of kineikonic mode provides, different from the focus on organizing 

semiotic modes metafunctionally, as customary in multimodal discourse analyses. Resemiotization 

investigates how semiotics translates from one into another as social processes unfold and 

functions that such mobilizations perform (Iedema 2003; Scollon 2008; Scollon and Scollon 2004). 

In videogames, the basis of resemiotization lies in appropriating multisemiotic material across 

interactive and narrative substrates of videogame encounters. Burn (2013) characterizes semiosis 

in moving image media as an operation of orchestrating modes and contributory modes (Figure 

2.3). Orchestrating modes concern textual modes that shape the representation of the audiovisual 

material with filming devices (e.g. frame, angle, proximity) and editing devices (e.g. segment, 

transition, counterpoint). Contributory modes include visual modes, embodied modes, and auditory 

modes that take on the mise-en-scène and dramatic actions enacted by (human) agents to 

accommodate varied analyses, covering such broad features as architecture to the minuteness of 

musical instrumentation, facial expression, vocal timber, and costume. The kineikonic framework 

shows applicability in analyzing contributory modes directly tied to the player-controlled agent(s’) 

corporeality and representations of what occurs in the story world. 

Composite Semiotic Mode: Split Screen 1 (Battling Suicide Gekko and Vamp) 

Across acts of MGS4, a combination of zoom-in and white-out functions as editing device to signal 

cutscene-gameplay transitions in encounters with key antagonists, termed Bosses in videogames 

lingo, or build toward conclusive stages of the narrative (n=10). The first split screen (Figure 2.4) 

similarly opens with a slightly hastened zoom-in on Snake, armed and guarded, and white-out. It 

then separates vertically, showing Snake’s battle against the swarming suicide Gekko on the left, 

as Raiden fights a key antagonist Vamp on the abandoned Metal Gear prototype Rex on the right. 
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Gameplay-relevant informational objects, such as Snake’s health levels, equipment repositories, 

and maps, fade in onto the four corners of the screen, with subtitles located at the center-bottom. 

The explicit framing spatially segments the visual material, simultaneously realizing 

representational meaning between and across the two frames, corresponding to gameplay time. 

 
Figure 2.4: Capture of the gekko battle split screen (MGS4, Act 4)  

 Running 5 minutes and 11 seconds over 90 shots, the split screen introduces a 

choreographed combat with dynamic mobile camera in the cutscene zone and gameplay with 

player-controlled camera in the other zone. The duel between Raiden and Vamp involves 74 

instances of mobile camera, distributed among pedestal (n=40), tilt (n=9), dolly (n=5), handheld 

(n=5), pan (n=3), zooms (n=11), and one circular camerawork. On composition, gameplay is 

structured in relative synchrony with the cutscene-depicted battle, with two Gekko onslaughts at 

01:37 and 03:08, which time-stamp the disequilibrium and crisis stages where Raiden’s battle shifts 

to decreasing tactical advantage and potential defeat/death. Realizing the two stages, the filming 

group of orchestrating modes introduces the first high-angled close-up shot in the sequence; and a 

low-angled extreme long shot at 03:10 respectively. The low-angle, maximum social distance, 

choice of filming mode occurs in six realizations prior to crisis and syntagmatically punctuates the 

combat cutscene. These realizations follow shots depicting varied degrees of standstill, creating 

bracketed structures of intense action sequences. Extreme long shots commonly precede a (quick) 
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succession of social distance shortening shots to orchestrate pace; close and extreme close shots 

in turn focalize potential situation-tipping details (e.g. injuries at key spots) and changes in facial 

expressions as the two agents again engage in combat. 

The vertical visual framing of the split screen also paradigmatically dramatizes 

representational meanings. It construes a tight composition comparable to the constricted space in 

both gameplay and cutscene. Raiden’s battle takes place atop the head of Metal Gear REX, with 

limited room for maneuvering and effective close quarter combat (CQC) a priority. For the player, 

to secure vantage points to counter the self-destruct Gekko closing in from all directions, 

maneuvering along a particular axis of space may prove tactically advantageous. In contrast with a 

horizontal perspective, which connotes linearity and (unknown) progression (also explored in 

discussing the second split screen in Section 2.5), a vertical visual segmentation that reflects an 

aura of confinement and commits to a higher gameplay difficulty. 

The Gekko battle split screen formally connects two conventionally separate spaces into 

one phenomenon and performs semiotic mode combination through what W.J.T. Mitchell (2005b, 

2007) defines as nesting, i.e. the appearance of a medium as content inside another; or in 

Levinson’s account (1990) juxtaposition. This form of modal combination is, however, weak. It does 

not go beyond visual stitching to communicate simultaneity. In fact, it is dubious whether the 

cinematic compartment of this split screen effectively communicates meanings the creators intend 

to convey and generate qualitative differences for the player, compared with the routine 

arrangement of enclosing Boss encounters with cutscenes. The split screen may introduce 

competing cognitive demands: to successfully accomplish game objectives within time constraint, 

players may attend to mainly information that assists gameplay. Gameplay-centrality may guide 
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players’ vision to the schematic objects at the corners instead of the elaborate fight choreography, 

diluting attention to the content of the cutscene. 

On methodology, while adopting Burn’s kineikonic theory introduces a level of function-

based granularity in analyses, slippage between contributory and orchestrating functions is evident. 

Music, for instance, as a contributory mode performs framing functions. In the split screen, the 

repeated phrasing of percussion and violin builds into a crescendo, coupling with the visuals to 

construe the climax stage. An abrupt percussion note pounds on Vamp’s utterance “Kill me…” 

(shot no. 82) and the subsequent silences of both musical and diegetic sounds signal the end of 

the split screen, before a leftward cut-in of the cutscene change the textual unit (Table 2.7). Such 

priming of textual structuring with the auditory substrate has received less attention than the visual 

substrate. The theory’s focus on moving image media and the inherent interactive quality of the 

gamic medium produces methodological friction. A most discernable challenge involves a vacuum 

in analyzing the functions and construal of gameplay interface. This research counters this vacuum 

by examining how multisemiotics of gameplay interface frames gameplay experiences and 

structures videogames as artifacts. The interface occupies a distinct intermediating stratum 

between representation and enactment. Annotation of mainly visual contributory modes and 

gameplay information in an interface (an additional coding category) does not assist identifying 

how the interface can function as an orchestrating mode. Connecting embodied modes by which 

players interact with the gameplay interface is, as I will explore in Chapter 4, an area in game 

studies that likewise requires more discriminating research efforts. 
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Table 2.7: An excerpt of multimodal annotation of the gekko battle split screen (stage: climax) 

 Split Screen (Gekko) 
(5:11) 

Contributory Modes Orchestrating Modes Game 
World 

  Embodied Modes Visual 
Modes 

Interface Filming Editing Narrative 
function 

  Dramatic 
Action 

Speech Sound / 
Music 

     

79 03:46 

 
 

 

Snake 
destroys 
Gekko. 

Mk. II: 
“Nice, 
Snake!” 
 
Raiden and 
Vamp grunt. 

SFX: 
Explosions 
(Destroyed 
Gekko) 
 
Music: 
Percussion 
and violin 
(low range), 
repeated 
phrases 

Screen 
vertically 
split into two 
halves: 
gameplay 
on the left; 
cutscene on 
the right. 
 
 
 
Snake’s 
(player’s) 
life and 
psyche 
bars, 
equipment 
status, and 
Soliton 
Radar 
located at 
the corners 
of the 
screen. 

Destroyed 
unmanned 
weapon 
+500 DP 
x1.50 
 
Destroyed 
unmanned 
weapon 
+500 DP 
x1.50 

Medium 
long shot; 
level angle 
 
Zoom twice 
 
Camera 
goes around 
characters. 

Shot; long 
take 

Climax: 
Raiden 
gains upper 
hand in 
battle and 
severely 
wounds 
Vamp. 

Raiden 
stands up, 
grabs sword 
and stabs 
Vamp. 

80 03:58 

 

 

Snake 
destroys 
Gekko. 

Vamp 
grunts. 

SFX: 
Explosions 
(Destroyed 
Gekko) 
 
Music: 
Violin 
phrases 
lengthen 

 
 
 
 
Destroyed 
unmanned 
weapon 
+500 DP 
x1.50 

Close shot; 
slightly high 
angle 
 
Pedestal 
(Tilt 
downward 
to Vamp’s 
wound) 

Shot; long 
take 
 
 
 
 

Vamps 
holds on to 
Raiden as 
he pushes 
the blade in. 

81 04:04 Snake 
destroys the 
last Gekko. 

Raiden 
grunts. 

  Medium 
long shot; 
level angle 

Shot; long 
take 
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 Split Screen (Gekko) 
(5:11) 

Contributory Modes Orchestrating Modes Game 
World 

  Embodied Modes Visual 
Modes 

Interface Filming Editing Narrative 
function 

  Dramatic 
Action 

Speech Sound / 
Music 

     

 

Raiden pulls 
sword out of 
Vamp’s 
body. 

 
Snake’s 
(player’s) 
destruction 
of Gekko 
and points 
accrued are 
shown in 
bottom right 
of screen. 

 
Pedestal 

82 04:10 

 

Vamp tries 
to steady 
himself. 

Vamp: “Kill 
me…” 

Music: 
Percussion 
hits on “Kill 
me…” 

 Medium 
close shot; 
angle 
slightly 
lower than 
level 

Shot; long 
take 
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Hybridized Semiotic Mode: Split Screen 2 (The Microwave Hallway) 

 The second split screen (3 minutes and 30 seconds) takes place near the end of final Act, “Outer 

Haven.” Snake must traverse a microwave-filled corridor to reach and infect Liquid’s A.I. core, GW, 

which is set to override The Patriots’ System that has been running the United States and seize 

control of the global war economy. In the cutscene, PMC soldiers and other A.I.-driven sentries, 

such as Metal Gears and Gekko, increasingly overwhelm Snake’s comrades. By representing the 

experience of Snake’s comrades, the game creators provide players with an omnipresent 

perspective into the concurrent events unfolding at that stage of the game narrative. The temporal-

spatial totality of the split screen dramatizes the need for the player to force Snake forward, as 

every character’s safety hinges on Snake’s mission. Software annotation facilitates vertical 

notations that tag specific segments of gameplay and the audiovisual material, based on the 

multimodal annotation framework discussed prior (Table 2.4), and enables computational 

correlation of variables to demonstrate in varied detail inter-semiotic interactions. 

Mapped metafunctionally, the representational aspect of the split screen involves a marked 

contrast in the types of processes between gameplay and cutscene. Gameplay involves only two 

process types: Action (accounting for 77.62% at 2 minutes and 43 seconds) and Interaction 

(12.86% at 27 seconds). Traversing the microwave hallway, the player progresses with two game 

mechanics: moving forward with the direction pad; and quickly tapping the “Δ” button to keep 

Snake crawl toward the server room, once he is injured. Both mechanics realize the Action process. 

Button-tapping at an insufficient speed equates damages: health and psyche gauges leak fast; 

gear and surveillance equipment tear, break, and melt in searing heat; Snake potentially dies. On 

the contrary, the cutscene contains processual variety (Figure 2.5). It features Interaction most 

densely at 65.57% (2 minutes and 20 seconds), followed by Action (10.38%; 22 seconds). Reaction, 
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State, Conceptual, and combinatorial realizations each accounts for approximately 6–7%, i.e. 12.6–

14.7 seconds. In Figure 2.5, red nodes denote the start of the audiovisual data; a black arrow 

represents the first instantiation; gray arrows account for uni- or bi-directional syntagmatic 

connections among annotated features. 

 
Figure 2.5: Processes in the cutscene segment of the microwave hallway split screen 

Syntagmatic interactions condense between Interaction and combined processes, with a 

degree of exchanges in [Interaction > Action] and [Action > State]. The uni-directional crossings 

between these nodes textually connect with a particular kind of narrative visual proposition, 

presenting predominantly what SFL terms images of non-transactional action processes, where 

only the Actor is portrayed, while the Goal/Target, at which an action is aimed, exists out-frame; 

and Events only depicts the Target (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006). Both forms realize how 

Snake’s comrades try fending off enemies that outgun them in numbers and technological 
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capacities. Players’ encounters of such images, specifically in slow-shot sequence (01:28–03:30), 

thus focus on the experiences and emotions of the portrayed participants’ (Snake’s comrades), as 

intended by the game design to create emotionally engaging gameplay. 

The microwave hallway split screen formally triangulates events in gameplay and 

cutscenes (representational meanings) by manipulating dynamics of social distance (interactional 

meanings) in shot sizes, camera movement, and pace, unlike the first split screen where Snake’s 

Gekko-battle and the cutscene do not interact. The first semiotic pattern identified is the coupling of 

converging participant roles with pace manipulation to dramatize gameplay. Snake falls four times. 

Based on these instances of interrupted gameplay, I categorize the split screen as development 

(00:00–00:43), crisis (00:44–02:08), climax (02:09–03:13), and denouement (03:13–03:30). 

Participant roles portrayed in the cutscene mirror Snake’s journey of gradual incapacitation, as they 

shift from the directly engaged (Target or Actor) to the relatively static (Reactor and Concept). 

Location shifts from the immediate precincts of battlefield to distant, civilian spaces emphasizes 

Snake’s inability to intervene. In the climax, Snake’s comrades, in slow motion, assess the battle 

situation or aim their weapons with fatigue and dimmed hope; Colonel, disheartened by the visual 

relay as he monitors from his home base. As Liquid’s nuclear rail gun charges up for fire, the 

cutscene cuts to Sunny, an orphan rescued from The Patriots, jumping in excitement in the kitchen 

as her fortune telling with eggs turn sunny side up, juxtaposing the hopeful innocence of a child to 

the impending doom looming over Snake’s mission, contrary to the optimistic yolk token. The cut 

also connotes the extensive impact should the player fail to stop the antagonist’s hijack of The 

Patriots’ system: a domino effect will exacerbate the war-economy present and entrench civilians 

across nations in a future of conflicts without borders. The scene then pans and zooms in on a blue 

rose. An object of mis-en-scène evolved to a Concept with symbolic meaning accrued from Acts 2, 
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3, and 5 (n=55, 7 minutes 23 seconds), a blue rose connotes a beast, a shadow, a man-made 

entity. Snake embodies all these attributes as part of the postmodern military. Chapter 6 details this. 

On pace, the split screen illustrates motivated handling of speed, zoom-ins, and images of 

specific action structure. Upon the second strike of heat that leaves Snake crawling (01:08), 

radiation strikes come in approximately one-minute intervals, increasingly damaging for the old 

soldier. Slowed-down shots slot in longer and more frequently as the end of the microwave tunnel 

comes in sight, stringing in a 33-second sequence (01:29–02:02) among three shots. One of these 

shots is perceptually the slowest in the split screen, showing a young female commander, Mei Ling, 

instructing her crew of the 71-year-old battleship Missouri to fight against advanced enemy troops 

on her first mission more convincingly to be her last. Out of eight instances of zoom-ins, six 

instantiations (44 seconds) concentrate in the slow-shot sequence to mobilize player emotions. 

Shot sizes constitute another aspect of interactional meanings (Figure 2.6). Gameplay 

features medium shots throughout, to provide players a clear view to navigate the microwave 

corridor; whereas the cutscene involves an evenly distributed use of shot sizes and mobile camera, 

accompanied by zooms, and pace modulation. Long shots (n=11, 20.48%, 38 seconds) serve as 

establishing shots to illustrate the massive scale of the opponents and the extent of enemy-inflicted 

destruction. Such shots lengthen from 1–2 seconds to 4–9 seconds in the crisis stage. Coupling 

close shots with manipulation of speed and camera movement heightens emotions. On 

syntagmatic relations, the split screen again illustrates elasticity in social distance by shot-

sandwiching. Interacting patterns occur mainly among shots of medium social distance to minimize 

jarringness. Shots of extreme social distance do not interact and commonly realize uni-directional 

relations with shots along the more moderate cline. Extreme long shots predicate medium close 
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and medium shots; whereas extreme close shots constitute receiving end nodes, to which 

connections are aimed, located in climax for deeper character identification to motivate enactment. 

 
Figure 2.6: Shot Sizes in the cutscene segment of the microwave hallway split screen 

Excluding stationary camera, the cutscene pairs the process Interaction with pan (8.82%, 

20 seconds), pedestal (7.56%, 17 seconds), and tilt (6.30%, 14 seconds) to highlight how Liquid’s 

troops have encircled Snake’s comrades and progressively pronounced differentials between their 

tactical advantage, in contrast with the stagnant, solemn, suicide-inclined solo mission enacted in 

the gameplay zone. Zoom and pace amplify the built-up emotionalization effects. For instance, 

when more sentries attack Snake’s comrades, a quick zoom-in to an extreme close shot of an 

agent’s hand grabbing for ammunition heightens urgency and signifies a narrative crisis. When his 

comrades are injured, a slowed shot cues players of the grim circumstance they must overcome to 

survive. Having examined representational and interactional meanings in the split screen, I now 
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map the multimodal annotations onto stages of gameplay to investigate semiotic patterning as the 

split screen unfolds. Gameplay operates on a temporal-spatial dynamic. A sufficient analytic 

connects quantitative analysis with temporal scales to bring a productive vector in examining 

videogames. Figure 2.7 (a) graphically captures patterns in instantiation frequencies; Figure 2.7 (b) 

and (c) capture the duration of instances to provide a more refined view of meanings in gameplay 

as dynamic and time-dependent. This underlines how interpretations of Snake’s course in the 

microwave hallway are both grounded in gameplay and motivated by the audiovisual ensemble of 

the cutscene, in lieu of cognitive or common sense input. I will first overview each stage, zone in on 

specific realizations, and correlate findings with gameplay. 

Development contextualizes; action abounds. The opening stage involves the highest 

number of Target (n=7, 19 seconds) and Action (n=3, 15 seconds) to set the scene and incentivize 

gameplay. Six instances of extreme long shot (ten seconds) establish the locale as well as the 

overwhelming scale of the enemies. The use of handheld camera (n=2, 15 seconds), low-level 

perspective (n=4, 15 seconds), and eye-level perspective (n=5, 19 seconds) dramatizes the action 

sequences to signal a power differential possibly manageable at this stage. Yet, the battle soon 

unravels as gameplay proceeds. Crisis features no extreme close shots or zooms. Different from 

conventions of speeding up and the development stage, it constitutes the first phase that slows 

down pace (n=4, 11 seconds) and doubles instances of low-angle shots (n=7, 28 seconds). The 

use of low-level perspectives stresses Snake’s comrades as the underdog; whereas eye-level 

perspectives (4–6 instances across stages) consistently realize a parallel between players and the 

portrayed participants, solidifying identification to motivate gameplay. Medium shots align players 

with Snake’s comrades and contextualize their struggle, a pattern magnified in the next stage. 
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Intensities define climax. Players find continual confrontations realized in 11 instances of 

Interaction (49 seconds) and 12 instances of Actor (45 seconds), with zero instance of Action 

processes and just four instances of Target (23 seconds). The climax stage features the highest 

number of low angle shots (n=9, 51 seconds), three extreme close-ups (20 seconds), along with 

extensive use of slow pacing (n=5, 32 seconds) and stationary camera (n=6, 41 seconds), 

clarifying how Snake’s team has lost critical tactical grounds. In denouement, gameplay subdues 

both procedurally and representationally. Button-tapping seems ineffective as simply raising a hand 

becomes for Snake a demanding exertion. The final stage is pensive in both content and 

expression. It shows a spike in zoom-ins (n=4, 32 seconds), doubled duration from climax, with a 

slow-down in pace (n=3, 16 seconds) to amplify identification. Stationary shooting (n=5, 35 

seconds) and pan (n=4, 24 seconds) effectively construe futility: try as Snake and his comrades 

may, they remain cornered. The massive damage inflicted by Liquid’s forces will turn trifle 

compared with consequences of the impending hijack of the war economy controlling System. 

Figure 2.7 (b) plots the aggregate durations of annotated features. It reveals a semiotic 

proximity between climax and denouement, rather than crisis and climax, as norms suggest. The 

inter-semiotic patterns involved create dramatic tension between expression and content planes to 

support gameplay. Medium close shots (16 and 17 seconds) and level vertical viewing 

perspectives (68 and 72 seconds) occupy significant screen time in climax and denouement 

respectively. As an intermediary between social and intimate modes of address, the coupling 

positions players (Chandler 2007, 2014) and solicits empathy in the worsening battle. The two 

stages feature a mirrored pattern in zooms and slowed pacing. Substantial slow-down in pace in 

climax (32 seconds) is substituted by an equal time span of zoom-ins in denouement. Where 

zooms are used moderately in the preceding phase (12 seconds), the creators produce 16 
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seconds of slow-pacing in the ending stage. Avoiding redundancy, such mirroring is orchestrated to 

harmonize with and stimulate gameplay. Running 4–13 seconds, the zooms generate a perceptual 

slow-down phenomenologically similar to that in climax. The pairing with Interaction (38 seconds) 

introduces a similar amount of Actor participant roles (48 seconds). Despite the slow down co-

construed by changes in visual depth and pace on the expression plane, the content plane does 

not. Phrased differently, the split screen as a multimodal ensemble expressively conforms to the 

generic conventions of the denouement, yet in content realizes a necessary but not sufficient 

manipulation to fully construe closure. It induces gameplay behavior. The centrality of such 

compositional-representational dynamics in shaping player behavior cannot be discounted. 

Emotionally, gameplay in the split screen speaks static and fated failure. Kojima’s team 

ensures the cutscene design mirrors such qualities. With Figure 2.7 (c) charting the multimodal 

configurations across stages of the gameplay-narrative, I explicate how semiotic resources 

metafunctionally interact to support the split screen as a unit purposefully intersecting the 

procedural and semiotic systems of the game. Denouement demands attention. It resonates most 

strongly with the split screen, both in form and content, as a syntagmatic unit in Act 5 that follows a 

structurally-significant enemy encounter and constrains subsequent gameplay to construct key 

ethical motifs in the series. As the split screen shifts to the climactic then closing, the relative 

temporal proximity between resources used in the first two stages diverges, creating specific 

realizations that cue crucial metafunctional interactions. 
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Shot Sizes            Perspective     Zoom/Pace     Mobile Camera     Processes          Participant Roles 

 

Figure 2.7 (a): Number of instantiations across metafunctions in the microwave hallway split screen (legend: stages of gameplay) 
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Shot Sizes            Perspective     Zoom/Pace     Mobile Camera      Processes        Participant Roles 

 
Figure 2.7 (b): Time spans (seconds) of instantiations across metafunctions in the microwave hallway split screen (legend: stages of gameplay) 
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Figure 2.7 (c): Time spans (seconds) of instantiations across gameplay in the microwave hallway split screen (legend: stages of gameplay)
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Corresponding to compositional meanings, low-angle perspectives peak at climax, plunge 

in denouement. A prominent carry-over of eye-level perspectives (n=6, 72 seconds) textually aligns 

representational and interactional meanings discursively built hitherto. The return to eye-level 

viewpoints formally resonates with the development stage yet functionally departs to create a 

factual tone. The power differentials displayed in concentration in crisis and climax (low angles at 

28 and 51 seconds) are now firmly established; the probability of the agents’ achieving their goals 

shrinks close to nil. Notwithstanding the grim circumstances, four semiotic resources exhibit rising 

courses: stationary camera, pan, the process of Action, and the participant role Actor. Contrary to 

the norm of minimizing stationary shooting techniques in action sequences, the split screen 

incorporates more instantiations as gameplay progresses. Stationary camera doubles from three 

instances in development and crisis (8–9 seconds) to six instances (41 seconds) in climax, closing 

off at five instances (35 seconds). This, jointly seen with non-transactional Action and Interaction 

processes, as well as pan to capture extensive enemy-inflicted chaos, contributes to unease and 

unknown. The uncertainty is apparently affirmed when the participant role Target, which has been 

significant since development, is replaced in the denouement with Reactor (19 seconds) and 

Concept (13 seconds in a single, slowed shot). Absence of audiovisual input of the battlefield and 

abstraction connoted through the blue rose symbol create a semantic gap that players fill with prior 

materials from the game discourse, solidifying the trajectory of a downward spiral. Pensive 

participant roles add to the semiotic tapestry to represent Snake’s mission as a lost cause. 

That said, a key patterning in relating cutscene and gameplay interface fuels player 

behavior. How a discourse is presented and enacted adds crucial information to meaning designs 

and interpretations. The creators use interface-visual elements to tie discourse with enactment; to 

tightly couple player actions with procedural representations for empathetic and dialectical 

engagement (Bogost 2007, p. 42). When Snake collapses, a “Δ” button animation appears at the 
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bottom-center to prompt faster button-tapping and flashes faster and for longer duration as Snake 

struggles to the server room during the last stage of gameplay. Such animation constitutes 53 

seconds (44.16%) of the split screen and is thoughtfully placed. Two-thirds into the split screen, 

players face the climax where Snake’s health nosedives. His psyche drops. He barely crawls. The 

button-tapping prompt comes in at approximately ten-second intervals, lasting mostly one to four 

seconds. Two instances bracket the climax and denouement stages, standing at 21 seconds 

(02:30–02:51) and 13 seconds (03:16–03:29). These instances stand out for a subtle yet 

semiotically notable reason. How the animation flashes and fades resembles one’s slow and 

weakened heartbeat. The “Δ” button animation, as an element of the gameplay interface, captures 

a form of gameplay-cutscene interaction distinct from the common perspective-switching or 

flashback-triggering with L1/R1 buttons. This interface element concurrently cues players of the 

required mechanics to advance the game; its visualization format ties to the physical deterioration 

of the agent and structurally synchronizes with the cutscene’s narrative development. 

Aurally, Snake’s passage was one of subdued despair dramatized by music and 

increasingly urgent requests over Codec voice-over, which shifts from instructional and gameplay-

facilitative to overt dramatization. Dimming the acoustic input of the cutscene, the split screen 

situates within its non-diegetic sonic texture motifs of conflicts and despair by including elegiac 

vocals from the soundtrack Love Theme (the semiotic effects of which detailed in Section 2.3) and 

foregrounds diegetic sounds denotative of Snake’s suffering: his dragging footsteps turned 

crawling, his laborious breathing, the metallic clang of radiation-emitting devices, sharp sparks as 

Snake’s suit tears, and regular beeping as the his health drains fast. Codec voice-over, formerly 

functions as a vocal gameplay instruction, now motivates enactment and narrative. His comrade 
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Otacon’s imploration, such as “Don’t give up on me, Snake!” or “You’ve got to keep moving! 

Please!” realizes the only form of supportive, mediated human sonic presence within gameplay. 

Play defines games. The lack thereof in the microwave hallway split screen paradoxically 

produces representational and emotional intensities not prominent in the first split screen. Split 

screens as textual units capture semiotic nuances that intersect formal realizations, procedural 

enactment, and interpretation contexts. The second split screen shows how restricted interactivity, 

as a paradigmatic choice, semiotically feeds off from and syntagmatically connects with cinematic 

representations. While the diversity of processes and realizations of social distance displayed in 

the cutscene reasonably results from the many participants involved, the quantitative aspect does 

not solely distinguish this split screen as a meaningful component of the game. In the section that 

follows, I explicate effects such multimodal configurations contribute to gameplay experiences: how 

the design of constraining player control in this split screen renews our understanding of agency 

and meaningful gameplay. 

2.5. Engaging Agency as Meaning Commitment 

Agency entails interactivity. Amplified interactivity does not automatically augment meanings in 

gameplay. The microwave hallway split screen soundly counters such notion. More cautious 

conceptualizations of agency indicate the need to locate players’ freedom of choice-making within 

confines of game designs (Murray 1998, 2012). For narratively rich games, the relatively 

instrumental approach by Michael Mateas and Andrew Stern (2006) views agency as afforded by 

material constraints (how game systems parameterize functional limitations and interactive options) 

and formal constraints (how in-plot dramatic probabilities motivate agentive possibilities) in game 

design. Meaningful gameplay arises when players’ actions accomplish meaningful events; when 

actions and outcomes connect in discernable dynamics integrated in the broader game context; 
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when agent behaviors construe signifying components (Dourish 2004; Salen and Zimmerman 

2004). In other words, a more conducive conceptualization of agency emphasizes intent that 

underlies players’ choices, not choice-induced outcomes, to address tensions between player 

choice and designers’ authorial constraints (Tanenbaum and Tanenbaum 2009). 

 
Figure 2.8: Capture of the microwave hallway split screen (MGS4, Act 5) 

  Snake’s struggle through the microwave corridor exemplifies an inverse relation between 

availability of strategic choices and meaning commitment (Figure 2.8). In my reading, the split 

screen re-orients the accustomed presence/absence and identification/detachment axes of 

discussing player-avatar dynamics in videogames. Natasha Chuk (2015, p. 99) characterizes 

videogames as sites of temporary perceptual confusion where unexperienced experiences occur, 

aptly realized in how players and avatars are codependent, tethered, and likewise detached from 

each other in the mediation of (potential) avatar deaths. Detachment refers to the knowledge that in 

resisting avatar death and enacting in videogames players are not physically threatened. It is 

necessary to alleviating experiences of avatars’ deaths and, paradoxically, identification and 

emotional attachment. The microwave hallway split screen challenges this. It engages the most 

primitive mechanics (button-tapping) to mirror Snake’s vulnerability and un-mediatedness that 

neither technology nor prior training aids his survival. In demanding players’ continual assertion to 

commit to the mission by digit motor responses, the sequence requires players’ firm embodied 

presence. The “Δ” button animation prompts for such commitment and schematically stresses the 
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singularity of this game mechanics. The split screen establishes an experience of despair, 

destruction, and imminent death co-realized by a reduction in mechanics and deliberate 

arrangement of schematic-visual cues to entice even more frantic button mashing. It creates parity 

between players’ agentive commitment and meanings represented in the game system; coalesces 

into a quantal event of life and death, with global consequences in the game narrative. 

My writing emphasizes interactions among interface, narrative, and gameplay, as they 

embed meanings and critical values in the semantic architecture of videogames (Flanagan and 

Nissenbaum 2014). The interplay in the second split screen restrains player actions to enrich 

gameplay. It also ironically presents the limited interactive possibilities as phenomenological 

prerequisites, yet indeed procedurally unnecessary. Players’ actions realize no actual impact: one 

needs only to tap the button regularly to prevent Snake’s death (Burch 2009). This problematizes 

notions of agency to explore how agency encapsulates choice, meaning, and narrative in 

contribution to ethical gameplay (Domsch 2013; Sicart 2009, 2013). The microwave hallway split 

screen constitutes a form of virtuosic virtuality that engages with questions in discourse semantics. 

Incorporating Discourse Semantics 

Meanings are context-bound. What distinguishes the two split screens despite their typographical 

sameness lies in discourse semantics: discourse relations that incorporate incoming realizations 

with previously established content as an unfolding multimodal discourse. How context furnishes 

meanings of single instantiations has been explored in philosophy of language, computer science, 

and formal semiotics. Recent scholarly efforts capture meaning-making as hypothesis formation. It 

entails defeasible and abductive processes operating on a principled mechanism, with distinctive 

logics that govern such components as semantic-compositional configurations, general knowledge, 

and fully contextualized interpretations (Asher and Lascarides 2003; Fann 1970; Wirth 2005). As 
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Bateman (2011) writes, discourse semantics as a higher order system provides crucial 

interpretative rules to uncover and constrain a plausible range of interpretations, in contrast with 

the inherent infinite variability in the functioning of semiotic modes. Forceville (2006) further 

characterizes discourse semantics as the pivotal criterion that enables rhetorical organization and 

metaphor of all semiotic modes. 

The role of discourse semantics expands in analyzing split screens. It enunciates how the 

two split screens of MGS4 conform to one identical form of typographical division to segment 

recognizable textual units yet function differently. The microwave hallway split screen operates with 

two forms of discourse semantics. One is evidenced within the confines of MGS4. One runs 

through the MGS series. In MGS4, key realizations that guide players to identify the “ought” of 

interpretation of the microwave hallway split screen occur in a tri-unit gameplay sequence and a 

preceding cutscene between Snake and Raiden. The tri-unit gameplay commences when Snake 

enters the Missile Hangar and runs toward the server room. This path constitutes a notably 

stagnant sequence. Sentry-less and seemingly unending, with metallic doors opening to identical 

corridors one after another, the gameplay requires Snake to run forward while echoic voice-over 

snippets bring the player backward in time of the game narrative. Such audio-vocal flashbacks 

were used in prior battles to depict enemies’ turbulent pasts and instill nostalgia when the game 

returns to the locale of MGS1 (Shadow Moses) in Act 4. The voice-over flashbacks include 

Otacon’s attempt to dissuade Snake from partaking the mission; a foreshadowing statement on the 

microwave hallway ahead; and Colonel Campbell’s weighty utterance “It’s time to do your duty.” 
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Figure 2.9: Pre-battle conversation between Snake and Raiden (Left: MGS4; Right: MGS2) 

The second finding occurs in a cutscene immediately preceding the split screen that shows 

a conversation between Snake and Raiden (Figure 2.9). Raiden rescues Snake, collapsed as his 

nanomachine regulatory injections malfunction, and proceeds to go through the microwave hallway. 

Snake refuses. His rationale resonates with the motifs of sins/atonement and will/freedom that 

ground the installment and have discursively built up over the series. Snake’s statement: “From 

here on, this is my fight […] It’s my duty to put an end to all of this” contributes to a semantic 

prosody pre-established by utterances denoting various characters’ histories and motives. These 

range from utterances on the necessity of distinguishing light – a metaphor of war – to return life 

before The Patriots’ reign (Act 3); on the true purposes of those involved with Metal Gear (nuclear 

weaponry) to end the past and release future generations from proxy ways of living (Act 4); to 

Snake’s duty to erase his genes and memes as “one last punishment” and “final mission” (Epilogue) 

to prevent a global epidemic. 

In addition, the scene between Snake and Raiden visually echoes the multimodal design 

of a similar scene in MGS2 to evoke discourse semantics on a series level. In a pre-final battle 

stage of the prequel, Raiden questions reality and his purpose, having learned that his mission was 

a simulation designed to trial-test The Patriots’ abilities to execute broad scale digital censorship. 

Snake advises him to find what he believes in and pass it on to the future. In the sequel, while 

Raiden’s cyborgized body is better built for bearing damages, Snake’s note on Raiden’s 
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humanness, youth, and having a life and family to return to stresses how Snake’s final mission is 

both a personal and necessary sacrifice to salvage potential lives that younger generations of the 

postmodern military and post-war economy era, as Raiden represents, can go back to. 

Interactionally, despite a change in vector (characters’ gazes) and shot sizes, the mentor-mentee 

dynamics between Snake and Raiden still holds. Representationally, the importance of fighting for 

a future, the willingness to invest faith in one’s goals, the premium of nuclear disarmament and 

tackling war economy remain, albeit delivered in a nostalgic, melancholic manner. 

Sacrifice for others and sacrifice as atonement for one’s sins are key strands across 

installments that exemplify possibilities of ethical videogame encounters. This aspect of discourse 

semantics manifests throughout the MGS series where the player-controlled agent’s endurance 

and suffering solely allows gameplay and narrative progression. Universal across installments, the 

agent is at a specific point captured, tortured, or compelled to go through a process of suffering to 

ensure the safety of a supportive agent. Player agency in such scenes is markedly limited. For 

instance, having to tolerate electrocution at the hands of enemies in exchange of keeping a 

comrade unharmed, by repeatedly tapping the “Δ” button (MGS1); or in engaging a Boss figure 

The Sorrow, having to walk up a river against a stream of spirits of sentries that players have killed, 

without any apparent means to counter the onslaught (MGS3). Miguel Sicart (2009) deems this 

gameplay sequence in MGS3: Snake Eater (2004) one of the most adroit translations of gamic 

ethical possibilities into actual game designs. The Sorrow embodies an ethical affordance that 

communicates through a game rule the “ought” of stealth over combat. Racked-up killings lead to a 

slow, tedious, game progression; a stealth-based gameplay as intended smoothens this journey. 

Virtues align with game mechanics, calling on players to morally reflect on the ties between the 

semantics of game rules and the underlying ethical meanings. Likewise, the microwave hallway 
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split screen demonstrates that, while two distinct frames horizontally segregate the gameplay and 

cutscene, semiotically they closely interact to embed ethical motifs and create an emotional 

prosody gradually enhanced through deliberate constraints imposed on player agency. I will detail 

the inter-semiotic interactions next. 

Meaning Multiplication and Codes in Gaming 

This section discusses the yet-explored semiotic mode hybridization in gamic split screens. Inter-

semiotic interactions form the crux of semiotic mode combination. Having discussed the multimodal 

configurations of the two MGS4 split screens and discourse semantics involved, I draw from 

Bateman’s (2011) work, which ontologically examines the realizational relationships that organize 

abstraction and internal mechanisms in semiotic modes, to analyze semantics of individual and 

combined modal articulations. Recent proposals by Hartmut Stöckl (2002) and Werner Wolf (2003), 

for instance, also explore how spatial extent (e.g. left to right; foreground and background) maps 

onto temporal and narrative development. These accounts are independent of such close 

comparatives to games as dynamic visual media or cinema, but their organizational schemata 

support inquiries into how meaning oscillates among semiotic systems. 

 Two inter-semiotic relationships pertain to the current analyses: composite modes and 

hybridized modes. Composite modes feature multiple contributing semiotic modes with co-present 

non-interacting discourse semantics. Hybridized modes entail a close combination of semiotic 

modes to the extent of constructing novel discourse semantics to further meaning-making 

possibilities. Kay O’Halloran (2005) views such modes as multi-channel and multi-semiotic texts 

respectively: multi-channel texts (e.g. websites) function without the intricacies of single-channel 

multi-semiotic texts that encompass multiple semiotic systems (e.g. documents with image and 

language). I concur with Bateman that the precise categorical allocation is not static. There is an 
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empirical demand in distinguishing even within what is conceived multi-channel (i.e. composite 

modes) meaning-making beyond synchronizing single semiotic contributions (i.e. hybridized 

modes). A visualization adapted from Bateman’s account provides a starting point for the 

discussion (Figure 2.10). 

 
Figure 2.10: A schematic visualization of hybridized semiotic modes (cf. Bateman 2011, p. 30) 

Semiotic hybridization operates on the principle of blending. Blending of semiotic domains 

(characterized as formal theories T1 and T2) occurs when they concurrently construe statements 

about the world. This “common ground” projects a combined category, “semiotic blend,” 

theoretically possible through mathematical projection. This mapping corresponds to Jay Lemke’s 

(1998) notion of meaning multiplication, but without obligatory combinations of semiotic modes 

distinct in kind (e.g. topological and typological) for meaning expansion. Such textual dimension of 

semiotic modes and the consequent construction of discourse semantics, as Bateman (2011) 

investigates and later with Schmidt (2012) on multimodal film analysis, resonates with constructs 

explored in branches within cognitive linguistics and formal semiotics (Goguen 1999; Fauconnier 
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and Turner 2003) to understand meaning-making. Analyzing the two split screens in MGS4 reveals 

a premium on the representational facet that I would emphasize. 

Inherently conjoining two semiotic systems, gameplay and cutscenes, split screens 

seemingly present hybridized modes by default, formally adding additional information to the 

discourse. Both split screens exemplify how semiotic modes function as multimodal wholes, with 

refined visual-acoustic synergy to mobilize emotions and create meaningful gameplay. Yet, it is 

clear up front that the two split screens are intended to be distinct multisemiotic experiences. The 

crucial query concerns whether both split screens realize a semiotic blend that substantively 

multiplies meanings and qualitatively impacts on gameplay. With this criterion, I consider the 

microwave hallway split screen a more accomplished realization than the Gekko battle split screen. 

The latter does not realize a solid semiotic blend, as the gameplay interface suggests. 

Superimposing gameplay-relevant informational objects onto the cutscene zone does not 

necessitate gameplay-cutscene interaction. The minimal interface of the microwave hallway split 

screen on the contrary encourages player interaction with the representational and interactional 

meanings of the cinematic compartment. It mirrors Snake’s struggle through the microwave-filled 

corridor by providing only the essential gameplay-relevant information: his quickly dwindling health 

and psyche levels.13 Indeed some readers and players may view the Gekko battle split screen as a 

composite mode, realizing no semiotic hybridization. 

On the more decisive note of qualitative gameplay difference, the Gekko battle split screen 

states simultaneity between battles and stays within that temporal-spatial frame; whereas the 

microwave hallway split screen, within a single temporal dimension, presents audiovisual materials 

                                                           
13 It should be noted how the clear segregation of visual elements and minimal interactivity free up space in the 
player’s attention demand, thus allowing more back-and-forth processing between gameplay and cutscenes. 
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with omnipresence that representationally and interactionally motivate player enactment. It raises 

the stakes. Realizing urgency, the unfolding audiovisual material contextualizes and motivates 

player interaction with the tactical substrate (the game controller). Tensions between authorial 

intent and player interpretation easily reconcile on intellectual and affective grounds. Both 

procedural and semiotic layers of the split screen support players’ synthesis of meanings. 

A tension in theorizing gamic split screens then comes forth. Player interaction with the 

technical objects of gameplay interface constitutes an indivisible aspect of gamic materiality, which 

remains an under-researched phenomenon that can benefit from Bateman’s critical account of 

semiotic modes or recent endeavors that incorporate document theory to examine multimodal 

artifacts (Bateman 2008; Hiippala 2016) only to a degree. The microwave hallway split screen 

fulfills the characterization of hybridized modes “as having their own integrated discourse 

semantics capable of bringing into relation contributions from distinct semiotic modes” (Bateman 

2011, p. 31). Yet meanings of engaging the split screen transcend audiovisual representations, 

involving the mimetic machine of the game console. Efforts in investigating joint semiosis between 

audiovisual and tactical substrates in connection with procedurality of games are limited. Chapters 

4 and 5 will tackle this. 

At present, with my focus in characterizing split screens as textual units that contribute to 

mainly representational meanings, I posit that split screens realize a distinct form of designed 

interactivity analyzable in semiotic terms. This captures the interacting intricacies between 

representation (connoted by the term “split screen”) and gamic procedurality, both ontologically and 

epistemologically. Invoking design clarifies my position in prioritizing the role of discourse to 

establish empirical bases complimentary to psychologically- and perceptually-oriented approaches 

in investigating games. This builds toward the final objective of the chapter: to discuss what 
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semiotic codes ground gameplay interpretation, using the microwave hallway split screen analysis 

as an illustrative example. I suggest three sets of codes to address meanings anchored in 

gameplay and diegesis, as well as meanings not immediately confined in the multimodal material. 

Reality codes and representation codes, as Bateman and Schmidt (2012) write on film 

interpretation, address respectively the reality and discourse sources of meaning constraints. 

Reality codes refer to interpretive schemata derived from our comprehension of the real, social, 

and physical world, i.e. perceptive, iconographic, and symbolic structures prior to the intervention 

of the camera apparatus (Bellour and Metz 1971, p. 8). Representation codes, as schemata of 

interpretation, stem from the unfolding audiovisual discourse. Such distinction similarly regulates 

mimetic and expression codes (Peters 1981, p. 54). Distinguishing the two code sets assists 

identifying individual contributions and mechanisms within each to explain how meanings multiply. 

 Videogames as procedural artifacts require a third set of codes to justly elucidate 

gameplay phenomena: enactment codes. Enactment actualizes progress. Where procedurality and 

semiotics form the foundational structures of games, player execution of gameplay mechanics 

bridge representation codes and reality codes. Understanding enactment codes involves identifying 

what mechanisms avail, what mechanics enable gameplay progress, how and at what point of 

gameplay players execute such mechanics, to name a few. Gameplay-relevant analyses thus far 

investigate such codes, which prioritize player participation to apprehend games as matrixes of 

finite possibilities, where players test simulational boundaries and engage with imaginative acts; 

and provide potential bases for both simulational fidelity and meaningful play (Atkins 2006; 

Tanenbaum and Tanenbaum 2009). Aptly illustrated in the microwave hallway split screen, 

enactment codes parallel and supplement representational codes to connect with underlying 

discourse semantics, at an installment level and series level, to construe meanings of pain, sorrow, 
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atonement, and ethics. The next two chapters will present analyses of greater granularity to identify 

specific units that realize and logically connect gameplay mechanics, cutscene representations, 

and player interactions with interfaces to illustrate what enactment codes encompass. 

MGS4 features two split screens that occupy two polar positions on a narrativity-

interactivity spectrum. In the first split screen, the player is kinetically grounded in the left 

compartment, enacting Snake’s battle against the Gekko onslaught with a larger range of flexibility 

and feasible game mechanics. However, the need to accomplish mission goals necessitates a split 

in the player’s cognitive resources, with equal distribution of attention to the sensorium of both the 

game space and diegetic space hardly possible.14 This example demonstrates a maximal level of 

interactivity within narrative parameters. Players can access and selectively enact mechanics most 

appropriate to the immediate goal(s) of specific gameplay moments to progress the game narrative. 

Contrastively, the microwave hallway split screen is minimally interactive. Manic button-tapping 

propels the game. The multimodal realization of split screens connects not simply two sets of 

schematic knowledge, one of gameplay, one of cinematic cutscenes, but also to the underlying 

procedural fabric of game semiosis. 

Split screens for non-cooperative gameplay purposes were not introduced in videogames 

before the release of MGS4. As literal connections of two conventionally separate components 

(gameplay and cutscenes), split screens foreground a critical phenomenon that scholarly 

endeavors have seemingly seen as peripheral: dynamics between the semiotic layer and the 

procedural layer on which videogames operate. Despite developments in the academic and 

designer communities, no unified perspective or framework has been produced to examine the 

                                                           
14 Such sentiments are noted on numerous platforms, including player-shared content on such streaming sites as 
YouTube, official discussion forums (e.g. IGN), and fan-maintained websites. 
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concerted effort of the two layers in gamic semiosis. Representation and procedurality, layered and 

braided, are what enable videogames complexities that expand our meaning-making repertoire and 

worldviews. This braiding pivots on discourse semantics. In the coming chapters, I will analyze the 

procedurality of MGS4 through a game analysis framework that coheres unit operations in these 

two intrinsic layers; and discoursally account how anti-war messages are woven as key ethical 

components of the game design. 
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Chapter 3 Mapping Gameplay 

To address the under-theorized interactions between the semiotic and gameplay logics that shape 

videogames as procedural artifacts, this chapter explicates units that constitute the game world of 

MGS4 to examine how players are semiotically guided to procedurally enact a videogame, 

activating various units and programmed output that construe gameplay experiences. How units 

and systems operate in tandem in videogames guides this chapter. Section 3.2 presents a game 

analyses framework to illustrate gameplay dynamics, defined as in-game processes and events 

generated by interactions among, for instance, rules, player input, game world physics (Egenfeldt-

Nielsen, Smith, and Tosca 2016) at moments of gameplay, with the aim of providing a frame of 

reference in analyzing games of certain procedural and/or narrative complexities. The final part of 

the chapter details the gameplay-narrative organization of MGS4 to discuss how videogames are 

systematically organized in ludic macrostructures. 

3.1. Unit Operations and Videogame Semiosis 

In Persuasive Games (2007), Bogost argues that videogames embody the most procedural, 

expressive, computational artifacts that construe persuasion and expression through computational 

processes and procedural tropes, serving representational goals akin to the art forms of literature, 

arts, and cinema to impart specific patterns of cultural value. This section deliberates the 

theoretical approach of unit operations (Bogost 2006a) as a form of videogame criticism that, 

compatible with multisemiotics, investigates programmable underpinnings as well as sociocultural 

and ideological units that comprise videogames within one critical gesture, which contextualizes 

the proposed game analyses framework in examining concepts and communicative processes that 

afford rhetorical and expressive functions in videogames. 
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I propose the game analyses framework in hopes of bringing terminology that contributes 

to conceptualizing videogames as dynamic media. It investigates videogames as systemic 

configurations that combine semiotic components and procedurality to create meaning, elucidating 

interconnections among semiotic elements nestled in ludic structures. Functions of the framework 

are three-fold. For scholars, the framework facilitates a decomposition of videogame at the level of 

expression and content planes. It initiates building up empirical analyses in discourses circulating 

in game studies and the (Digital) Humanities, converging vectors of critique on methodologies and 

ideology to expose how architecture of gameplay elements imparts ideological content. For 

designers, the framework may present a toolkit for efficient assembling and adjustments of 

elements for their intended game designs. For educators and learners, the framework serves as a 

springboard for game criticism, discussing gamic mediality and procedural exploration of issues of 

sociocultural importance (Ch. 6). 

Unit operations examine any media, digital or analog, as an assortment of distinct, 

interlocking units that express fungible meaning as a configurative system. Specifically, unit 

operations entail “modes of meaning-making that privilege discrete, disconnected actions over 

deterministic, progressive systems” (ibid, p. 3). Where system operations make meanings from 

overarching structures, unit operational behaviors create meanings from developing contextual 

interrelations among constituents. An example of unit operations is DNA nucleotide bonding, in 

contrast with the system operations of Darwinian notions on acquired characteristics. Fungibility 

holds that units of analyses or criticism, capable of affecting economies of related ideas, can 

expose meanings that do not exclusively function in structures they are exposited. In other words, 

investigating certain elements of a game exposes operational logics within that gamic system and 

in extension the gamic medium. Similar arguments circulate in analyses of intermediality, 
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emphasizing potentially equal productivity between close readings of individual works and general 

discussions; as such works are illustrative of a class (Grishakova and Ryan 2010). Bogost’s work 

and Michael Mateas’ (2006) build on Noah Wardrip-Fruin’s work (2005, 2006) to identify 

operational logics that enable interactive experience and structure spaces of play. For these 

reasons, I consider that mapping out gameplay complexity, as a form of unit analysis, identifies 

how multisemiotics and gameplay logics cooperate and extends Bogost’s views (2006a, p. 68) on 

videogames as “configurative systems built out of expressive units” and “haunted by a functionalist 

ideology” that fuels the ludology/narratology disagreement. 

Multisemiotics, with its basis in social semiotics, covers commensurate and 

complementary grounds with the aforementioned theorizations by investigating how multimodal 

configurations cue player behavior and realize significant semiotic relations among media and 

cultural contexts. Designed choices of semiotic modes potentially perpetuate or challenge 

established sociocultural norms, dynamics of sociality, values, beliefs, and ideologies (Djonov and 

Zhao 2014; Hodge and Kress 1988; Kress 2010; Jewitt 2016). Unit operations and system 

operations, while mutually implicate each other, function on different scales. Multisemiotics 

operates with a similarly stratified conception and mitigates risks of generating discursive 

descriptions on how meanings communicate across the scales of unit and system operations. It 

focuses on meaning as choice/design and paradigmatic/syntagmatic variations to account for 

videogames as discursively shaped multisemiotic-procedural artifacts. Unit analyses take place on 

both textual and critical levels to articulate meaning-making constituents within a specific situation 

and the specific functional relations among them (Bogost 2006a, p. 14). Multisemiotics bears 

transpositional potentials to examine the functional-experiential aspect of videogame ontologies. 
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Creating meanings in videogames involves joint operations among three main components, 

woven into the semiotic and procedural layers: the (im)material, formal, and interactive elements. 

(Im)material elements are the depicted matter and non-matter in the game world, with feasibility of 

player interaction a distinctive criterion. Material examples in MGS4 include weaponry, crumbled 

buildings, and landscapes. Immaterial examples include sensorily represented elements in which 

gameplay is situated, yet retains no material form with which players can interact, such as visual 

representations of global war economy networks. Formal elements refer to how the (im)material 

components are represented, covering visual representations of varied modality, camera mobility 

and perspectives, spatial segmentations of the screen, and other forms; in other words, 

multisemiotics. Interactivity involves players interpreting the multisemiotics (formal) and harnessing 

affordances of material elements and contextualization of immaterial elements to advance a game. 

Interactions may include collecting, using, and destroying materials (e.g. camouflage to evade 

enemies or knocking on walls for distraction; shooting down a gate); and shifting camera angles to 

assess the game world environment. The proposed analytical framework aims to systematically 

examine the configurative possibilities and dynamic entirety of videogames, within specific designs 

and codification, revolved around three essential systems that functionally organize gameplay 

elements (player input, programmed output, and videogame interface). Section 3.2 defines the 

categories involved and details how they connect across categories and subdivisions. Next, I 

present analyses of MGS4 (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) to illustrate how the framework applies to 

analyzing games within and, potentially, beyond the MGS series. 

3.2. Game Analyses Framework 

Game analyses, on a textual and artifactual dimension, investigate recursive constructions of 

meaning in terms of temporal and spatial progression. This duality is achieved through player 
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interaction with what constitute the game world, be they objects or other agentive entities in the 

environment. Julian Stallabrass (1996, p. 91) writes: “Plot combines the spatial disposition of 

elements with the hierarchy of progress: it is the allegorical projection of the spatial axis on to the 

temporal.” Time structures in videogames likewise predicate on players’ movement and stasis, as 

illusion of scene, action, and time (Wolf 2002; Bassett 2007). Phenomena of gameplay, in other 

words, are constituted by players’ triggering different events in navigating the game space that in 

turn generate illusions of temporal progress in a game world. 15  Temporalities and spatialities, 

however, differ phenomenologically across narrative stages within a single videogame as well as 

across genres. Traversing the terrains of a survival horror videogame, logically, differs from 

blasting or sneaking through a war-torn Middle East and Europe. The former centers on 

engineering fear, as illustrated in Bernard Perron’s Silent Hill: The Terror Engine (2011), on the 

Japanese videogame series of the same title.16 The latter requires a qualitatively different form of 

enactment. I contend, however, that such differences arise from variations in configuring 

fundamentally similar meaning-making units. The proposed game analyses framework identifies 

these genomic units that create meanings in videogames. A schematic excerpt of the framework 

will contextualize how the analytical categories identified cohere to construe gameplay. 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 Multiplayer games involve a different set of dynamics, in which interactions among players are central to or carry as 
much significance as realizing gameplay events. 

16  Silent Hill (Toyama 1999-2012) is a thirteen-installment survivor horror videogame franchise, showing heavy 
influences from the psychological horror literary genre and emphases on symbolism, (repressed) emotions, and mental 
states of characters. Plots across installments feature civilian protagonists searching for missing loved ones in the 
fictitious American town Silent Hill, where supernatural forces and activities of religious cults create alternate, dark 
dimensions of reality, called the “Otherworld.” 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic summary of the game analyses framework 

This research advances that videogames should be treated as interfaces. “Videogame 

Interface” in the proposed analyses framework does not refer to hardware, displays, sensors and 

mobile/wearable devices that enable gameplay. It designates the gestalt of gameplay experience, 

realized by dynamic, cyclical interactions between players and in-game objects and/or agents and, 

consequently, activated events. Devices commonly associated with gameplay interfaces are 

organized within the category of objects in the proposed framework. I conceptualize meaning-

making in gameplay as a filtration process, as graphically captured in Figure 3.1. Player input is the 

entry point. Programmed output, determined by algorithmic protocols of game designs, generates 

object and agent responses according to player actions and simultaneously constrains what can be 

enacted, based on fulfillment of game rules. This shows an attunement to the finiteness of 

interactivity, configurations of which can realize ideological shaping (Garite 2014). 

Player Input 

The first fundamental system is player input. The player initiates gameplay by interacting with 

various objects, agents, and navigating environments to activate events. Events and interactions 

are modulated by the second fundamental system, programmed output, and in turn reveal 

narratives within the game that comprise videogame interfaces. This third system is the composite 

Player Input Objects / Agents Events 

Programmed 

Output 

Videogame 

Interface 
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of the dynamics between the first two systems. Within these systems, six components form the 

basis of gameplay: agents, objects, environments, events, responses, and cutscenes. 

Characterizing gameplay as enabled and constrained by these interacting systems demonstrates 

that the artifactuality of videogames, rooted in specifications of platforms and the underlying 

algorithms, serves purposes as designed products with finite interactive possibilities. Player input 

negotiates between what can potentially be enacted and what can actually be enacted. 

Analyzing player input involves examining two aspects. Firstly, how players are 

semiotically signaled to enact actions during gameplay (Ch. 2); transitions between gameplay and 

cutscenes, if available (Ch. 5); and in connection, how enactment is made feasible by player 

interactions with gameplay devices. Secondly, dependent on questions a research attempts to 

address and modes of gameplay concerned, variables of gameplay contexts should be considered. 

This may involve annotating contextual factors that may shape gameplay experiences, including 

purposes of gameplay sessions, number of participants, and players’ potential metatextual 

knowledge about the games analyzed. 

Objects 

Objects involve maneuverable objects with which agents enact actions to progress the game (tools 

or commodities such as replenishments and camouflage gear); and informational objects that 

facilitate such actions and assist players to assess situations and react accordingly. For instance, 

maps and gauges of health, stress, and psyche levels, and countdown for Alert or Caution Phases 

in MGS games, all cue players of the (changing) states of the game world, to which players adapt 

by manipulating relevant objects, or soliciting interactions with other agents for gameplay progress. 

Informative objects and contextual objects stand on the narrative side of the semiotic spectrum in 

games. The former provides information crucial or complementary to understanding game 
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narratives and contextualizing in-game actions. Such non-maneuverable objects mainly include 

(audio)visual representations in cutscenes, such as war photographs, graphs, and captures of 

report pages. Contextual objects refer to objects that construe environments in game worlds. 

Crumbling buildings, posters of PMCs, and PMCs’ audio public announcements are examples of 

contextual objects that construct the urban battlefields, as one environment, in MGS4.17 Interaction 

among agents and between agents and objects constitute events. 

Objects serve multiple functions, changing activated programmed output at specific 

gameplay moments. A contextual object, such as a tree in MGS3: Snake Eater (Kojima 2004), 

turns maneuverable when Snake climbs on it to surveil the area or disarm sentries, signaled by a 

lighter hue and different textures of vines. An exchange on Codec, likewise, can perform both 

informational and informative functions. For instance, a main supportive agent Raiden guides 

Snake on how to trail targets by observing footprints, plant and animal patterns (informational); and 

in the process the player learns potential developments of the game narrative and key changes 

that Raiden has experienced since the prequel (informative). 

Lastly, what are traditionally considered parts of the interface design, such as audiovisual 

representations of item menus and user manuals, game controllers and connected computational 

devices that enable gameplay, are organized as respectively informational objects and player-

maneuverable objects in the present framework. Interface design has been a subject of inquiry in 

game studies, on pursuing interface designs that ideally, seamlessly, integrate into gameplay as 

                                                           
17 A category of objects not included in the present framework does not connect with the immediate gameplay. Rather, 
they function as collectibles or Easter Eggs items, for instance the 34 iPod collectible soundtracks from the Metal Gear 
series and other works of Kojima Productions and MGS4 podcasts can be seen as informative of the game series and 
the production aspects involved, but not of the narrative/gameplay of the game. Collectible figurines of the non-
supportive agents B&B Unit, though can be collected as if they are regular player-maneuverable objects, do not 
facilitate gameplay. Considering such objects as functional-similar to those identified in the game analyses framework 
is not contributive. An example of inventorying elements in specific game series is Martha Ibarra’s research (2012) of 
the survivor horror game Silent Hill (Toyama 1999) and its filmic adaptation in 2006, by Christophe Gans. 
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being transparent and immediate to create immersion, a psychologically immersive experience 

where the player’s perceptual apparatus is transported to a participatory medium of simulation 

(Rouse 2001; Murray 1998). Transparency does not equate signs with signifieds; rather, it is a logic 

and desire to create immersive, virtual experiences that exudes absence of mediation. Jay David 

Bolter and Richard Grusin (2000), in Remediation, consider immediacy and hypermediacy as the 

foundational logics of any mediated experiences. Transparent immediacy pursues experiences of 

which presence reflect as closely as possible to media users’ (visual) experience; and a need to 

conceal or deny the mediated quality of digital technologies. A transparent interface is then “one 

that erases itself, so that the user is no longer aware of confronting a medium, but instead stands 

in an immediate relationship to the contents of that medium” (ibid, p. 24). Immersive media aim to 

disappear. They create experiences seemingly without mediation, or “interfaceless” interfaces. 

Hypermediacy forms a cultural counterbalance to immediacy. It combines multiple representations 

(e.g. images, sounds, texts, and videos) to construct heterogeneous spaces. The pursued 

“interfaceless” appeal turns into a confrontation of the simultaneously automatic and interactive 

character of digital media. Automaticity concerns layers of programming and algorithm-enabled 

executions. Interactivity in this regard concerns how media users are repeatedly pulled back in 

contact with interfaces, oscillating among manipulating information (windows), examining contents, 

and initiating other automated actions. Hypermediacy expresses as multiplicity, fragmentation, and 

indeterminacy with an emphasis on processes. The human-computer interaction (HCI) community, 

in extension, explores ways of enhancing gameplay quality through design prototyping, playtesting, 

and revisions (Fullerton 2008). 

Subsuming elements of interface under the category objects is motivated by scholarly 

works on interface, digital media theory, and philosophy that tackle nuances of new media in terms 
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of mediation and interface effects: zones of activity and interaction between thresholds and realities 

(Galloway 2012). The game industry commonly considers interface as bracketed and detached 

from a game’s visuality, while easing applications of traditional interface design concepts (Mauger 

2014). These practices hinder experimentations that innovate gameplay experiences, due to the 

lure of false reassurance of commonly static or passive constituents of game interface elements. 

Nathan Shedroff (2014) comments that interface is one among many terms in describing 

experience design: it unifies information design, interaction design, content, and sensorial design 

(mostly visual and auditory modes, with tactile, olfactory and kinesthetic modes less frequently 

employed). Jason Farman (2012) and T.L. Taylor (2009) similarly suggest that isolating digital 

interfaces as technical objects does not help understand games as assemblages of human 

practices and discursive meaning-making, which involve higher intricacies in games that 

incorporate diegetic interfaces, such as flight simulators, where digital play hinges on embodiment 

and cyborgian schemata (Section 1.3). These works suggest a complimentarity between 

multisemiotics and game studies. More importantly, they orient toward a potentially renewed 

understanding of videogames as interfaces (Ch. 4). 

Agents 

Agents enact actions in game worlds. They include representations of human and nonhuman 

entities that perform main or subordinate roles with neutral, supportive, non-supportive functions. 

Representation should be emphasized here, because in single-player games all non-player-

controlled entities can be strictly regarded as nonhuman. The term “agent” emits relative neutrality 

and precision, compared with such terms as “actors,” “characters,” or “avatars.” Each of these 

alternatives connotes role-playing or associations in other (relevant) fields of academic inquiry. 

“Avatar,” for instance, stands as a legitimate concept in game studies as it has been explored from, 
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for instance, perspectives of phenomenological or prosthetic telepresence (Klevjer 2012); as 

intersubjective constructs possessing both diegetic and ludic properties that interact with player’s 

mental processes (Schröter and Thorn 2014); or virtual condensation of players’ projective 

identities (Waggoner 2009). “Actors” and “characters” function in discourses in narratology, film 

and literary studies, and performance studies to refer to actual or fictional participants. These terms 

also denote personality in ways that may exclude nonhuman counterparts, potentially limiting 

alternative definitions and thus knowledge of interactivity. For example, in an independent game 

Lim by transgender female designer Merrit Kopas (2012), players navigate a maze as colored 

squares and try to avoid collision with or being shunted out of the maze by other hostile blocks, or 

blend in by shifting colors (Figure 3.2). Either option can cause convulsive shaking of visuals and 

aberrant sound effects that construe tension, dread, and violence, shaping the experience as 

mimetic of struggles in establishing one’s social identity within such oppressive structures as binary 

gender systems, if (only) it is situated as transgender-related by virtue of the game creator’s 

identity and players’ metatextual knowledge. The emotional impact resonates through an abstract-

graphic entity that does not resemble humans (at least visually). Agency or the lack thereof is the 

essence to and evaluation of enactment. 

 
Figure 3.2: Capture from Lim (Kopas 2012) 

Player-controlled agents form key subjects of analyses as players are sutured to these 

virtual beings. Such suturing is realized when players manipulate gameplay objects, for instance, 
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joysticks and buttons on a controller, tapping/holding/dragging finger(s) on screens, interact with 

on-screen items by gesture with controllers with motion sensing capacities (e.g. Wii Remote), or 

manipulate such game-specific objects as racing wheels, gun-shaped controllers, and rhythm 

game controllers shaped like musical instruments. The player-agent suturing is also visible through 

the simulated camera adopting the player-controlled agent’s point of view during gameplay, an 

identification technique inherited from cinema (Zettl 2010). Non-player-controlled agents, on the 

other hand, are organized hierarchically between main and subordinate groups depending on 

whether they make consequential contributions to or limit the revealing of narrative, resolving of 

narrative conflicts, or player-controlled agents’ interactivity, through presence, dialog, or actions. 

Supportive agents can influence gameplay substantially. In MGS4, for instance, Otacon assists 

Snake via Codec instructions, providing cues on directions to zones of rendezvous or the most 

efficient means to defeat enemies; and is as well a person that has engaged in anti-Metal Gear 

operations with Snake since the Shadow Moses Incident (MGS1), constituting a main supportive 

agent from both gameplay and narrative standpoints. Main agents of non-supportive nature hinder 

player progress. They often assume the form of the Boss figure, human or machine, whom the 

player defeats in order to progress to the next level. I will explore in Section 3.3 on the language of 

gaming how encountering such main non-supportive agents as the Boss figure form strategic 

stages in game designs to structure and develop gameplay. 

Environments 

Where things are put into motion makes an environment. Realized materially, environments refer to 

locations of gameplay created by deliberate placement of objects, be they of pragmatic gameplay 

value or of ambient nature; maneuverable or contextual. Such placement carries importance as it 

transforms the screen into an aesthetic complex of concreteness and vividness that transcends the 
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immediate environments by developing three-dimensional spaces of complex graphics, visual 

details, and interactions of greater speed and flexibility (Fuller and Jenkins 1995, cited in Salen and 

Zimmerman 2006). Game spaces have inspired an expanding body of literature, including Space 

Time Play: Computer Games, Architecture and Urbanism (von Borries, Walz, and Böttger 2007) 

and Michael Nitsche’s Video Game Spaces: Image, Play, and Structure in 3D Game Worlds (2008), 

which examines five layers of game spaces that involve rules, fiction, mediation, and the imaginary. 

This project does not engage with inter-disciplinary research on game space. While 

engaging the aesthetics of space in videogames is important and multimodality addresses space, 

analyzing game space requires bridging of vocabulary and research methods beyond the scope of 

this research. Exploring environments in videogames intends to articulate their links to interactions 

among agents and objects and, more importantly, their mimetic connections with sociopolitical and 

ethical issues. In the context of MGS4, the analytical focus is on how the material environments of 

the game world and the virtual, networked, environment invoked in the narrative construe 

dystopian visions of posthumanism. 

Events 

Janet Murray (1998, 2012) discusses four affordances that form the core palette to maximize 

expressive power of digital media, including user participation, computational procedures, 

navigable space, and encyclopedic capacity. The category of events centers on the participatory 

element: processes in which players interact with technical object(s) of the gameplay interface; the 

machine translates such input enacted interactions by agent(s) in the game world. Such 

interactions fundamentally formulate meaning. The proposed framework organizes events in three 

main groups: maneuvering, object interactions, and agent interactions, which are sub-divided into 
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such mandatory actions as communicating and engaging; and MGS4-specific interactions, for 

instance sneaking, tracking, protecting, and trading. 

 Maneuvering involves movements of agents and/or objects in the game world. Purposive 

maneuvering drives spatial exploration, a necessity and distinctive feature of gameplay. In this 

regard, Clara Fernnández-Vara, José Zagal, and Michael Mateas (2007) trace the functions of 

spatial configurations on player-positioning to the playfield and gameplay effects. Wolf (2002) 

typologizes game spaces while considering influences from cinematic technologies. The 

Conference of the Philosophy of Computer Games collates works on space inscribing player 

actions (Ljungström 2008); or phenomenological conception of videogames as medially constituted 

spatiality, at once spatial and pictorial (Günzel 2008). The framework examines how players are 

allowed (or cued) to control agents’ activities and objects (including camera perspectives) to 

advance the game by interacting with other agents/objects and traversing environments. For 

instance, in maneuvering toward points of rendezvous, Snake can engage or sneak around 

enemies with various weaponry and scouting devices. In a similar action-adventure game, Watch 

Dogs (Morin 2014), the player as Aiden Pearce can hack into Chicago’s central operating system 

(ctOS) to retrieve encrypted bank data, steal funds, unlock weapons, or create diversions by 

manipulating traffic light systems to interact with environments and complete the game with non-

lethal tactics. Adjustments of game difficulty occur as in-game law enforcement responds to the 

severity of any crime committed (level 1 through 5). 

 Interactions with player-maneuverable objects may include equipping, consuming, or 

activating gameplay-facilitative objects, such as taking Pentazemine to reduce anxiety and hand 

tremors for accurate sniper shots or using night vision goggles to locate enemies. On interacting 

with informational objects, players commonly access specific menu screens to process simplified, 
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schematic versions of the game world (e.g. maps with routes and checkpoints marked) or through 

visual representations on the Soliton Radar track sentries’ activities with an omnipotent sense of 

the surroundings and navigable trajectories.18 Informative object interactions occur between game 

rules, representations of the player-controlled agent behaviors, and player input. 

 Agent interactions include six action types of generalizability and customizability. The 

obligatory categories of communicating and engaging may be open to discussing new complexities 

and developments as gaming technologies evolve. In single player games, communicating occurs 

between players and non-player-controlled agents. This category expands upon examining 

multiplayer mode, which involves communication among players via real-time chat mechanisms 

and relevant operations, thus changing how players engage with gameplay in networked ways. 

Communication in the MGS series are primary on Codec, serving to direct agents to fulfilling 

mission objectives, provide backstories of non-player-controlled agents, or restore Snake’s psyche 

well-being (through conversations with the psychological counselor Rose).19 Actions of sneaking, 

tracking, and protecting are obligatory in the first four installments of the MGS series; with trading a 

recent addition in MGS4. These actions as stealth mechanics define the game series; and 

incrementally complicate gameplay and narrative. 

                                                           
18  Wolf (2002, p. 67) considers such as the 11th category of game spaces, in which on-screen representations 
schematically orient players to or inform on key events occurring in the off-screen space. This conceptualization, 
however, has been disregarded as such information is called up by the player and overlaid on the main game space 
(Fernández-Vara, Zagal, and Mateas 2007). 

19 Rose is a subordinate supportive agent romantically involved with Raiden, a main supportive agent, in MGS2. She 

was initially a spy planted by The Patriots to monitor Raiden, a test subject of their plan to control human 

consciousness through simulations and memes. While Codec conversations with Rose mainly advise Snake on skills 

to maintain psyche health, the player can also acquire additional information on dynamics among agents. 
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Programmed Output 

Deemed procedural responses (Murray 1998, 2012), programmed output refers to coded 

responses activated upon meeting gameplay conditions that realize events. These conditions 

involve interactions among embedded game rules and parameters of agents and objects. 

Programmed output covers the commonly executed items of agent responses, object responses, 

and cutscenes. Agent responses involve responses of both player-controlled agents and non-

player-controlled agents. On a single-agent focused level, for instance, the health and stamina 

levels of the player-controlled agent(s) dropping below a predetermined figure may cause damage 

or death, semiotically realized in states of the agent’s gait, sounds, heartbeats, bleeding, or haptic 

feedback. Exploring environments and interacting with other agents or objects may foster 

camaraderie, protect or injure non-player-controlled agents (e.g. in battling pursuing PMC troops, 

Snake cannot protect EVA, a supportive subordinate agent, from being mortally wounded). 

 Object responses are analyzed functionally on whether they facilitate gameplay. As 

described at the beginning of this section (3.2), twining agent and object responses activates 

events and thus constitutes temporal and spatial progression in videogames. Contextual objects, 

such as rails and edges of bombed floors, may simultaneously simulate matter that prevent agents 

from traversing or facilitate agents to progress while evading sentries, often signaled through an 

abstract icon of a man with the associated action and button (Figure 3.3). Player-maneuverable 

objects are collected, consumed, or sold as required for specific gameplay segments. 
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Figure 3.3: Transition from contextual objects into player-maneuverable objects (MGS4) 

Cutscenes, the third component in programmed output, refer to pre-rendered cinematic 

sequences conventionally considered gameplay-interruptive. Contemporary cutscenes use in-

game graphics or full motion video (FMV) clips and have developed from static to gameplay 

adaptive.20 Cutscenes of MGS4 exemplify multimodal complexity and detail rendering afforded by 

advanced gaming/visualization technologies, providing players with certain control over camera 

movement and triggering of flashbacks from previous installments for narrative continuity; or 

skipping such sequences as they see fit. Split screens of MGS4, as analyzed in Sections 2.4–2.5, 

in splicing gameplay and cutscenes, create possibilities to reflect on the semiotic significance of 

intersecting interactivity with narrativity. The feature also attests to the meaning-making value of 

cutscenes. Scholarly works such as Rune Klevjer’s article “In Defense of Cut Scenes” (2002) 

characterizes cutscenes as effective textual structures that succinctly communicate narratives, 

simultaneously releasing players from intense action and building suspense for subsequent action-

gameplay via various forms of montage. For Karen Tanenbaum and Joshua Tanenbaum (2009) 

and James Newman (2013), cutscenes incorporate different plotlines, cut to new agents, thicken 

the plot in ways that require players to formulate missing connections between what was presented 
                                                           
20 For example, cutscenes of the PlayStation 2 version of the survival horror game Resident Evil 4 (Mikami 2005) 
present the default player-controlled agent’s costumes regardless of states of gameplay due to processor constraints. 
However, when the game is played on the GameCube console system, cutscenes feature a change of costume 
according to gameplay progression. 
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thus far and the newly or yet shown, between familiar and unforeseeable situations. Cutscenes, as 

punctuating, “non-interactive” sequences, create critical, reflective spaces that impart important 

information, with which players tackle future events or (re)construct and interpret past experiences 

as enacted narratives. Cutscenes add gameplay incisiveness. In MGS4, the player has a degree of 

flexibility in the Mission Briefing cutscenes that, like comics pages, compartmentalize the screen 

into linguistic and visual zones, separated into three panels. Two of which show the cutscene clip 

and relevant images; a panel on the top-right corner shows a player-controlled device maneuvering 

in a game space. Section 5.3 will revisit such interactive cutscenes to discuss transitions between 

gamic and cinematic logics in videogames. 

Videogame Interface  

I adopt the term “interface” in the game analyses framework not just for an instrumental distinction 

from such alternatives as “scenes,” which carry cinematic inflections. Rather, “interface” captures 

the ontological and ideological nuances of videogames as cultural artifacts and crucial sites of 

mediation. Interface is commonly seen as on-screen information patchwork. A review of literature 

on contemporary media theory reveals otherwise. Galloway’s The Interface Effect (2012) stresses 

the dialectic between media and their cultural contexts, with interfaces as fertile nexuses from 

which political implications spur. The medium functions as “an intense mimetic thicket” (ibid, p. 69) 

in and through which one may evaluate the notion of software being a functional analog to ideology 

(Chun 2004, p. 43). Further, as explored in Ash (2015), digital interfaces shape players’ spatial and 

temporal perceptions for generating economic profit. Within digital games as cybernetic loops, an 

interface stands at an intersection between representation, gameplay, and player embodiment 

(Dovey and Kennedy 2006). It forms a critical filter to access meanings and language of 

videogames, as players step into and out from game worlds. 
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On the level of expression plane, cutscenes or various units within player input and 

programmed output interact and form an ensemble of meaning-making in videogames. Visual, 

verbal, auditory, and haptic modes realize these units, engaging multiple facets of the player’s 

sensorium; and often involve a wide range of media forms that co-construe complex aesthetic and 

semiotic connections, executed and transduced through the console, controller, and mediators that 

comprise the technological hardware. On the content level, videogames function as interactive 

mimeses of the imaginary, the sociocultural, the political, and other issues of criticality. To phrase 

the current project in terminology assembled in the framework, this research investigates the 

videogame interface of MGS4 to explore embedded sociocultural and ethical motifs on 

posthumanism. It unravels how such meanings are realized multisemiotically and procedurally 

through the interactions of player input and programmed output, covering objects, events 

(responses), environments, and cutscenes. Multisemiotics, in this endeavor, articulates how 

audiovisual and tactile modes enable representations, enactment, and transitions between 

gameplay and cinematic logics, thus forming a vocabulary to examine gamic mediality and 

potentially contribute to ethical game design. 
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Table 3.1: Definitions of coding categories and examples (: obligatory elements; : optional elements) 
Core 
Components 

Primary 
Categories 

Categories  
(S: Sub) 

/ Definitions Examples (MGS4) Semiotic Signaling 
(MGS Series) 

Player Input Agents Player-Controlled 
Agent(s) 

 Human/nonhuman agents 
controlled by the player to 
interact with the game 
world 

Old Snake; Mk. II or Mk. 
III 

Default gameplay camera 
(behind and higher than 
Snake); Text above health 
bar 

 Non-Player-
Controlled 
Agents (NPCs) 

 Human/nonhuman entities 
controlled by the game 
system (AI) 

Snake’s comrades; PMC 
Troops 

N/A 

  S: Main Agents  Key agents constitutive to 
gameplay and/or the 
game narrative 

Otacon; Raiden; (Bosses) 
Liquid; The Beauty & the 
Beast Unit 

N/A 

 S: Subordinate 
Agents 

 Agents performing less 
key functions toward 
gameplay and/or the 
game narrative 

(Non-supportive)  
PMC Troops;  
(supportive)  
Rat Patrol 01 

N/A 

  S: Supportive 
Agents 

 Agents facilitative of 
gameplay 

(Main) Otacon; Raiden; 
Rat Patrol 01 

Frequencies on Codec 

 S: Neutral Agents  Agents that neither 
facilitate or disrupt 
gameplay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Militiamen in the Middle 
East; members of the 
Paradise Lost Army in 
Europe 
 
 

N/A 
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Components Primary 
Categories 

Categories  
(S: Sub) 

/ Definitions Examples (MGS4) Semiotic Signaling 
(MGS Series) 

Player Input Agents S: Non-
Supportive 
Agents 

 Agents that deter/hinder 
player from accomplishing 
gameplay objectives 

(Bosses) Liquid; the 
Beauty and the Beast 
Unit;  
PMC Troops; The Patriots 
(main non-supportive 
agents throughout the 
series, but do not directly 
engage players) 

Health bars during battles 

 Objects S: Player-
Maneuverable 
Objects 

 In-game objects 
manipulable by the player 
to facilitate gameplay; 
Interface technical 
objects, e.g. controller, 
specific shaped controller, 
motion-controlled sensors 

Weapons; rations; 
nanomachine 
suppressant; camouflage; 
oil drums; cardboard 
boxes; Playboy 
magazines (for distracting 
sentries) 

Levitating and spinning, 
with visual brackets and 
names listed; sound cues 
that signal items are 
collected or equipped by 
the player 

 S: Informational 
Objects 

 Virtual objects that 
facilitate gameplay, 
including (audio-)visual 
representations of 
interface technical objects 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maps; health, stress, and 
psyche gauge; 
camouflage levels; 
items/weapons; 
items selection menus; 
weapon selection menus 

Iconic signs with limited 
verbal and numeral 
information on four 
corners of the screen; full 
selection menus as three-
column tables with iconic 
signs, verbal texts, and 
graphs 
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Components Primary 
Categories 

Categories  
(S: Sub) 

/ Definitions Examples (MGS4) Semiotic Signaling 
(MGS Series) 

Player Input Objects S: Informative 
Objects 

 Virtual objects that 
facilitate understanding of 
the game narrative 
(mainly in cutscenes) 

Photographs; charts; 
graphs; captures or 
footages from previous 
installments 

N/A 

  S: Contextual 
Objects 

 Objects that constitute an 
environment with specific 
ambience; can also be 
used for maneuvering 

Posters and public 
announcements (audio) of 
PMCs; crumbled 
buildings; landscapes 

Iconic sign at bottom-
center of the screen to 
cue player how to 
navigate around or avoid 
getting injured 

 Environments N/A  Locations where 
gameplay occur 

Middle East warzone; 
Church of Eden (religious 
tones) 

Change of locations 
realized by film-like 
opaque bars (top & 
bottom) 

 Events Maneuvering  Player-initiated movement 
of agents and objects to 
advance the game 

Infiltrating a research lab 
through the confinement 
area  
(Act 2: South America) 

N/A 

 Object 
Interactions 

 Player’s use and 
consumption of 
maneuverable and 
informational objects 

Consuming rations to 
restore health; injecting 
nanomachine 
suppressants 

Changes in health/ psyche 
levels or amount of usable 
items (in numbers or 
images)  

 Agent 
Interactions 

 Player interaction with 
non-controlled agents 
(2 obligatory; 4 optional 
types of interactions) 
 
 
 
 
 

Tracking, protecting, 
evading/ attacking 

Iconic signs center-bottom 
of the screen 
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Components Primary 
Categories 

Categories  
(S: Sub) 

/ Definitions Examples (MGS4) Semiotic Signaling 
(MGS Series) 

Programmed 
Output 

Agent 
Responses 

Player-Controlled 
Agent(s’) 
Responses 

 Player-controlled agents’ 
programmed responses to 
other agents/objects 

Getting injured or close to 
falling from crumbled 
buildings 

Iconic sign at bottom-
center of the screen to 
cue player how to 
navigate around 

Non-Player-
Controlled 
Agents’ 
Responses 

 Enacted actions of non-
player-controlled agents 
realized through game 
programming 

Sentries searching for or 
attacking the player-
controlled agent(s) 

“?” and “!” above sentries’ 
heads to signal 
suspicion/having spotted 
the player 

Object 
Responses 

Player-
Maneuverable 
Objects 

 Reactions of 
maneuverable objects to 
player/environment 

Snake’s suit changing 
color to match surfaces he 
is pressed against 

Sound effect, changes in 
“camo” meter 

Informational 
Objects 

 Adjustments of 
informational objects 

Marked routes on maps; 
changes in psyche 

Visual representations on 
screen or specific menu 
pages 

Contextual 
Objects 

 Reaction of contextual 
objects (toward player) 

Footprints on snow or 
bent grasses 

N/A 

Cutscenes In-Game 
Cutscenes 

 Cinematic cutscenes 
using in-game graphics 

Segmentation of car 
chase fights 

Transition via changes in 
camera movement 

Pre-Rendered 
Cutscenes 

 Pre-made cinematic 
sequences streamed via 
the console 

Cutscenes;  
Mission Briefings (with 
selective interaction) 

Transition via fade-outs/ 
white-outs (in Boss Fights 
with B&B Unit) 

Videogame 
Interface 

A composite of player input, restrained by algorithms of games, and programmed output, audiovisually (and haptically) realized to 
constitute gameplay. Potential frames for critiquing socio-politically important issues. 
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The proposed framework (Figure 3.4) is both a rendition of gameplay complexity and 

analytical tool. It visualizes interactions among units across the core systems of player input, 

objects/agents, and programmed output. Analyses first identify examples in each gameplay unit 

and their semiotic realizations (Table 3.2). From this, I propose obligatory and optional categories 

to examine games within and beyond the MGS series to develop further analyses. Obligatory 

elements orient players toward and afford enactment in game worlds. They include, in order of 

importance, player-maneuverable objects, contextual objects, and player-controlled agents, which 

correspondingly activate via player input, object responses (player-maneuverable; contextual), 

agent responses (player-controlled agent(s’) responses) and events (maneuvering; object 

interactions) within programmed output. I consider objects to be quintessential. Game designs, 

whether carrying or gesturing toward narrative ambitions, tell stories in nonlinear and spatially 

oriented ways that Henry Jenkins (2004) considers as narrative architectures. Objects are the first 

entities that players perceive or interact with and constitute environments that contextualize 

gameplay experiences. The obligatory elements are approached hierarchically with maneuverable 

and contextual objects above agents, who can incline toward being optional. Tetris (Pajitnov and 

Pokhilko 1984) or Rob Humble’s art game The Marriage (2007) demonstrate how various digital 

games do not involve navigable, imaginary worlds and build on procedurality, rules, and object 

manipulation, without direct representations of agents.21 The proposed analytical framework can 

more directly apply to examining games with a certain degree of narrative and gameplay 

complexity, which, as I discuss next, relates to how videogames are ludically organized. 

                                                           
21 The Marriage is an experimental computer game (Windows) that uses game mechanics to reflect complexities in 
balancing conflicting needs between married partners. The player hovers the mouse over abstract shapes, which 
causes a pink square and a blue square to enlarge/shrink, raise/drop opacity, and move closer to/farther from each 
other. Balancing sustains existence of both squares. 
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3.3. The Gamic-Diegetic: Ludic Macrostructures 

Examining the ludic macrostructures of videogames involves identifying structural elements and 

text types that constitute the generic make-up of videogames. Ludic macrostructures carry 

importance for they code threshold-crossing manifestations across the rule-based and mediated, 

organizing algorithmic-representational elements as well as the fictional and play spaces, 

influencing players’ physical, cognitive, and emotional disposition in the process, as Nitsche (2008) 

writes on spatial conception in games. Games can be organized by whether gameplay proceeds 

vertically or horizontally. Juul (2005) identifies two macrostructual game types: games of 

emergence and games of progression. MGS4 falls within the latter category. In emergent games, 

gameplay revolves around a static set of rules with incremental levels of challenge, i.e. a large 

game tree of variations asymmetrical to the relative simplicity in game rules that requires players to 

continuously devise gameplay strategies. Action games, strategy games, and multiplayer games 

conform to this macrostructure (ibid, pp. 73-75). Examples include puzzle games such as Devil 

Dice (Shift 1998), Bombastic (Shift 2002), as well as recent works that deliver puzzles in platform 

game structures, including Portal (Swift 2007) and the independent game Braid (Blow 2008); or 

such strategy games as Sid Meier’s Civilization V (Shafer 2010). Progression games, on the other 

hand, feature algorithm-coded sequential events that require step-by-step transgression to 

accomplish the game. Like strings of beads or pearls (Aarseth 2004; Salen and Zimmerman 2004), 

progression games structure interim goals as nuclei, the fulfillment of which determines whether 

the player can advance to the next levels. Games of progression pre-determine events that players 

must perform and commonly involve cinematic or storytelling ambitions, with each level exposing 

players to varied combinations of rules and challenges. Emergence connects aspects of the game 

with players’ decision making; progression centers on goals and sub-goals. The dynamics among 
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sequential events, player agency, and interim goals in progression games is portrayed as follows 

(Ensslin 2012, cf. Juul 2005, p. 75): 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Ludic macrostructure of progression games 

 It should be noted, however, that not all games contain explicit systematic markers of 

progression, as illustrated in the diagram above. Gone Home (Gaynor 2013), for instance, 

foregrounds interactive storytelling and the player’s task lies in exploring within a house objects, 

messages, and clues to reveal what took place before the protagonist’s return to her empty 

home.22 There is no “Game Over” other than not completing the game. So does the art game 

Journey (Clark, Singh, and Bell 2012) where the player embarks on an ambiguous passage of 

serendipitous meetings with other anonymous players across massive landscapes.23 The game 

features minimally plotted events and does not organize around players’ mastery of skill sets or 

achievements. Instead, it gestures toward the bi-directionality between space and narratives in 

videogames and evokes through its environments the networked sublime, where gameplay 

generates affective experiences shared by strangers (Jagoda 2016). These two games signal 

                                                           
22 Gone Home, described as an interactive exploration simulator, is a first-person view independent game where the 
player explores a deserted house, the home of Kaitlin Greenbriar, who returns after a year-long trip abroad. The player 
examines objects and messages within the house to solve the mystery; the game comes with no set goals. A console 
version was released for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One on January 12, 2016.  

23  A significant feature of Journey, an interactive parable, lies in creating affective gameplay through temporary 
connection of players. Players do not communicate apart from kinesthetically showing each other paths or activating 
gameplay facilitative objects or structures to assist each other learn to progress in the game. The interaction is 
designed not to be competitive or hindering gameplay.  

Start Goal 

Game Over Game Over Game Over Game Over 
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hybridization between the two customary characterizations of ludic structures and expose 

potentials in creating novel gamic narratives simultaneously progressive and emergent. 

 An understanding of videogame structuralization deepens our knowledge on how 

gameplay is ultimately designed and how mutations in meaning-making arise. To deliberate the 

multisemiotic-procedural dynamics in MGS4, I examine the narrative-gameplay structure of the 

game, drawing from Elliot Gaines’s (2010) approach that identifies six narrative stages in media, 

covering orientation to denouement. A joined look at Figure 3.5 and Table 3.2 shows that MGS4 is 

compartmentalized in ways common across games of commercial or pedagogical intent (Khine 

2011): levels are differentiated and organized through the Boss Stage. A resilient adversary, the 

Boss figure functions as both a main non-supportive agent and game mechanism that scaffolds 

gameplay, introduced at inter-levels, end of levels, or at the culmination of multiple levels. 

Theoretically constituting the most challenging gameplay segments, Boss encounters call for a 

strategic-tactical understanding of the Boss’s as well as the player’s capabilities and potentials 

(Newman 2013). The Boss Stage is also spatially addressed. As relatively enclosed and often self-

contained sites of engagement separate from other parts of the game world, the Boss puzzle, as 

Newman puts, is concretized as a magic circle that manufactures particularly memorable episodes 

of gameplay (Huizinga 1950). Encountering Bosses, considered in the game analyses framework, 

entails players’ deliberate interactions with player-maneuverable objects to tackle the enemy 

(events: agent interactions: engaging); throughout the process triggering agent responses and 

object responses within programmed output. The player may also contact main supportive agents 

for tactical intel or advice (agents: non-player-controlled agents: supportive + events: agent 

interactions: communicating). 
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Table 3.2: Summary of gameplay analyses (MGS4) 

Act: Title 
Location 

Narrative Stages Narrative Content Required Actions Milestones  
(Agents / Objects) 

1: Liquid Sun 

Middle East 
Warzone 

Orientation The age of war economy and total control of warfare. 
Snake goes to the Middle East on his final mission to 
neutralize Liquid and prevent his insurrection. Snake 
reunites with Meryl (from MGS1), who leads Rat Patrol 
Team 01 under the Sons of the Patriots (SOP) System, 
which regulates soldier activity on a sense-emotional, 
molecular level. Liquid activates some unknown process 
and causes a massive psychological breakdown of PMC 
soldiers stationed. He has captured Naomi (from MGS1) 
to hijack SOP. 

Maneuvering; 
scavenging for 
supplies; sneaking; 
engaging soldiers 
and/or unmanned 
sentries 

Acquisition of scouting 
device Mk. II (player-
maneuverable) 

Introduction to Otacon 
(main supportive); Colonel 
Campbell; Meryl and team; 
Sunny (subordinate 
supportive); Liquid (main 
non-supportive); Drebin 
(sub supportive); PMC 
troops and Gekko (sub non-
supportive); militiamen (sub 
neutral) 

2: Solid Sun 

South 
America 

Development Snake tries to rescue Naomi, who reveals Snake’s 
Werner Syndrome as a symptom of his intentionally 
shortened lifespan as a clone. The FOXDIE virus in 
Snake (injected in MGS1) has mutated and will cause a 
global epidemic in 3 months. Snake is now a target to 
be killed-on-site by the Beauty and the Beast Corps. 
Raiden is severely wounded after battling Vamp. Snake 
and comrades head to Europe to pursue Liquid. 

 

 

 

 

Maneuvering; 
sneaking; 
scavenging; 
tracking; engaging 
(boss fight and a 
car chase) 

Boss Fight 1 with Laughing 
Octopus (main non-
supportive) 

Introduction to Vamp and 
the B&B Corps (main non-
supportive); Raiden (main 
supportive) 
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Act: Title 
Location 

Narrative Stages Narrative Content Required Actions Milestones  
(Agents / Objects) 

3: Third Sun 

Europe 

Disequilibrium Liquid seeks the body of Big Boss, whose genetic code 
and biometric data are key to hijack SOP. Snake meets 
Big Mama (EVA from MGS3), who is revealed to be the 
surrogate mother of the Les Enfant Terribles project, 
which created clones (Snake and Liquid) to ensure the 
iconic influences of Big Boss over The Patriots, an 
organization conceived by Zero and a founding group 
(MGS3), and has turned into a world-running network of 
AIs that drives war economy. Liquid successfully hijacks 
SOP and goes to Shadow Moses to retrieve the only 
non-ID-tagged nuclear rail gun from Metal Gear REX 
(MGS1). Big Mama dies after sustaining severe injuries. 

Maneuvering; 
sneaking; 
scavenging; 
tracking; engaging 
(sniper shooting at 
Boss fight and a 
car chase); 
protecting 

Boss Fight 2 with Raging 
Raven (main non-
supportive) 

Introduction to Big Mama 
(subordinate supportive); 
The Patriots and Zero (main 
non-supportive; not 
gameplay-involved); the 
Paradise Lost Army (led by 
Big Mama, sub supportive) 

4: Twin Suns 

Shadow 
Moses 
(MGS1) 

Development; 
Disequilibrium; 
Crisis 

Snake returns to Shadow Moses, where he and Liquid 
first crossed paths 9 years prior. Liquid has secured the 
nuclear rail gun and assigned Vamp and suicide Gekko 
to destroy Shadow Moses. Vamp dies after battling 
Raiden when he injects himself with nanomachine 
suppressants. Naomi dies by stopping the cancer-
suppressing nanomachines in her body. Raiden saves 
Snake from Liquid’s warship and is almost mortally 
wounded. 

 

 

 

 

 

Maneuvering; 
sneaking; 
scavenging; 
engaging (sniper 
shooting; 
camouflaging; 
close quarter 
combat; handling 
Metal Gear REX) 

Boss Fight 3 with Crying 
Wolf; Boss Fight 4 with 
Gekko and Vamp; Boss 
Fight 5 with Metal Gear 
RAY (manned by Liquid) 
(main non-supportive) 
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Act: Title 
Location 

Narrative Stages Narrative Content Required Actions Milestones  
(Agents / Objects) 

5: Old Sun 

Outer Haven 
(Liquid’s 
Fortress; 
location of the 
Patriot AI: 
GW) 

Climax Snake and Meryl’s team infiltrate Outer Haven. Snake 
goes through an excruciating hallway that emits 
microwaves, as Liquid’s army increasingly overwhelms 
his comrades, to infect the AI core, GW, with which 
Liquid plans to hijack SOP. The worm cluster 
FOXALIVE, written by Naomi and Sunny, erases all 4 
AIs of The Patriots while keeping key non-military 
systems in function. Liquid dies after fighting Snake.  

Maneuvering; 
sneaking; 
scavenging; 
engaging (close 
quarter combat) 

Boss Fight 6 with 
Screaming Mantis; Boss 
Fight 7 with Liquid (main 
non-supportive) 

Epilogue: 
Naked Sin 

Denouement Drebin reveals that he and Meryl’s Rat Patrol Team 
were assigned by The Patriots to assist Snake as the 
AIs perceive Liquid to be a threat. The AIs, however, did 
not anticipate that Snake and his comrades had the 
capacity to eliminate them. 

N/A Revelation of The Patriots’ 
anticipation and 
“recruitment” of Snake, 
Otacon, and Meryl’s team in 
defeating Liquid 

Debriefing: 
Naked Son 

Cemetery 

 Snake tries to commit suicide and meets Big Boss, 
revealed to be alive, rescued by EVA and Liquid/Ocelot, 
who implanted himself with Liquid’s persona to trick The 
Patriots. Big Boss neutralizes Zero. Before his death, 
caused by FOXDIE in Snake, Big Boss tells Snake that 
he respects him as a soldier and a man; and advises 
him not to waste his time and the earned freedom from 
The Patriots fighting. 

 Introduction to Big Boss 
(main neutral agent in 
MGS4) 
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  The player finds seven Boss Stages in MGS4, occurring from Acts 2 through 5. Act 4, the 

disequilibrium stage where Snake tries to stop Liquid from acquiring the non-ID-tagged nuclear rail 

gun from Metal Gear REX, includes three Boss Stages; players encounter two Boss Stages in Act 

5, the climax/denouement. Each Boss Stage requires utilization of specific maneuverable objects, 

strategies, and varied maneuvering routes. For instance, while sniping is required for fighting two 

Boss figures from the Beauty and the Beast Unit (B & B Corps), the stages focus on different skill 

sets.24 Fighting Raging Raven (a flight-enabled female soldier equipped with missiles and long 

range firearms) at an old clock tower emphasizes players’ dexterity and locating strategic spots 

that allow both effective offense and efficient escape, should Raven counter-attack. Fighting Crying 

Wolf (a wolf-like manned machine) in the Shadow Moses snowfield, on the contrary, stresses 

camouflage and tracking, while simultaneously disarming PMC sentries. Bracketing these 

encounters are cutscenes and extended Codec conversations, which detail the backstory of the 

Unit. Battles with the four B & B members also form a semantic prosody. Young victims of war 

crimes, these female soldiers suffer Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and embody madness 

caused by war, torture, forced murders, or ideologies of military cultists. With names derived from 

antagonists of MGS1 (FOXHOUND), they also re-render Bosses of previous installments, using 

weapons like those the Dead Cell terrorists use in MGS2 and exhibiting extreme emotions of the 

Cobra Unit (MGS3): The Joy, The Fury, The Fear, The Pain, The Sorrow, and The End. Engaging 

the B&B Corps cyclically reinforces the war-trauma association motif of the series. 

The final Boss Stage with Liquid, situated at the climactic Act 5: Old Sun, represents a 

conclusion of the MGS series. Stripped of weapons and strength after traversing the microwave 

                                                           
24 The Beauty and the Beast Unit includes four female soldiers enhanced with specific battle suits. Members include 
Laughing Octopus; Raging Raven; Crying Wolf; and Screaming Mantis, the leader that psychically directs the Unit. 
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hallway, Snake faces his nemesis, his twin clone-brother, Liquid, in the form of a fistfight between 

two “scorched shadows born to the world.”25 The fight is segmented into four units, signaled by four 

theme soundtracks and visual representations of health and psyche bars, rendered according to 

the aesthetics of all four MGS installments; interspersed with short, in-game cutscenes where 

Snake and Liquid collapse and struggle to their feet to resume fighting. Like the concluding fights of 

MGS2 and MGS3, the final encounter in MGS4 with the Boss figure is (relatively) un-mediated by 

weaponry, compared with main battles of the preceding levels. This Boss Stage incorporates 

stylized informational objects (gameplay-based) that perform functions of informative objects 

(cutscene-based) to evoke the historicity, emotions, and narratives attached to the series; and 

interweave narratives and motifs from past installments into the procedural-semiotic fabric of the 

gameplay-present. 

This chapter illustrates that variations in games and gameplay experiences arise from 

differences in configuring meaning-making units as designed multisemiotic-procedural artifacts, by 

proposing a game analyses framework that maps out units and systems involved in videogame 

encounters. Methodologically, unit analysis (Bogost 2006a) and the social semiotic theory of 

multimodality (Kress 2010) share compatibility to comprehend configurative possibilities and 

interactions among gameplay elements, the functions of which fluctuate as gameplay unfolds, as 

shown by functional merging between contextual objects and player-maneuverable objects, as well 

                                                           
25 The metaphor of scorched shadows is quoted from EVA’s last words (Act 3: Third Sun). EVA was the surrogate 
mother that gave birth to Snake and Liquid. She described Snake as a beast, a shadow created by lights. In the 
narrative of MGS4 and the series, lights are metaphors of war. Liquid is also created through the Les Enfant Terribles 
project, which cloned the legendary soldier Big Boss. He was determined to realize Outer Heaven, an era envisioned 
by Big Boss where soldiers will fight free from governments’ control. Liquid was the main antagonist in MGS1. He 
resented Snake due to misinformation that he was the dispensable clone engineered with inferior genetic materials to 
create Solid Snake, the perfect clone of Big Boss. It is revealed, however, that Snake was the inferior clone. The Liquid 
that Snake fights in MGS4 is a persona that Ocelot, a recurrent non-supportive agent of the series, implanted on 
himself through hypnosis and psychotherapy, as a means to trick The Patriots into action, opening loopholes for 
infiltrating and destroying the Patriot AIs. 
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as informational objects and informative objects. MGS4 construes meanings in ways that slippage 

occurs among some commonly accepted categories. “Object,” for instance, as a default commonly 

found across game genres exhibits an unexpected level of complexity for two reasons. Firstly, as a 

war-themed game woven by anti-war sentiments, MGS4 contains a myriad of informative objects 

represented in modally condensed form, ranging from graphs, abstract graphics, to comic or 

graphic novel pictorial art. While such objects cannot be maneuvered to advance the game, they 

critically contextualize gameplay and present a compendium that consolidates narrative layers in 

both the installment and the series. Mapping gameplay orients understanding toward such 

interactions between levels of units and systems, expression and content, to build a foundation for 

the core argument that this research advances and the next chapter deliberates on. Namely, 

videogames are interfaces. 
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Chapter 4 Interface and Procedural Rhetoric 

In analyzing videogames, I propose not isolating a separate category in the game analyses 

framework for interface-technical objects, for they are part of and constitute the gestalt of 

videogame play as interfaces and ideological frames interacting with such phenomena as 

posthumanism (Ch. 6). This chapter first investigates the under-researched areas of tactility and 

haptics as semiotic modes in gameplay interface capable to realize representational meanings in 

gameplay experiences (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2, by analyzing gameplay interfaces of three 

MGS games – MGS4, MGS3, and MGS2 – that increasingly direct players’ focus to the immediate 

gameplay present, I conceptualize videogames as interfaces, in relation to two latest theorizations: 

one on interfaces as effects and processes (Galloway 2012) and one on interface envelopes that 

modulate players’ temporal-spatial perception and enactment (Ash 2015). These perspectives 

point to “edges,” traversals of which I consider to be recurrent phenomena in gameplay, where 

meaning-making occurs between semiotic and procedural layers; videogame aesthetics and 

narratives interact with those of older audiovisual media (Ch. 5); and player subjectivity turn 

posthumanized (Ch. 6). Using MGS4, MGS2, and MGSV as illustrative examples, the last section 

of this chapter examines procedural rhetoric, which distinguishes meaning-making of videogames 

from non-interactive media in their argumentation through enacted processes. 

 Bogost (2006a, p. 103) observes: “all simulations are subjective representations that 

communicate ideology.” This statement captures two sets of complementary concepts 

(simulation/representation and subjectivity/ideology) and communication as enabling process, 

resonating with the phenomenon that war in videogames is both represented and enacted. 

Meanings oscillate between realizations and interpretations of game designers’ intentionality and 

player enactment. Discussions in this chapter and Chapter 6 build on multisemiotic analyses in 
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relation to simulation/representation (Ch. 2–3) to engage subjectivity/ideology. Current queries of 

interface disproportionately emphasize visual modes and discount critical objects of nonoptical 

interfaces, including controllers, keyboards, and sensors; data; algorithms; and networking 

technologies (Galloway 2012). Gameplay is deemed “make-believe” attentionally anchored by 

visual patterns, dominated by coherent sets of intense feelings or emotions that exclude 

awareness of other objects or events (El Nasr, Niedenthal, Knez, Almeida, and Zupko 2007; 

Kubovy 2000). Efforts in expanding critique of videogame aesthetics and design beyond the visual 

have been observed in, for example, Simon Niedenthal’s (2009) article that discusses embodiment 

and cognitive awareness toward the senses. Mathias Fuchs, in Artists Re:thinking Games (2010), 

deliberates how conceptually unconventional, ludic interfaces of artgames and installations re-

interpret, question, and oppose ideological constraints hidden in technically engineered interfaces 

by ridiculing their functionality, exposing the tacit agreements on how to play, and nudging 

participants’ attention toward the potential myriad of interaction patterns players are rarely enabled 

to partake in. Fuchs’ text indicates a trajectory of critical engagement with interface designs well 

steered in the game and art worlds, yet paradoxically largely unreflected on in gaming literature or 

by players. A semiotic understanding of procedural rhetoric equips players (and viewers) with the 

necessary procedural literacy to explore the critical phenomena and questions within a complex 

game such as MGS4 and in the broader discourses of the societal and politics. 
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Figure 4.1: Dynamics among objects, semiotics, procedurality, and gameplay as interface 

My conceptualization of gameplay experience involves three main units: objects, interface 

(operating on two levels), and gameplay, which combine procedurality and semiotics (Figure 4.1). 

“Interface 1” refers to the gameplay interface in the conventional sense, comprised of audiovisual 

representations and enactment-enabling material objects customarily subsumed within interface 

design (e.g. controllers and gameplay-facilitative informational elements like maps). “Interface 2” 

refers to the “Videogame Interface” in my proposed game analyses framework: the gestalt of 

gameplay as interface; an enacted narrative that with critical play and procedural literacy can 

critique ideology. Interface 1 concerns localized phenomena at specific gameplay moments, mainly 

aligned with the procedural layer of gaming. Interface 2 concerns a deeper, discursive level of 

meaning-making realized by a certain accumulation of gameplay actions or events, often 

supplemented by informative objects (e.g. audiovisual material in cutscenes). The diagram shows 

how meaning-making in games, as a cyclical process, builds from player interactions with objects 

as the foundational unit. As gameplay progresses, meanings thicken both procedurally and 

semiotically. Interface 2 is where procedurality, narrative, and semiotics cohere. The 

wholesomeness of gameplay experience (or lack thereof) builds on ongoing interactions between 

procedurality and semiotics. 
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The currency and urgency to appropriately conceptualize videogames as interfaces arise 

from the increasing political impact of information and communication technologies. Analyzing 

media and posthumanism involves tri-focal points of inquiry: globalization, performativity, and 

virtual embodiment (Hayles 2014), which converge on the interfaces and materiality of cybernetic 

technological artifacts as an intimate human-machine mixing, considered constitutive of 

“humachines” that interface the subject/object binary itself and beyond (Poster 2006). The ubiquity 

of media in establishing infrastructures of modern life and politics, as technologically engineered 

products and socio-economic structures, is well observed (e.g. Bowker, Baker, Millerand, and 

Ribes 2010; Harvey 2014). Countering risks of handling this omnipresence as a research truism 

necessitates exposing an inherent invisibility of contemporary media culture. For Mark Deuze 

(2014), humans live in media like fish in water. Within such naturalization, exploring how media 

function contributes to understanding important issues on continual (re-)constructions of reality and 

identities. Wendy Hui Kyong Chun in Updating to Remain the Same (2016) suggests that the 

impact of media amplifies when they shift from “new” to habitual. Search engines and smartphones, 

newness waned off, increasingly structure and monitor ways of knowledge construction and living. 

Habits embed new media into lives. Humans become machines, as aspects of living pivot on what 

can be enacted through these technological, cultural, and habitual artifacts. Transformations of 

media, epitomized by how the Internet has morphed from a space of quixotic anonymity to one of 

pervasive surveillance and social media privatization by the 2010s, are indivisible from habituation 

and inhabiting of new media. Chun (ibid, p. 15) contends that habit is central to comprehending 

paradoxes of new media, namely, enduring ephemerality, exposing empowerment, networked 

individuation, and obsolescent ubiquity. 
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For sure, videogames do not determine such shifts. Neither have they been habituated to 

the extent of being immune to debates or censures. A cursory search points to literature that 

examines the medium’s psychological effects (Kowert and Quandt 2016); social concerns around 

(online) gaming (Kowert 2015); and complex moral questions. Such questions intensified when a 

popular first-person shooter digital game Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 (Rubin, Alderman, 

Fukuda, and Alavi 2009) featured a mission where players could participate in a terrorist shooting 

at an airport to infiltrate inner circles of and defeat a Russian villain (Campbell 2013). In such cases, 

meaning-making capacities of videogames are very visible. What remains relatively obscure is how 

videogames, in co-emerging with forms of habituated (new) media, have spread their logics of 

interface design and procedurality to these other digital interfaces. The next section discusses 

dynamics among audiovisual representations, tactility, and haptics as gameplay-shaping semiotic 

modes of interfaces. 

4.1. Interface Semiotics 

Interpreting interfaces involves three perspectives in this research. Firstly, the game studies 

approach that examines interfaces as a range of technical devices that mediate player interactions 

with a computational system. Secondly, the multisemiotic approach that examines interfaces as 

layouts that logically organize content appropriate for display and use in specific media. Thirdly, the 

media philosophy approach that conceptualizes interface as fluid combinations of representations 

and effects with expansive possibilities for creative rearrangements, to produce greater user-

sensitivity or organize temporal-spatial perception for economic power and ideology formation 

(Floyd 2015). I begin with a general characterization of interface to discuss specific instantiations in 

the subject videogame. Analyses of the informational objects and layouts of the MGS4 interface 

demonstrate how a comprehensive understanding of interfaces can go beyond the typological 
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panorama and identify specific systemic meta-functions that interface components co-construe, in 

particular the under-discussed interactions between what is (audio)visually projected on screen 

and tactilely triggered through player manipulation of the game controls system. 

 Videogame interfaces function as multimodal, metacommunicative intermediaries with the 

design intent to entertain, guide, or challenge players for a compelling experience; forming a 

threshold between actuality and virtuality, game world, and rule mechanics (Adams and Rollings 

2007; Nieuwdrop 2005; Rouse III 2005).26 They include two non-exclusive types. Static interfaces, 

or termed heads-up display (HUD), display gameplay-facilitative informational objects throughout a 

game, such as menus, item repositories, maps, and gauges of skills and abilities, in the periphery 

(top/bottom/corners) to create an unobstructed view of the game world (e.g. the life-simulation 

game The Sims 4, by Holmberg-Weidler and Yang in 2015, Figure 4.2). Dynamic interfaces, the 

second type, are context-dependent displays that respond to player actions, providing instructions, 

performance feedback, or on a meta-gaming level installation/error messages (Mangiron and 

O’Hagan 2006). Intended to be seamlessly woven into gameplay, interfaces are commonly 

examined in the interface design stream, seen separate from a game’s multimodal texture with a 

focus on the audiovisuality of experience design. 

                                                           
26 James Newman (2013) discusses how the videogames Bishi Bashi Special (1998) and Wario Ware (2003) heighten 
the difficulty in navigating the interface by disorienting graphical displays to signal the need for specific sequences of 
input, and thus explicitly demand players to reprocess and translate such input into appropriate motion actions. The 
conscious consideration of buttons and switches serves as a deliberate problematization of the interface, rendering it 
an uncomfortable, seemingly inappropriate, barrier to successful gameplay. 
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Figure 4.2: Interface of The Sims 4 (2015) 

 The MGS videogames, despite featuring rising gameplay complexities as well as 

expansion of player-maneuverable and informative objects, maintain a streamlined, minimally 

exhibited interface that expands at player input when gameplay requires access to specific 

elements.27 The default gameplay interface combines both static and dynamic components, placed 

on the four corners of the screen. Occupying the bottom left and right corners are respectively 

equipped items and weapons for close quarter combat (CQC). Audiovisually, as shown in Figure 

4.3, such informational objects are iconically realized in light blue, framed, with denotative verbal 

text, numbers, and indexical signs (e.g. signaling battery levels of surveillance devices) in pale 

brown, or red to specify CQC weapons primarily suited for stealth. Selected items are marked with 

a filled strip and a block immediately attached at the margin in the same earthy hue, with item 

details and relevant instructions displayed linguistically at the center of the screen. For such 

maneuverable objects as the Solid Eye (a multi-function goggle), players find a visual reproduction 

of specific buttons on the controller and their corresponding modes of use (capture 2 in Figure 4.3). 

Items are organized in a 3x3 manner along the x- and y-axes. At any given time, the player can 

                                                           
27 MGS3: Snake Eater (2004) introduces into the gameplay camouflage, food scavenging, and medical aid to simulate 
survival as a lone operative in Soviet Union with sustenance a priority. The game includes detailed item repositories 
and X-Ray viewing modes to assist medical aid. MGS4 features various weaponry customization and trading 
possibilities through the weapons menu and Drebin’s Shop. 
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scroll through six maneuverable objects in the items repository (left) or six maneuverable objects in 

the weapons repository (right). A click sound effect signals item equipment. Through segmenting 

the screen into four zones of gameplay-relevant information on the margin, the design ensures a 

non-cluttered, easily navigable, interface. It also functions as a first-level filter analogous to a 

simplified content page of a handbook, with the full content accessible separately in a clearly 

framed, three-column, expandable table form (Figure 4.4). Its visual aesthetic creates a sense of 

temporal continuity. Superimposed onto the image of the game world, selection screens and 

interface objects are relatively opaque and in color combinations complementary to the dark, 

earthy, tones of the overall color scheme of the game. While a shift to equipment change or 

selection screens automatically pauses gameplay, the coupling of opaqueness, superimposition, 

and visual rhyme, mainly via color, font, and angularity (van Leeuwen 2005) minimizes potential 

jolting effects between shifts. 

 
Figure 4.3: Default gameplay interface (MGS4) 
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Figure 4.4: Weapon selection menu (MGS4) 

Such relatively seamless shifts link to a dynamic between the (audio)visual modes on 

screens via programmed output and the player’s tactile input, commonly neglected in discussions 

on interface semiotics (Shedroff 2009). Interface designs tend to emphasize the visual layer of 

information, as realizations of interaction-enabling elements superimposed onto the mediated 

game world, and prescription of in-game communication with non-player-controlled agents, or other 

player-controlled agents in multiplayer contexts (Ensslin 2012). In the subsequent section, I 

discuss the under-examined area of touch as a semiotic mode that comprises gameplay interfaces 

and contributes to representational meanings in gameplay experiences. 

The Representational Meanings of Touch 

A staple design in the control systems throughout the MGS series features the use of L1 (left) and 

R1 (right) buttons, located at the top of the controller for index-finger-presses, combined with 

buttons on the direction pad, to quickly equip/change items and weapons. The sleek, primary 

gameplay interface realizes a non-intrusive intermediary sought for in videogame design to 

smoothen gameplay transitions and aid immersion, and evidences the media logic of transparent 

immediacy that Bolter and Grusin explore on remediation (Section 3.2). While transparent 

immediacy is considered a key marker of well-executed interface designs, it also presents a 

double-edged operation principle in which tactility is seldom examined as a distinct dimension of 
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interfaces, which this section seeks to accomplish. Tactility is often conflated with haptics or seen 

as piggybacking on audiovisuality to create the emotional texture of videogames. For Graeme 

Kirkpatrick (2011, pp. 96-97, 108), the controller is frequently “bracketed as a constant of the 

hardware” while in fact it forms “the most concentrated intersection” among hardware, software, 

and transmissions of player intentions. Integral to gameplay experience is the absence of 

rationalizing our actions in terms of button-pushing, lever-twisting, trigger-pulling, more precisely, 

the syntactic elements that controllers afford. Gameplay is naturalized on the condition that players 

and game-related discourses assimilate without problematizing arbitrary connections between 

interactions with controllers and game mechanics (e.g. tapping the “X” button means dashing), 

even though such translations are apprehensible and integrated into gameplay as a distinct 

disunity. Such Saussurean notion of arbitrariness is questioned from a social semiotic perspective, 

which views sign-making as inherently motivated by sign-makers’ interests and that semiotic forms 

are selected for their aptness in construing criterial aspects of phenomena (Mavers and Kress 

2012). Kress (1993), in his influential paper “Against Arbitrariness” on critical discourse analysis 

(CDA), contends that assumptions of motivated signifier-signified relations significantly impact on 

theorizing “utterances” in any modes. The controller, as a maneuverable object of the interface, 

plays a central yet concealed role; and gameplay necessitates a centrality of its concealment. 

The L1/RI feature in the MGS4 control system design may initially seem ergonomic-

motivated. It nonetheless involves an abstraction of senses for ideation. Gameplay, with 

conventional controllers, inheres discrepancies between the physical commands inputted by digits 

and muscles and what is shown and heard during play. This construes a metaphoric functional 

narrativization that evokes, rather than reproduces, physical interactions and gestural functionality 

of real world referents as embodied interfaces, such as light guns, driving wheels, and Wii 
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Remotes, do (Tanenbaum and Bizzocchi 2009). While the scholars provide solid pointers to 

contrast and comprehend how optimizing constraints realize ludic efficiency, the discussion 

contextualizes players’ kinesthetic interactions with the interface in terms of affordances, 

constraints, and mappings of the interface devices on players’ feasible range of activities (Gibson 

1977; Norman 2013). For instance, a microphone is highly specific yet ludically efficient in soliciting 

the player’s voice, showing how pre-existing sociocultural conceptions have shaped the 

recognizability and operation of interface devices. Studies on tactility and interface devices focus 

on the corporeal, as touch moors embodiment. My intent, in analyzing the MGS4 interface, takes 

on a different yet relevant track to delineate the habituated approximations and exploitations of 

interface semiotics, specifically the representational interaction between gameplay logics and 

audiovisual representations triggered through touch. 

Discussing touch-ideation involves two facets: how it shapes the interface to facilitate 

gameplay and how it reflects or mirrors the game narrative to enhance gameplay, demonstrating 

influences of generic conventions. On gameplay-facilitation, the L1/R1 feature enables quick 

access to and exit from a truncated interface and thus reinforces the importance of streamlining 

gameplay processes. Stealth games, specifically titles with tactical-action-adventure undercurrents 

such as those in the MGS series, are akin to wargames. Wargames, as the highest-resolution 

games created to date, generate procedural and narrative agency through their comparatively 

dense and interdependent procedures (Kirschenbaum 2009). In this vein, accomplishing stealth 

gameplay hinges on an efficient conjoinment of situation assessment and strategies-objects 

selections in reaction to demands of specific moments of gameplay; the premium on efficiency is 

heightened in reactive, combat encounters. The L1/RI design hierarchically organizes information 

on degrees of gameplay facilitation, delimits access to the two most essential repositories in such 
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contexts (weapons and items), and eliminates possibilities of weighing down gameplay with 

peripheral details not immediately relevant. 

The L1/R1 mechanism speaks of creative and efficient meaning-making on the part of the 

designers; and as importantly, it lubricates gameplay and evokes the urgency of combat situations. 

It serves both generic and simulation purposes. Current developments of interface design aim to 

amplify immersion through real-time gameplay and semiotic innovation. The action-focused horror 

game Resident Evil 5 (Ueda and Anpo 2009) does not allow players to pause gameplay to switch 

weapons or equipment, rendering it crucial that players familiarize themselves with managing and 

interacting with the nine-slot-only inventory system, as well as harnessing the newly introduced 

mode of cooperative gameplay (Segers 2009).28 Dead Space (Bagwell 2008–2013), a third-person 

shooter survival horror game, pushes the evolution of interface design by integrating all interface 

elements into the game space in a fluid, functional, manner (Saunders and Novak 2012). 

Traditional elements of HUD are remediated into holographic projections from the player-controlled 

agent’s spacesuit and weaponry. Health and stasis charge states are built into the player model 

and located in the player-controlled agent’s spinal region (visible by default in the third-person 

camera perspective). Full menus on inventory management, quest information, and map data 

come in the form of a screen-sized hologram, with programmed camera shifts for best viewing. In 

semiotic terms, the interface of Dead Space constitutes a dynamic integration of visual and verbal 

texts, on both representational and semantic levels. Traces of the contractile/expandable interface 

                                                           
28 Efficient inventory management links with dexterous handling of the controller. Game review articles recommend 
placing items in slots best suited to pressing toward a certain direction on the control pad for quick access. It should be 
noted, however, that real-time inventory management is possible in Resident Evil 5 as it features relatively few types of 
maneuverable objects. 
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design of MGS games are observable in this rendition. MGS4 also expansively incorporates the 

notion of placing interface elements on agents’ bodies, introduced as the Threat Ring (Section 4.2). 

Logically, the interface design of MGS games will be built upon, enhanced, and potentially 

surpassed by videogames of the same or other genres. That said, the L1/R1 feature of MGS 

games points to a methodological issue worth pondering, namely the semiotic-procedural 

granularity in the tactile facet of gameplay. Advancement of gaming technologies introduces an 

expansion of descriptors to accommodate device variety and enable player activities, yet a detailed 

account of the potential and actualized semiotic modes and processes that jointly considers the 

materiality and procedurality of videogames remains lacking. I now discuss the representational 

facet of a closely related phenomenon: haptics, which has been likewise primarily considered 

under the scopes of embodiment and immersion (Gregerson and Grodal 2008). 

The Representational Meanings of Haptics 

Haptics refers to a two-fold human sense of touch: cutaneous and kinesthetic. Cutaneous touch 

senses surface features and tactile perception through the skin. Kinesthetic sensations, rooted in 

muscles and tendons, interpret spatial location of one’s limbs in relation to the self. A haptic 

interface includes sensors that determine player motion and actuators to generate force feedback 

(O’Malley and Gupta 2008). Haptics mimetically realizes the experience of touch by bridging the 

sensorium of the player and that of the agent or avatar on screen through primarily programmed 

vibrotactile sensations from the controller. Haptics also features in devices developed for virtual 

reality experiences. For instance, haptic gaming vests developed by KOR-FX translate acousto-

haptics signals into pinpointed feedback that enable players to physically experience on-screen 

audiovisual representations, creating a sense of environmental realism. Touch has yet garnered 

the same analytical focus as audiovisuality in social semiotics, which tends to engage the mode in 
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relation to proxemics and gestures, with analyses on the technologically mediated forms of haptics 

yet carved out (Danesi 2000). In the widely referred The Routledge Handbook of Multimodal 

Analysis (Jewitt 2014), only two chapters analyze gestural and kinesthetic functionalities in 

operation theaters and tourist spaces. The haptic dimension of the semiotic materiality of 

videogames is similarly sidelined, as HCI researchers McGee and Harup (2003, p. 69) observe: 

Although semiotics in the large is concerned with the full range of 
“signification” (or “meaning”), physical contact is one of the areas that 
seems least explored by semioticians. It is indicated (usually in a cursory 
manner) as part of the larger field of semiotics, but there seems to be very 
little detailed study, theory, or discussion about the signifying nature of 
physical contact. 

 Relative to the rigor in examining language and images, endeavors on what 

communicative possibilities that touch as a semiotic resource affords, how it is mediated in relation 

to the underlying, acquired, socioculturally codified system of signs and symbols, and how we can 

interrogate affective associations and discursive preoccupations that comprise the meaning of 

touch, are at infancy (Cranny-Francis 2013). Although some research has explored nontraditional 

multisensory interfaces that include olfactory and taste channels (Kortum 2008); or effects of haptic 

feedback and visuohaptic simulations on augmenting computer-based instruction for deeper 

processing of scientific knowledge (Jones, Minogue, Tretter, Negishi, and Taylor 2006; Minogue 

and Jones 2009). Early scholarly attempts in human-computer interaction that tackle questions on 

the meanings of haptics can be traced to Simone Gumtau’s (2005) paper on “tactile semiotics;” or 

O’Sullivan and Chang’s (2006, p. 146) observation in the related context of mobile technology 

where despite booming developments of haptic devices, haptic consciousness remains low. They 

propose a model of six haptic textural equivalents to provide a skeletal form of vocabulary that 

would supplement the common resort of vague descriptions of haptic experiences like “buzz,” 

“vibrate,” or “it feels different.” 
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Gonzalo Frasca (2007), in a brief review of touch as a modality in gaming, argues that 

“haptics semiotics” paints a more accurate picture. Connecting works in philosophy (Benjamin 

1936), psychological theorization of the haptic (Gibson 1966), and HCI exploration of embodied 

interaction (Dourish 2004), he highlights touch as an ability to use an object or a system to interpret 

the world, indicating an indivisibility of meaning creation and meaning interpretation between body 

performance and perception, action and meaning. Haptic interpretation, put simply, encompasses 

tactile and kinesthetic sensory systems, the motor system, and body performance, all orchestrated 

by a cognitive system. Grappling the full complexities of haptics semiotics goes beyond the scope 

of this dissertation. I will zone in on discussing the representational meanings of haptics through a 

particular set of mirrored realizations in the first and fourth installments of the MGS series, which 

complicates the dynamics among player, agents, and videogames as computational artifacts of 

performance and burgeoning semiotic potential. 

An instantiation of haptics in MGS4 that goes beyond physical mimesis occurs at the end 

of the Boss encounter with Screaming Mantis in Act 5, which alludes to and re-appropriates a 

plotline in the founding installment. The previously dismembered skull suit of Screaming Mantis, 

defeated and unconscious, suddenly reassembles itself, as if by its own accord, to reveal a mirage 

of Psycho Mantis, previously neutralized by Snake in MGS1. The persona of Psycho Mantis has 

been implanted in Screaming Mantis and at present tries to read Snake’s mind and past with 

psychokinesis. The game creators dramatize the sequence with intricate mobile camera, slotting in 

three sets of quick zoom-ins between close-up shots of the two agents. All individual instantiations 

fall within two seconds (a three-instance set in six seconds, a two-instance set of one second each, 

and lastly a two-instance set within one second). A one-second circular camerawork signals the 

revelation of Psycho Mantis’s “true power.” His true power fails, however, and he notes in rueful 
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frustration: “Damn! Your skills have improved. Or rather, your hardware…,” with a grainy yet actual 

image of the clunky PlayStation One console in flashback. Psycho Mantis then orders Snake to 

place the controller on the floor and with his will alone he will move the controller. With an exalted 

“Vibration is back!” the villain gets into a seizure and disappears; the skull suit scatters across the 

command center again. A player without prior engagement with MGS1 is likely left dumbstruck. 

In the notable Boss Stage in MGS1, the key to defeating the seemingly undefeatable 

enemy is to unplug the controller from port one to port two of the console to stop Mantis’s 

interference with the player’s input. Psycho Mantis holds no odd ability to access the player’s lobes, 

gray matter, muscles and veins. Rather, his powers anchor in circuits and codes. He reads Snake’s 

past by accessing data stored in the memory card, a collapsed gateway in MGS4 as the 

PlayStation 3 console forfeits this obsolete means of data storage. His ability to make the controller 

move is, likewise, not willful, but programmed by the console system.29 This encounter indicates 

that the game designers recognize the cruciality of mechanics and interface devices in constituting 

the materiality of videogames. As Sicart (2007, pp. 14-15) explores, the encounter deletes the 

boundaries between the virtual and offline worlds; and by harnessing the technical and narrative 

possibilities in games as systems and rhetoric create “pinnacles of psychological simulation of 

characters.” This refers not to an ontological mix of the virtual and reality, but an implementation of 

psychology and character simulation tied to the technical layers of videogames that exposes a 

confrontation between the virtual and the real. Thus, the interpersonal meanings therein concern 

                                                           
29 Playing with the Sixaxis controller rather than the Dual Shock successor will change the cutscene, with Psycho 
Mantis’s shocked “No vibration either?” and Naomi’s message “No more massages for you, then.” and an image of a 
female placing a controller on her shoulder (seen from the back) appearing in the flashback sequence. Haptics, in this 
context, renders the player’s experience analogous to the agent’s experience in terms of physical distress. Naomi’s 
message comes in after Snake’s torture (MGS1). To survive the repeated electric shocks, the player needs to rapidly 
tap a button. The controller assumes the function of a syringe, as Naomi asks Snake to place the controller on where it 
hurts, and through force feedback “relieves” the player’s muscle pain from the frantic tapping. 
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not merely an immediate, embodied, phenomenological relevance for the player. The instantiation 

further engages the neglected representational dimension of haptics to introduce a meta-medium 

vector that reflects important questions on videogame and digital interfaces. It problematizes the 

long-held rule of interface transparency and re-contextualizes understandings of the gamic medium. 

The controller, here, serves as both a threshold object into and out of the game world. In short, it 

punctures immersion and through which the player sees an often-concealed component of the 

gameplay experience tapestry. 

Videogames of the MGS series are not the first media that deliberately highlight the 

visibility of the controller as a threshold object. Scholars such as Laurie N. Taylor (2009) discuss 

how horror videogames utilize the interface to subvert typical play and conceptions of interface and 

game designs, bringing forth questions of the gamic-textual materiality. In short, the interface 

semiotically invokes meanings central to the gameplay experience. An example commonly written 

on is the horror-themed action-adventure Eternal Darkness: Sanity’s Requiem (Dyack, Hishida, 

and Yamada 2002), which features interface ruptures in proportion to levels of mental distress that 

player-controlled agents experience. It realizes heightened levels of insanity in blurry and sliding 

audiovisual representations, including delusional representations of non-existent enemies. Insanity 

factors extend to the interface, replicating avatars’ mental distress through, for instance, temporary 

suspending controller responses and displaying bogus error messages that all saved game 

information is being erased. Such unusual interface instantiations problematize the gamer-game 

relationship; and how the gameplay interface mediates that relationship. The two sections on the 

representational meanings of tactility and haptics in interface design also point to a self-reflexivity 

in MGS games that potentially shape our understanding of the videogame medium itself. I will 

elaborate this in Chapter 5 on transmedial storytelling. 
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Through examining the interface and distinct control systems of MGS4, I echo Bateman’s 

argument (2011) in the complex yet much needed criticality in decomposing semiotic modes. 

Modes are often automatically equated with our senses. This mis-guides research efforts in 

seeking for isomorphic connections between multimodal realizations and meaning; and potentially 

limits knowledge production within channels of our sensorium. As evidenced in works on digital 

media and affect theory (Shouse 2005; Hansen 2004; Gregg and Seigworth 2010), engaging 

computational media goes beyond the human sensorium, triggering affective responses, modes of 

awareness, and levels of inaccessible neuronal processing that constitute essential functions in 

nonconscious cognition. On this important aspect of processing reality and experiences, Hayles 

(2015) discusses cognition in technical systems that creates meaning from information flows, which 

by principles of selection and contextual specification interact with as well as change what 

constitute humans. To see multisemiotic operations in their clarity and complexities requires 

empirical analyses of modal configurations, a critical stance that questions the seemingly sensible 

and their roots in interface and procedural rhetoric. 

4.2. Interface: Effects, Envelopes, Edges 

Arguments on videogame interface as more than reality-virtuality division have since been 

elaborated by Alexander Galloway (2012) in The Interface Effect, Ian Bogost (2015a) on 

videogame criticism, and James Ash (2015) in The Interface Envelope. Bogost posits that 

instrumental views in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI), where analyses of videogame 

interface often situate, treat the gamic medium as mainly functional and risks obscuring its cultural 

implications. A disproportionate focus on transparent immediacy directs discourses on videogame 

interface to identifying visual components for user-friendly, intuitive, invisible designs and weakens 

discussions on how interface affects players’ processing and enactment of gameplay content. The 
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metaphor of mirrors thus provides a more appropriate conceptualization for digital media, 

highlighting the need to refine digital design for rhythms between transparency and reflection 

(Bolter and Gromala 2005). Contrary to windows, synonymous with computation and information 

appliances, videogames align with extant media as mirrors with which media users observe and 

ponder their mediated experiences. Galloway (2012) considers interface as mediation effects and 

processes; and Ash’s (2015) sociopolitically attuned theorization tackles videogames as epitomes 

of how digital interfaces frame users’ temporal-spatial perception to generate economic profit. 

In Galloway’s theorization (2012), interface designates not stable objects, but dynamic 

processes, effects, and modes of translation afforded by techniques of mediation and interaction. 

His contention stresses media as practices of mediation; and that “[D]igital media ask a question to 

which political interpretation is the only coherent answer” (ibid, p. viii). This observation revolves 

around the driving argument that where cinema is an ontology understood at levels of sensory 

experiences; the computer constitutes an ethic of which executions and analyses involve human-

machine actions and effects (ibid, p. 22, 2015a). Seen in this light, ideology is modeled by 

translation into data structures and symbolic logic coded in software (Galloway 2012, pp. 51-52, 

70). Meaning-making in machines as ethical regimes premise on dialectical processes of modeling 

that simulate worlds on particular principles and abstract definitions. Such simulations are only 

executable by user input and in turn mediate media users, as well as objects involved in the 

simulated worlds, as abstract entities configured to predetermined inputs. Computational media are 

then formalizing media that, with the co-emergence of virtual worlds, progress from the 

Althusserian conception of ideology as “an imaginary relationship to real conditions” to simulations 

that realize “an ideological relationship to ideological conditions” (Jagoda 2013b). 
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This conceptually departs from an object-centric approach adopted by, for instance, 

Marshall McLuhan (2013/2003) on media as technological extensions of human bodies, or the 

Kittlerian assertion that intersections among human perceptions, media, and their technical logics 

are oblique and infrequent. Galloway’s characterization of computational artifacts as allegorical 

devices and cultural modes of mediation implicates new media studies, promoting inquiries into 

ongoing interactions in complex systems. Allegorical readings attending to both material and 

semiotic aspects map play onto digital mediation as historical phenomena and political-economic 

logics. This stretches the customary focus on medial forms and structures to include political 

injunctions in analyses to appropriately apprehend techne as beyond objects and substrates; and 

treat “techne as technique, art, habitus, ethos, or lived practice” (2012, p. 16). An interface is thus 

re-envisioned as a zone where objects and identities diachronically interact with synchronicity of 

code (Franklin 2013). Such re-envisioning, as engaged in The Interface Effect, enables aesthetic 

and critical reasoning that represent and respond to transitions from disciplinary societies, which 

rely on power distribution across institutions for self-supervision (Foucault 1995/1975), to 

distributed, networked, control societies for modulation (Deleuze 1992). It provides a means to 

grasp and upset the aesthetic and political hegemony associated with digital media, which, as at 

once technological outcomes and logical endowment within the information age, has inspired 

important questions habitually initiated through binary distinctions. For example, questions on 

networks replacing or intensifying the extent and penetration of disciplinary power structures; and 

claims that videogames have unseated cinema as the primary cultural metanarrative (Detweiler 

2010, p. 190). It pushes for a re-examination of inherent relationships among media, criticism, 

history, and politics – an urgent endeavor when discourses in/around (new) media studies and 

Digital Humanities appear idealized and lack criticality toward ideologies of protocol. 
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Ash (2015, p. 16), on the other hand, argues for a discriminating conceptualization 

juxtaposed with Galloway’s all-inclusive approach (that raises such questions as “what is not 

mediation?”) and proposes that interfaces operate as “environments of inorganically organized 

objects, which communicate through processes of transduction.” He supports this return to objects 

in definition by extracting three underlying logics that unite five among multiple approaches to 

theorizing interfaces within new media studies. These approaches characterize interfaces as (a) 

computational devices; (b) sets of human practices; (c) media that transmit cultural logics and 

ideologies; (d) bridges between the analog and digital; and (e) affective surfaces. The first logic 

comprehends interfaces as dynamic processes. The second logic considers interfaces as points of 

contact among domains dominantly defined in terms of analog/digital and body/technology 

distinctions. In the third logic, interfaces, instrumental in nature, serve to complete human tasks. An 

object-centered approach to interfaces focused on transductive relations accounts for ways that 

nonhuman processes tangibly affect media users, beyond discursive or embodied levels that 

shape knowledge and beliefs, but directly mediate what bodies do and are. 

A key concept developed by Ash is interface envelopes: localized, homeomorphic, foldings 

of space-time where continuous transductions between players’ bodies and objects of interface 

systems emerge (ibid, p. 83). Foldings indicate that envelopes as boundaries create spaces that 

distinguish inside from outside; the homeomorphic quality refers to how spaces and times in 

envelopes modulate and shift within sets of constraints, thereby accommodating and reacting to 

player interaction with interfaces to create coherent and navigable gameplay environments. 

Envelopes thus modulate gameplay experiences and players’ habitual, embodied capacities such 

as attention, constituting envelope power, which by said modulations motivate automatic and 

reflective responses; and by changing players’ temporal anticipation support continued 
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engagement with the media products being consumed (ibid, p. 95). The latter point particularly 

pertains to videogames as part of a risk-aversive creative cultural industry that, due to tremendous 

development costs, comprehending and realizing dynamics between mechanics and game space 

to effectively capture and sustain players’ interest is vital to generating profit.30 To understand how 

logics of interface envelopes operate in videogames, I now discuss changes in gameplay 

interfaces in MGS4 and MGS3; and in the case of MGS2 the use of interface that disrupts 

temporal-spatial continuity and players’ embodied capacities to elicit reflection of gameplay 

experiences as allegory of control. 

A newly introduced feature in MGS4 places interface elements around the player-

controlled agent Snake’s body: the Threat Ring (Figure 4.5). It mediates gameplay experience by 

negotiating between externalizing enemies’ locations onto a radar interface distinct from the game 

space (default in the first two installments) and removing such informational objects from gameplay 

(as in MGS3). A semi-translucent circle around Snake’s body when he crouches or crawls, the 

Threat Ring indicates presence of humans, creatures, or mobile contextual objects (e.g. vehicles) 

within the agent’s vicinity, in the forms of faint bumps or undulation, with the size and height of the 

waves corresponding to the number and proximity of enemies (Laurino 2008). Once learned and 

acclimated, the design becomes a functional extension of the player in executing gameplay and 

ties with the game narrative. The Threat Ring as an informational object creates an interface 

envelope that narrows player focus onto specific points on screen. Its shape spatializes enemies’ 

positions, retains, and directs player concentration in the game space. Instead of flitting attention to 

radars or other detection devices (common in MGS1 and MGS2), player enactment focuses on 

                                                           
30 A PlayStation 4 videogame can cost between $50 and $500 million for development and marketing (Grover and 

Nayak 2014). 
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pinpointing threats in the present, micro-moments of gameplay within the immediate precincts of 

game space. This complements the interactive player-controlled camera, likewise a revised feature 

of the game series, which emphasizes reaction and purposive maneuvering/sneaking in navigating 

battlefields. The mechanism also increases pace of action and perpetuates an illusion of continuity 

and immersion. With a flat ring indicating clear areas, players can move at ease at particular 

sections of the game knowing that probabilities of enemy attack are at minimum or nil, without 

having to sneak slowly throughout. The game creators use the Threat Ring to modulate the speed 

and manner of player navigation of the game world, players’ shifts between less-constrained and 

cautious modes of gameplay, and players’ affective experiences by preventing frustration in cases 

where wary sneaking is enacted but unnecessary. 

 
Figure 4.5: Informational object (Threat Ring) in MGS4 

Snake’s psyche and stress levels determine the efficiency of the feature. In this sense, the 

Threat Ring visually represents Snake’s intuition and connects to his criticism of the SOP System, 

and in extension the game’s stance against wargaming: “The senses you used to develop through 

extended training and experience can now be obtained without even working for them” (Act 1). The 

split-second urgency in combat is transposed onto a cold, wing-shaped, controller of plastic, motor, 

and electronic circuits, with the player’s hand-eye coordination mirroring the required dexterity of 

an operative. Stripping down the interface to displaying the essential information, MGS games 
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ensure that players need not consistently pause and toggle through complex menus. A productive 

venue of comparison lies in survival horror videogames, where temporal-spatial distinctions 

between gameplay interface and the game world are conventionally pronounced. In considering 

the zombie-themed Resident Evil series (Mikami and Fujiwara 1996–present), Richard Hand (2004, 

p. 127) observes that each installment contains more “documents, characters, and back-stories 

that fulfill a complex interpolative function intended to enrich the Resident Evil history and narrative 

further.” Players frequently “disengage” from gameplay and through separate interfaces explore 

such texts as journals, hidden letters, laboratory reports, photographs or artifacts including 

gemstones, keys, or paintings of specific designs and locales to reconstruct pasts for solving 

gameplay puzzles. This contrast illustrates how the same pool of visual elements and interface 

objects are configured to parameters of narratives and, to an extent, genres. 

MGS3 removes an informational object featured across installments, namely, the Soliton 

Radar system that displays enemies’ locations with respect to that of the player and the overall 

navigable space. Previously in MGS1 and MGS2 (also Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake, 1990, released 

for the Japanese MSX2 system), the Soliton Radar jams upon the Alert Phase, which is triggered 

when sentries spot the player. It is only reactivated when players evade all sentries. The Alert 

Phase, in other words, operationalizes on the continuation of fear of being confronted. To avoid this, 

players’ attention directs back and forth toward the radar system. Removing this informational 

object in MGS3, however, creates a highly narrow interface envelope that significantly constrains 

player capacities to engage beyond the immediate present of gameplay. This semiotic choice 

replaces the prior omnipresent perspective, which clearly inform players of enemies’ presence, 

positions, and visual fields (signaled by a 45° cone of vision), with fractional and fragmented 

viewpoints. Player actions thus organize around constant anticipation of enemy presence 
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(unknown and unidentified via informational objects), environmental cues, and minute movements 

in a pressured situation. MGS3 motivates and necessitates caution. Players’ reliance on 

slow/careful scouting, external cues to detect enemies’ presence (e.g. speech, footprints), and 

binoculars-enabled first-person perspective all connect with the game narrative, revolved around 

Snake as a sole agent infiltrating the Soviet Union in Cold War and a focus on camouflage. 

Changes in gameplay interfaces of MGS3 and MGS4 activate chains of reactions within 

gameplay dynamics, which I return to the game analyses framework proposed in Chapter 3 to 

illustrate, in the case of pre-confrontation with sentries. Removing a key informational object (the 

Soliton Radar) renders gameplay of MGS3 an inelastic experience organized around a narrow 

interface envelope. “Inelastic” characterizes how players should always attend to multiple or most 

units of gameplay, manifested across 26 units of the game analyses framework (Figure 4.6, 

shaded boxes). In addition to handling aspects most relevant to enacting gameplay through the 

player-controlled agent, such as maneuverable objects and action commands, players compensate 

by focusing on what function mainly as background materials in other installments: contextual 

objects and the environment to anticipate enemy presence and the emergence of the Alert 

gameplay mode. The interface envelope also intensifies player interaction with certain 

informational and maneuverable objects available, such as camouflage meter and gear. MGS4, on 

the contrary, activates 19 units, if players have mastered interacting with the interface envelope of 

the Threat Ring (Figure 4.7). Gameplay allows a greater elasticity by which players can selectively 

concentrate on interacting with maneuverable objects and informational objects or enactment. 

Attention to contextual objects and the environment can shrink in significant degrees unless 

gameplay requires deciphering of environmental cues to proceed, such as tracking down a 

supportive agent, Naomi, in Act 2 of the game. 
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Figure 4.6: Effects of interface envelopes in MGS3 
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Figure 4.7: Effects of interface envelopes in MGS4 
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MGS2 features a crooked interface that mirrors motifs in the game as a mise en abyme 

and metaphor of virtual war-conditioning that procedurally render players as complicit. As an 

interface envelope, it creates tension by framing players’ temporal-spatial focus in connection to 

the technicality of videogames as computational and gameplay as simulation. The introduction of a 

“Fission Mailed” screen erroneously denotes mission failure, disturbs gameplay expectations, and 

foreshadows a significant plot twist that will re-shape players’ understanding of the game narrative 

and their agency. Erratic Codec calls from The Patriots’ collapsing AI near the end of MGS2 refer 

to events enacted and transpired prior as “[…] a game just like usual” and the player should “turn 

the game console off right now!” because “You’ll ruin your eyes playing too close to the TV.” The 

confusion culminates in a white-out and sudden appearance of the mission failure screen amidst a 

chaotic fight where enemies encircle Raiden and Snake (Figure 4.8). But the screen is false. 

Combat ensues. The player still controls Raiden. “Mission Failed” is re-phrased “Fission Mailed.” 

“Emit” and “Continent” appear right below the gameplay window. In this key 27-second segment in 

the MGS game worlds, the apparent glitch literalizes gaming experience as an interface. It alludes 

to nuclear warfare (the atomic bombings in Hiroshima and Nagasaki), which the series tackles 

throughout and for which has acquired its distinct status of anti-war war-themed games. It also 

reinforces a core argument that this research and other scholars support. Videogames constitute 

interfaces and mirrors that create meaningful experiences of new perspectives. The disorientation 

and disempowerment the “Fission Mailed” segment instills reside at the permeable edges between 

avatar and player, game world and real world. With the abrupt introduction of a gameplay interface 

that contradicts both expression and content conventionalized for the game’s mission failure 

screen, the videoludic consciousness is simultaneously self-contained in the game and breaches 

the virtual-real boundary. Play is disjunctive. The player controls Raiden and observes how s/he 

does so from a perspective both phenomenologically familiar and alienating; for s/he pilots an 
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agent with and through human vision and the computer gaze of the U.S. AI system in the game 

narrative capable of ubiquitous bioinformatic control. 

 
Figure 4.8: The “Fission Mailed” interface (MGS2) 

Further, the interface presentation connotes surveillance culture. While sharing similarities 

with split screens in digital cinema (Bozak 2008) and ways that cinema challenges viewers to learn 

to recognize, adapt to, and imitate computer vision as themselves media and cyborgs (Mirzoeff 

2002, p. 11), increasingly observed in the connected phenomenon of superhero transmedia 

franchises (Gotto 2014), the “Fission Mailed” screen defamiliarizes both interface and tropes of the 

computer gaze. Analyses and treatments of interface in human-computer interaction (HCI) tend to 

conflate videogames with tools, marked by the search for transparency, by which the use of 

interfaces and software is quickly graspable and continuously conforms to our expectations. 

Commands in the “Fission Mailed” interface do not facilitate actions. Evaluating practicality 

misaims. Rather, one should consider influences of its aesthetic expression on gameplay 

experience. The alleged perception of intelligent machines in MGS2 is relatively primitive. Instead 

of using film-popularized digital graphics to characterize computerized visuality (e.g. traces of 

image processing, scan grids, and feedback), the game creators place a simply framed gameplay 

window at the top left. Selecting a top-down camera angle echoes vertical or aerial visual 

orientation of military apparatuses that track, not represent, movements (Crandall 2004), 
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demonstrating a power differential. The player is paradoxically both an active participant and 

passive subject being observed, monitored, and shaped. It also accentuates that game worlds are 

designer constructs where gameplay interacts with designer intentions. With MGS2 eventually 

revealed to be simulated simulation, the most plausible explanation for the game creators’ choice 

of self-reflexivity is to elicit players’ critical awareness of what gaming is. For discerning or critical 

players, sensations that the “Fission Mailed” screen proffers contribute to comprehending 

meanings in the broader scales of the game’s context and wargaming in real world contexts that 

are destabilizing, disturbing, and demoralizing. 

For supporting the investigation of videogames as interfaces, Ash’s account, Galloway’s 

work, Bogost’s unit operations, and the social semiotic theory of multimodality converge on the 

need to explicate how assemblages of objects in interfaces selectively interact with one other to 

generate specific qualities, environments, effects, and modes of enactment. All approaches, in my 

view, emphasize media as thresholds, with a revised understanding of interfaces as carrying 

transductive capacities irreducible to images or representations. This research conceptualizes 

videogames as critical interfaces intersecting various edges. Within confines of individual games, 

these edges involve semiotic and procedural intricacies; interactions between gamic and cinematic 

medialities and logics; and ideological operations concerning player subjectivities. Understanding 

the medium specificity of videogames enables knowledge parsing beyond entertainment to nurture 

a politics-oriented approach attuned to the medium’s impact on the historical present and 

connections with aesthetic lineages of prior intellectual movements, illustrating affinity among 

posthumanism, complexity, and postmodernism. Discussions that follow focus on meaning-making 

across the first pair of edges, from semiotics to procedurality of the gamic medium. 
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4.3. Procedural Rhetoric 

This section focuses on how war economy is enacted in MGS4 and critiques its procedural rhetoric 

effectiveness, in contrast with the prequel MGS2: Sons of Liberty (Kojima 2001) and the latest 

MGSV: The Phantom Pain (Kojima 2015). Enactment-based, videogames realize persuasion and 

meanings through gameplay processes, afforded by their inherent computational designs. To 

examine videogames as persuasive and expressive media, Bogost (2007) proposes a theoretical 

framework termed procedural rhetoric. Procedural rhetoric, simply put, refers to articulation of 

persuasive messages or abstract notions in procedural forms: demonstration through simulation; 

meaning-making via game mechanics. It operates through algorithm-coded rule-based 

representations and interactions. The aggregate software systems, computational processes, and 

process intensity place videogames among the most procedural artifacts capable of creating 

meaningful expressions. 

Meaning and vividness in videogames thus originate from abstraction, rather than 

immersion. Videogames use computational processes for calculations and symbolic manipulations; 

processually invoke interpretations of processes in the material world. Critiquing war-themed 

videogames illustrates the crucial need to understand such abstraction. Specifically, how the 

medium creates meanings and makes arguments by selectively modeling elements of the material 

world they target to represent, extracting subsets within a source system, and coupling such 

subsets with interactions selectively relevant to the contexts of representational goals (ibid, pp. 45-

47). A key intervention in examining the procedural rhetoric of war-themed videogames exposes 

how processes and logics are not medium-confined concepts, but operate varied computational, 

cultural, and sociohistorical systems, ranging from the mechanical (e.g. engines), the 
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organizational (e.g. institutions), to the conceptual (e.g. religion). Examining procedural rhetoric 

thus decomposes cultural systems to identify underlying logics that motivate human actions.  

Aligning procedural arguments in videogames, unit operation, and multisemiotics are 

conceptual dualities that notably emphasize (a) dynamics between the strata of units and systems; 

and (b) meanings as dialectical designs in concern of interlocutors, digital mediation, and the 

communicative contexts. A multisemiotic approach complements procedural rhetoric, as it exposes 

the inexorable ties between persuasion and expression, by synthesized analyses of the content 

and expression planes, and investigates interactions between game discourses and social 

motivations. Sustained, close readings in this research empirically examine how videogames 

induce and codify player behaviors, in a manner that accounts for the realizational relations 

between logics in videogames and levels of abstraction, namely the language strata and discourse 

semantics; and the contextual strata on posthumanism and videogames as ideologies. 

Videogames have the capacity to mount meaningful expression, involving specific patterns of 

cultural value to effect significant long-term social change in institutional goals, attitudes, and 

worldviews. As cultural contexts shape the development of and interactions with videogames, the 

medium likewise supports, problematizes, or defies those cultural contexts.  

Bogost distinguishes procedural rhetoric from digital rhetoric, a connected field that comes 

with its collection of literature (e.g. Verhulsdonck and Limbu 2014) and has incorporated computers 

and processes as abstract considerations. The focus on text and image hostable in the machine 

and the surrounding communities of practice, however, demotes digital artifacts as extensions or 

canvas to carry out culturally modified versions of existent oral and written discourses. Elizabeth 

Losh (2009) similarly suggests that digital rhetoricians’ literary-focused practices tend to overlook 

ways that technological theories conversely elucidate new media.  
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While efforts of Bogost’s and Noah Wardrip-Fruin’s (2005; 2006; 2009), for instance, 

usefully analyze procedural rhetoric and its source notion operational logics, some examples of 

logics explored potentially muddy the concept and dilute its analytical power (Mateas and Wardrip-

Fruin 2009). The scholars thus formalize operational logics as “authoring (representational) 

strategies, supported by abstract processes or lower-level logics, for specifying the behaviors a 

system must exhibit to be understood as representing a specified domain to a specified audience” 

(ibid, p. 5). In short, operational logics and procedural logic in games similarly point to units that 

realize specific representational tasks tied to effective authorial affordances; enforced by the 

internal structures and processes of a game system as rhetorical strategies. 

Effective procedural rhetoric processually combines authorial and interpretive affordances 

into a unit to ascribe human meaning to the abstract, pre-interpretation causal flows in mechanical 

computation. Authorial affordances refer to “hooks” in the computational system architecture (i.e. 

processes and data) through which the sign-maker (game creator) inscribes authorial intentions 

into the machine. Interpretive affordances, on the other hand, condition meaning negotiation 

between game creators and players, supporting player interpretations of how a system operates 

through the game creator’s selected combinations of computational possibilities. Interactions 

between authorial and interpretive affordances in turn enable game creators to represent and 

execute their desired interpretations for players and viewers. The medium of videogames, 

supported by Bogost (2015b) and scholarly works reviewed thus far, constitutes a means of 

critique applicable in social, commercial, political, and moral spheres. MGS4 encompasses entities 

and events caused and perpetuated by militarization, from which it condenses war as economic 

activities into a central motif in the game’s representation and procedurality. 
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A tactical iteration of war economy occurs at 3 minutes and 25 seconds of the opening 

sequence of MGS4: Snake cannot use any weapons recovered from the battlefield, for all mass-

produced weapons are ID-tagged and SOP-monitored, only usable by soldiers with correct 

nanomachine identification. With this set-up comes the first instance that players are obligated to 

interact with a capitalist arrangement newly introduced into the series. Snake, a sole operative 

unassociated with any PMCs and thus ID-blocked, resorts to scavenging weapons and selling to 

Drebin, a gun launderer, in exchange for Drebin Points (DP), a virtual currency that allows players 

to unlock, purchase, and customize weapons henceforth in the game. Mk. II, a robotic device 

initially developed to assist battlefield scouting for reconnaissance, also sees a shift in functional 

focus to economic advancement by automatically selling extra units of weapons for gun laundering. 

The economic focus exerts some influence on the game-external virtual sphere. MGS4, like other 

installments, features a multimedia official website. Unlike the other titles, however, the MGS4 

website encourages player interaction with the official paratexts with monetary incentivization. 

Users acquire Drebin Points by exploring each section of the website, completing, and unlocking 

five available VR (virtual reality) training missions and an ending movie that, as claimed by Otacon 

in an introduction movie in the form of Codec calls, are based on battlefield data and purportedly 

prepare players for combat, with the goal of avoiding drawing enemy’s attention. The currency 

acquired can be used in the game to procure items and purchase additional downloadable items 

(e.g. wallpapers) from the website. The completion and unlocking of missions, as well as the 

procurement of items, to an extent simulate the gameplay, providing a means to condition player 

engagement with the actual game (Fernández-Vara 2014).  

That said, MGS4 presents a relatively weak example of procedural rhetoric. War economy, 

while conceptually occupies the forefront of the narrative of the series, is procedurally relegated to 
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instrumental means and to an extent automated in this installment. In examining videogames as 

strategic reiteration of stereotypes and language ideologies, Astrid Ensslin (2010) argues that the 

ludic teleology of the medium, with its innate goal-directedness, prioritizes overcoming challenges 

and impediments, generating a generic semantic prosody in which ideological motifs can shift in 

compromise for successful gameplay and elude less critical players. Against this backdrop, 

elements such as weapon customization and psyche/stress levels monitoring do not connect 

authorial and interpretive affordances into effective units of semiosis. They do not translate 

systems of war economy in the world into the representations of the said systems in the computer 

in a substantial manner. Players find more sophisticated realizations of procedural rhetoric in 

MGS2: Sons of Liberty (2001) and the latest MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015). I will briefly 

highlight key construals of procedural rhetoric in the two installments, in connection with Matthew 

Weise’s phrasing “agency deprivation” (2003), to explore issues intersecting war and will, present 

throughout the series. 

MGS2 is deemed the first postmodern videogame with its focus on simulation and 

hyperreality, inspiring various analytical articles as well as a fan-created interactive documentary.31 

Weise (2003) considers the installment as “perhaps the most vivid example of a game that uses 

tension between different levels of player agency to fuel a multi-faceted ideological argument.” The 

next chapter will elaborate complexities of the ideological argument and the plot. At present, it 

would suffice to discuss procedural rhetoric through the final Boss encounter of the installment. 

This battle culminated through a series of plot twists revealing that the player-controlled agent, 

Raiden, serves merely as a pawn placed in a bogus mission to eliminate terrorist threat at Big Shell, 

a pseudo marine decontamination facility, for The Patriots’ social experiment to collect data for 

                                                           
31 The interactive documentary can be accessed at http://peterbault.com/imd360/final/mgs2.html. 
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perfecting its methods of control. The final Boss figure, Solidus Snake, the third clone of Big Boss 

and former U.S. President, has trained Raiden as a skilled, merciless, child soldier. He now leads a 

terrorist hijack of the AI core with which The Patriots ensures global power through digital 

censorship. Raiden’s mission is a “game” that he will accomplish as The Patriots have planned: 

neutralize Solidus; secure interests of the United States. 

The Boss encounter is bracketed by two cutscenes that cement the annihilation of free will. 

Pre-fight, the player is instructed by The Patriots’ AI via Codec to “finish the game” and kill Solidus. 

Post-fight, even if the player attempted to wound or knock Solidus unconscious with non-lethal 

means, the cutscene remains unchanged: Raiden slices Solidus shoulder-to-hip with his frequency 

blade and watches his “Father” fall to his death from above the Federal Hall. Player action proves 

irrelevant. It only proves relevant in showing how a cinematic sequence, representing the intended 

outcome of The Patriots’, intrudes, violates, and overwrites the player’s agency. Efforts to resist the 

imposition of the game creators and the U.S. regime of the game inevitably fall futile. In completing 

the game, the player renders The Patriot’s experiment a success. The Boss fight shows a meta-

conceptual mapping between the path imposed by the game design and the omnipotence of the 

U.S. government. MGS2 explores the concept of free will through agency deprivation, construed by 

essential tensions between the procedural and the semiotic. The relationship between the two 

functions as “the defining agent of expression” in videogames (Weise 2003); and demonstrates 

how ludonarrative dissonance solidifies the plot and gameplay experience. 

The effectiveness of the procedural design, or more precisely, the successful decoding of 

the meanings embedded hinges on the player’s prior engagement with MGS1. Without this pre-

requisite, despite its astute design, MGS2 could easily be categorized as yet another game of 

progression, a half-formed cultural artifact with its impact of subtle disorientation and 
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disempowerment on the player not realized. Where Clara Fernández-Vara (2014) speaks of 

advancing the game as paired with advancing the story; MGS2 features a more complex dynamic. 

MGS2 mirrors MGS1. The Big Shell Incident that Raiden partakes quasi-mimics the Shadow 

Moses Incident in the prequel, with similar mission objectives and circumstances. The procedural 

builds on the semiotic; the semiotic is in turn heavily coded by the prequel’s procedural 

complexities. It encompasses a nesting of media and more crucially a nesting of procedural 

rhetoric to critique war and the player’s role in perpetuating violence, a motif engaged with across 

all installments to date. Regardless of what stealth tactics one employs, as Snake (MGS1, MGS4), 

Raiden (MGS2), or Big Boss (MGS3, MGSV), what players enact are no missions of justice. It is “a 

hired hit”; the agent is “no hero […] Hired to do some wet work” (qtd. Snake, MGS4, Act 3). 

Tackling the same subject of war economy, MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015) goes steps 

beyond MGS4, with the design intent of converging the player chosen path of progress, linear or 

non-linear, to the underlying message. The game design weaves war economy into a massive 

resource management puzzle of advancing the player-controlled agent’s military base, where 

financial security increasingly depends on combat deployment and weaponry research and 

development. Assuming the role of Venom Snake (Big Boss), the player embarks on a journey with 

a goal befit of the action-adventure genre: to avenge the destruction of Militaires Sans Frontières, a 

mercenary organization under Big Boss’s leadership before a raid left him in a nine-year coma. 

Rebuilding the Mother Base in Cold War-era Afghanistan and Zaire proceeds in three overarching 

strategy groups: farming resources and recruiting personnel; deploying missions; and refining 

weaponry. Reviews commonly consider the game a tactical marvel with infinite variations, a 

markedly different title in the series with its player-centered progression; a balanced action-stealth 

focus; and dramatic gameplay where the player can enlist assistance from “Buddies,” such as a 
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trained wolf, a mechanized walker, and a captured-turned-loyal assassin (Franich 2015; Lang 

2015). Complicating the situation, MGSV features unpredictable, exploitation-resistant sentries of 

high topographical awareness and collaboration capacities that adapt to player actions. For 

instance, sentries come equipped with night-vision goggles to counter the player’s propensities for 

night raids and if alerted simultaneously crowd in on the player’s last known location and probe 

logical escape routes (McWhertor 2015; Peckham 2015). This creates an impetus for grander 

weapon diversification, conscripting more soldiers, annexing new areas and other strategies. Costs 

snowball. Seemingly innocuous missions hemorrhage capital. Countermeasures in subterfuge are 

replaced by mercenary acts of desperate damage control with nuclear weapon development a 

pragmatic corollary (Juster 2015). The player is entrapped and entrained in the quagmire of war 

economy: a self-fulfilling, continuously-inflating, vicious cycle sneakily realized through the 

procedural rhetoric and advanced artificial intelligence behind the codes of the game engine. 

 Having examined various facets of MGS4, from the multisemiotic, procedural, and 

representational meanings involved in tactile and haptic modes in the interface, to address the 

question of what meanings the game creates comes to a notion of equal importance: what it means 

to play the game. An unbalanced ratio between gameplay and cutscenes places MGS4 among 

games that Bogost (2007) rightly criticizes for creating heightened visual fidelity at the expense of 

realizing the full procedural potentials of the medium. Standing as one of the pinnacles of war-

themed gaming products, MGS4 was conceived at the historical moment when gamic materiality 

predicated on audiovisual fidelity. Progress in console and computational systems and market 

expectations make it a priority to produce games of sophisticated audiovisuality indistinguishable 

from cinema. This may have a noted impact on the production of MGS4, which is only available on 

the PlayStation 3 platform and carries an ample weight to conclude the narrative of a 29-year-old 
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series. Although the MGS series is widely recognized for its originality, immersive gameplay, and 

intricate narrative, the narrative component has received a just share of accolade and criticism 

(Roux-Girard 2012). What may be regarded as sophisticated storytelling with multiple twists that 

interweave engaging thriller plots with tantalizing hints as to the truth behind one’s mission and 

allegiance of the agent’s organization (Poole 2000) may come across as trite, regular intrusion of 

lengthy material with misplaced humor and movie-making techniques that restrain sublime 

gameplay and its potential dramatic import (Travinor 2009). 

James Paul Gee (2015) discusses similar issues that have subjected the installment to 

polarizing reviews, arguing that criticisms of the installment for its cinematic indulgence bordering 

on the “interactive movie” (Schiesel 2008) extreme are moot. The abundant filmic cues in the game 

denote MGS4’s meta-ness: the installment regularly, playfully, at times jabbingly, directs player 

attention to the fact that they are encountering a game. Rain and blood on camera lens and 

unrealistic conventional markers (“?” or “!” in bold red above a sentry’s head indicating whether 

Snake is spotted) constitute signs for the player; for Snake. Gee posits that Snake, as both an 

avatarial representation of the player and player-controlled agent, is himself playing a videogame. 

Presenting an argument that circumvents the tricky waters of game authorship or style, Gee claims 

that “To play MGS4 well means to be good Snake” (2015, p. 92). What grants meaning to playing 

the game is allegedly the parallel between Snake’s harnessing what affordances available to 

complete his missions with a player’s understanding of the signs (i.e. the semiotic layer) of the 

game. He suggests that the game is designed to be played repeatedly for better performance (i.e. 

replay value); then discusses players’ projective identities and avatars. While his analyses remain 

on the textual level, he alludes to the procedural dynamics of the game, which is inefficiently 

executed compared with the second and fifth installments of the series. On a more critical note, 
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Gee’s analyses, in emphasizing sign-reading and discourse, do not take the crucial leap of 

articulating the sociocultural and political implications of MGS4, as a digital medium. Playing MGS4 

well, in my view, does not equate “playing a good Snake” (ibid). Elevating meanings in videogames 

from instrumental contrivances to cultural conditions relies on the player’s conscious understanding 

of gameplay purposes, effects, and implications of their actions (Bogost 2011a). I contend that 

Hideo Kojima and his team have created a game that renders pivotal motifs of war in ways both 

visible and invisible; to uncover such motifs requires a bridging between the semiotic and the 

procedural. Should we embrace Gee’s proposition that both Snake and the player are playing a 

game, it is of critical importance to recognize that not just representations signal affordances of the 

technologies and environments depicted in the game. More crucial is to examine how Snake/player 

embodies the depleted agency of an obsolete military operative in the war economy era. As 

illustrated across Chapters 2 through 6, playing MGS4 demands player traversal of monstrous 

spaces of fictional warfare and a partaking in critical inquiry of war and violence. 

This shapes MGS4 as a game with meanings both exemplary and extensible; a vessel 

through which we enact, critique, and further braid a narrative to engage with significant ethical and 

ontological questions in the realm of war gaming. One critical phenomenon involved is 

posthumanism, at the age where all is governed by networks, submerged yet nonetheless powerful, 

in codified practices, computational activities, and technologies. Meaning turns ever more fluvial 

and elusive, communicated and transformed among humans and nonhumans. In the chapters that 

follow, I examine interaction of medial logics within videogames; aesthetic mutations when content 

transposes across media; and the crux of the MGS series. Specifically, how MGS4 interfaces with 

issues on posthumanism: the defacement of humanity juxtaposed with progressions of the 

postmodern military and parameterization of civic lives by AI proxies and networks. 
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Chapter 5 Intermedial Mutations and Transmedial Worlding 

This chapter explores edges where media overlap and the Metal Gear Solid series establishes its 

unconventional anti-war disposition among war-themed games, with characteristically postmodern 

self-reflexivity, substantive communication between gameplay and cinematic content (Ch. 0, 2–4), 

and its strategic franchise development within the current culture of media convergence. Media 

interactions operate in the microscopic dimension of intermediality in individual multimodal artifacts 

and in the macroscopic dimension of transmedial world-building when content transposes across 

media. Foci of this chapter, these two aspects align with and amplify meaning-making capacities of 

videogames. The discussion first considers videogames as feasible artifacts of postmodernism, 

supported by analyses of metanarrativity, metafiction, and parody that constitute the videoludic 

consciousness in MGS games. 

I then discuss three types of permeable boundaries within intermediality and transmediality, 

progressing from the game-internal confines of MGS2 and MGS4 to illustrate the series’ 

interrogation of its ontological status as videogames and war simulation, to interacting logics and 

visions guiding gameplay and cutscenes. The discussion closes on game-external borders among 

media to examine ways that the MGS interactive digital graphic novels reflect the franchise’s 

engagement of medial conventions, economy, and cultures that potentially change how we 

encounter audiovisual and graphic media. Analyses discuss formal qualities of transitions, realized 

between (a) interactivity (gameplay) and narrative (cutscenes), (b) gamic and cinematic treatments 

of editing to modulate time and visuality, and (c) filmic animation of panels in digital graphic novels. 

My work responds to the need in examining singular transmedial phenomena to resist the media 

blindness and media expertism that restrain developments of transmedial narratology (Thon 2014), 

caused by the indiscriminate transfer of narratological concepts designed for one medium to 
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another; and an assumed obligation to build narratology toolboxes from scratch for each medium to 

address medium specificity (Ryan 2004, p. 34). This further aims to deepen the understanding of 

medium specificity of videogames by situating their multimodal configurations, procedural rhetoric, 

and interface effects in the contexts of expanding production technologies and distribution 

networks of transnational creative cultural industries. 

5.1. Postmodern Videogames: Gameplay as Complicitous Critique 

Postmodernism defies univocal meaning. For Linda Hutcheon (2002/1989), the postmodern scope 

is self-conscious, self-contradictory, and self-undermining with the goal of de-naturalizing 

experiences and constructs commonly considered natural (e.g. capitalism and patriarchy). 

Postmodern aesthetic experimentations critique forms of power and domination they are complicit 

in. Manifested across various cultural endeavors, including architecture, literature, film, music, 

performance, video/installation art, and space, postmodernism involves sets of critical and 

rhetorical practices to question concepts of identity, historical progress, and technological positivity, 

cemented by modernism (Aylesworth 2015; Connor 2006). Connecting the diverse and disparate 

artistic movements within postmodernism are playful and ironic treatments of fragmented subjects; 

reflexive appropriation of earlier stylistic conventions; and emphases on co-determination of 

meaning among artists and users. A defiance of definition is attributed to postmodernism, in both 

academic and artistic sources explored (e.g. Tate Modern Glossary of Art Terms). Characterized 

as reaction against modernism, postmodernism eventually replaces such ethos as epistemic 

certainty, technological process, presence, and stable identity. While this chapter focuses on 

aesthetics and materiality of videogames and their impact on filmic and graphic media, it 

contributes to my core argument that connecting videogames with postmodernism, not unlike how 

Howard Gardner (2008) approaches truth/falseness, beauty/ugliness, and goodness/evil in the 
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digital era, builds critical awareness of complex relationships among apparently dichotomous 

concepts and how videogames affect our ethical senses. The MGS series embodies this by being 

war-themed with anti-war heft 

Critical gameplay constitutes Hutcheon’s conceptualization of “paradoxically complicitous 

critique.” As Ch. 4 illustrates, videogames carry crucial potential to reveal unseen processes that 

underline the meanings and sociopolitical systems where we are situated. In destabilizing 

schemata of alienation and paranoia associated with modernism and postmodernism, and using 

postmodern motifs from self-fragmentation, hyperreality, simulation, to simulacra (Baudrillard 1995; 

Merrin 2005), MGS2: Sons of Liberty (2001) and MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015) epitomize ways 

that videogames enable self-reflexive enactment-critiques to problematize gaming technologies 

and at once challenge and subvert player expectations and the systems scrutinized. Such self-

reflexivity, as I will discuss in the next section, occurs at the intersections between metanarratives 

and game mechanics. Compatibility between videogames and postmodernism is also one among 

five characteristics that Andrew Clarke and Grethe Mitchell (2013) attribute to videogames art, 

which are produced with or carry influences of videogames along with undercurrents of conceptual 

art, humor and play, a penchant for subverting gaming technology, and appropriation of 

gameplay.32 Cautious toward categorizing commercial videogames as art, the scholars emphasize 

entirety as a criterion, for which few titles suffice; and that the dominance of franchise, genre titles, 

and spin-offs in the game industry potentially reduces financial imperative for innovation and 

change. That said, their inquiry conceptualizes art as processes realized by how users use 

                                                           
32 Influences of conceptual art, for Clarke and Mitchell, are most prevalent in strong and problematic videogame 
elements that require intellectualization and substantial distancing effects for artists and users alike. They cite Super 
Mario Clouds (Archangel 2002) as an example. This hacked version of the Japanese game only retains drifting clouds 
and hence forces viewers to focus on a gameplay-irrelevant aspect and question about the gamic medium. 
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videogames as a medium, regardless of their (non-)artistic identification. Aesthetic theorizations of 

videogames are surfacing (Kirkpatrick 2011; Tavinor 2009), with strands exploring associations 

between the medium and digital art (Paul 2015), play and interactive new media art (Kwastek 

2013), and videogames as avant-garde media (Schrank 2014). Videogames allegedly constitute 

one of the most postmodern media that mixes high and low cultures. 

Yet, issues exist. Postmodernism appears to be unreflectively used to describe the 

patchwork quality of contemporary culture, evidenced by how videogames continue to be 

described as “postmodernism’s technological apotheosis” despite their offering of intrinsically new 

narrative models (Brown 2013). Alistair Brown stresses the flawed presumption of videogames as 

inherently postmodern for the easy slotting of their interactive structural features (variability, 

unpredictability, and blurring subjectivities between embodied players and virtual avatars) in extant 

postmodernist frameworks on subject-object dynamic shifts. Differentiating videogames from other 

media is their challenge of attempts to adjudge their assorted stylistic and formal features to 

appropriately align them with established aesthetic discourses, be it modernist, realist, or 

postmodernist. 

To understand and predict trajectories that videogames, emerging forms of narratives, and 

relevant spheres of scholarship may take, considering their medial heritage has value. Works such 

as Murray’s (2012) Inventing the Medium emphasize that videogames extend and build on semiotic 

practices of prior media. Compartmentalizing game criticism, or indeed videogames and any 

computational artifacts, from criticism of and media under the “traditional” label for discreet 

dissection and analyses is simpler. However, Massumi (2002) debunks the notion of the digital 

replacing the analog and highlights that acts of integration, translation, and relay in digital-analog 

co-operations are themselves analog. Bogost (2015a) observes a methodological sameness 
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among criticisms of games and any (prior) forms of media, art, and cultural artifacts, namely, to 

grasp the fundamental forms, functions, capacities, meanings, and contexts. Attitudes and ideas 

found in Brown and the cited works of Bateman, Bogost, Grishokova, Hayles, Murray, Ryan etc. so 

far support the need for bottom-up, media-specific analyses that target materiality and aesthetics to 

define and comprehend gamic narratives. This elucidates how videogames inspire new 

movements in aesthetic composition and semiosis with transmedial application potential to entice 

players and media users’ experiential, embodied, and emotional involvement. 

5.2. Videoludic Consciousness: Metanarrativity, and Metafiction 

One such movement entails the rising prominence of metanarrativity and metafiction in 

videogames and across media, gradually explored by mass media (Muncy 2016; Pellegrini 2009), 

game studies (Pointon 2015), and intermediality studies to the extent of positing a metareferential 

turn (Wolf 2011). The MGS series features a high level of videoludic consciousness that blends 

dark political motifs and absurd, borderline irreverent and surreal, humor. The creators’ keen 

awareness of the installments’ ontological status as videogames manifest as forms of auto-

reflexivity, intertextuality, and irony often deemed postmodern. Gee (2015) characterizes MGS 

games as meta. Guillaume Roux-Girard (2012) writes that MGS games draw player attention to 

their interaction with interface devices during gameplay to deliberate on players’ role within the 

simulation. Game design rules are bent. The player-gameplay fourth wall is broken. Gameplay 

refers to gaming systems. More complex realizations dissolve the virtual-physical threshold with 

experiential impact. The controller-unplugging strategy in battling Psycho Mantis (MGS1) 

discussed in Section 4.1, Otacon’s disc-switching reminder turning to a marvel at Blu-Ray 

technology (MGS4), Venom Snake donning a chicken hat to elude all sentries (MGSV), and the 

cardboard box gaming aid universal across installments are examples of the series’ signature 
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aesthetics of subversion and self-parody (Stuart 2015; Noon and Dyer-Witheford 2010).33 Players’ 

physical partaking in gaming experiences links with the compositional metafunction (how gameplay 

is organized and executed through interface devices) and carry experiential and interactional 

meanings, which are grounded in the series’ self-reflective narration, in which metanarration and 

metafiction question sociopolitically significant motifs within posthumanism (Ch. 6). 

Narrativity, for Hanna-Riikka Roiine (2016), Ryan (2004), and Wolf Schmid (2010), 

involves qualities of being a narrative and qualities of inviting narratival interpretation as an act of 

narration. Metanarrativity and metafiction stem from metalanguage, an above-language system of 

language for referential purposes (Fludernik 2003). In multimodal terms, they respectively refer to 

meta-ness of compositional and experiential meanings. Deemed devices that lay bare the devices, 

metanarrativity is self-reflexive narration that uses any modes in plot presentation to address, 

foreground, or dramatize dimensions of narration in both fictional and non-fictional discourses 

(Berns 2014). Sufficiently detailed metanarration may take precedence over the story and 

constitute a mimesis of narration (Nünning 2001). The closely related metafiction discloses 

narrative constructedness to reflect on and thematize its fictional identity, textuality, and 

artifactuality (Fludernik 2006; Hutcheon 1980; Wolf 1993). Coined pre-1970s, metafiction integrates 

into the fictional process varied perspectives of criticism to underscore structural, formal, or 

philosophical issues (Gass 1970; Scholes 1970). The process of conceptualizing norms and 

functions of metafiction, from mid-1970s through mid-1980s, coincides with that of defining 

postmodernism as epoch and ethos (O’Donnell 2005), thus submerging metafiction under 

                                                           
33 Gaming aid refers to game creators’ use of specific items or algorithms to facilitate gameplay. In all MGS games, 
players can hide player-controlled agents in cardboard boxes to avoid enemies. Simple videoludic examples include 
iconic signs on screen or Codec calls that provide gameplay instructions. In other genres, for instance, racing games 
use a “Rubber banding” system to slow down leading vehicles and ease gameplay. Shooter games may subtly 
modulate enemies’ competence and strengthen players’ health gauges (Keith 2015).  
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considerable academic interest and strengthens it as a historical element of narrative and a seal of 

postmodernism (Waugh 1984). 

Concepts of metanarrativity and metafiction embody transmedial applicability. Proposing a 

non-media-specific concept of metareference, Werner Wolf (2009) provides a basis to access 

individual media in terms of how they organize self-referential signifying practices to actualize 

secondary cognitive frames in users.34 The hermeneutic paradox within metafictional strategies 

tends to heighten in videogames, as players interact with the medium to enact meanings, with 

acknowledging the fictional status of the game narrative a necessity. Encountering videogames 

can investigate various functions of metafiction: undermining aesthetic illusion, creating 

poetological self-reflection, critiquing aesthetic procedures, and playfully probing possibilities and 

limits of storytelling exploration (Neumann and Nünning 2014) to design critical play of human 

values (Flanagan and Nissenbaum 2014). Focused on how videogames operate as posthuman 

encounters along postmodern axes, I analyze an example from MGS4 that, complementary to an 

intentional glitch in interface in MGS2 (Section 4.2), disrupts player-avatar continuity to foreground 

videogames as videogames and questions the medium’s role as simulated war-play by engineering 

affects of disempowerment and alienation. 

                                                           
34 In connection, Wolf (1993; 2004, in Hühn et al. 2016) establishes a typology of metafiction along three dimensions: 
the mediation form, contextual relations, and contents value. Mediation concern explicit (modes of telling) and implicit 
forms (modes of showing). Examples of the former, in MGS games, involve fourth-wall breaking by which in-game 
agents address the player with game commands or hints. Examples of implicit mediation include formal means that 
appear contradictory or implausible and disrupt realistic mimetic illusion, such as player-maneuverable objects that 
spin and hover above grounds. The distinction between explicit and implicit metafictional signaling may seem muddy in 
multimodal media. Visual means, though deemed implicit in Wolf’s typology, can carry heavier semiotic labor than 
verbal means and function as the primary mode of gameplay-crucial information. Contextual relations, the second 
aspect of Wolf’s metafiction typology, hierarchize forms of metafiction based on how centrally or marginally they effect 
the narrated story. Lastly, contents value generally differentiates explicit metafictional forms that comment on the text’s 
potential truth status (fictum); the constructedness and conditions of production/reception that characterize its 
fictionality (fictio); on parts or the entirety of the text; another text or literature, and the medium concerned. 
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MGS4’s critique of the military-monitoring SOP System and gamification of warfare exhibits 

high reflexivity and self-referentiality. A cutscene in Act 2 reveals that the PMC soldiers’ previous 

breakdown in the Middle East was caused by disconnection from the SOP System. The emotions-

suppressive nanomachines that have sustained soldiers through warfare were shut down. Figure 

5.1 captures a nine-second segment of the conversation between Snake and a supporting agent 

Naomi.35 Its high multisemiotic complexity invokes political meanings beyond the game. Kojima’s 

team includes covers of previous installments (since the first Metal Gear, released in 1987) as 

informative objects to describe how the PMC soldiers’ understanding of war has been mapped and 

skewed by the bioinformatic control of the SOP System; and more importantly, to embed a political 

commentary on wargaming. An abstract background with three-dimensional geometrical shapes 

occupies the left half of the screen, with list-like data that denotes levels scrolling down from above; 

and two “walls” of dots organized in grids that split from the center and gradually map onto the 

sides. Naomi notes: “Until that point, war was like a game to them [soldiers].” At the mention of 

“game,” a visual echo occurs on two fronts. Firstly, an iconic representation of direction pads and 

buttons of game controllers slides out from the data column. Secondly, a strip of MGS game covers 

scrolls up from below. Each image expands in size when it reaches the center, coupled with the 

default item/weapon sound effect of MGS games. At the next utterance, “And then, suddenly, 

reality came crashing down,” the word “reality” cues a change in visuality and modality. The 

informative objects shift from static visuals, mainly illustrations in the style of manga (Japanese 

comics) by the series’ Art Director Yoji Shinkawa, to a video clip of the Middle East upheaval earlier 

                                                           
35 Naomi Hunter is first introduced in MGS1. She injects Snake with the FOXDIE virus, under the disguise of injecting 
nanomachines required for mission completion, to avenge her brother, Frank Jaeger (codename: Gray Fox), crippled 
and experimented on as a cyborg ninja. Her motives were murky, with seemingly changing allegiances; though MGS4 
reveals that she intends to destroy The Patriots’ AI networks with a worm cluster she partially completed before death. 
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in the Act. The two following visual slots show “Under Construction”; the logo and tagline of the 

installment appear bottom right of the screen. 

 
Figure 5.1: Metanarrativity and metafiction on the SOP System as gamifying war (MGS4, Act 2) 

The multimodal ensemble construes an unnerving intimation. Players, not unlike the SOP 

privatized armies, are conditioned virtual subjects of war. Visuals of the background signify codes, 

structures, uniformity, and networked systems; with the splitting and placement of dotted “walls” 

interpretable as mapping of processes and cementation of control. The reel of informative objects 

thematically and temporally mirrors Naomi’s observation. Covers of past installments, as de-

contextualized, non-transactional, images of lower modality, end with one that features a line of 

saluting soldiers behind the character Big Boss. This “clean,” heroic presentation of the battlefields 

evokes functional ties among biopolitics, cloning, and simulation, significant in the series; soon 

subverted by the chaotic present that the video clip recounts. Gameplay, or more accurately, the 
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havoc of war-associated emotions and memories dramatized exists in a perpetual present, like 

how Hardt and Negri (2000) characterize warfare-Empire dynamics. “Under Construction” indicates 

uncertainties as to how the game narrative will unfold. The object being constructed is player 

subjectivities. In meaningfully realizing a visual-verbal-aural synergy with graphics of diverse 

modality and in-game sound effects, the MGS creators communicate to players what they are 

conscious and critical of: videogames as products of Empire and propaganda for war purposes. 

On metanarrative formal features, the sequence is both diegetic and extradiegetic. The 

argument is then on a metafictional level syntagmatically taken up in Act 3, where a supporting 

agent EVA points out the connection between war economy and gaming. Resistance members 

fighting within EVA’s Paradise Lost Army (PLA), mostly orphans or refugees enticed by PMCs-

freely-distributed first-person shooter videogames, represent a demographic absorbed in virtual 

combat training in war games and battle without personal relevance. This mirrors a phenomenon in 

contemporary military: recruitment through digital games. “These kids end up fighting in proxy wars 

that have nothing to do with their own lives.” EVA says, “They think that combat is life. They don’t 

need a reason to fight. After all, for them it’s only a game.” Her remark represents not a reprise of 

claims for censoring videogames content. Game studies has lucidly problematized alleged 

causalities between videogame violence, aggression, and crime on the grounds of inconclusive 

evidence. Scholars have urged for a reformed research culture of open inquiry (Coulson and 

Ferguson 2016; Young 2013); and research refinement to overcome the commitment to stop rather 

than understand gamic phenomena, rooted in moral panics and fears of media effects (Bowman 

2016). EVA’s observation, arguably, supports critical gameplay. Most videogames, including those 

for non-military-recruitment rationale, inadvertently contribute to war-subjects formation. Nick Dyer-

Witheford and Greig de Peuter’s (2009) discussion of the action-adventure game Grand Theft Auto, 
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with fictive locales modeled on U.S. cities, as connected to simulation of urban warfare, provide 

one example. Whereas MGS4 extends meanings of stealth mechanics by cutscenes to oppose the 

elusive yet powerful shaping force of wargaming. MGS games are not grounded in common 

epithets of the medium such as “fun” or “pleasure.” They create a simulation gap that motivates 

player exploration of dynamics between virtuality and realities (Bogost 2006a), play and military 

power with a rare self-consciousness and self-subversion of their own medium specificity. 

5.3. Intermediality 

This section turns to the concept “intermediality” to examine how videogames integrate various 

means of medial articulation. Intermediality research thrived in academia of Europe, specifically 

Germany, before acquiring international recognition. No universal or unified understanding has 

been reached, although efforts in delineating intermediality into media taxonomies go hand in hand 

with the call for empirical research in multimodal linguistics.36 Both intermediality and transmediality 

involve borders: conspicuous borders between forms of media and the inconspicuous borders 

between underlying principles. Gameplay and simulation communicate narrative intelligibility (Ryan 

2004; Walsh 2011), which attaches rhetorical importance to the available enactment possibilities in 

apparently limitless worlds of digital narratives (Murray 1998). Analyses thus far demonstrate that 

videogames inhere plurimedial structures in their fundamental procedural-semiotic layering, 

manifested in gameplay, cutscenes, interface designs, and player enactment. “Plurmediality,” one 

among four categories to investigate intermediality, considerably overlaps with multimodality, with 

the crucial difference being the emphasis of media in the former and mode in the latter. 

Plurimediality, also termed “media combination” (Rajewsky 2005, p. 52), refers to overt presence of 

                                                           
36 Useful overviews can be found in Balme (2001), Elleström (2010), Rajewsky (2005), and Wolf (2005). 
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two or more media in any given semiotic entity (Wolf 2005). Multimodality centers on meaning 

realized by multiple modes within any single ensemble or text. 

A structuring concept that has gained momentum in digital humanities, intermediality 

explores exchangeable expressive and aesthetic means among art and media forms, a trajectory 

intensified by the digital age and erosion between disciplinary and generic confines (De Zepetnek 

2013). Videogames, as shown by my multisemiotic and gameplay analyses, entail all five basic 

elements of experience mediation (words, images, objects, sounds, and interactions) discussed by 

Mark J. P. Wolf (2012). The medium epitomizes material interactions across increasingly 

overlapped boundaries of contemporary media forms. Three distinctions of intermediality proves 

instrumental in the present analyses: (a) media combination; (b) intermedial references, which 

involve references of another medium within one medium, such as references to photography in 

films; and (c) medial transposition, which involves adaptation from one medium to another, such as 

filmic adaptations of videogames (Rajewsky 2005, 2010; Gibbons 2010). Intermediality grows with 

the emergence of digital media, which invites attention to digital technology as a breeding ground 

of new narrative media and re-evaluations of the impact of older media in configuring narrative, 

processes of thought, and processing of information (Grishakova and Ryan 2010). It closely 

connects with two recent movements in the broader spheres of narrative theory, literature, and new 

media. Firstly, it involves what Marie-Laure Ryan and Jan-Noël Thon (2014) consider a media-

conscious narratology, necessitated by increasing interactions among media, to which 

multimodality and intermediality prove particularly pertinent. A sibling of digital narratology, media-

conscious narratology is part of a continuous postclassical expansion that diverges from the focus 

of classical narratology on prose narratives toward new media and genres, with interdisciplinary 

integration pivotal to interpreting digital interactive textuality (Herman 1997, 1999; Alber and 
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Hansen 2014; Ryan 2006). This indicates complementarity among multimodality/intermediality, 

narratology, and game studies/new media theory, manifested as a conceptual extension from 

critical and literary theories that consider texts as dynamic processes, with users co-producing 

meanings. Conceived in an international conference on transmediality and media convergence at 

Johannes Gutenberg-Univeristät Mainz (2011), media-conscious narratology affirms the need of 

interdisciplinary, collaborative discourses with debates on certain criteria (e.g. consistency and 

media-exclusiveness) and the necessity of new terminology to complement established concepts 

(Reinerth 2011). Exploring any relatively novel medium or specific moments (e.g. classical or 

postclassical phases of narratology) logically expands terminology. “Media-conscious” indicates a 

methodological focus on medium specificity that, in my view, guides important ontological and 

epistemological questions. Interpretations supported by empirical analyses would defer 

terminological overkill and grasp semiotic complexities of particular media, attending to the 

technological, sociocultural, and economic factors that shape their multimodal make-up. 

Secondly, narratives are re-conceptualized as storyworlds. The re-conceptualization 

signifies a premium on constructivism and anthropocentrism: interpretation in terms of human 

values and experiences. Storyworlds expand the concept of narratives into spatiotemporal totalities 

of intradiegetic and extradiegetic elements, respectively referring to what exist within and external 

to the storyworlds; and pushes the understanding and conception of storyworlds to encompass 

various media and semiotic systems (Ryan 2016; Ryan and Thon 2014). The self-reflexive 

cutscene discussed earlier (Figure 5.1) and a significant portion of political commentary embedded 

in MGS4 mix both intradiegetic and extradiegetic elements. This highlights that gamic storyworlds 

are built by players’ grappling with abstract rules (Juul 2014) and simultaneous oscillation “between 
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identification with the characters’ experiences and distancing oneself from those experiences” 

(Caracciolo 2014, pp. 230-231) to tap into their own experiential inventories. 

For a most inclusive take of media-conscious storytelling in the scope of this research, my 

discussion involves two dimensions that Gumbrecht (2003) deems crucial in consolidating 

intermediality as a fruitful concept: one of level of interference, characterized as concurrent 

interactions between meaning and multiple materiality dimensions that generate media presence. I 

first analyze the underlying gamic and cinematic logics that construct videogames as ludic, 

multimodal artifacts. Observing how logic interactions are realized in the gameplay interface, split 

screens, and interactive cutscenes of MGS4 highlights disparities between gamic and cinematic 

visions. My analyses trace the dialectic between the two ways of seeing in the improved direction 

of cutscenes in MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015), which exemplifies transformative realizations of 

intermediality in the form of gamic cinema. The last section of the chapter explores transmedial 

worlding within the notion of level of transposition, to examine changes in multimodal articulations 

as motifs or plots transpose among gamic, filmic, and graphic media. 

Intermedial Interplay: Gamic and Cinematic Logics 

Contemporary videogames involve two modes of engagement: gameplay and cutscenes; 

respectively governed by procedural and cinematic logics. MGS4 features two alternative forms of 

cutscenes that encourage discussions of narrativity-interactivity links: split screens and interactive 

Mission Briefing cutscenes. On top of intermedial properties between gameplay and cutscenes, my 

analyses therefore examine how the underlying logics interact and in what ways these interactions 

form semiotically. The crux lies in the fact that videogames are played, enacted. Representational 

modes and visual fidelity may abound in the gamic medium. Nonetheless, attempts to discuss 

semiotic granularities in visual-verbal compositions or spatial segmentation in gameplay or 
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interactive cutscenes without attending to processes and malleability of enactment will draw 

criticism on robustness and usefulness. 

Logic refers to a specific, reasonable, way to conceptualize or comprehend something. It 

refers to principles and criteria of validity of inference; an assortment of circuit elements for 

computation (Merriam Webster 2015). Ripe with representations, games of the MGS series often 

tempt analyses that ascribe features of the diegesis and procedural design to cinema tradition; or 

more precisely, the series creator Hideo Kojima’s well-known cinematic style, in lieu of 

contextualizing semiotic features within the procedural. Michael Nitsche (2008, p. 88), for instance, 

discusses the camera position in MGS2 as an example of cinematic camera style that limits the 

player’s interactive access to camera control: 

The camera moves down to eye height and behind the main hero 
whenever the player-avatar hides behind a wall. The shot quotes a 
cinematic tradition from thriller and action movies that use the depth of the 
composition to juxtapose the player-avatar in the foreground and the 
target moving on a level deeper in the picture. 

Motivated choices in camera perspectives and mobile camerawork create and amplify the 

spectacle of war. Connie Veugen (2012) counters that despite cinematic quotient, camera positions 

as design devices facilitate gameplay. She observes that a top-down perspective is prevalently 

used in both MGS2 (2001) and the earliest Metal Gear (1987), although the former possesses a 

greater support from the hardware (Juul 2005), and thus argues that camera positions are 

calculated on gameplay-suitability and technical constraints of the gaming system. MGS4 replaces 

the pre-determined cinematic camera with an interactive player-controlled camera, creating a 

trade-off between a heightened sense of freedom and realistic maneuvering/sneaking versus the 

unavoidable possibility of ending up facing walls that the player intends to flatten against for more 

strategic views of the surroundings. Top-down camera only occurs as cutscenes take over. 
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Veugen’s final observation overlooks important functions that top-down camera positioning 

performs in MGS4. It semiotically realizes gameplay-cutscene transitions. Such transitions denote 

a parallel transition between the sets of logics governing each; an area under-articulated in 

videogame research. MGS4 codes such transitions consistently through two patterns: (a) invoking 

cinematic visuality (opaque black bars slipping in from the top and bottom of the screen) to cue 

progression in gameplay via location changes (Figure 5.2a). A linguistic text “Next Area: [Location]” 

appears at the center of the bottom bar and a quick zoom-in with sound effect when the player 

reaches a specific spot of the terrain, triggering the programmed inter-location/level response. 

Snake’s movement is also taken up by auto-generated graphics. 

 
Figure 5.2 (a): Cinematic codes in transition of game locations (MGS4) 

 
Figure 5.2 (b): Cutscene-gameplay transition in the Boss fight with Screaming Mantis (MGS4) 

Pattern (b) involves concomitant changes in mobile camera, shot distance and perspective, 

and the re-inclusion of gameplay-facilitative informational objects on the screen. Changes in mobile 

camera are choreographed with what was immediately represented before shifting to gameplay 

mode to ensure a non-jarring, dramatic effect. Transitioning from cutscene to the Boss stage with 
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Screaming Mantis (Figure 5.2b), for instance, comprises of an initial zoom-in on Snake, from 

medium shot to medium close, through a first-person view as Mantis, who extends her arms and 

demands to be set free from the fears and pain of battles. Informational objects such as Snake’s 

health and psyche bars (top left), the Soliton Radar (top right), weapons and items equipped 

(bottom corners), as well as information on locale fade onto the corners of the screen. The screen 

then cuts to the player’s perspective as the camera, shooting from the back of Snake, dollys out to 

a top-down perspective. While Veugen rightly states that the technical support the PlayStation 3 

console affords a replacement of the directed camera style with an interactive camera use, the 

game designers’ choice of the top-down camera position reinforces the importance of gameplay 

suitability. The camera position choice simultaneously realizes cutscene-gameplay transition and 

provides the player a temporal window to quickly assess the environment that may factor into 

gameplay tactics. 

Logics governing gameplay and cutscenes merge as well. Examining split screens and 

interactive Mission Briefing cutscenes in MGS4, the task is to enunciate the interconnections and 

function distribution between procedural and cinematic logics. The two split screens, as detailed in 

Ch. 2, conjoin gameplay and cutscenes and expand the conventional repertoire of split screens for 

solely cooperative gameplay purposes. Contextualized in my game analyses framework, players 

trigger the split screens by enacting events required for game progression to the next level. For 

instance, the split screen in Act 4 that combines Snake’s fight against the suicide Gekko machines 

and Raiden’s final duel with Vamp is only activated when the player successfully locates Metal 

Gear REX at the underground supply tunnel (objects: contextual + environment; event: 

maneuvering) and incapacitates Vamp with nanomachine suppressants in a Boss fight (agents: 

non-player-controlled: main agent: non-supportive agent + objects: player-maneuverable + events: 
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agent interactions: engaging). The split screen apparently relies on player input; yet it is 

fundamentally grounded in the programmed output of pre-rendered cutscenes. The duration and 

complexity of the Gekko battle are tied to Raiden’s fight against Vamp. A competent player might 

defeat the Gekko “prematurely” and find moments of idle waiting as the cutscene continues, before 

the battle resumes as the game produces more mooing machines. The semiotic realizations of the 

split screen’s ending affirm the higher function load on the cutscene component. As shown in 

Figure 5.3, when Raiden delivers the final attack, the right half of the screen slides toward the left, 

subsuming the gameplay screen on the left with a speed paralleling that of Raiden’s cutting Vamp’s 

torso. A blunt sound effect of blade against flesh and Vamp’s grunt closely follow a quick fade-out 

of the previous battle-themed soundtrack. The slice splices a four-second silence before eerie 

single notes of high timber enter the diegesis. This type of tones has been discursively shaped in 

the game as a marker of gameplay-cutscene shifts, by previous coupling with defeating Boss 

enemies, e.g. the Beauty and the Beast Corps. 
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(a)               (b)           (c) 
 

    
(d)              (e)          (f) 
Figure 5.3: Spatial shifting between cutscene and gameplay in the underground tunnel split screen (MGS4) 
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The visual segmentation of the screen may suggest equal semiotic division of labor. 

Considering the interactions between logics reveals otherwise. Discussions in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 

indicate that the two split screens of MGS4 constitute two semiotic modes and, in this chapter, two 

forms of intermedial interplay. The underground tunnel split screen situates a composite semiotic 

mode of “oscillating in-between-ness” between gameplay and narrative; the microwave hallway 

split screen constitutes a hybridized mode “experienced as a synthesis or fusion of different modes 

of medial articulation” (Rajewsky 2010, p. 59), creating an increasingly compact interplay between 

the two conventionally separate experiential aspects of gaming (gameplay and cutscenes) to 

generate emotional intensities and thus motivate player commitment to the demanded gameplay 

action. The determining factor is how functional interactions between logics shape player 

enactment and perception of agency. Engaging gameplay-cutscene split screens involves three 

schemata: comprehending semantic relations among individually framed visual material, observed 

in filmic split screens (Garwood 2008), which in turn signifies a carry-over of spatial layout from 

static to dynamic documents (Bateman and Schmidt 2012); and the foremost what actions players 

can partake, within the procedural-semiotic set-up of particular moments and informed by gamic 

discourses as a whole. 

I will elaborate with a creative decision in MGS4 that initially appears abstruse. Despite 

advance digitalization technologies the seventh-generation console afford, split screens of the 

game opt for formal conservatism, not dynamic temporal effects existent in television and film, such 

as the signature size-changing shot-by-shot sequences in the series 24 (Allen 2007), or full 

integrations of regularly and irregularly framed images in Ang Lee’s Hulk (2003), which 

incorporates comics’ semiotic resources (Bateman and Veloso 2013). Any formal innovations (or 

restraints) observed in gamic and filmic split screens reflect their functional and aesthetic anchors 

in ontologically different medium specificities. Proliferation of split screens in films since the mid-
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1990s mark a shift in portraying multi-dimensional visuality and ambiguous space-time that 

foregrounds the inherent flexibility, modularity, and unstable nature of the digital image (Hagener 

2008); split screens in videogames operate with the consistent objective to elicit and support 

players’ embodied enactment.37 Analyzing videogame split screens on visual aesthetics, therefore, 

misaims. MGS4 uses the default top-down, left-right split screen layout to integrate gameplay and 

narrative with minimal interference. Videogames necessitate a third, pragmatic, dimension to 

establish, understand, and institutionalize “intermediality” as a productive analytic category and 

paradigm (Ensslin 2012). This dimension considers materiality, meaning (semiotics), and medial 

presence. Media matter; logics matter. 

The second form of interactive cutscenes involving Mission Briefing sequences that open 

each act of the game likewise emphasizes procedural logics and interactivity. The multimodally 

complex Mission Briefing cutscenes function as sites to unlock secret items and provide players 

with glimpses into the protagonists’ relationships and the gaming industries. Players can pause and 

review such cutscenes by assessing the Mission Briefing files in the Selection Menu; or control the 

scouting devices Mk. II or Mk. III to explore the interior of Snake’s base, the Nomad, and unlock 

secret items. Ramming into depicted agents would allow players to unlock, for instance, secret 

FaceCamo that facilitate mission or collectibles relevant to the series and games produced by 

Konami. Figure 5.4 shows four captures excerpted from Act 2: Solid Sun and Act 3: Third Sun. The 

top two captures show how iconic signs semiotically cue players to navigate the space. Dotting on 

corners of the top visual half of the cutscene are icons denoting which button corresponds to 

                                                           
37 In analyzing post-classical cinema, Hagener also explores the blockbuster Ocean’s 13 (Soderberg 2007) as an 
extreme example that features filmic images layered with meta-data (Manovich 2005). A heist sequence depicts 
numbers above the heads of gambling machine players when the operating system goes off. The visualization of 
image-related data, inherent but not always visible, breaks down the distinction between traditionally distinct categories 
of image, text, and numerical data. 
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adjustment of camera angle (“☐”), a return to the full cutscene mode (“L2”), and even a change in 

foregrounding gameplay over cutscene with the “Δ” button, as shown in capture 4. 

Supplementary information shows a pattern of visuals echoing what is verbally realized or 

providing a zoom-in look at what the depicted agents are perceiving (capture 3), which covers 

objects, including abstract visualizations, graphics, scientific diagrams, and captures from previous 

installments. Such segmented cutscenes point to a multiplication of meaning possibilities from 

combining semiotic systems within single-channel texts, observed across art, scientific discourses, 

and media (Bateman 2011, 2014; Gooding 2004; O’Halloran 2005). They also show the complexity 

of informative objects of the game. On the one hand, informative objects contextualize the game 

narrative; on the other ideologically more crucial level they form dialectic between the game, 

previous installments, and the interactions among war, gaming, and networks, which are key motifs 

consistently touched upon in the ethical undercurrent of the MGS series. 
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Figure 5.4: Captures of Mission Briefing cutscenes (MGS4, Acts 2 and 3) 

Pressing “Δ” button 

foregrounds and shifts the 

gameplay zone to the left; 

the cutscene segment shifts 

to top right 
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Figure 5.5: A schematic layout of the Mission Briefing cutscenes (MGS4) 

Unlike other cutscenes in the game, the Mission Briefing sequences are visually 

segregated into zones of varied informational density that players can adjust according to their 

needs, by pressing such buttons as “☐,” “L2,” and “Δ” to tweak camera angles, viewing modes, 

and re-position the gameplay zone. They organize information along specific principles of semiotic 

composition, which involve layouting processes and layout structures that appropriately and 

logically organize content to be user-interpretable (Bateman and Schmidt 2012). The screen is 

structured into a primarily visual half on top and a verbal half (subtitles and a one-line instruction on 

menu navigation) at the bottom, connected by a light orange bar of scrolling information on 

gameplay (e.g. total play time, time spent on such game mechanics as crawling, number of kills, 

prices of weapons). The visual half further divides into three units: the primary cutscene occupying 

2/3 of the screen on the left; while the right presents supplementary information at the bottom and 

the player’s point of view on the top (Figure 5.4, captures 1-3). Lines of clear division function as 

framing devices in layout and on a superficial level determine image salience in terms of size 

(Figure 5.5). The example points out that, given the interactivity and procedurality inherent in 

videogames, informational structuring is not static. As the player selectively attends to information 

most prevalent to specific moments and objectives of gameplay, gameplay logics outweigh the 

organizational logics of visual representation and layout. Analyzing videogames demands 
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consideration beyond accounting syntagmatic and layout organization; and elucidates functional 

connections among form, content, and contexts. 

Intermedial Relations: Gamic and Cinematic Medialities 

Building on analyses of interacting gamic and cinematic logics, this section identifies ways that 

videogames incorporate and potentially transform cinematic codes and modalities with their player-

focused temporal-spatial construction. MGS games incorporate extensive, borderline contentious, 

cutscenes. No research or review addresses how cutscenes mediate access to the MGS gameplay 

experience except noting their bulk, presenting condemning comments that Kojima misplaces 

auteurist ways on an interactive medium, or redeeming remarks on cutscenes as potent political 

critique compatible with stealth gameplay in mood and rhythm. I propose an alternate orientation. 

Empirically examining how medial border crossings occur would generate thick descriptions that 

equitably engage the intermedial processes between gamic and filmic media beyond binaries. 

What supports statements of MGS4 being contemplative in mood are the functional 

interactions between cinematic pacing and stages of game narrative, synoptically shown in an 

annotation of shot durations in the opening sequence (Figure 5.6) that enhances understanding of 

how cutscenes, and in extension filmic media, organize and modulate audiovisual material to 

mobilize players’ emotions and knowledge of narrative development (gameplay-cutscene 

oscillations), in several significant ways. Kojima’s team uses extended shots to signal shifts 

between narrative stages. MGS4 creates pace by modulating shot lengths between extremities of 

27 seconds and less than one second, contrary to the snapshot-like audiovisual narratives 

commonly found in contemporary culture, where most artifacts that push beyond such norms are 
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associated with independent or experimental productions.38 Time spans of such extended shots 

shrink as the sequence unfolds. Shots above ten seconds are exclusive to stages before the 83th 

shot (at 7 minutes and 31 seconds), covering orientation, development, disequilibrium, and crisis; 

all of which demand deliberate variations in pace to elastically dramatize events. MGS4, the only 

installment set in full-scale armed conflicts and warzones, implements a style of gameplay Kojima 

deems distinct from preceding titles (Tamari 2009). The distinction carries over to the cinematic 

component. One can trace cinematic influences from such Hollywood blockbusters as Children of 

Men (Cuarón 2006), which likewise portrays war as routine in a post-apocalyptic world and its 

cinematography of long, single, handheld shots inspires the aesthetics of MGS4; and Black Hawk 

Down (Scott 2002) motivates Kojima’s setting the game in the Middle East (Rea 2009), informed by 

on-site research in Morocco. The contextualizing phase orientation features the longest shots, 

averaged at 6.63 seconds. The first seven shots (83 seconds), mainly long shots, establish the 

conflicts and tension in the Middle Eastern warzone. Development presents a recurrent pattern in 

the game. It opens with a 27-second shot that abruptly shifts to short shots showing PMC ambush, 

with a series of one-second shots punctuated by longer shots that survey the game space or 

introduce gameplay. The two crisis stages present the greatest gaps between shots at 12 and 14 

seconds respectively then discharge into scenes of action. MGS4 introduces lengthy shots that by 

mainstream standards risk pushing players’ patience to limits, yet its skilled modulation of pace 

counters possible interferences and dramatizes actions and space to reflect states of warfare. 

                                                           
38 Data used for the graph is rounded up at the unit of seconds, due to technical constraints. My previous research on 
the illustrated film Godkiller: Walk Among Us (Pizzolo 2010), adapted from online graphic novels, and the post-digital 
film Desert Scan (Weir 2013) indicate two forms of temporal manipulation that respectively emulate analog forms of 
communication (specifically radio drama) and critique self-displacement and surveillance in digital culture. 
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Figure 5.6: Shot durations of the opening sequence (MGS4) 

The resulted, commonly described, pensive mood is created by intracompositional 

intermediality, which (in)directly involves multiple media to shape processes of formation and 

“signification and/or structure of a given semiotic entity” (Rajewsky 2010, p. 56). The discreet form 

of medial crossing discussed here assumes a quality that I would call cinematic cadence. With an 

aural origin, “cadence” denotes vocal inflections, modulated sequences or flows of sounds, 

concluding musical chords, and rhythmical motion or activities (Merriam-Webster 2016). Cadence 

conceptually factors in audiovisual media. Works in film musicology, for instance, explores how 

cadences structure emotional arcs, accentuate narrative information, and shape generic 

expectations (Lehman 2013). My interpretation focuses on pace, contour, and movements. It 

concerns the compositional contribution of editing (e.g. segment and transition) in orchestrating 

experiential and interactional aspects of videogame encounters, with a critical interest in the 

remediation of cinema aesthetics (Bolter and Grusin 2000; Burn 2013; Girina 2014; Giordano, 

Girina, and Fassone 2015). 
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Issues arise, however, upon ill execution of cinematic cadence that creates temporal 

fragmentation without progressing narrative or gameplay. MGS4 over-utilizes cinematic 

codifications. Examining the antagonist Liquid’s successful hijack of the SOP System (Act 3) sets 

the case. Attempting to show all aspects of the commotion with equal emphasis, the game creators 

continually edit and repeat in-game temporality to accommodate concomitant actions; drawing out 

what can be efficiently and coherently delivered with the unfolding discourse to induce player 

interpretation. Snappy effects one reasonably expects from the US military’s ambush in the 

cutscene dissipate as quickly as the clipped cuts. The game creators misuse cutting to linearly 

present excessive and trivial details detrimental to representing progression of “real-time” events. 

Excerpts from an approximately 15-minute sequence, the most problematic of which shows by 

repetition how the PMCs surround Liquid’s team on land, sea, and air (3 minutes 26 seconds, 

Figure 5.7), demonstrate this. The opening four-shot unit foreshadows the creators’ misuse of 

parallelism associated with cuts as orchestrating modes, with a doubled sound effect that signals a 

temporal rewind in two reactionary shots, where Liquid and his comrades are spotted and shield 

their eyes from the PMC’s searchlight (Figure 5.7a). This repetition is exacerbated in the ensuing 

segment (2 minutes and 41 seconds) where players find 58 shots that show events of the same 

nature, though the music marches toward crescendo: the US military close in, soldiers get into 

position, Liquid’s team gets surrounded, and the eye-shielding motions repeat yet again twice. 

Events and participants are depicted exhaustively from a range of conceivable angles, with the use 

of five shots to diagonally and horizontally show the approach of helicopters, then two shots 

showing soldiers aiming from the cabins a telling example (Figure 5.7b). Put bluntly, the sequence 

is symptomatic of the game’s flair for arresting cinematography without syntagmatically stacking 

the game narrative. Criticizing MGS4 does not imply a return to the monistic gameplay-versus-
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narrative paradigm. It provides a necessary step in understanding and harnessing 

complementarities between the two different yet connected modes of game engagement without 

distancing players from the aesthetic unity of videogames. To examine how this is done, I turn to 

the latest installment MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015). 
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SFX: Light Flash              SFX: Light Flash                       

     
Figure 5.7 (a): Temporal repetition through cutting (MGS4, Act 3) 

    

    

    
Figure 5.7 (b): Excerpt from a PMC ambush sequence on excessive temporal repetition (MGS4, Act 3) 
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Transformative Intermediality: Gamic Cinema 

Subversion evolves meanings. The most prolific intermedial endeavors, for me, involve reversible 

dialectics. The Phantom Pain (Kojima 2015) sheds light on the relation of mediation and 

transformation (Elleström 2010) between games and cinema, transforming the series’ Achille’s heel 

of cinematic dependence. It reverses conventional cinema-game transformational direction and 

hybridizes cinematic language with gamic vision. Contrasting how subjective shots flourish in first-

person shooter games and wither in cinema, Galloway (2006) posits that the subjectivity of the 

gamic camera arises from the computer space itself, realizing a virtual presence not confined to 

points of view or visual situations (Sobchack 2000). The gamic visual aesthetic realizes space-

driven “computerized visuality” (Manovich 1995) and Steven Shaviro’s (2001, p. 62) observation: “It 

[the subjective camera] moves actively through space. It gets jostled, it stops and starts, it pans 

and tilts, it lurches forward and back. It follows the rhythms of the whole body, not just that of the 

eyes. This is a presubjective, affective and not cognitive, regime of vision.” Such observations 

reinforce the central premise of this research: videogames operate as framed uncertainties within a 

cybernetic circuit of embodied and critical enactment. Thus, seeing in games, while mediated, 

resembles human vision in ways and degrees that such audiovisual media as film and television do 

not. Fluid and continuous, mainstream videogames mainly align with human vision, contrary to 

temporal manipulation by montage and its fragmented and discontinuous aesthetics.39 However, 

                                                           
39 Discussions of dream or hallucinatory sequences would complement understandings of human vision, (dis)continuity, 
and subjectivity in games and cinema. Not analyzing such sequences because they occur in extradiegetic zones of 
imaginary narration is, to me, slightly myopic. Further, it would be productive to situate these realizations in the broader 
realm of unnatural narratives: projected storyworlds deviant from real-world frames (Alber, Iversen, Nielsen, and 
Richardson 2010). Astrid Ensslin (2015) finds value in applying unnatural narrative frames to analyze games such as 
The Path (Harvey, Samyn, and Smith 2009), Braid (Blow 2008), and The Stanley Parable (Wreden and Pugh 2013). 
For in-depth discussions on unnatural narratology, see Alber (2016); Alber and Hansen (2014); and Alber and Heinze 
(2011) etc. Unnatural narratology, as a developing field, has witnessed research in increasingly diverse range of media, 
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disregarding discontinuity from videogame aesthetics is imprecise. Erroneous interfaces in Eternal 

Darkness and MGS2, discussed in Section 4.1, and various critical games demonstrate how jarring 

gameplay triggers affective responses or, as Lindsay Grace (2014) explores in critical games, 

constructs social commentary. What this section investigates is how difference in alignment 

between gamic/cinematic visuality and human vision develops gamic cinema: transfection of 

cinema as conventions of digital games migrate into and innovate both narratives and formal 

regularities of the filmic medium. I explore with two examples how MGSV revamps its cutscenes to 

strike a finer balance between stealth and action gameplay with embodiment emphases. 

 The Phantom Pain uses continuous-shot technique, with cuts for rare occasions of location 

shifts. Examining a sequence in the first mission points to the creative efficiency of camera 

direction, expressive framing, and how cinematic shots serve mainly to organize space, mobilize 

emotions, and accentuate real-time gameplay, newly incorporated into the series.40 How the scene 

visually introduce antagonists (Figure 5.8) rectifies the cut-induced repetition in its precursor.41 The 

sequence takes place during Big Boss’s escape from a hospital attacked by supernatural forces, 

the young Psycho Mantis (MGS1, MGS4) and Man on Fire (USSR Colonel Volgin, MGS3), later 

associated with the villain Skullface, who had demolished Big Boss’s military base and left him 

comatose. The one-shot technique eliminates temporal manipulation afforded by cuts and the 

common shot-reverse shots, which would predictably show in succession the entry of the flaming 

                                                                                                                                                                             
from literature (Hansen, Iversen, Nielsen, and Reitan 2011; Herman, Phelan, Rabinowitz, Richardson, and Warhol 
2012); comics (Fehrle 2011); and cinematic adaptations to videogames (Hermann 2011). 

40 Real-time gameplay in The Phantom Pain corresponds to a 4:1 ratio. Twenty-four hours in the game world equals six 
hours in real life. The game also features weather conditions that adapt to the elapse of time, influencing gameplay in 
terms of tactical pros and cons (Tan 2013). 

41 Captures are extracted based on focus in framing. For example, zooms and mobile camera instantiations direct 
player attention to specific plot elements intended to be highlighted. 
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foe, soldiers’ frightened reaction, and Man on Fire lashing his attack. Players find instead a wide-

angled shot showing all soldiers turn in shock (Figure 5.8b-d) and a shaky zoom-in onto Man on 

Fire’s reflection on a specific soldier’s visor (Figure 5.8e). Shots do not loiter to emphasize 

overwhelming enemies, as stylistically conventionalized in the series. This concise shot condenses 

multiple points of view and information compatibly with natural-pace action and the urgency of the 

moment. The represented proximity between how the camera captures details and how humans 

perceive the (game) world constitutes an affective efficiency, yet prominently realized in 

videogames through single shot technique. 

 
(a)            (b) 

 
(c)            (d) 

 
(e)                 (f) 
Figure 5.8: Excerpt from the opening sequence (MGSV: The Phantom Pain) 

Undermining constraints of conventional cinematic syntax is another feature of the 

renovated direction. Time and space mutate within the diegesis of gamic vision, as Galloway (2006) 

notes with Hollywood blockbusters, such as “bullet time” in The Matrix trilogy, that incorporate 

gamic manipulation of time (e.g. pausing, speeding up/slowing down, and re-starting) to create 
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visuality of the virtual; exposing the double time structuring of histoire (“story-time,” where the 

character Neo deflects bullets) and “discourse-time” of filmic discourse semantics (Bateman and 

Schmidt 2012; Chatman 1992; Metz 1974). Temporal relations in interactive structures of 

videogames and electronic texts concern user time and event time, challenging conventional story-

discourse distinctions (Eskelinen 2004; Juul 2005) and pushing toward degrees of narrativity (Ryan 

2006). The Phantom Pain, evidenced in a later sequence where Big Boss and Quiet, a captured 

sniper with superhuman abilities, shoot down a fighter jet from a helicopter, joins the few films or 

boundary-pushing games that resist or render Newtonion laws and plausible logics obsolete, such 

as Christopher Nolan’s Inception (2010) and the third-person shooter game Max Payne (Järvilehto 

2001-2012). 42  Defying conservative cinematic grammar, it creates slippages where players’ 

experiences seep between realizations of embodied camera to those that rupture physics of 

cinematic language, maximizing the game’s mimetic semblance of human vision physiology. 

A form of action intimate yet improbable in physics characterizes the scene (Figure 5.9). At 

the noise of an alarm signal, the shot in fly-through style swoops across the ocean into the cabin of 

Big Boss’s helicopter. The “handheld” camera moves flexibly in the confining space, in tune with 

every jolt, motion, and impact of the unfolding event. In a segment of the approximately three-

minute sequence, players find an audiovisual experience defiant of laws of nature that sharply 

                                                           
42  The production of some of the most arresting scenes in Inception visuo-kinesthetically illustrates conflicting 
sensibilities around dynamics between the digital and the analog. Creating chaotic physics and optic illusions in the 
dream sequences involved both digitization technologies and analog set construction (e.g. giant rotating hallways and 
a tilting set of a nightclub). The iconography of a bending Paris, the Penrose stairs, and combat in a spinning hotel 
interiors bestow the film with an aesthetic of architectural revelation, mechanic failure, and intricate geometry, rather 
than the liquid calamity in many Hollywood portrayals of dream surrealism (Manaugh 2010). 

The videogame Max Payne, as a third-person shooter action thriller, carries influences of Hong Kong action cinema 
and is among the first videogames to feature bullet time effects popularized by The Matrix trilogy in its gameplay 
(Hermida 2001). It opts for a neo-noir style that features graphic novel panels and voice-overs in combination with 
cutscenes, revolving around a fugitive NYPD Detective Payne seeking revenge for his murdered family.  
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combines plot information, character dynamics, and emotion mobilization. The camera floats out of 

the helicopter and captures both agents in a wide, medium long, frame (one second). After the pair 

takes down the enemy jet, a sequence dramatized with malleable zooms, speed, and distances 

(totaled at 28 seconds), the camera turns 180° and follows them to the other side of the cabin, 

exhibiting perceptibly embodied movements (seven seconds). The game creators’ framing of the 

final shot, with the camera positioned between Big Boss and Quiet, introduces three vectors 

(including the camera gaze) that converge through the helicopter doors toward the crashing jet, 

simultaneously emphasizing the joint effort of the two agents and their changed relationship from 

leader and captive to comrades as the game develops. 
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       (Above: The camera floats out of cabin.)           (Below: Camera between characters) 

 
Figure 5.9: Excerpt from Mission 11 “Cloaked in Silence” (MGSV: The Phantom Pain) 
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Gamic prioritization of inhabiting and navigating space, shown in these examples, 

transposes formal qualities and changes of semiotic framing in the broader sociocultural and 

political realms. How digital games portray and contextualize player actions mediate players’ 

experiential understanding of contemporary warfare. Discussing resonance of war in new media 

visualization and virtualization, Jordan Crandall (2004) analyzes armed vision from horizontal and 

vertical or aerial orientations. MGS4 assumes a horizontal orientation. It contrasts the familiar, 

ground-level civilian narratives, marked by “the advance or retreat of sightlines and perspectives” 

(ibid) commonly featured in films, with current military apparatuses’ increased operations as war 

machines of speed-fluctuation-mobile systems along a vertical or aerial orientation. For instance, 

embedded in the PMCs’ defeat of Hezbollah-resembling rebels in Act 1 is the installment’s critique 

of the surveillance-command optic of contemporary warfare that tracks, identifies, predicts, 

intercepts, contains, and neutralizes enemies; as well as tensions between vertical military 

management and guerilla urban tactics. The Phantom Pain diverges from the military-themed 

visuality of MGS4 to construe an individual-focused, first-person visuality centered on Big Boss’s 

localized struggles against the nascent forms of war economy and global control that will come to 

govern the game worlds of MGS2 and MGS4. In doing so it de-familiarizes the cinematic language 

of mainstream games that develop player-familiar mediated spaces; and cinematically realizes a 

gamic way of seeing beyond the notion of “performing camera” (Nitsche 2008, p. 116) that in an 

embodiment-focused manner reforms medial understanding. I will reiterate the significance of 

empirically examining intermedial strategies and borders between medial practices, similarly 

stressed in research within multimodal linguistics that urges for more discriminating treatments of 

semiotic modes, to generate and mobilize knowledge of medium specificity and meaning-making. 

As Irina Rajewsky (2010, pp. 64-65) notes: 
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The concept of a border is the precondition for techniques of crossing and 
challenging, dissolving or emphasizing medial boundaries, which can 
consequently be experienced and reflected on as constructs and 
conventions. It is only due to our constructing borders in the first place that 
we are able to become aware of ways of transcending or subverting those 
very boundaries or of ways of highlighting their presence, of probing them, 
or even of dissolving them entirely. At the same time, it is precisely these 
acts of transcending, subverting, probing or highlighting which draw 
attention to the conventionally and (relative) constructedness of these 
boundaries (original emphasis). 

The argument on identifying medial borders being ontologically essentialist and outdated, 

juxtaposed with foci of current research that consolidates common features across media forms, 

overlooks two factors. Firstly, semiotic potentials of any intermedial realizations, regardless of kind, 

stem from medial borders and differences. Secondly, it counts to consider how medial delimitations 

are conventionalized, blurred, or overcome “in relation to, and within the scope of, the overall 

medial and discursive landscape at a given point in time, including the respective delimitations of 

conventionally distinct art forms and media” (ibid, p. 64). For these reasons, media borders 

constitute both constructs and conventionalized phenomena. They intersect such concepts as 

“intermediality,” “transmediality,” and the closely relevant “hybridity,” which would otherwise be 

temptingly viewed as superfluous neologisms. My analyses aim to contribute to the needed 

empirical bases in interrogating the tensions and oscillations between “sense-materiality” and 

“meaning-media” that Gumbrecht (2003: 176) considers pivotal to producing and preserving 

intellectual complexity in engaging with medial cross-fertilizations. 

Videogames and the digital contemporary, arguably, represent a medium and temporality 

that benefit boundary-pushing intermedial endeavors, in degrees further than any antecedents. As 

Christina Ljungberg (2010) notes on hybridized, multimedia art, in addition to intermedial border 

negotiations, intermediality involves media transgressions, performativity, and substantial self-

reflexivity to access different dimensions of meaning and reflect on modes of production and 
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semiotic character. MGS games typify these. Reforms of medial practices correspond to gamic 

modes of enactment that prioritize users and foreground the materiality and agency of the medium 

in meaning-making. Interactivity and embodiment, pillars of engaging videogames, have 

contributed to a skillful hybridization of cinematic and gamic visions in The Phantom Pain and, as 

discussed in Ch. 4, active alignment with users’ proprioception and tactility in the broader realms of 

augmented reality and interface designs. Where MGS4 stands as an example of Jerrold Levinson’s 

(2011) transformational hybrids, art forms modified toward those from which properties are 

selectively incorporated, The Phantom Pain approximates synesthetic hybrids. Individual 

components in this hybridized state significantly differ from their original states of presence, with 

degrees of identity lost. Closing the gamic-filmic fissure by “braiding”: a relatively seamless 

interweaving of sensory modalities and semiotic functions (Mitchell 2005b, 2007), it highlights 

experimentation of medial boundaries as well as relationships between montage and digital 

aesthetics, cinema and videogames that have inspired increasing preponderance of one-shot 

filmmaking (e.g. Victoria 2015; Hunger 2008; Birdman 2014; Timecode 2000) and scholarly work 

that examine such interactions (e.g. Girina 2015; King and Krzywinska 2002, 2006). Having 

discussed intermedial exchanges between gamic and filmic media in the micro-scale close 

readings, I will broaden the analytical scope to examine the context that constrains and motivates 

such border crossings: a changing context of media convergence and transmedial world-building. 

5.4. Transmedial Storyworlds 

Rising interests in storyworlds coincide with the spread of videogames, as the computational 

artifacts bear traceable roots with older media in using various media production practices to 

deepen imaginative immersion. For media theorist Henry Jenkins (2013a), historian Michael Saler 

(2012), and game scholar Mark J. P. Wolf (2012), storyworlds constitute compelling entities of 
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inquiry for their frequent transnarrative, transmedial, and transauthorial processes. The diverse 

extension of the MGS franchise, as an example, covers gamic, graphic, and filmic media as well as 

transnational production and consumer clusters. Transmedial storytelling systematically disperses 

across multiple delivery channels integral elements of a narrative to create a unified entertainment 

experience. It connects with an encyclopedic impulse in both production and consumption and an 

economic impetus of synergy, by which media consolidation occurs horizontally across media 

platforms and once-conceived distinct creative cultural industries (Jenkins 2007). The 

contemporary phenomenon shares tactical parallels with processes of documentation and 

authentication in literary world-building since the late 19th century. In Wolf’s detailed timeline 

spanning three millennia, 1,400 storyworlds of distinct complexity, popularity, and historical 

significance have been built since the 9th century BC till 2011, covering literature, film, television, 

anime (Japanese animation), and digital games. Characterized by openness to experimentation, 

play, and performance, such rich sociocultural history further informs the types of speculation, 

appropriation, and affective investments that Jenkins explores in Convergence Culture: Where Old 

and New Media Collide (2008) in association with the emergence of collective meaning-making in 

popular culture (specifically fandom), which impacts on operations of, for instance, politics, 

economics, and the military. To proceed, it is useful to explore the relationships among world-

building, storytelling, and convergence culture. 

Convergence culture flourishes from transmedial storytelling. Previously explored by 

Murray (1998) on nonlinear, continuous stories called “hyperserials,” transmedial storytelling 

presents multiple connected plot paths, perspectives, and sensitivities, reflecting an attentional shift 

from central storylines to worlds where such stories occur, adjacent to changes in medial 

configurations and consumption encouraged by new media. The conceptualization of multimedia 
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generating spaces for storyworld exploration supports discussions of digital games, storyworlds, 

and transmedial world-building that increasingly legitimize analyses of worlds as entities, not 

backgrounds for narratives (e.g. Juul 2005; Castronova 2006; Harrigan and Wardrip-Fruin 2009). 

For Jenkins (2008, pp. 97-98): 

A transmedia story unfolds across multiple media platforms, with each text 
making a distinctive and valuable contribution to the whole. In the ideal 
form of transmedia storytelling, each medium does what it does best – so 
that a story might be introduced in a film, expanded through television, 
novels, and comics; its world might be explored through game play or be 
self-contained so you don’t need to have seen the film to enjoy the game, 
and vice versa. Any given product is a point of entry into the franchise as 
a whole. Reading across the media sustains a depth of experience that 
motivates more consumption. 

The depth of experience described entails two interconnected yet distinct entities: a world 

and a narrative. Narratives function within worlds; worlds function apart from narratives, which 

nonetheless enable experiences of worlds (Wolf 2012; Harvey 2016). They enrich each other. 

Storytelling shifts to world-building, motivated by the goal of creating complex fictional 

environments that sustain interrelated characters and stories across media, invite fan-driven 

speculations and elaborations for further world expansion, and contribute to three underlying 

concepts of contemporary mediasphere: convergence, participatory culture, and collective 

intelligence (Jenkins ibid, pp. 116-117; 2007). Jenkins (2008) uses convergence to describe 

differences in media circulation in technological, industrial, and sociocultural dimensions. These 

changes commonly manifest as ongoing flows of content across media forms enabled by 

cooperation among creative cultural industries. Convergence creates and relies on participatory 

culture, which designates interactions among media consumers, as well as consumers and 

producers. Participatory culture in turn contributes to collective intelligence, conceived by French 

cybertheorist Pierre Lévy (1997). The phenomenon involves virtual communities where individual 
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members collaborate and leverage their knowledge and expertise on specific topics. Media 

consumers possess greater autonomy in terms of migrating behaviors among media in search of 

desired entertainment experiences. For Jenkins, collective knowledge serves both recreational and 

serious purposes.43 I focus on convergence between videogames and cinema (Brookey 2010; 

Papazian and Sommers 2013; King and Krzywinska 2002, 2006), which entails coexistence of 

multiple media systems and new, media financing structures that intersect old and new media. 

Further, the significance of establishing layered worlds of massive detailing and marketing potential 

in cinema, characterized by multidimensional story comprehension, information overload, and 

media consumers’ rummaging for microdata within and outside of specific medium (Bordwell 2006, 

pp. 58-59), connects with the concept of possible worlds. In Lubomír Doležel’s words (1998, p. 31): 

Fictional semantics does not deny that the story is the defining feature of 
narrative but moves to the foreground the macrostructural conditions of 
story generation: stories happen, are enacted in certain kinds of possible 
worlds. The basic concept of narratology is not “story,” but “narrative 
world,” defined within a typology of possible worlds. 

Applying the philosophy of possible worlds to world-building involves such notable works 

as Nelson Goodman’s Ways of Worldmaking (1978), Thomas G. Pavel’s Fictional Worlds (1986), 

Doležel’s Heterocosmica (1998), and Ryan’s various (co-)publications on narrative theory, virtual 

reality, possible worlds (2013), and storyworlds (1991, 2001a, 2014). Ryan’s work, in Wolf’s view, 

most explicitly connects with newer, gamic, media and approaches practical particulars of world-

building, in addition to abstract and conceptual aspects that possible worlds philosophy leans to. 

She considers how mediated realms (literary texts and game worlds) afford immersive experiences 

and participatory interactivity; and how propositions that bestow fictional worlds with compatible 

                                                           
43 Discussions on modern fan culture, also called fandom, can be found in Textual Poachers: Television Fans and 
Participatory Culture (Jenkins 2013b) and a variety of literature (e.g. Duffett 2013; Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington 
2007; Geraghty 2014; Larsen and Zubernis 2012; Slade, Narro, and Givens-Carroll 2015; Sandvoss 2005; Stein 2015). 
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truth values affect users’ reconstructions of worlds ontologically (Ryan 2016).44 This expansion 

resonates with increased academic support for exploring transmedial precincts beyond the 

immediate textual interactivity of videogames (how players interact with games). One important 

way to broaden the said precincts is to couple textual interactivity with player interactions to push 

interactivity, a default yet arguably murky concept (Keogh 2014), beyond dyadic phenomena to 

capture the dialectical and reciprocal intricacies of interactivity that neither the notion of agency nor 

ergodism fully accounts for (Ryan 2011). It also accentuates the role of transmedial narratives as 

textual activators in the current era of collective intelligence, where networked societies and 

knowledge communities afford new social structures that enable knowledge production and 

circulation (Jenkins 2007, 2008). Although this research does not analyze player interactions, as 

MGS4 was released before multi-player modes of gameplay obtained popularity and default status 

today, it explores essential influences from the media ecological landscape that shape the 

production and consumption of videogames and their transmedial endeavors. 

Gaming Digital Graphic Novels  

This section discusses combinations of gamic affordances and the semiotic mode of movement to 

create hybrid textual-audiovisual ensembles that align with filmic conventions to innovatively 

animate narratives of graphic novels or comics. Among the many transmedial extensions of the 

Metal Gear Solid series, the two eponymous, interactive, digital graphic novels stand out. Marketed 

as bande dessinée (Franco-Belgian comics) in Japan, their creation entails the most substantive 

transposition possibilities, traversing gamic, graphic, and filmic media. Core changes in their re-

                                                           
44 Such accessibility relations are developed from Ryan’s Possible Worlds, Artificial Intelligence, and Narrative Theory 
(1991), which discusses how fictional and actual worlds share similarities in objects portrayed, chronological 
developments, natural laws, and linguistic compatibility. 
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rendition for the Metal Gear Solid: The Legacy Collection (Kojima 2013a; 2013b) further indicate 

the creative and economic impetuses in transmedial storytelling.45 First adapted into comics with 

art by Australian artist Ashley Wood in 2004, the MGS comics has spanned 24 volumes for the first 

two installments. Metal Gear Solid: Digital Graphic Novel (Kojima 2013a/2006, henceforth 

MGSDGN) digitalized and recomposed the comics into an interactive, cinematic, format for the 

PlayStation Portable (PSP) gaming system. MGSDGN2 turned cinematic-graphic sans gameplay 

components in 2008. In specifically examining the first digital graphic novel, I propose that to enrich 

the “gains and losses” notion that commonly characterizes transmedial expressions, analyses 

should emphasize how transposition processes unveil and employ essential features that 

distinguish source and target media to generate new forms and modes of encounter. I explore how 

MGSDGN experiments with interactivity, the dividing factor between videogames and graphic 

novels, to visuo-tactilely expand and translate meaning-making processes that conventional 

sequential visual art affords by between-panel spaces, termed gutter. A brief overview of comics 

and graphic novels analyses helps contextualize the discussion. 

Comics research involves investigating the visual language of comics (Fei 2007), ties 

between semiotic resources of comics and film (Bateman and Veloso 2013), cognition and visual 

literacy (Cohn 2013a), and comics functioning as critical discourses connected with languages, 

identities, and politics (Bramlett 2012); bearing comparable significance to photography and film as 

historical narratives of war with its distinct materiality, treatment of temporalities, and architecture 

(Chute 2016). Comprehending complex sequential images and visual narratives involves three 

systems: the narrative structure that hierarchically organizes and categorizes conceptual 

                                                           
45  “Transmedial storytelling,” commonly used in media studies in European contexts, differs from “transmedia 
storytelling.” The former stresses media materiality and acknowledges influences of semiotic theories (Ryan 2006; 
Page and Thomas 2011). On imaginary worlds, Wolf (2012) also uses “transmedial storytelling” for technical accuracy. 
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information; external compositional structures that shape layouts of comic pages; as well as the 

attentional framing structure that governs the amount of and ways in which panels frame content 

(Cohn 2013b, 2014). Research in multimodal linguistics further identifies how dynamic discourse 

provides mechanisms to appropriately relate panels, page, and compositions for structural 

regularity (Bateman and Wildfeuer 2014). Meaning-making features in comics include panels, 

speech bubbles, captions, and onomatopoeia (Figure 5.10). Physical and conceptual spacing 

separating panels, or “gutter” in the language of comics studies, routinely require readers to 

cognitively and sequentially connect, animate, and negotiate meanings across panels, as Scott 

McCloud writes in Understanding Comics (1994) and scholars deliberate in terms of multimodality 

and multiliteracies (Jacobs 2013; Frey and Fisher 2008; Seelow 2010). For Brian McHale (2010), 

the gutter is as much a reader’s domain as a site that realizes potential parallels in segmentation 

among literature (narrative poetry), film, and comics. Analyses in this section potentially contribute 

to such transmedial triangulation to explore further kinds of relevant spatial segmentation. 

 
Figure 5.10: An excerpt from the MGS: Graphic Novel (Wood and Oprisko 2004) 

Adapting videogames into non-interactive forms entails removing interactivity by a process 

termed deinteractivation by Wolf (2012). The scholar identifies five transmedial processes that 

carry over degrees of aesthetics (sensory experiences) and logics (motives that structure and 
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operate storyworlds) from one medium to another, including linguistic description, visualization, 

auralization, interactivation, and deinteractivation. The MGSDGN involves all. I focus on the last 

four processes. The most striking feature of adapting Metal Gear Solid from videogame to graphic 

novel then digital graphic novel is the re-injection of interactivity (Wolf’s interactivation) by adding 

gameplay elements into conventionally static multimodal documents, demonstrating an awareness 

of translating and transforming forms of interactivity upon adaptation (Schulzke 2013), regarding 

the interacting dynamics between videogames and cinema (Papazian and Sommers 2013). The 

first game-to-page adaptation condenses the game plot into a 271-page graphic novel; the second 

page-to-game digitalization elaborates the text into an animated multimodal artifact of 125 minutes 

and three seconds. Designed to be experienced with degrees of gameplay, MGSDGN features a 

Mental Search Mode that enables players to scan, seek, secure, and store 300 plot points called 

“Memory Elements” in an information matrix to connect characters and events within the MGS 

storyworld, in the “Memory Building Simulation” mode (Figure 5.11). 

  
Figure 5.11: Captures from the MGS: Digital Graphic Novel (Mental Search Mode and Memory 
Simulation Mode, from IGN.com 2006) 

Exposing layers of the game plot, the digital graphic novel by interactivation innovatively 

approximates and interlaces meaning construction in both gaming and reading practices. 

Gamifying graphic novels demands consideration of how aspects of the interface device (e.g. the 

PSP device, measurements of the screen, and buttons positioning) parameterize gameplay 

feasibility/complexity and players’ navigation of the on-screen material. Juxtaposed with print or 
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web comics, implanting hidden items expands players’ encounter in time as well as the number 

and functional repertoire of sensory channels involved in enacting actions. Tactility, for instance, 

seldom meaningfully factors into engaging print visual narratives, literature, and web-based texts 

apart from page-turning/scrolling, except in experimental works such as Jonathan Safran Foer’s 

Tree of Codes (2010), a part-book, part-sculptural remediation of Bruno Schulz’s The Street of 

Crocodiles (1977/1934) with die-cut pages to explore the physical and material facets of reading.46 

MGSDGN makes tactility a purposeful component in the gaming/reading experience. It should be 

noted that the cinematic animation of panels visualizes one designed meaning negotiation between 

content of panels and gutter. Emphasizing panel animation as one among multiple visualizations of 

interpretive possibilities is necessary, as the finalized digital graphic novel that players engage with 

results from a production process which itself involves pluralities of perspectives and executed 

interpretation. In Wood’s graphic novel adaptation of MGS1 and subsequent digitalization by 

Kojima’s team are connected loops of designing, intending, interpreting, and re-interpreting that 

condense and align multimodal properties with medial affordances, technological constraints, 

genres, and market expectations. In other words, panel animation portrays what the game creators 

conceive to be “universally” engaging to maximize outreach to potential consumers and minimize 

risks.47 

                                                           
46 Tree of Codes emphasizes both erasure and the allusion of connection. Reading it needs delicate care. Each page 
is made of a web of connected, rectangular cut-out shapes. Reading is inevitably interrupted as words from 
subsequent pages show through the holes of a page, intruding what is being read and creating a sense of depth or 
connection not immediately comprehensible. The material experimentation and narrative of a man’s confrontation with 
and acceptance of life and death illustrate the erasure embodied in Bruno Schultz’s work. Schulz, a Jewish, did not 
survive WWII with no presence of his unpublished work. Further discussions on experimental literature, multimodality, 
and multimodal cognitive poetics can be found in, respectively, Gibbons (2012a) and Gibbons (2012b). 

47 The MGSDGN official website states that “[…] never before has Kojima Productions risked so much in blazing a new 
path in the video game medium.” To a large extent, the MGS digital graphic novels are genre-pushing because 
Kojima’s team used a mobile gaming platform to reform reading experiences of a sequential-visual medium. It realizes 
the current trend of creating singular gaming/entertainment systems that encompass multiple sources and purposes. 
For instance, the development of the Microsoft gaming system from Xbox (2001), Xbox 360 (2005), to Xbox One (2013) 
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The multimodal experience, on the other hand, visuo-tactilely demonstrates the navigation 

and comprehension of a visual narrative architecture that combines page layout and discourse 

semantics, interacting with and deviating from conventions of sequential visual narratives. 48 

MGSDGN activates two sets of literacies: one of gameplay (to a lesser degree) and one of visual 

reading (to a greater degree), with movement corresponding as a semiotic mode on the players’ 

interactive part and the representation front of the digital graphic novel. Arguably, interactivity of 

MGSDGN materially enacts a subject of study within cognitive approaches of narrative: readers’ 

mental simulation of the spatiotemporal totality of storyworlds (Ryan 2016). The combinatory 

transposition processes of deinteractivation and interactivation simultaneously shape and visualize 

the largely intuitive or unconscious processes of visual literacies involved in encountering 

multimodal documents.49 Incorporating interactive or play elements into conventionally static texts 

echoes trends of electronic literature, in which digital technologies enable interplay of print 

                                                                                                                                                                             
shows a gradual convergence of gaming, connectivity, and forms of entertainment, including music and television. 
Gaming systems increasingly perform functions beyond the immediate precincts of gaming, potentially as a part of the 
active production of obsolescence in the game industry (Newman 2012). 

48 Three examples clarify how such digitally rendered experimental works incorporate multiple media to create distinct 
experiences of time and reflect on motifs of trauma and discursive creation of gender. Alison Gibbons (2012c), in her 
close reading of Steve Tomasula’s (2009) TOC, a digitalized novel that includes text, music, graphics, and animation, 
observes how multimodal complexity and interactivity co-create emergent experiences of fractured temporality. Jason 
Nelson’s Dreamaphage (2006), for instance, approaches digital code as a lethal viral agent and presents the story in a 
three-dimensional interface reminiscent of survival horror videogames. N. Katherine Hayles (2006) compares Nelson’s 
online fiction with novel (William Gibson’s Pattern Recognition) and film (Mamoru Oshii’s Avalon) to discuss code’s 
connection with trauma and its entrainment of human (un)conscious and nonconscious cognition. Another example is 
Juliet Davis’ Pieces of Herself (2006) that explores the embodiment and discursive production of gendered subjects 
through play and the dress-up doll motif. Readers explore different locales (e.g. bedroom, outside, and office) and drag 
items from portrayed scenes onto the body of a human figure framed on the left. This triggers vocal interview excerpts, 
music loops, sound effects, or biblical pronouncements pertinent to socio-gender inscriptions of the body. 

49 Eye-tracking research posits that readers’ smooth motions result from selective processing of information in panels, 
the layout of which to a degree affect navigational strategies; whereas layout changes do not significantly influence 
comprehension (Nakazawa 2002; Omori, Ishii, and Kurata 2004). For Cohn (2013b), such research technologies are 
more frequently applied to multimodal documents with relatively constrained layout units. Many types of information, 
such as newspapers (Homqvist et al. 2003; Holsanova et al. 2006), require reading strategies different from comics, 
which are more intended for single directed stream of reading. But it should be noted that both layouts and aesthetic 
traditions of source cultures affect intended reading trajectories. Recent western comics already show mutations in 
layout that problematize notions of certain reading paths.   
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traditions, dynamic reading, and expanded interpretive strategies (Hayles 2008; Hayles and 

Montfort 2012). 

The “Mental Search Mode” is, however, deleted from the Legacy Collection. The 

compilation installment includes above 60 hours of gameplay across seven installments and “VR” 

(practice) missions of the series, including the progenitor titles released only in Japan for the MSX2 

platform in 1987 (Konami 2013). The notion that including interactive functionality of the original 

digital graphic novel might decrease the overall game performance appears arguable, against the 

enhanced technical capacities of gaming systems. More plausibly, overriding gameplay with 

additional auralization of voice acting to the digital graphic novels as a commercial decision 

highlights the cinematicity and sophisticated sound effects and musical score of the series. It also 

compensates any reduced character-identification caused by deinteractivation. 50  Table 5.1 

summarizes the intermedial features identified in both digital graphic novels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
50 Kojima (2013) attributes through Twitter the inclusion of the digital graphic novels to the “different control feeling” of 
MGS and MGS2; and that watching the audiovisual texts would assist players with gameplay difficulties. This may 
again indicate the MGS series creators’ awareness of videogames as a medium. Kojima discusses in an interview 
(Kikizo 2009) that aging Snake in MGS4 aims to motivate players to consider gaming and videogame designs. He 
argues that the rare presence of aged, fragile player-controllable agents ties to a stagnant recurrence in the kinds of 
stories delivered in the gamic medium. That said, he also concedes that MGS4 opted for the easy, cinematic option for 
storytelling, rather than gameplay.    
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Table 5.1: Summary of intermedial features of the MGS digital graphic novels 

Intermedial Features Definitions MGSDGN MGS2DGN 

Insertion One or more than one panels are inserted 
into an existent frame, to denote different 
perspectives; or the use of objects 

n= 63 n= 122 

Panel flash A quick succession of panels to visualize 
process of actions 

n= 2 n= 3 

Dynamic panels Panels that kinetically interact with one 
another 

n= 19 n= 80 

Dynamic onomatopoeia Animated instances of onomatopoeia (e.g. 
changes in size, movement synchronized 
with events) 

n= 90 n= 171 

Combinations Simultaneous use of more than one of the 
above intermedial features 

n= 35 n= 0 

Others Realizations not conforming to identified 
categories or involving the whole frame 
rather than individual units 

n= 1 n= 1 

Total length of the digital 
graphic novels 

 125 min 3 
sec 

138 min 38 
sec 

The digital graphic novels involve four intermedial features feasible for combinations and a 

singular realization that mobilizes an entire frame to change the depth of visual field. Movement as 

a semiotic mode operates within and across panels. With panels as analytical boundaries, features 

include insertion, panel flash, dynamic panels, and dynamic onomatopoeia. Both digital graphic 

novels use dynamic onomatopoeia most frequently at the stages of rising action and narrative 

crisis, specifically in Boss fights. Panel flash, the least used feature, explicates among-panels 

sequential dynamics, which are implied and interpreted across gutters in the default organization of 

comics. Insertion and dynamic onomatopoeia convey its effects in dramatizing actions and pace 

without risks of redundancy. Closing chapters return to relative static-ness. 
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Feature distribution reflects plot foci. Increased realizations of panel insertion inject 

additional and often contradictory information and perspectives. MGS2 procedurally implicates 

players and engineers frustration by plot twists (Section 4.3). Its graphic novelization achieves this 

by doubling instances of panel insertion to introduce conflicting perspectives. Plot changes include 

additional audiovisual material (e.g. a player-controlled agent’s past as a child soldier), supporting 

Wolf’s (2012) observation of increased visualization and auralization to compensate interactivity 

amputations in transmedial world-building. Digitalized in production and consumption, the graphic 

novels access codes of filmic media to create meanings. Dynamic panels typify such cinematicity. 

Figure 5.12 captures a pre-battle conversation between a supporting character Otacon and an 

antagonist Sniper Wolf. Panels kinetically interact with one another to signal sequential relations, 

focalize significant plot elements along with their placement on screen, and provide verbal-visual 

synergy in meaning. The utterance “Here” is visually realized by a merge of the existent fading-out 

panels (Figure 5.12d), from which materialize the panel where Wolf hands Otacon her late 

mother’s handkerchief, salient with its color of orange against the blue-tinged segment of the 

narrative (Figure 5.12e). When the two part ways (Figure 5.12g), prior panels, where Otacon 

clutches the handkerchief and asks Wolf to return safely, fade and quickly split to reveal the final 

panel with the utterance “Farewell” at the center. Panel movement therefore reflects actions and 

character dynamics. 
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(a)    (b)   (c)    (d) 
 
 
 

 
(e)    (f)    (g) (h) 
 
Figure 5.12: Dynamic panels in the MGS: Digital Graphic Novel (Kojima 2013a) 
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Table 5.2: Typology of narrativity-affecting media (Ryan 2004, p. 21) 

Temporal Spatial Spatiotemporal 

One Channel Two Channels One Channel One Channel Multiple Channels 

Linguistic Acoustic Linguistic/Acoustic Visual/Static Visual/Kinetic Acoustic-visual 

(kinetic): 

Media of long-

distance oral 

communication: 

Radio, Telephone 

 

Manuscript writing 

 

Printing writing in 

various supports 

 

Digital writing: e-mail, 

Internet, chat, 

Hypertext (text-only) 

Non-texted music Songs with lyrics, 

Sung poetry 

Painting, Sculpture, 

Photography, 

Architecture 

Mime, Animated 

graphics, Silent 

movies without music 

Dance, Silent movies 

with live music 

 

Linguistic-visual 

(static): Comic strips, 

Children’s books, 

Newspapers 

 

Linguistic-visual 

(kinetic): Face-to-face 

oral communication 

 

Linguistic-acoustic-

visual (kinetic): 

Cinema, Theater, TV 

 

Synthesis of all 

channels: Interactive 

computer-mediated 

expression: Websites, 

Computer games etc. 
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MGS2DGN, running at 1,239 shots and an average shot span of 3.45 seconds, compared 

with three seconds of its predecessor, carries a heightened cinematic aspect. The three-fold 

increase of dynamic panels from 19 to 80 instances couples with a diversity of pace, shot sizes, 

and zooms, contributing to an overall filmic focus beneficial to understanding the stylistic changes 

in MGS2DGN. The second digital graphic novel features relatively abstract graphics with 

exaggerated elements (e.g. disproportional characters and angles), informed by aesthetic 

conventions of Franco-Belgian comics. 51  Its lack of combined realizations further produces a 

subdued ambience that reflects the different purposes the digital graphic novels serve. While both 

digital graphic novels mix various narrativity-affecting semiotic channels (Ryan 2004), their 

developments from gamic syntheses of linguistic, acoustic, visual, and kinetic channels to graphic 

(static) and filmic (kinetic) spatiotemporal entities differ (Table 5.2). MGS2DGN is grounded in 

motion comics. MGSDGN aimed for interactive hybridization. This results in scalar differences in 

their forms of encounter, with the first digital graphic novel a more comprehensive, interactivity-

driven, innovation of the language of comics. 

5.5. Japanese Aesthetics in Videogames 

To conclude this chapter, I reflect on the productivity of discussing Japanese aesthetics of 

videogames, as a connected venture to address a query by Werner Wolf (2014, pp. 126-127): 

“How are we induced to think that a represented world (verbal, visual, acoustic) is a storyworld 

(original emphasis)?” In examining videogames and their transmedial extensions, this question 

involves materiality, semiotics, discourse semantics, interface, enactment, and creative cultural 

industries. Within this web, further issues revolve around the concept of narrative as “a major 
                                                           
51 For critical literature on analyzing bande desinée, see Miller (2007), Grove (2010), and Berininger, Ecke, and 
Haberkorn (2010). Franco-Belgian comics have been examined in such approaches as narrative theory, 
psychoanalysis, postmodern art, postcolonialism, gender, social classes, and cultural studies. 
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cognitive frame whose application is elicited by certain clues, ‘keys,’ or ‘framings,’ typically and 

preferably at the outset of a reception process” (ibid, p. 126) and the progress of contemporary 

narratology from formalism to exploring issues on gatekeeping and access, i.e. what stories are 

told, who tell the stories, and what contexts are involved (Page and Thomas 2011). 

Videogames, manga, and anime form the three pillars of Japan’s gross national cool, 

which refers to the global transmission and popularity of Japanese mass culture (McGray 2002). 

Manga arts traditions contribute to Western-Japanese videogame hybridizations. Manga, projecting 

what Gilles Poitras (2009, p. 197) calls a “Shakespearean quality,” inheres chimerical content, 

narrative depth, diverse visual styles, and complex character development. Their strong ties to 

cinematic presentation also facilitate transference of literacies in negotiating multisemiotics 

between manga narratives and media forms such as videogames (Ingulsrud and Allen 2009; 

Schwartz and Rubinstein-Avila 2006). Influenced aesthetically so, Japanese videogames markedly 

differ from Western counterparts. The MGS series illustrates this with its anti-war heft and 

subversive gameplay. Yet, with the prevalence of global diffusion and glocalization, media 

manipulation to generate varied, hybridized commodities is observed in the media mix phenomena 

in Japan, with manga and anime as major popular cultural output (Bryce, Barber, Kelly, Kunwar 

and Plumb 2010; Condry 2013; Steinberg 2012) that influence production and transmedial 

practices of videogames. Dismissing any allusions to national aesthetics or cultural features in 

such media and videogames appears straightforward.52 Yet, a living discourse of “Japaneseness” 

                                                           
52 The logic in dismissing Japanese aesthetics concerns a stateless quality (mukokuseki) in characters and settings 
that contributes to the wide appeal of Japan-based popular cultural products, specifically manga and anime. As these 
cultural products reach non-Asian markets, the extent of localization and the resulted concealment of Japanese 
elements broaden. This questions the notion of whether manga/anime carry nationality and connects with politics, as 
described by Marc Steinberg (2004): “[…] what is at stake is both an auto-orientalizing impulse whereby Japan views 
itself as if through the eyes of exoticizing West and a desire […] to reverse the inferiority complex felt since the loss of 
the Pacific War and Japan’s subsequent Americanization.” 
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is present in the sub-conscious consumption processes, interface mechanics, and production 

strategies (Huber 2013). 

Narrative framings connect across geopolitical lines, highlighting the need to inspect 

increasing corporatization of transmedia franchises. Definite traits of Japanese aesthetics are not 

immediately clear in the MGS4, with its pastiche of imagery of varied modalities and limited cultural 

specificity in the interface display. Examples of Japanese elements include the use of Kanji, 

logographic Chinese characters in modern Japanese writing system, in the menu interface and 

certain sections of cutscenes. Subtler examples are the incorporation of diagonal vectors, humor, 

and demeanors/movements of characters modeled on Japanese (voice) actors via motion capture. 

That said, considering analyses of the multisemiotics, narrative, procedural rhetoric, interface and, 

presently, intermediality and transmedial world-building (Ch. 2–5), this research indicates two tiers 

that contribute to the transcultural appeal and importance of videogames. The macro level of how 

Japanese videogames enter and disperse their content across media in a global market ties to the 

micro level of embedding messages in the narratives, which demonstrate both aesthetic and 

economic affiliations among videogames and audiovisual media (specifically manga and anime) in 

their hybridity or “statelessness.” Statelessness creates a perceived hybridity, a coexistence of 

aesthetics and cultural forms between distinctive Japanese and Western traditions (Leong 2011; 

Napier 2005; Naylor and Helford 2014), where elements specific to Japanese culture remain 

despite modifications that occur during transnational modifications (Pellitteri 2010). Such 

hybridizations impact on understanding meanings and subversive potentials of contemporary 

digital play. 
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Chapter 6 Interfacing Posthumanism 

This chapter examines the construction of ideologies and subjectivities centered on three 

generations of postmodern military, embodied by Snake, Raiden, and privatized armies regimented 

by the Sons of the Patriots (SOP) System in the MGS narratives, from which critical inquiries into 

how Deleuzian societies of control formalize and strengthen the military-entertainment complex 

develop. Postmodern military in the MGS series parallels epochs in the ongoing chase for scientific 

knowledge, technological empowerment, and tactical edge to counter changing configurations of 

war and terror. It invokes a continuum of posthumanism in the gene-sequencing era in Snake; the 

biomedia era in Raiden; and the network era in the systematized SOP soldiers in reflection of the 

micromovements and impact of Cold War politics on the historical present. Unlike mainstream war 

games, the MGS series conjugates heterodox portrayal of the U.S. and subversive gameplay to 

critique wargaming, a cultural niche within the military-entertainment complex that the series itself 

locates. I contend that wargaming constitutes a specific enterprise and metaphor of sociocultural 

and political priority. Virtual play interfaces players with interlinked issues of war and bioinformatic 

control. While war-themed games tend to naturalize warfare (Caldwell and Lenoir 2016), their 

representations and ludic systems create possibilities of ethical play that reflect on player 

complicity (Sicart 2016). My inquiry unfolds how semiotic and procedural literacies support 

apprehending the inter-animating dynamics among these military manifestations of biopolitics and 

control, which complicate, contaminate, and coagulate the competing realms of war and will. 

 Section 6.1 establishes the concept of the postmodern military. Analyses expand to 

discuss forms of modulation in societies of control, manifested in the MGS narratives through 

cloning and questioning of aestheticized nuclear weapon research (Section 6.2); virtual play as war 

simulation to explicate and countergame control (Section 6.3); and networked synchronicity of 
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bioinformatic control as parallels between digital mediation and operations of war economy 

(Sections 6.4–6.5). These build toward a critical evaluation of the politics of MGS4 and the series in 

problematizing and subverting militarization of popular culture. 

6.1. Postmodern Military and Posthumanism 

The postmodern military, resulted from a trickle-down of Cold War politics, is fragmented, 

distributed, ambiguous, and networked. It differentiates from the modern military, emerged in the 

19th century, whose modes of operation involved enlisted mass armies of masculine compositions 

and ethos, with a focus on the nation-state and war-oriented purposes; and sharp demarcations 

from civilian societies in structure and culture. The post-Cold War postmodern military, in contrast, 

involves professional armed forces that, representative of societies in general, operate in smaller 

scales preoccupied with subnational conflicts and multipurpose missions, with a progressively 

androgynous make-up and heightened permeability with civic lives (Moskos, Williams, and Segal 

2000). Transition from conscription to voluntary service, as effected in the U.S. in 1973 and 

Sweden (2010) and Germany (2011) as two of the latest European states that followed suit, has 

brought the growth of military civilians and renewed debates about citizen-soldier traditions 

(Moskos 2005, 2006; Krebs 2009; Owens 2011; Wilson III 2007). This causes an expansion and 

intensification of the military-entertainment complex, which employs such popular cultural media as 

videogames to facilitate recruitment and create cultural acceptance of warfare. 

Scholars have queried whether postmodern accurately describes post-Cold War militaries, 

suggesting that changes in armed forces in Western societies that appropriations of postmodernist 

language characterize are indeed modern in character. As rational and purposive adaptations to 

environmental contingencies, such changes require more evidence to substantiate the utility of 

postmodern constructs, such as post-industrialism, post-Fordism, and globalization, in examining 
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transnational transformations in military forces. All these constructs involve forms of new 

information technologies, knowledge, creativity arisen from and direct economy toward 

deindustrialization, specialization in products and professions, and feminization of work forces 

(Booth, Kestnbaum, and Segal 2001). Still, shifts in the U.S. military indicate emergent cultures 

correlated to aspects of postmodernism that interact with the impact and global ambiguity of the 

information age, increasing problematization of authorities, and the development of multimission 

military (Hajjar 2014). In this context, civil-military relations and realignments, specifically after 9/11, 

have motivated inquiries and critical engagements (Callaghan and Kernic 2003); juxtaposed with 

imaginaries and discussions of issues on military sciences, cyborg soldiers, cyber warfare, and 

international security (Gray 1997; Reveron 2012; Russell 2014). All point to a co-evolution of 

humans and technologies effectively engaged with posthumanism (Best and Keller 2001). 

I have elaborated posthumanism and the military-entertainment complex locally in 

Chapters 0 and 1 to investigate interplays among the human, nonhuman, and technologies 

intersecting the military and popular culture. Here, I reinstate the significance of understanding 

videogame encounters as posthumanizing processes that reconfigure and reconstitute player 

subjectivities, in a broader new media and information culture where materiality, embodied 

interactions, and geopolitical circumstances affect and (potentially) change one another (Munster 

2011). Analyzing videogames enables understanding and thus re-conceptualization of the medium 

as one that affords embodied and affective experiences to nurture critical thinking about war. It is 

also worth contextualizing the overlaps between cultural imaginaries of such interplays in the MGS 

series and contemporary sociopolitical realities. Engineered posthuman military featured in the 

series echoes with the Peak Soldier Performance Program that chemically enables troops to 

function without sustenance or sleep for seven days; and the Exoskeleton Human Performance 
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Augmentation Program that develops self-charging, wearable, devices or machines (Blackmore 

2005; Singer 2009; Turse 2009). The cloning-themed MGS1 (released 1998 and set in 2005) 

emerged from a period where the creation of Dolly the Sheep (born 1996), human embryonic stem 

cell research, and regenerative medicine span webs of fears and speculation hard to untie due to 

emotional and ethical provocation (Wade 2013). MGS2’s (released 2001 and set in 2009) critique 

of omnipresent surveillance technologies involving the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) and 

digital censorship does not stray far from lessons of activism (e.g. Edward Snowden’s 

whistleblowing in 2013, Wikileaks, Ai Weiwei’s art and activism) or Fred Kaplan’s (2016) historical 

analyses of cyber warfare in Dark Territory (Kaiser 2016; NPR 2016). MGS3 (2004) and MGSV 

(2015) respectively tackle issues of networked economy in the Cold War and connections between 

armament race and nuclear weapon developments. In the subsequent analyses, I unpack politics 

of the MGS series as vectors into contemporary control societies. 

6.2. Cloning Biocybernetic Snakes 

Snake, player-controlled, confronts players as a paradoxical chimera of past and present. His 

genetically engineered technicity as a clone denotes a full spectrum warrior of a varied historical 

era: individual capabilities combine with field training and equipment mastery for deployment and 

success in diverse battlefields. A creation from The Patriots’ Les Enfant Terribles Project and 

genetic progeny of Big Boss, a revered Special Forces soldier that preempted nuclear strikes 

between the U.S. and the Soviet Union in Cold War (MGS3), Snake’s biological constructedness 

causes accelerated aging and depleting competence. He expires in six months. Representing a 

pinnacle of genetic technologies that have spawned formidable troops of genome soldiers, the 

post-Vietnam War legendary soldier stands as a relic in the contemporary war economy. To 

capture nuances between cloning and war, I turn to the concept of biocybernetics. 
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Biocybernetics, conceived by W. J. T. Mitchell (2005a), covers a spectrum of practices that 

combine computational technologies and biological sciences. Where rhetoric on bio-computational 

mergers tends to focus on dichotomous distinctions of human/machine and software/hardware, 

Mitchell’s complex-conflicted model highlights wetware, entanglement, and interlocking 

undercurrents among incalculability, control, governance, and resistance. In this formulation, 

Snake presents a ludic posthuman equivalent to the cinematic-genetically revived raptors in 

cinema reviewed in Mitchell (2005a). Snake is a rare embodiment that conceptually and 

corporeally reveals the inaccessibility of representing genetic engineering, revolution, and possibly 

extinction. Snake’s identity and existence have been bookended biocybernetically, in his 

conception, capped lifespan, as well as what he can pass on to the future, if any. While MGS4 

mainly delivers his biocybernetic deterioration through gameplay-influencing cinematic means, 

gameplay is a primary aspect that creates agency (or the lack thereof) and immersion, to which 

research ascribes empathy (Qin, Rau, and Salvendy 2009; Peng 2008). Empathy and identification 

with agents in videogames shape enactment and absorption of ethically key motifs. For such 

purposes MGS4 consistently uses (player-controlled) agents as metaphors. 

It proves fruitful to discuss two fertile metaphors visually and verbally attached to Snake, 

aligned with the game’s thematic contours of sins, atonement, and beginnings. Firstly, the blue 

rose. Placed in Acts 2, 3, and 5, the metaphor acquires a feminine association with its introduction 

and frequent representational coupling with the nanotechnology expert Dr. Naomi Hunter. Naomi 

personifies fate. More precisely, she represents being chained to fate, as the inventor of the 

nanotechnology that makes the SOP army networks and global war economy in MGS4 possible. 

The flower’s symbolic meanings surface upon its man-made nature and connotations of atonement 

and death (as in the tale Beauty and the Beast referred to in the game). Snake and the blue rose 
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are both beastly achievements of genetic manipulations. “We are given life so that we can atone 

for our sins,” the scientist observes, “That is your true fate… One that even you [Snake] cannot 

defy” (Act 4). In her view, sins of the past can neither be erased nor forgiven. Ending them is the 

only option. Like the rose afloat in the fairy tale glass jar, the metaphor in MGS4 grimly connotes 

that time ticks by fast and, as the petals fall, Snake must endure death as an inevitability. 

A second significant metaphor is shadows. Shadow connotes the war-derivative, transient, 

and “quasi” nature of Snake. In Act 3, his surrogate mother EVA, before death, describes him as a 

beast, “a scorched shadow born to the world” that will be extinguished with the light of war, in order 

to return the world to pre-Patriots states of being. Snake’s nemesis, Liquid, likewise declares with 

disdain, “We are created by the Patriots. We’re not men. We’re shadows in the shape of men.” The 

Patriots determined the twin Snakes’ purposes of existence, precluding their free will by genetically 

trapping them in a life of war. While Liquid resents and relishes his genetic inheritance, determined 

to create “Outer Haven” to realize his father’s vision of a military state where soldiers fight free from 

political control, Snake denounces any heroic associations with nuclear disarmament as his 

primary goal. A counterpoint comes from a collaborative gun launderer, Drebin. He comments that 

fighting Snake cleanses the antagonists B&B Corps of their war-induced guilt and trauma, but 

states that Snake is “war itself.” It initially reads abstruse against Snake’s altruistic ethos 

established throughout the game series. Easily attributing Drebin’s note to Snake’s constant 

involvement in warfare does not capture the full intricacies of hiss biocybernetic identity. A more 

formative trajectory directs to the deeper layers of why Snake is created and how his aged 

representation and bioweapon qualities shape construal of the sociopolitical implications of warfare. 
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Coding Icons 

What Snakes embodies in his clonal body is beyond sequences of configurable codes that 

comprise what we call human. He condenses the symbolic essence of Big Boss as an icon. Our 

understanding of The Patriots so far focuses on their digital and artificial teleology. They have 

analog, human, roots planted by Big Boss, EVA, Ocelot and other MGS3 characters. Founded 

during the Cold War with massive funds from WWII Allied Powers (“The Philosophers’ Legacy”), 

The Patriots set out to establish a unified world, until ideological differences sprouted between Big 

Boss and, his commander, Zero. Zero commenced the Les Enfant Terribles Project as a 

contingency to perpetuate the presence and legacy of Big Boss, who has been, as EVA notes, 

transformed into an irreplaceable icon in the followers’ eyes. The game creators imbue her account 

with religiousness by locating the scene in a cathedral, furnished with its own iconic imagery and 

spatial compartmentalization, tantalizing extreme long shots and occasional ground-level upward 

shots (Figure 6.1). Presenting a dark, decontextualized image of Big Boss (Figure 6.2), in which 

intersecting lights form the religious symbol of a cross and converge at the center of the body, 

Kojima’s team formally combines salience in color and vector in gaze-directing (Kress and Van 

Leeuwen 2006) to ground players in an ideationally crucial moment. The eleven-second shot, in 

superimposing visual elements, illustrates how Big Boss embodies both the Peircean icon and 

symbol in representing ideals and values lauded in the military and patriotism. A war hero has been 

elevated to the realm of myth, with an iconic immortality of being: “neither living nor dead” (qtd. 

EVA, Act 3). The inheritance coded into the double helixes within Snake is biological and semiotic. 
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Figure 6.1: Religious space and imagery in EVA’s recount of The Patriots (MGS4, Act 3) 

Not coincidentally, religious tones underlie the philosophical deliberations of scholar Jorge 

Gomez (2015). Drawing from rebirth rhetoric (Burke 1962, 1974), an archetypal form comprised of 

pollution, purification, and redemption in Christian theology, Gomez considers Snake a tragic 

protagonist of fated death, precluded free will, and a Patriots-approved raison d’être (qtd. Liquid, 

Act 3). Players witness and inflict vicarious victimage in Snake’s self-willed mortification and 

sacrifice for the lives of others’, in dramatic exploration of morality, good, and evil (Burke 1950, 

1966; Rueckert 1982), as the microwave hallway split screen illustrates. Upon destroying The 

Patriots, Snake obliterates his whole past lineage with his genetic sins “transformed, transcended, 

transubstantiated” (Burke 1974, p. 52). Symbolic rebirth revises and replaces guilt. 
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Figure 6.2: Cinematic shot with commentary on Big Boss being an icon in the Cold War (MGS4, 
Act 3) 

Gomez’s account aligns with several strands in discussing apocalypse, yet his 

extrapolations are definition-tamed and require elaborations. Slotting Snake’s repeated denial of 

being a hero as features of symbolic change and purification appears broad sweeps. Similarly, his 

interpretation of Snake’s FOXDIE-infected genes as sui generis capable of destruction and 

distancing players conveniently fits with the categorical figure of scapegoat, conjoining “contrary 

principles of identification and alienation” (Burke 1950, p. 140), and overlooks a more plausible 

alternative. The agent’s genetic composition is singular in soliciting not instinctive revulsion, but 

ethical contemplation on cloning as a complex scientific issue intersecting morality and politics. 

Snake simultaneously stands as an instrumental creation and ironic critique of the System: he 

defeats it despite being exploited pre-birth to contain inferior genes to ensure successful cloning. 

The Patriots aborted six out of eight embryos to promote stronger growth in the surviving twins. 

Further tweaking leads to one twin expressing Big Boss’s dominant (inferior) soldier genes and the 

other recessive (superior) genes. Liquid’s revenge revolves around a misled belief that he is the 

vessel filled with unwanted genes; Snake, on the contrary, triumphs notwithstanding his genetically 

designed demerits. The strength of his will, as Naomi notes (Act 3), is the only thing keeping the 

rapidly aging soldier in function. All clones in the game narrative are created impotent with non-
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replicable genes and a scheduled Werner’s Syndrome. The horror of the Les Enfants Terribles 

Project thus lies in the U.S. government’s thoroughness in genetic modification and deliberate 

deception: a unison of the unspeakable and unimaginable.53 

More striking is EVA’s allusion to national agenda: “Every era needs its symbols to control 

the people… Whether it be the Stars and Stripes… Or the Hammer and Sickle.” The statement 

conjures the conflicts, tension, and lethal consequences of the Cold War political climate. 

Comparing U.S. and the Soviet as fungible, it communicates through a politically alienating effect 

an important message. Regardless of differences in ideological subscription, nation states as 

sovereign structures and humans as subjects sustain control mutually. MGS4 positions this 

intersection in the posthuman figure of Big Boss, who personifies continual constructions of identity 

and meaning extraction premised on abstract ideals and political values. The game’s multimodal 

ensemble highlights the ideological significances that Big Boss embodies with religious undertones 

(Figures 6.1–6.2) and prosodically frames “the war between Zero and Big Boss” (qtd. EVA, Act 3) 

as a competition of ideologies in stalemate, similar to the Cold War, with far-reaching ramifications 

that shape historical trajectories, including the build-up toward the 9/11 attacks. Language 

supplements solemn visuality. Liquid’s remark later in the Act: “We’re a system… Insurance that 

future generations never prosper” makes visible how The Les Enfant Terribles Project constitutes a 

focal unit within the transnational-networked system for U.S. hegemony. The twin Snakes form a 

node intended for security then turned catalytic when Liquid goes rogue (MGS1 and MGS4); and 

Snake triggers considerable chained effects in his continued resistance and shift into being a 

biological weapon of mass destruction, when the FOXDIE virus injected in him (MGS1) to 

                                                           
53 Revealed in MGS2, the Les Enfants Terribles Project created a third clone, Solidus Snake, without manipulating the 
dominant/recessive genetic make-up. He served as the President of the United States. Upon discovering The Patriots’ 
plan for global digital censorship, he attempts to launch a nuclear strike to destroy The Patriots’ AI networks. 
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neutralize The Patriots’ targets mutates. I posit that a well-grounded interpretation of Snake(s) 

necessarily involves both empathetic possibilities and critical comprehension of cloning technology, 

as tropes in posthuman rhetoric, u/dystopian visions, or actualized phenomena, situated in the “age 

of biocybernetic reproduction” (Mitchell 2005a). The biomorphic entities of Snakes, albeit fictional, 

exemplify entanglements between determinable and uncontrollable, technically mediated 

structures of political economy. It is imperative to engage with the myriad of ethical and aesthetic 

horrors as well as ideological motifs clones in popular culture embody. 

Coding Nuclear Technoscience 

A tenet of the unimaginable not readily apparent is Snake’s embodiment and re-conception of 

nuclear technoaesthetics, a construct articulated in Joseph Masco’s 2006 anthropological work The 

Nuclear Borderlands. Masco’s ethnographic study explores the sociocultural fallout of the atomic 

bomb in the 20th century that profoundly shaped and re-set cognitive orientation to and logics of 

national security of today. My discussion elaborates how the cloned soldier metaphorically realizes 

a discoursal shift in the post-Cold War period, where the gradual aestheticization of atomic weapon 

research frames the invention with figurative language on the corporeal. 

Technoaesthetics of the atomic concerns linguistic and symbolic mediation of experiences 

of witnessing and developing the weapon of subliminal terror, and how changes in experimentation 

regimes of atomic bombs justify, frame, and inspire investment in nuclear weaponry as a “patriotic 

intellectual enterprise” (Masco 2006, p. 77). Witness accounts of the Trinity explosions in New 

Mexico (July 16, 1945) evoke the sublime and deploy religious imagery to capture the assaultive 

power confronting the body and intellectual pleasure of the atomic blast as a technoscientific feat. 

After the Trinity Test, Robert Oppenheimer, a leading scientist behind the invention, cited Hindu 

scripture; the sole present reporter evoked God and Prometheus. Such semantic grounding in 
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mythology foregrounded imaginative stimulations of the nuclear sublime and the conceptual 

prowess of a new age. Having invented, weaponized, and dramatized atomic and hydrogen bombs, 

the experimental regime shifted from above-ground testing to underground. A physical-cognitive 

containment of the bomb, the underground regime systematically eliminated disconcerting 

dimensions of the weapon and abstracted nuclear weapon research from its military reality. 

The post-Cold War discourse then witnessed a reoccurrence in register: the fragile body 

(Masco 2006). The register, scripted out by the underground testing experimental regime, returns 

when the Soviet nuclear threat hit. The philosophical project of ensuring safety and deterrence 

through domesticating nuclear technology fell out, shaking the ideological construction of extracting 

nuclear aesthetic possibility from destructive potential of the bomb. The body register voiced 

vulnerabilities of the bomb itself as exposed, aging, increasingly infirm, and enclosed in a 

gerontology featuring “birth defects,” “checkups,” “autopsies,” and “life extension.” Where 

masculine, invulnerable, categories were applied to successful detonations of thermonuclear 

devices (e.g. “a boy” that vaporized the Elugelab Island in 1952, see Ott 1999), Snake represents 

aged and derelict U.S. nuclear machines in reversal of the invincible logic. He embodies “the 

masculine bomb-body as senior citizen […] structurally positioned at the end of its life course […] 

struggling against the progression of time and failing faculties” (Masco 2006, p. 83). Contrary to 

birth metaphors commonly used as a technoaesthetic technique to symbolically connect nuclear 

weapon tests with hope, renewal, and life (Gusterson 1996, cited in ibid, p. 80), Snake is a living 

and dying metaphor in truthful reflection of the despair and destruction of nuclear-military realities. 

6.3. Simulating Cyborgian Entities 

The Cold War era of the MGS series witnessed the replication of human life; the biomedia era in 

MGS2: Sons of Liberty (2001) beholds a disturbing mutation thereof that resonates with what 
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Michel Foucault terms “biopower” and “biopolitics” (2003, 2008). They denote a political 

transformation revolved around controlling bodies and populations; a shift from traditional 

sovereign administration of death to the management of life. Cloning as an asexual mode of 

reproduction toward genetic control figuratively applies on varied processes of copying and 

mimeses beyond the biological. The MGS series tackles biopolitics and the prolific metaphoric 

meanings of cloning via simulation. This section focuses on MGS2. Its game design and narrative 

frame player enactment as re-metaphorizing cloning’s material and technical actuality into a 

procedural-semiotic critique of videogames, as technological tools of social shaping. My analyses 

focus on the installment’s subversive logics of control and gameplay-induced affect. Procedurality, 

narrative, aesthetics, and in-game technical architectures combine into a conceptual interface to 

theorize biopolitical consequences of contemporary military technologies and the ideological 

importance of the gamic medium; all framed within inquiries of posthumanism. 

Posthumanism in Sons of Liberty is enacted. Gameplay procedurally and slyly replicates 

the biopolitical and infopolitical control of U.S. governance critiqued in the narrative, realizing a 

critical cloning of and through the medium of war, which I find fundamental in the series’ subversive 

edge in creating meaningful play and embedding human values. Discarding the representation-only 

route most mainstream war-themed games adopt, MGS2 appraises the military-entertainment 

complex by placing player actions in nexus of frustration and convoluted plots: its moment-by-

moment manifestations and tiers of deception require players to re-contextualize, review, and 

renew their understanding of what each action performed builds toward. Kojima’s team articulates 

this in the morphing conceptualizations of the role of the player-controlled agent, Raiden. The 

game consistently questions and ultimately renders irrelevant the notion of Raiden being an 

agentive actor. Its ending unveils that all actions the agent – the player – partakes are cogs in a 
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rigged mission for one purpose: produce simulation data for the omnipresent surveillance networks 

of The Patriots. Player actions are scripted. Agency is all but illusion. 

Raiden-represented, the second generation of postmodern military differs from their gene-

sequencing precedents and produces technically enhanced bodies for informatic control. A 

symbolic counterpart to Snake as an operative outdated by contemporary warfare, Raiden as the 

youthful soldier of extensive virtual reality (VR) training stands as a biologically mediated post-9/11 

counterinsurgent (enmeshed in controversy and parody within gaming communities).54 Training 

regimes and philosophies that shape Raiden resemble those that govern the military today. Honing 

solders’ competence by creating easy access to memories and contexts is, as Ed Halter observes 

in From Sun Tzu to Xbox (2006, p. 199), a view prevalent in current military understanding. For 

Technology Officer of the U.S. Army Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation Command (Orlando 

Branch), Michael Macadeonia, consciousness is considered “a result of complex, but ultimately 

tweakable, informatic systems.” In other words, brains are seen as reprogrammable computers; 

medium encounters as mindset-changing and potentially contributive to shaping war tolerance. 

                                                           
54 Raiden attracts controversy as he is only revealed in the second chapter of MGS2 to substitute Snake; and betrays 
player expectations with his anime-archetypal androgyny and sensitivity as an inappropriate hero. Newman (2008) 
observes a dialectical relation between Konami’s treatment of the MGS series and feedback/criticism from gamer 
communities. MGS3: Snake Eater (2004) remediates Raiden’s androgyny as a homosexual USSR operative Raikov. 
Secret cutscenes ridicule the character as he time-travels to try murder Snake to become the main character. (His 
time-travels stylistically mimics films of Terminator.) A MGS4 trailer shows a similar playfulness: Snake disposes 
enemy sentries in acrobatic violence to claim a seat for Hideo Kojima and is revealed to be Raiden under a rubber 
mask. For Newman, Kojima’s inclusion of for-fans self-aware jokes (Huhtala 2005) illustrates playful interactions with 
audiovisual materials and players’ critique in digital communication networks.  
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Figure 6.3: Cinematic shot in Snake’s commentary on war as videogames (MGS2) 

Accompanying Snake’s critique of Raiden’s VR training, “War as a video game – what 

better way to raise the ultimate soldier?” is a five-second scene that shifts from a low- to high-

angled extreme long shot to confront players with troops of uncanny doubles (Figure 6.3). The 

image is epithetic of MGS2, a significant portion of which simulates gameplay of its prequel to 

allegorize digital play as virtual war-conditioning. By turning to itself with a negating and self-

reflexive stance, the game creates a simulation gap that encourages (or confronts) players to 

reflect on sociopolitically significant motifs. Bogost (2006a, pp. 106-108) postulates that simulation 

occurs at the space between rule-based representations of a source system and users’ 

subjectivities. MGS games simulate the source system of war. In this scene the game creators 

suspend gameplay to approach in a potentially pedagogical revisionist way what the scholar 

describes as “simulation fever” – a simultaneous drive toward and fear of simulation. This strategy, 

in Sherry Turkle’s Seeing Through Computers (1997), develops simulations that help media users 

discriminate among, understand, and challenge established assumptions in simulations and their 

cultural pervasiveness. Players see a vast group of Snakes speed across the screen. They appear 

to be running toward various directions yet simultaneously align with a broader trajectory. Like 

particles swept under unseen currents, the cloned masses combine into a collective singular 

“clone” with no individuality. Their deep copy-ness resides in genetic and, more importantly, 
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societal levels, not readily seen but equally determining. The fact that figures depicted in the 

cutscene are virtual renditions of Snake, a player-controlled agent in MGS1 and himself a virtual 

being, suggests that engaging with the MGS series at the outset realizes war play. On this note, I 

examine the crux of MGS2 in realizing through gameplay processes of procedural, simulated, 

metaphoric cloning and creation of war-related player subjectivities. A synopsis of MGS2 would 

prove helpful in contextualizing and furthering analyses. 

Neutralizing terrorists, rescuing the U.S. President, preventing a nuclear strike and 

ecological devastation form the basis of Raiden’s mission in the narrative of MGS2. A rookie 

operative in the U.S. Foxhound unit specifically established for clandestine operations, he infiltrates 

Big Shell, a decontamination facility in the Hudson River purportedly built to resolve a prior oil 

tanker wreckage. Big Shell, in fact, houses Arsenal Gear, the latest Metal Gear fortress guarding 

The Patriots’ AI core GW, which has crafted Raiden’s entire mission in mimesis of events in MGS1 

to execute the “S3 Plan.” The plan on the surface tests the AI’s capacities to simulate supreme 

soldiers like Solid Snakes, but beneath multiple plot twists and ruse is a vision of “Selection for 

Societal Sanity” that aims to create a globally united form of awareness, thoughts, and clarity 

through digital censorship. In MGS2, gameplay simulates gameplay. Players beta-test the S3 Plan. 

In Chapter 5, I discuss the nestling of procedural rhetoric and semiotics of MGS2 in creating critical 

play. My analyses here concern how the game seamlessly sutures three conceptual interfaces 

(MGS2 as simulation by default as a game; The Patriots’ simulation in MGS2; which in turn is 

based on MGS1) to discipline subjectivities, stressing contextual framing and potentialities to 

counter such framing. In Raiden and enacting gameplay as him, players’ development of 

subjectivities and knowledge of how “war has become a regime of biopower” (Hardt and Negri 
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2004, p. 13) inexplicably entwine with the opaque interactions among constructs of human and 

technologies, war and games, freedom and control. 

 Evaluated along these constructs, Raiden represents a specimen of the desired 

postmodern military readily available for reading, re-writing, optimizing, and re-purposing through 

indoctrination, VR training, and information censorship. Advanced second-generation 

nanomachines coursing through his veins allow him to directly interface with terminal nodes to 

access map data; and, unbeknownst to the operative, relay his vital signs to The Patriots. He 

stands customizable on the biocybernetics spectrum, realizing Eugene Thacker’s (2004) depiction 

of biomedia, which facilitates qualitatively different biological-technical bodies with interacting 

genetic and computer codes. Raiden’s informatic body involves wide-ranging possibilities to exploit, 

index, inscribe, erase, monitor, modify, and discipline biological bases. The game creators 

semiotically map motifs of biopolitical informatization as informational objects of the videogame 

interface, in forms of, for instance, but not limited to molecular diagrams on menu screens and in 

the official website paratexts. The opening credits sequence features animated chemical equations, 

barcodes, codes, statistics, and close-ups on hexagonal units on DNA chains and snakes’ scales 

as stylistic, thematic tropes (Figure 6.4a–c). Big Shell architecturally echoes molecular structures 

and notions of lives as building blocks (Figure 6.4d). This stresss a bio-metaphoric interpretation of 

Raiden’s intervention as traversal of a viral infiltrator that permeates and infects Big Shell, core by 

core, and eventually absorbed by Arsenal Gear (each section named after the gastrointestinal tract, 

e.g. “jejunum,” “ascending colon,” and “ileum”) as synthesized simulation data. MGS2 illustrates 

how agency and freedom are subsumed under solid control in protologics and algorithm. 

Changes in political zeitgeist present a scope to further examine the morass among 

agency, freedom, and control. Captured in the rhetoric shift from “defense” to “security,” the U.S. 
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has strategically progressed beyond boundary defense and unilaterial intervention, in response to 

the re-conceptualization of war from destabilizing forces to “an active mechanism that constantly 

creates and reinforces the present global order” (Hardt and Negri 2004, p. 21). MGS2 configures in 

The Patriots’ S3 simulation the expanding role of the military-entertainment complex in shaping 

sociocultural landscapes. The Patriots’ reasoning for global digital censorship coincides with 

Alexander Galloway and Eugene Thacker’s theorization (2007, p. 75): security lies in creating 

selectively permeable boundaries. “What we propose to do is not to control content,” confesses 

one of the AIs in MGS2, “but to create context.” Context, in the logics of the nebulous-networked 

world government, processes and selects information from the trite, trivial digitally-hoarded junk 

data to ensure informational inheritance that expedites social progress and evolution. The Patriots’ 

hypothesized shaping of memes, units of cultural transmission (Dawkins 2006/1976), proves 

feasible as it reels subjects into its interacting envelopes of contexts and in the gaming process 

shapes the subjectivity of and creates the ideal subjects, i.e. trackable and malleable cybernetic 

bodies co-created by genetic manipulations, digitalization, and simulation. Situated in the military-

entertainment complex, these conditioned subjects are plausibly players themselves. 

The centrality on the interactions between biology and technology in contextualizing and 

interpreting MGS2 aligns with a relevant biopolitical metaphor proposed by French philosopher 

Jacques Derrida (2003): terror as autoimmune disorder. MGS2’s procedural portrayal of biopower 

reflects a “bipolar” quality definitive of Derrida’s foundational metaphor. In Cloning Terror, Mitchell 

(2011) deliberates how “immunity,” with its origin in sociopolitical discourses, entails reversibility 

between the “political body” and the “body politic.”55  Imagery from sociopolitical spheres (e.g. 

                                                           
55 Mitchell also refers to art historian Hans Belting in noting similar operations of synecdoche and reverse synecdoche 
in Christological discourse, realized in the “bipolar image” of the “body of Christ.” The corpus Christi embodies both 
believers as a collective body and the Eurcharistic body consumed. 
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invaders and defenders, borders and identities) perforate theories of immune systems and 

immunology; the ”bipolar image” erases literal meanings and necessitates resonances between 

biomedical and political discourses. Historic accounts also ascribe the 9/11 attacks and the U.S. 

countermeasures as residual symptoms of the previous political malaise of the Cold War (Khalidi 

2009); or in Derrida’s diagnosis (2003, p. 94): “a Cold War in the head” that triggers quasi-suicidal 

autoimmunity processes to immunize oneself against its own immunity. Mitchell deems Derrida’s 

argument accurate in illustrating through the metaphor of immune systems how boundaries of the 

body (politic), inside/outside relations, and literal/figurative interpretations are increasingly blurred. 

The evil lies within. Considered in such contexts, MGS2 and the stealth game series interweave 

terror-biological connotations and Cold War lineage into its thematic foci on the U.S. as a vital 

organ of the digitalized body politic of global system. Critical questions arise: how do we 

appropriately interrogate meanings of Raiden’s endeavor? Is there any meaning? His heroic cause 

flips to not a cause at all. Will is eradicated; agents turned pawns. Within reason, players emerge 

from gameplay perturbed by vexing notions on playing war. The most significant of which is that 

there exists no apparent, intrinsic differences between Raiden and the terrorists he is tasked to 

neutralize, named “Dead Cell,” spinning in further associations with the post-9/11 conception of 

terrorism as viral conquests, cellular destruction, and metastatic antigens, diffused and deadly. 

Countergaming Control 

Divergences in gameplay conceptualization and narrative render MGS2 an outlier that 

problematizes sociopolitical and ideological facets at the core of contemporary war-shaken 

sensibility. It elucidates Alexander Galloway’s (2006) views on countergaming, specifically the 
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principle of radical action.56 Games of this movement push for radical critique of gameplay. MGS2 

advances conventional gamic poetics with its audiovisual and cinematic complexities lauded in the 

early 2000s without eclipsing meaningful, material gameplay actions. The countergaming potentials 

of MGS2 lie in its ludic realism of socio-virtuality. What I aim to capture in what might be an 

oxymoronic phrase are the critical complexities of MGS2 (and in extension the MGS series) in 

realizing social realism as allegories of control. Galloway, drawing from André Bazin and Fredric 

Jameson, distinguishes social realism from realistic representations. Socially realist games “reflect 

critically on the minutiae of everyday life, replete as it is with struggle, personal drama and 

injustice” (ibid, p. 75); and construct meaningful relations between players’ affective actions and 

phenomenological qualities of the real, related, sociocultural realms approximated in the game 

world. Such resonance, termed “congruence requirement” (ibid, p. 76), is also explored in works 

such as Bogost and Poremba’s (2008) on documentary digital games. 

 

                                                           
56  Inspired by Peter Wollen’s seven principles of counter-cinema, Galloway proposes six principles to push for 
revolutionized gameplay. The principles include: transparency vs. foregrounding; gameplay vs. aestheticism; 
representational modeling vs. visual artifacts; natural physics vs. invented physics; interactivity vs. noncorrespondence; 
and lastly, focus of this section, gamic action vs. radical action. 
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Figure 6.4 (a): Information pool in the opening credits (MGS2) 

 
Figure 6.4 (b): Animated chemical equations shifting into names (MGS2) 

 
Figure 6.4 (c): Barcoded scales fitting into place at the end of opening credits signifying genetic 
manipulation and simulation (MGS2)  

 
Figure 6.4 (d): An aerial view of the Big Shell (MGS2) 
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Connecting social realism and MGS2 might not be instantly clear because of the arcane 

subject it grapples with. The creation of contexts in the game, to quote from The Patriots’ intelligent 

machines, operationalizes in virtuality, potentialities, and immanence. The game is an abstruse 

mise en abyme that epitomizes how “videogames are, at their structural core, in direct 

synchronization with the political realities of the informatic age” (Galloway 2006, p. 91). In 

“Postscript on the Societies of Control,” Gilles Deleuze (1992) posits that since the late 20th century 

we have progressed from “disciplinary societies” of modernity, characterized by the rule of 

sovereign and spaces of enclosure (Foucault 1995/1975; Gutting 2014), to “societies of control,” 

run by logics of “modulation” and “ultrarapid forms of free floating control” (Deleuze 1995, p. 178). 

Control societies use networks of genetic science and computers, as well as conventional forms of 

networks, to multiply means of control. These forms of control function on and foster habituated 

participation. Few videogames problematize logics of control societies with the subversiveness of 

the MGS series. 

The postmoderness of the MGS franchise, as Sons of Liberty exemplifies, transcends 

mere breaking of the diegetic fourth wall; it forces players to recognize their concomitant empathy 

for and affinity with the agent, as well as their subjected participation in schemata of control (Higgin 

2010, p. 256). MGS2 procedurally delivers its sociopolitical critique by implicating players as 

complicit participants in realizing the form of social control the game protests, ending with a stark 

re-contextualization. Raiden metaphorically breaks from the player’s control in the final scene. 

Snake inquires about his dog tags, on which players had the opportunity to emboss with their 

chosen names in the opening section of the game chapter (Figure 6.5). Raiden’s response “No, 

never heard the name before. I’ll pick my own name… and my own life. I’ll find something worth 

passing on” revises players’ “autonomous” participation of gameplay as interpellation. In re-
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contextualizing the player as yet another node that enforces networks of power, the game 

rearticulates and problematizes unilaterial political operations. 

 
Figure 6.5: Nanomachine-enabled node access and dog tag embossing segment (MGS2) 

 The player-Raiden psychic break drives home the message. In the ontological operation 

of gameplay, meanings and enactment twin as an undivided gamic gesture of polyvalent doing; 

allegory as “enacted metaphor” (Galloway 2006, pp. 104-5, original emphases). This may help us 

reconcile with a perhaps counterintuitive claim earlier in the book: “In fact, in their very core, video 

games do nothing but present contemporary political realities in relatively un-mediated form” (ibid, 

p. 92), one that adds to a lack of pronounced perspectives to apprehend the ideological critique 

Galloway proposes (Leino 2011). I suggest reading the claim on procedural grounds. Videogames, 

as all forms of semiosis, are nothing but mediated, down to their codes and algorithms. Yet, where 

non-computational media (e.g. mainstream cinema and literature) represents how one political 

state shifts to another, gameplay enable players to enact processes that form such shifts as 

processes, i.e. procedural rhetoric. The actional form of videogames connects the conceptual and 
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material, temporal and spatial, and thus provides in relativity a more concretized, potentially 

comprehensive, way of observing through enacting “totalities” of political realities, which are 

themselves fluid and actional. MGS2 challenges our comprehension of the contemporary Regime 

of Computation, where reality is saturated with and shaped by data flows and digital processes; 

with humans and their cyborgian subjectivities increasingly embedded in cognispheres of globally 

interconnected systems within biological, sociopolitical, and economic arenas (Hayles 2006). 

Deviating from narrow ideological frames commercial games commonly perpetuate to legitimize 

conflicts as reductive good-versus-evil battles, MGS games expose participation processes to play 

against algorithms and constitute critical forms of posthuman subjectivities. 

Critiquing Posthumanism or Transhumanism 

The posthuman-ness of Raiden elevates to full cyborgization in MGS4. My analyses stress how the 

MGS series situates posthumanism in networks of control existent in present political realities and 

military power struggles.57 Raiden, captured and experimented on by The Patriots, from his rescue 

of Sunny (an orphaned child-scientist prodigy whose mother sacrificed for him in MGS2), returns to 

the battlefield as a cyborg ninja.58 Transformed into a challenging opponent capable of battling 

multiple Gekko and momentarily holds back a submarine’s bulk, Raiden presents an agent highly 

                                                           
57 This research excludes the development of possibly the fourth generation of postmodern military in Metal Gear 
Rising: Revengeance (Saito 2013). Revengeance, as a spin-off in the action, hack-and-slash genre, differs from the 
MGS series with a focus on action mechanics. The plot does not stress social control. It features cyborgized soldiers 
as staple participants in PMCs and the police force, against the backdrop of alternate forms of child soldiers 
(harvesting children’s brains from Mexico for VR training and implantation into cybernetic bodies) and a politician’s plan 
to trigger another War on Terror in Pakistan.  

58 Raiden as cyborg ninja can read as a cloning of tropes. Originally introduced in MGS1 (1998), the cyborg is a non-
player-controlled, “neither enemy nor friend,” agent with the codename “Deepthroat” that provides mission intelligence 
anonymously. The codename evokes a political association: the FBI agent that exposed Nixon’s involvement in the 
Watergate scandal. The first, second, and fourth installment of the MGS series feature a cyborg ninja.  
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compatible with the understanding of cyborgs as enhanced humans. However, a motif consistently 

invites attention in analyzing the cyborgized maverick. 

Raiden embodies contradictions indicative of the reverberations among clusters of 

analytical claims on the posthuman, particularly between the techno-utopian cluster and the 

negativity of the 20th century Harawayan anti-humanism conception.59 Augmentation empowers the 

cyborg with supra-human agility and strength, rendering him a figure well fit into technological 

discourses toward utopian futurology. That said, the game creators deliberately retain certain 

qualities that bespeak humanness. The first is Raiden’s need for regular hemodialysis to avoid 

renal burdens caused by his white blood, a nanotechnology-developed military substitute with 

regenerative abilities. After rescuing Snake from a raid of Gekko and Vamp (a Boss figure/Raiden’s 

nemesis), he collapses in need of artificial blood infusion to survive. This exposes a “human,” 

vulnerable corporeal beneath formidable cybernetic enhancements. 

Read along with Raiden’s ambivalence toward his identity, the second human quality in his 

character design, it becomes clear that the cyborg has not evaded entanglements of humanism. 

His drive to defeat The Patriots stems from his inability to resolve his past as a child soldier and 

continued manipulation. In reply to Raiden’s claim that releasing Snake and himself from being 

pawns in proxy wars will lead to freedom, Snake states that Raiden has misinterpreted what he 

said at the end of the Big Shell Incident (MGS2). “Everything you felt, thought about during this 

mission is yours. And what you decide to do with them is your choice.” Snake says, “[…] Life isn’t 

just about passing on your genes. […] what we’ve seen, heard, felt… anger, joy and sorrow… 

                                                           
59 Cyborgizing Raiden, arguably, is a creative choice that emasculates the character and implicitly supports patriarchal 
view of femininity as inferior in technoscientific culture. Upon entering the series, Raiden has been criticized for his 
androgynous appearance and demeanor. His cyborgized body features a masculine exoskeleton design, with additions 
of claw-like nails and feet resembling high heels. Such initially curious additions prove combat-instrumental. This 
illustrates that cyborgization does not overcome gender issues (Kirkup et al. 2000).  
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these are the things I will pass on. That’s what I live for.” The statement connects with an 

overarching motif of the game series on (lost) inheritance and suggests hopeful possibilities 

despite genetic and social forms of determinism, through media.60 To counter the inescapability of 

control regimes does not mean demolishing such regimes. In Snake’s view, we are better served 

locating in our subjective experiences lines of flight, movements of deterritorialization that disrupt 

and transcode consistencies established by power apparatuses (Deleuze and Guattari 2005/1987; 

Guattari 2015). These movements and their political, strategic, or tactical values materialize in 

elusive moments and changes at paradigm crossings (Fournier 2014). Engaging war-themed 

gameplay as metaphors of war, such elusive thresholds require material and conceptual 

interactions across representations and ludic constructions from players as cyborgian, moral 

agents themselves. Semiotic and procedural literacies constitute the key ropes with which players 

track and engage ethical motifs within game spaces. When they disengage from the gamic 

feedback system (similar to how Snake’s final advice to Raiden takes place in, and interspersed 

with video footages of, New York City), the two strands guide players to meaningfully contextualize, 

extract, and articulate ethical meanings from gameplay, if they will. 

6.4. Assembling Sense-Sharing Organic Pawns 

In the war economy of MGS4, the U.S. government converges biology and informatics to enhance 

and optimize species-population (Galloway and Thacker 2007, p. 74). The Deleuzean “societies of 

control” (1992) that have fundamentally informed studies on power and networks in contemporary 

computational societies (e.g. Chun 2008; Galloway 2004) manifest in extremity. Snake embodies 

                                                           
60 Tanner Higgin (2009, p. 267) proposes that Snake’s omission of videogames from media that pass on experiences 
(speech, music, literature, and movies) suggests that “games represent a disturbingly reductive set of ideologies and 
investments incapable of the kind of resistance MGS2 preaches.”  
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the coding of icons and symbols: as a clone figure shares an iconic resemblance with Big Boss; 

and thus artificially inherits and continually negotiates with ideals and values inscribed onto his 

“Father.” Raiden represents bodies capable of bio-informational rewriting and eventually “full” 

augmentation via cyborgization technologies. The Sons of the Patriots (SOP) administered armies 

embody the coding of will. The SOP System demonstrates the modulation from disciplinary, 

institutional enclosure of power to management and control; and the moving toward of “control 

societies that no longer operate by confining people but through continuous control and instant 

communication” (Deleuze 1995, p. 174). The third generation of postmodern military represents the 

most pervasive form of control in the MGS series, pushing Foucauldian notions of biopower, 

normalization, governance, and social control to encompass individuals and in-dividuals in 

insidious invisibility. Reflecting the current global state of war within conflict webs and the priority of 

configuring military power networks to tackle destabilized and distributed warfare (Hardt and Negri 

2004), the SOP military operates on pre-emptive principles. Individual soldiers are tracked, sorted, 

monitored, and conceived of as data sets; and more importantly, synchronized in groups via 

nanotechnology. Examining a crisis stage in Act 3 of MGS4 captures how control has circumvented 

institutional boundaries and penetrates one’s senses and emotions. 

Act 3 takes place in the Middle East. Liquid makes his first attempt to hijack the SOP 

system, which subsequently fails to monitor the PMC soldiers through the installed nanomachines. 

What follows is a catastrophic scene of soldiers crumbling to the ground, as symptoms of war-

induced Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) that nanotechnology has thus far suppressed 

erupt. This scene challenges the default belief of cyborgs as human beings par excellence. It 

portrays a disruption of prosthetic contact between humans and machines conducive to recognize 

how prostheses are inter-constitutive of humans (Smith and Morra 2006). On an individual level, 
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the SOP System controls “the essence of his [any soldier’s] being” (qtd. Naomi, Act 2). Unlike older 

nanomachines that regulate specific nutrients and hormones for homeostasis, or facilitate human-

machine interfacing to obtain secured data, the nanomachines circulating within the PMC soldiers 

adaptively control the hosts’ senses, pain, and emotion to ensure prime combat states (Figure 6.6). 

Disconnected from the System, “all the pain, and fury, and sorrow… All the trauma and stress, all 

the hatred, regret, guilt… All the sensations that had been suppressed were unleashed within their 

[PMC soldiers’] hearts” (qtd. Naomi, Act 2). Putting aside the Cartesian mind-body dualism, the 

SOP System realizes The Patriots’ founder, Zero’s goal “to achieve a unity of thought and 

awareness”; his obsession of “controlling awareness on the inside from the outside” (qtd. EVA, Act 

3). The game repeatedly mentions that the SOP System creates a cleaner, safer, battlefield, yet 

how the System conditions soldiers is problematic. Examples of creating artificial combat high by 

releasing endorphins upon killing enemies, or suppressing hormones to prevent panic or friendly 

fire, resemble Raiden’s account of his resurfaced memories as a child solider fighting in the 

Liberian Civil War, where gunpowder was mixed into the children’s food to neuro-chemically keep 

them addicted and controlled. 
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Figure 6.6: The Sons of the Patriots System’s control of PMC soldiers (MGS4) 

Moreover, optimization operates across individuals through sense sharing. The SOP-

monitored nanomachine networks connect members of a field unit. In Act 1, players observe how 

supportive agents to Snake’s mission, Meryl’s “Rat Patrol Team 01,” operate as one: 

communicating with just gestures and eye contact, they quickly eliminate ambushers in 

synchronized movements, as long as one member locates the target. PMC troops restore 

governmental control to conflict regions with efficient coordination and high competence. These 

soldiers are the common many that embody Peter-Paul Verbeek’s (2008) phenomenological 
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theorization of hybrid intentionality in “cyborg relation.” Phenomenology studies structures of 

experience and consciousness. Intentionality, a key concept, posits that experiences always direct 

toward entities that constitute the world. Experiential processes (e.g. see, think, touch) always 

involve something as intentional objects. Just as human beings are inextricably tied to and cannot 

be separated from the reality they live in, the world itself can only be accessed in relation to our 

ways of understanding and encountering (Smith n.d.; Verbeek 2010). Nanomachinery has merged 

with the soldiers’ biological bodies and through sensory and physical alteration realizes a cyborg 

relation, in which perceiving and encountering the world relies on fundamental human-technology 

integration. The human and the technological form an actual amalgam; a new hybridized 

experiencing entity aligned with the “transhumanist approach,” which focuses on factual, physical, 

and material human-technology fusion to move beyond the human. Neither prosthetic device nor 

medium, the third generation nanomachines materially reconfigure subjectivity and agency, 

through what Brian Goldfarb and Lisa Cartwright (2009) discuss as neural and sensory prostheses. 

The previous two generations of postmodern military, represented by Snake and Raiden, also 

involve technologically mediated embodiment. Yet, I stress the need to consider directional 

dynamics. In the cyborg relation it becomes impossible to delineate “the human and the 

technological ‘share’ in the mediated experience” (Verbeek 2008, p. 391). The cyborg relations the 

SOP soldiers embody are distinctive in scope, temporality, and operationalization. As the System 

monitors every internal response in soldiers’ bodies for crisis management, the oscillation between 

biological and computational codes is one of constant and minute manipulations in an all-

encompassing scale within and across individual bodies. Functional repertoires of the 

nanotechnology incorporated expand and progress from primarily reactive to proactive 

interventions. Most importantly, the nanotechnological cybernetic feedback loop now involves the 
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body-external space, enabling control from external intelligence systems; rendering soldiers as 

engineered organisms and paradigmatic objects on assembly lines (Mitchell 2005a, p. 318). This 

does not elude the game creators’ grasp, evidenced by how the series’ self-reflexivity 

problematizes its own simulation status in light of wargaming. In MGS4, humans have in a sense 

become extensions of the medium, clusters of nerves commanded by the central nervous system 

of The Patriots AI, with nanomachine interactions as synaptic firings. 

6.5. Engaging Networks and War Economy 

The macrocosmic facet of biopolitics is literalized in the body politic of the U.S. in MGS4, with the 

SOP System representative of how The Patriots functions as the core that collectively manages 

human subjects as nodes within a grander, networked, and schematic of informational 

consciousness. The game realizes Derrida’s (2003) observation of the U.S. being “the symbolic 

head of the prevailing world order,” whose impact punctuates borders and identities in the world 

system, characteristic of the totality that engulfs the historical contemporary, to potentially 

problematize such understanding. In positioning the U.S. as the source of a networked economy, 

MGS4 also invites alternate readings that gesture toward changes of the current transnational 

social order wherein the U.S. competes with ascending powers (e.g. China) and, fundamentally, 

the self-organizing logics of global networks in which it is involved. Researching terror and 

networks emphasizes the significance of examining how political, military, economic, and cultural 

relations concatenate into assemblages, exposing what lies under the misguided attribution of 

terror to external enemies: “a more foundational violence inheres in Western democratic 

governance and its global systems” (Jagoda 2010, p. 67). MGS4 captures this phenomenon in its 

procedural political demystification. Navigating between levels constitutes both ludic and 

epistemological challenges to uncover the underlying political and existential uncertainties in the 
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narrative, composed of counterpoints where players’ mission accomplishments meet with repeated 

deception and exploitation by a U.S.-established global war economy. 

Investigating sociopolitical meanings of the game (series) entails evaluating historical 

continuity, to complement seemingly self-evident explanations in machinic takeover of the globe, a 

forewarned recurrence in apocalyptic media (Kittler 1999/1986; Hart and Hoba 2009). For Derek 

Noon and Nick Dyer-Witheford (2010), MGS4 deliberates about networks by ludic “cognitive 

mapping,” a means proposed by Fredric Jameson (2009/1992) to derive positive knowledge from 

engaging with conspiracy genres. Their text is one of the scarce studies of the MGS series that 

connects players’ ergodic exploration of networked power relations (missions in the Middle East, 

Latin America, Eastern Europe, and Alaska) and elements of the series narrative with milestones in 

the U.S. politics and military, citing numerous measures with which the U.S. strives for military 

advancements and global dominance. Characterizing gameplay as cognitive mapping 

constructively steers discussion thus far, which focuses on networks represented in MGS4 (and in 

earlier chapters, the political economy of the game industry), toward discussing gameplay as 

realizations of networks. 

My analyses of the MGS series’ critique of global war economy carry forward an 

awareness of ethical dimensions immanent, and thus extensible, in network aesthetics. A concept 

developed by Patrick Jagoda (2016), network aesthetics involves narratives and formal styles that 

channel globally interconnected systems. As an interdisciplinary analytic, it enables analyses of 

contemporary connectivity; and how networks architecturize, metaphorize, and weaponize how we 

interface with various sociopolitical and cultural phenomena. To emphasize the potential of 

extending network aesthetics to exploring networked ethical gameplay, I attend to a hidden mission 

in the latest installment MGSV: Phantom Pain (2015) titled “The Secret Nuclear Disarmament 
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Event” (Konami 2015b). A key condition for triggering this event is players’ complete nuclear 

disarmament, in neither ownership nor development, on the regional server for the corresponding 

gaming platforms. I detailed in Section 4.3 that MGSV procedurally realizes the establishment of 

war economy and exposes nuclear weaponry development as strategic and economic outcome to 

defend against potential raids and sustain operations. This hidden event expresses the anti-nuclear 

rhetoric of the series in a comprehensive way unseen in previous installments; and simultaneously 

recognizes how digital games, as electronic media, potentially pattern human relationships to 

change (inter)subjective cognition and processes (McLuhan 2013/2003). Official statistics, renewed 

regularly via Twitter, shows that the number of nuclear weapons on the PlayStation 4 platform, for 

instance, has shrunk from 2,761 to 352 units (November 1st –25th, 2015). While this hidden event 

may not be the sole reason for reductions in nuclear weapons in the MGSV open game world, it 

demonstrates how digital games create shared spaces where players explore and experiment; and 

alludes to an imaginary scenario significant in the real world, if realized, that plausibly transforms 

global political dynamics. Next, based on the four console installments of the MGS franchise, I 

trace the discursive, material, and historical-structural processes that contribute to the war 

economy in MGS4, conceived before The Patriots’ reign. 

Creating Outer Havens: Between Inside/Outside 

An intricate network of visions, competing state interests, armament race, disillusionment, and lost 

ideals creates The Patriots (“La-li-lu-le-lo”). Its history, though fictional, parallels transnational 

dynamics among WWII Allied Powers. The Cold War marks the tipping point. In the MGS series’ 

remediation, the U.S. gains victory and superpower status after the Cuban Missile Crisis, as Big 

Boss secures the USSR-developed Metal Gear prototype and brings the country political and 

tactical leverage in the arms race (MGS3). Extensive ramifications ensue. The U.S., originally part 
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of an underground allegiance established with the Soviet Union and China in the 1900s to promote 

peace and prevent racial supremacy, obtains the society’s pooled funds “Philosophers’ Legacy.” 

Rifts between the national segments since WWII widen. “The Philosophers” was rechristened as 

“The Patriots.” Quests for hegemony by militarization have replaced any values that the precedent 

may have sought for. Entrenchment in power and national security drives the paradigmatic shift 

from the age of deterrence to the age of control. 

 Apparatuses of control by genetic and social engineering that The Patriots adopt mirror 

milestones and concerns in our continual advancements of technologies and biopolitics, such as 

genetic engineering, cyberwar, and surveillance. The MGS series spatially reflects the changing 

scope and teleology of control. Figure 6.7 graphically suggests the scalar multiplication and 

implication of various characters and concepts in the U.S. control schema of the game narrative. 

Cloning, as the microcosmic dimension of biopolitics, is in MGS1 quarantined in the monstrous 

space of Shadow Moses, an allegedly defunct nuclear disposal facility in Alaska. Simulation and 

expanding bioinformatic control in MGS2 are realized by incorporating footages of contemporary 

America and a shift of gameplay location at climax to an Arsenal Gear-crashed Manhattan and the 

Federal Hall. Evan Watts (2011) provides an enticing yet ill-founded account of such ruin imagery 

as symbolizing possible subversion of social structures, downplaying the irony of gameplay, which 

thematically and formally obligates the player to resolve “terroristic” acts with a just cause of 

eliminating control. In MGS4, symptoms of The Patriots’ control spread across battlefields 

worldwide, indicating an empire of secrecy reliant on nuclear weaponry and “biogenetically 

fabricated and virtually manipulated servants” (Noon and Dyer-Witheford 2010, p. 93). 

Braiding biopolitics, war, and posthumanism is, as I hope to demonstrate, not a tenuous 

treatment. Among these constructs, economy factors into the chained reactions through logistics. 
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The SOP System (MGS4) deploys a biogenetics-based measure for authentication, called 

“Intrusion Detection System” (IDS), to ensure uneven distribution of global battle resources. 

Weaponry is ID-tagged to genetic codes catalogued in the System’s database and interfaced with 

nanomachine networks within soldiers’ bodies. The System only activate host commands by 

perfect genetic key-matches with Big Boss’s and his biometric data; and blacklists any suspected 

genetic code permanently. Incongruence between demand and supply leads to weapon laundering, 

businesses revealed to be monitored by The Patriots. Controlling 60% of privatized military 

worldwide, The Patriots instigates worldwide proxy wars to maintain a political climate that furthers 

U.S. national interests. This gamic representation has real-life referents. Scholars such as Barbara 

Falk (2010), Naomi Klein (2007), and Mahmood Mamdani (2004) observe that the U.S. Central 

Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) embrace of proxy wars in the late Cold War prioritized short-term 

objectives over long-term politics, to maneuver a global system, and in turn advanced 

fundamentalist versions of capitalism connected to structural flaws therein. Seeing war economy in 

MGS4, the “well-oiled machine” of life consumption, as an ecosystem of its own is legitimate. 

Figure 6.7: The historical development of control (MGS1; MGS2; MGS3; MGS4) 

WWI to the 
Cold War 
(MGS3) 

MGS2: Social 
engineering 
(2007-2009) 

1970s to 
2014 
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MGS2; 
MGS4) 

MGS1: Genetic 
engineering 
(2005) 

MGS4: Control 
(2014) 

The U.S. 
Faction 
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Aesthetically, MGS4 approaches the formless, fluid, network that The Patriots has 

implanted in the foundational socioeconomic structures to drive the war economy by bridging 

conceptualizations in algorithm, neural logic, law, and biology. Intel from subordinate supportive 

agents coheres a picture of thorough control judicially and invisibly enforced by system codes of 

law, where the “AIs have controlled all information on every aspect of global society” (qtd. EVA, Act 

3) and “the whole damn human race is gonna be green collars […] fighting proxy wars” (qtd. Drebin, 

Act 1). The Patriots operates as sets of logically verified statements and propositions that comprise 

a self-regulating discursive system and equilibrium (Mitchell 2003, pp. 482, 498), as illustrated in 

an exchange in the Epilogue (Act 5), where Big Boss interrupts Snake’s suicide attempt.61  

This exchange reveals the origins and execution of the “vast cycle of control” (qtd. from Big 

Boss, Act 5) of The Patriots. The cutscene presents in swirling motion images of weapons R&D, 

stock exchange centers, city skylines, and pedestrians on busy streets to elaborate how the 

network controls investments, production, marketing and more aspects of corporations and the 

military (Figure 6.8). Budgets automatically allotted by The Patriots proxies determine such 

operations. These images of naturalistic modality, i.e. images deemed truthful for perceptually 

resembling what they represent (van Leeuwen 2005), then light up in lava-like orange, elongate, 

and trickle down into circuited pathways. This shift to abstract modality designates cognitive 

patterns and deeper essences of represented phenomena (ibid). Such essence refers to how the 

multifaceted operations among people, corporations, even laws that comprise the economy and 

                                                           
61 Big Boss is supposedly neutralized in the first Metal Gear, released in 1987 for the Japanese MSX2 computer 
system and parts of Europe. MGSV: The Phantom Pain (2015) reveals that the Big Boss neutralized then is a body-
double. Players do not discover till the “Truth” ending of MGSV among many endings that they have been playing the 
part of Phantom, a medic transformed via hypnotherapy and plastic surgery to imitate and protect Big Boss from 
enemies introduced in MGSV: Ground Zeroes (2014). Polarized reviews discuss the apt treatment of ludonarrative 
dissonance in the game; or that the convoluted plot sabotages the series, uncovering loopholes around the extensive 
capabilities of hypnotherapy and nanotechnology, which seem to muddy the value of the Les Enfants Terribles Project 
that initiates the game series narrative. 
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the military-industrial complex are condensed into iterations of an oppressive, “neural network 

reduced to its simplest form […] Uniformity without individual will, without change” (qtd. Big Boss, 

Act 5). Registers of network and biology then converge. War economy results from a sudden 

deviation from norms and patters, comparable to “a mutation” and “the birth of a new life form,” 

whose visualization evokes nuclear strikes. Rays shoot diagonally top-left to bottom-right like 

comets, puff-shapes flick past, coupled with sound effects of swooshing and impact when a bright, 

sun-like shape explodes from the center of the screen and out spreads horizontally a network of 

nodes and edges. Big Boss’s statement, quoted below, captures the irony of world affairs being run 

by a colossal but simple information processing system, ubiquitous technologies, and codes. The 

quest for scientific enlightenment leads to the creation of and mirrors The Patriots’ evolution in 

realizing their derailed ideals. 
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Figure 6.8: Sequence on The Patriots’ deviation toward war economy (MGS4) 

Eventually, JD [John Doe, The Patriots’ central core AI] became the very 
age itself, propagating its will as it pleased. And this age chose to act 
through economics instead of nation states. Powered by the industrial and 
digital revolutions that came before it… this age gave birth to a twisted 
economic revolution – a battlefield revolution. It created a new world 
without substance. In this new world, there were no ideologies, no 
principles, no ideals […] There was only the war economy. 

The dialectic between the human and the technological in the MGS series bears strong 

resonance with (and potentially predictive of) trajectories within the contemporary military-

entertainment complex, sharing similar cautionary tones of Martin Heidegger’s conceptualization of 

technology as enframing of our interactions with the world. Humans, in the war-economy-driven 

2014 of MGS4, have not escaped from Snake’s prophetic remark in the prequel on war as a 

videogame. Biological bases are monitored, modified, and exploited as simulation and war 

purposes require. The MGS postmodern military cues Heidegger’s notion of technology as the 

greatest danger (1966, pp. 56-57, cited in Verbeek 2010; Stassen 2003): the Gestell, the essence 
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of technology, reduces all to domination and control, rendering it impossible to consider forms of 

being other than standing-reserve to be tapped into. In his view of cybernetics, this extreme epoch 

of modern technology subsumes willful subjectivity into a uniform ordering of both human and 

nonhuman beings; “a homogenous cybernetic system wherein humans and things alike are 

reduced to cogs in the wheel of an aimless and insatiable technological will to will” (Davis 2007, p. 

178). Returning to the concept of interface effects (Galloway 2012) elucidates how The Patriots’ 

creation of war economy realizes logics of societies of control and the Heideggerian notions of 

techne as lived practice and technology as enframing. Galloway’s theorization, though tends to 

focus on close readings of cultural artifacts to develop critical analytics, addresses without fully 

advancing dynamics between two linked areas: capitalism and material history. The creation of war 

economy in MGS4 (Figure 6.8) visualizes the mode of software-structured digital mediation that 

Galloway characterizes, in which all objects and identities are condensed – flattened – into models, 

patterns, and data in ways that appear identical to Marxist notions on the abstracting functions of 

capital (Franklin 2013). MGS4, then, highlights the historical imbrication among machines, digital 

mediation, development of capitalism, and networked execution of control. 

Analyses indicate a clear temporal-historical directionality to the unilateral political realities 

in MGS4, which the game creators shape to appraise modern warfare in conjunction with Cold War 

politics. Timothy Melley’s (2012) The Covert Sphere details how residues of the Cold War politics 

and disposition inform our understanding of war and terror, creating “paradoxical epistemology” of 

secret states and covert action. His project, akin to the focus of network aesthetics as critical 

imagination, understanding, and analytical apparatus, interrogates current political structures by 

examining the connected “discursive forms and cultural institutions through which the public can 

‘discuss’ or, more exactly, fantasize the clandestine dimensions of the state” (ibid, p. 5, cited in 
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Collignon 2013). Bridging fields of military planning and cinema, Jagoda (2010) identifies 

connections between Cold War operations and contemporary enemy compositions. The scholar 

furthers that the primary practice of discussing networks in spatial-topological terms alone isolates 

networks from the interacting dynamic systems that bring forth their emergence; and clouds 

understanding of the phenomenon as relations existing in time (Galloway and Thacker 2007), as 

distributed, emergent temporality. Historical and political views of networked structures are 

indispensable for insights into the systematic interactions among political, military, and economic 

facets that contribute to violence, to comprehend and disrupt systems that nourish from networked 

antagonisms. In the concluding section of the chapter, I evaluate the effectiveness of MGS4 and 

the series as whole to engage with sociopolitically significant motifs and phenomena. 

Critiquing the Politics of Guns of the Patriots 

Posthumanism operates in continua. MGS4 brings forth realizations of post-/transhumanism in all 

its technological marvels and malice. Parallels between the political realities in the MGS series and 

those in actuality abound. The Philosophers’ degeneration from an endeavor for global benign 

order to antagonistic nationalism presents an allegory of the breakdown between WWII anti-

Fascism allegiances with the Cold War as the political fallout. The Patriots’ seize of The 

Philosophers’ Legacy (MGS3) reflects the Reaganite regime in accomplishing nuclear strike 

capacity, for which the Soviet Union fought to national bankruptcy (Noon and Dyer-Witheford 2010). 

Privatized armies in MGS4 fall within the same assortment of U.S.-employed private contractors 

(e.g. Blackwater, DynCorp, and Triple Canopy) for quasi-official security projects and operations 

(Schahill 2007; Singer 2007). One can also trace similarities between the war economy in the MGS 

alternate reality and interactions among the U.S. government and spheres of oil business, covert 

financing, and armament trade, involving un-authorized and anti-democratic practices intersecting 
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the “overworld” (wealthy and privileged U.S. ruling class) and the “deep state” (military and 

intelligence organizations) from Watergate through 9/11 (Scott 2007). 

Guns of The Patriots and all installments of the Metal Gear series feature motifs and 

reflexive gameplay mechanics diametrically different from mainstream war-themed games, which 

emphasize goal achievements and eliminating enemies. Their self-criticality, experimental 

gameplay, and challenges of genre conventions loosen the tightly enclosed circuits of play that 

mainstream games commonly adopt, in order to create exchanges between experiences of 

videogames as formal art and experiences of being as political art, taking up an avant-garde 

perspective that Brian Schrank (2014) examines in relation to technoculture. MGS games undulate 

between two avant-garde variations: (a) radical formal that disrupts game flow to direct players to 

the medium’s materiality and conventionality; and (b) radical political that engages interactions 

between art/politics and fictions/realities. Reverberated across chapters is the argument that the 

MGS series is a distinct specimen for its subversive gameplay and critique of the military-

entertainment complex in which it operationalizes. “Distinct specimen” invites questions on whether 

players’ metatextual and metacontextual knowledge affect gameplay experiences and decoding 

the meanings conveyed. Such knowledge may involve players’ familiarity with the MGS series 

and/or other war-themed (stealth) titles; understanding of sociopolitical situations that interact with 

forms and narratives of videogames; or backgrounds and semiotic histories of the game designers, 

as exhibited in prior works. I maintain that meaning-making in game designs and, on the players’ 

part, enacting gameplay as design should focus on materiality, deciphering how units relate to 

afford interactive processes, and reflecting on their participation in co-creating meanings in the 

immediate gameplay experiences. Players’ metatextual/metacontextual knowledge mainly 

introduce in a reactive manner nuances as meanings accumulate over time (or playthroughs); 
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whereas game designers’ metatextual/metacontextual knowledge proactively shape the videogame 

products. Executing game designs and videogame criticism, then, should delve into how meanings 

unfold across procedural faculties and multimodal interactions during gameplay to generate 

affective and, where purposes demand, ideationally critical experiences. As Bogost (2011a, p. 14) 

notes on proceduralism as forwarding games and digital art, proceduralist goals center on eliciting 

introspection by causing players to reflect on one or multiple themes during/after play through 

game mechanics. Activating metacontextual knowledge is one unit potentially contributive to such 

goals. Dwelling on it can likewise prompt a worrying trend that Steven Poole (2012) observes: 

MGS2 remains an epitome of avant-garde videogames among a majority of commercial 

counterparts, suggesting that the risk-avoidant game industry has yet achieved an experimental 

mainstream. Design is, in my view, future-oriented. Applying metacontextual knowledge is more 

productive on the game designers’ front and diachronic examinations of videogame series. 

To claim that the MGS series transgresses all ideological limits over its existence is ill-

grounded. The anti-Americanism previously pivotal to constructing and extending the MGS 

universe as a counter-mythology of the modern American Empire dissipates. Pervasive networks 

and the war economy in MGS4, Weise (2012) argues, strategically abstract and remove the game 

from any recognizable political contexts. Though the Official Guide (2008) describes The Patriots’ 

scheme as “imposing the political and social model of the U.S. on the rest of the world” or 

“standardizing other nations through subtle manipulation, nurturing facsimiles of their own cultural 

and political landscape,” MGS4 dilutes the subversive implications built up in the second and third 

installments. Two reasons explain the declined anti-Americanism. First, the 9/11 attacks. MGS2, 

produced before the catastrophe and released on November 12, 2001, observes significant 

changes in its ending, including a removal of the scene where Arsenal Gear crashes through 
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Manhattan and displaces the Statue of Liberty, and Raiden cutting the rope on the Federal Hall’s 

flagpole, so the American flag falls over the “villain” Solidus’s body (Kojima 2002). Second, the 

departure of Kojima’s co-writer Tomokazu Fukushima allegedly has caused downplay of the 

game’s political critique. Earlier games involving Fukushima feature strong anti-America motifs, 

such as Metal Gear: Ghost Babel (Konami 2000, released for Game Boy platforms), a modern 

rendition of the Babel myth, concerns how the U.S. promotes ethnic chaos in central Africa to 

erase potential threats associated with a unified Third World. The AI network players encounter in 

MGS4 sidetracks from the nationalist conceptualization originally set forth in the MGS2 pitch 

document.62 In their original image, The Patriots as a collective metaphor represents the ruling tier 

of the U.S. power structure, which evaded democratic mechanisms and was involved “secret,” 

“shadow,” or “parallel” governments tied to numerous possibilities of blowback operations. These 

were exposed by the Iran-Contra Affair in 1986 (Moyers 1987; Noon and Dyer-Witheford 2010; 

PBS 2012) or as early as the CIA involvement in overthrowing the democratically elected Prime 

Minister of Iran, Mohammad Mossadegh, in 1953 (Falk 2010; Weise 2012).63 “Blowback,” a term in 

the intelligence realm, refers to laws of unintended consequences. It extends to “an understanding 

of how Cold War conflicts, particularly proxy wars and covert operations, circumscribed policy 

options or affected their success in the post-Cold War US foreign policy-making universe” (Falk 

                                                           
62  Hideo Kojima’s original game plan in The Document of Metal Gear Solid 2 (2002) presents an interactive 
documentary of the game. The plan defines The Patriots: “The evil in MGS2 is the American government. However, 
this does not refer to Americans in general, nor to any particular persons, but to the festering discharge that has built-
up within the democratic state of America over the years. The intension is not to defame any race, state or ethnicity, 
but rather to look at the ‘monster’ that the country’s political structure has created. It is an intangible entity yet at the 
same time a massive menace to the world.” (p. 37). The documentary was translated into English by Marc Laidlaw 
(2006) of a fan site “Junker HQ.” 

63 The Iran-Contra Affair refers to U.S. covert funding of the Nicaraguan Contra rebels in the 1980s, by arms dealing 
with Iran, violating an embargo as well as Reagan’s campaign promise. The arrangement strategically increased U.S. 
influence in the Middle East and secured release of seven hostages captured by Iranian terrorists in Lebanon then. 
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2010, p. 253). Jagoda (2010) stresses that the term implies causal chronology and symmetry that 

ultimately does not capture the distributed and multifaceted nature of emergent temporalities. By 

re-contextualizing the political conflicts that create The Patriots into a personal feud between Big 

Boss and Zero, MGS4 forgoes richer, politically resonant interpretive options that engage the 

nefarious networks of proxies as a corollary of failing democracy and Cold War moral corruption of 

the United States. One such interpretation is found in MGS: Peace Walker (Konami 2010, released 

for PlayStation Portable), which reveals a disconcerting similarity between Big Boss’s pursuit of a 

warrior state where soldiers fight free of government control and The Patriots’ vision of a world 

united under computational control. The notion of a one-world military fighting for a one-world 

government clarifies that “The Patriots’ political anti-nationalism and Big Boss’s military anti-

nationalism are in fact mirror images of each other” (Weise 2012). 

MGS4 falls short in three other ways. The first is that its cultural indictment of global 

capitalism, as conspiracy narratives do, foregrounds maleficent cabals and computer networks, at 

the cost of examining the structural forces causative of social malaise. Secondly, the liberal 

sensibility of the series admittedly conforms to conventional saga suggestive of “agency panic,” a 

term on recurrent fears of individual shaping by external forces of power (Melley 2000). The games 

ultimately provide comforting contexts where omnipotent control is overthrown by individual 

resistance (Knight 2002), leading to a reasonable divide in considering the series as anti-war or 

conventional action games. The third aspect involves what Robin Johnson (2007) deems 

“hegemonic white masculinity.” MGS games realize Oedipal drama and gender relations in ways 

that, despite alleviating absurdist humor, read irreverent. The female-machine-animal hybrids of the 

Beauty and the Beast Corps (MGS4) make a telling example. Tortured gender relations are pushed 

even further in MGSV: Ground Zeroes (2014), which aurally depicts an interrogation scene 
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involving child abuse, rape, and sexual violence. The game creators’ intent is questioned for using 

sexually violent material for shock value, instead of promoting meaningful critique of realities of war 

(Jenkins 2014; Peterson 2014). The technomasculine representations of Snake and Raiden are 

likewise sexualized, with the use of mobile camera to accentuate their technologically mediated 

bodies.64 They, along with images of mechanical cyborgs (18th–20th century) in Jennifer González’s 

analyses (2000/1995), challenge the Harawayan position that cyborgs are ahistorical entities that 

inherently subvert gender and race. 

In a commercial culture where war-themed videogames increasingly function as 

propaganda, the MGS series, despite a backpedaling in its subversive gameplay and political 

critique, establishes a unique intervention. Disguised as conventional military games and riddled 

with series-distinctive ambiguities, the series is validly viewed as an accomplished sneaking 

mission that, injects subversion and induces critical player subjectivity into late imperial America 

(Noon and Dyer-Witheford 2010). The overarching theme of MGS4 is “sense.” It refers to what 

cannot be encoded in genes or memes: a person’s will, thoughts, and emotions (Kojima 2008). A 

connected motif of incomplete or lost inheritance unifies the series. The Philosophers’ morphing 

into a self-righteous fascist league despite ideals; The Patriots proxies’ twisted resort to war 

economy to realize a vision of “an inside world,” a unified global state; denied hopes of preserving 

legacies by informatic control represent a few examples of the dense political ideas woven into the 

MGS series. To parse such political complexities and ethical values hinges on action. Yet, action 

                                                           
64 For instance, a segment in Act 2 (2 min 6 sec) uses pan and low angle shots to show in detail Snake’s slithering-like 
movements and physique as he crawls to infiltrate enemy compound. This is reiterated in the microwave hallway split 
screen, where Snake’s specific body parts look more discernable as his suit melted. Raiden’s emasculated cyborgized 
appearance retains some androgynous/effeminate features. Remarks suggesting homoerotic undertones between 
Raiden and Vamp, a bisexual antagonist, are found in gamer communities. This may partially result from the use of 
power differential angles in their Boss fights that show Raiden at a disadvantaged position; and connect to Newman’s 
(2008) observation of latent homophobia expressed in some sections of (gaming) communities. 
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does not equate with button pressing. One finds an obscuring, formalist privileging of gameness 

even in invigorating works, such as Galloway’s essays on gaming and algorithmic culture (2006). 

Games of experimental and artistic traction, such as Braid (Blow 2008) where players have to wait 

for two hours at one bonus level (Jagoda 2013a), easily deflect such notion and challenge 

Galloway’s insistence that games are active media that demand constant physical player input 

(2006, p. 83). It further shows the agency of videogames as self-contained, ambient, aesthetic 

objects (ibid, p. 11). Gameplay undeniably revolves around action-triggered material changes. A 

socio-semiotically informed procedural literacy, as I hope to demonstrate, executes a necessary 

action that enables us to intellectually, experientially, and empirically engage ethical and critical 

values at play in videogames (e.g. Flanagan and Nissenbaum 2014; Sicart 2009, 2013). In MGS4, 

Snake dismantles The Patriots’ regime with the support of his comrades and creates a new 

world/future where he can live not as “a snake,” “a prisoner of fate,” but “as a man” with the 

freedom to be outside (qtd. Big Boss, Act 5). The memetic legacy of moral values Snake and 

various MGS characters embody, in resisting against past sins and present control, can transcend 

the inhibited architectures of the game space on the condition that players (and viewers) judiciously 

consider meanings of what gameplay enacts. Such is the sense my research seeks to realize: 

countergaming control by engaging videogames as artifacts of reflection, experiment, and 

subversion that expand our horizons of thought. In our media-saturated digital present, critical 

gameplay carves out moments and vectors that guide us in re-conceptualizing the medium as one 

capable of tackling political issues that we are embedded in and accountable for. 
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Chapter 7 Coda: Critical Play as Rethink 

 

“But the edge is still out there.” 
Hunter S. Thompson (Hell’s Angels) 

 
Interfaces inhere edges. Edges between (post)humans and machines, aesthetics and functions, 

materiality and logics, ideation and affect, ontology and epistemology, entertainment and military, 

politics and ethics are some among many thresholds traversed in gameplay experiences. On the 

discursive re-conceptualization of videogames as interfaces, with philosophical subjects on 

posthumanism and sociopolitical debates on the military-entertainment complex, edges multiply 

and shape-shift in velocities that compound a main issue in articulating meanings of videogames 

as multisemiotic-procedural artifacts. Computation mutates. Its constant updates and 

transformations impede any endeavors that discuss digital aesthetics (Munster 2011). Engaging 

media aesthetics in the present entails an ethical imperative that must be reconsidered from social 

dimensions. This research critically engages with this imperative, anchored by three foci: (a) 

engaging videogames as interfaces; (b) exploring meaning-making of videogames in light of 

posthumanism and the military-entertainment complex; and (c) exposing and defamiliarizing 

habituated ways of videogame encounters, to justly examine their roles as allegories of control. 

 This research urges for greater accountability on multiple fronts. On the part of game 

developers, consciousness of ideologies embedded in and the intellectual property of their work 

counts, as these two aspects, manipulated within the game industry, impact on societal and 

international scales. For players and educators, self-reflexive gameplay builds toward being 

cognizant of how virtuality interfaces with the real. I close this dissertation by positing critical play 

as a mode of videogame engagement that with a design sensibility clarifies wargaming as beyond 

a form of war simulation, but crucially a realm that can foster critique, ethical questioning, and 
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critical vigilance of how gaming/digital technologies enact, represent, appropriate, or eclipse facets 

of realities and “truths” to shape subjectivities. Criticality stems from awareness. But awareness 

without a design sensibility to discern how units co-construe meanings and respond to influences 

of videogames on ideational, aesthetic, and emotional dimensions significantly hamper potentials 

of rethinking gameplay experience for critique. A key provocation that inspires this research (and 

my position on transgressive popular cultural media) lies in an edge in the dialectic on videogames 

and digital media functioning as ideological apparatuses that concerns agency. Agency as illusion 

is often attributed to how software and algorithmic infrastructures fundamentally create finite 

possibilities of gameplay. Though accurate, this emphasis obstructs recognition of agency 

immanent in players. Lack of ludonarrative choices depletes agency. More insidious are 

inadequately framed narratives, on which the military-entertainment complex predicates to promote 

cultural tolerance/acceptance of war. Being aware of how videogames realize meanings enables 

reflections on gameplay experiences and designs as potential complicities; and thus rethink of 

enactment in sociopolitically ethical ways that go beyond cynicism. 

  This chapter proposes that critical play constructively counters the military-entertainment 

complex and structures along two axes of the complex that the Metal Gear Solid series 

emphasizes: inside/outside. The complex spawns debates as it blurs boundaries between the 

military and civic lives. Recent use of videogames for recruitment is a case in point. The MGS 

series criticizes the totality of war economy and how videogames, with their procedural capacities 

and (hyperreal) simulations, constitute a distinct aspect of an expanding militarization of 

contemporary culture. Global networks of war economy in the series function to create an “inside 

world” unified by algorithmic patterning of social thoughts, economic production, and transnational 

proxy warfare with no “outside.” Within such binarism and finite gameplay options, it is important to 
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situate oneself in the liminal zones of interactions mediating insides and outsides, bodies and 

machines, imaginaries and realities to comprehend and enact ethical gameplay. In other words, 

engaging with gameplay as interfaces, one can deliberate and discover alternate modes of living or 

worldview-transformative possibilities. In what follows, I summarize findings accrued from 

sustained analyses of the MGS series from the “inside” of this research (Section 7.1). This paves 

way for a critical approach that motivates ethical, virtual war play and interdisciplinary methods that 

examine digital games and their intermedial and transmedial mutations to propose possible 

extensions and future inquiries in the “outside” (Section 7.2). 

7.1. Inside 

This research re-conceptualizes videogames as interfaces with a thesis anchored in the medium’s 

meaning-making capacities. Combining procedurality and representations, videogames employ 

multiple modalities to re-configure player subjectivities as posthuman and have the potential to 

allegorically examine posthumanism through players-gaming dynamics in contemporary societies 

of control, situated in the military-entertainment complex. This research addresses a gap still 

shown in recent, expanding work on multimodality. Formulating a common metalanguage to 

analyze inter-semiotic relations has been observed in multimodal analyses of such media as 

printed documents, comics, film, architecture, space and more. Multimodal research of videogames 

remains limited, specifically endeavors that like this project attend concomitantly to three 

perspectives needed in understanding videogames: political economy, materiality, and 

philosophical analyses of gameplay. In brief, this research engaged four questions: 

1. How can a combination of ludological, multisemiotic, and cultural theories enable 
systematic and comprehensive inquiries into meaning-making of videogames? (Ch. 0 
and 1) 

2. How to examine multisemiotic and procedural processes of meaning-making in 
videogames? (Ch. 2 and 3) 
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3. How do videogames constitute interfaces that frame player actions and intersect with 
sociopolitical issues, such as war and posthumanism? Can videogames operate as 
allegory or postmodern critique of the gaming phenomenon? (Ch. 4 and 6) 

4. How do videogames aesthetically, culturally, and economically interact with other 
popular cultural media, specifically film and graphic novels, in transmedial storytelling? 
(Ch. 5) 

Upon laying the theoretical groundwork in Chapters 0 and 1, Chapters 2 and 3 address the 

second question in detail. Proposing a multimodal annotation framework and a game analyses 

framework respectively, the chapters demonstrate that gameplay and cutscenes establish a 

procedural-semiotic architecture that realizes specific gameplay dynamics and combinations of 

modalities, to communicate meanings in macrostructures (e.g. Boss Stages) and micromoments of 

gameplay experiences. I analyzed the opening sequence and two split screens of MGS4 (Ch. 2). 

Analytical results support that MGS4 has resemiotized split screens by splicing gameplay and 

cutscenes; and thus advances the argument of interactivity itself being a semiotic mode that 

forwards dynamic comprehension and narrative. Each split screen functions as a composite or 

hybrid semiotic mode. The latter, shown in a split screen with minimized enactment possibilities 

and maximized narrativity, incorporates discourse semantics universal across installments. 

Elevating the detailed digital multimodal annotation to the level of discussing stylistic contribution to 

meaning, I contended that agency in videogames are more accurately observed as meaning 

commitment, commonly overshadowed by emphases on interactivity as diverse player input 

(Section 2.5). It further suggests that videogames differ from filmic media for its inclusion of 

enactment codes, adding to reality codes and representation codes. To dissect operations of 

enactment and capture the multisemiotic-procedural language of videogames, I delineated a game 

analyses framework, which maps out gameplay dynamics in terms of such systems as player input, 

objects, programmed output, and videogame interface (Ch. 3). The framework contributes to re-

considering videogames as interfaces and tracking how units operate and relate across systems to 
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shape gameplay experiences. Focused on identifying inter-unit dynamics, the framework provides 

a constructive springboard to analyze recent videogames with certain levels of gameplay and/or 

narrative complexities; as well as comparatively examining how games of independent or 

experimental nature differ from mainstream titles. 

Defamiliarizing habituated ways of gameplay unravels how modalities cohere and frame, 

semioticaly and procedurally, players’ actions and experiences. Adopting a multisemiotic-

procedural approach facilitates such dehabituation, tackling the third research question. In Chapter 

4, I discussed the under-researched semiotic modes of tactility and haptics in gameplay. Diverging 

from the common embodiment-centered approach, I analyzed how the two semiotic modes afford 

player input and thus interrelate gameplay logics and audiovisual representations to realize 

ideational meanings. Analyses indicate two aspects of such meanings. Firstly, tactility co-realizes 

realistic representations of gameplay with informational objects of gameplay interfaces. Secondly, 

the use of tactility and haptics can create self-reflexive gameplay moments to accentuate gamic 

materiality and contribute to postmodern or avant-garde videogame aesthetics. Applying the 

proposed game analyses framework, I exposed how changes in gameplay interface designs of 

MGS3 and MGS4 (a removal and addition of informational object respectively) result in varied 

interface envelopes that direct players’ temporal-spatial engagement and modulate pace and 

action. This creates a concrete vocabulary to empirically track and visualize processual dynamics 

among objects, player input, and gameplay as interface effects, where designs of gameplay 

interfaces, when learned and adapted, functionally extend enactment to advance game narratives. 

Moving on to procedural rhetoric, the chapter compares MGS4 with MGS2 and MGSV with 

the indictment that the imbalance between gameplay and cutscenes in MGS4 hinders the 

realization of the ludic capacities of videogames, which communicate motifs through player 
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enactment algorithmically framed. As effective examples of procedural rhetoric, both MGS2 and 

MGSV procedurally render players complicit in the forms of bioinformatic control and war economy 

that the series criticizes. The former modulates gameplay and cutscenes to constrain and nullify 

player agency as ineffectual in changing gameplay outcomes in the final Boss stage, illustrating the 

pervasive effectiveness of societies of control. The latter procedurally translates operations of war 

economy into resource management puzzles that, as narrative progresses and the game’s 

adaptive AI complicates gameplay, culminate into a final scenario where nuclear weapon 

development is a practical strategy to stay afloat in the consistently inflating cycles of war economy. 

Analyses of multisemiotics, gameplay interfaces, and procedural rhetoric lead to the crux 

of my research: videogames as critical interfaces with posthumanism and the military-

entertainment complex (Ch. 6). The MGS series is singular in its critique of the complex as it 

operates precisely within the cultural niche of wargaming with unorthodox portrayal of the U.S. 

Empire and subversive gameplay, which open up possibilities for lines of flight to counter warfare-

naturalizing tendencies of wargaming. Its feature of three generations of posthumanized, 

postmodern military reflects movements of political dynamics from the Cold War to the present and 

increasingly comprehensive forms of bioinformatic control. Its depiction of the U.S.-instigated 

global world economy demonstrates and potentially predicts overlap between theories on 

algorithms and software as ideological control, functions of capital, and war. Videogames thus 

provide critical interfaces to reflect on the enframinig impact of entanglements among digital 

mediation, history, capitalism, and networked control. The MGS series exemplifies how the 

medium can intellectually and ethically engage sociopolitical issues via avant-garde perspectives 

(e.g. radical formal and radical political) that emphasize gamic materiality and interactions between 

art and politics. 
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Chapter 5 addresses the fourth question that explores aesthetic, cultural, and economic 

interactions among videogames and popular entertainment media at large, such as film and 

graphic novels. The chapter establishes the postmoderness of the MGS series, in which 

metanarrativity and metafiction constitute a self-negating videoludic consciousness to direct 

players toward their gameplay experiences as potential, virtual war-conditioning. In line with the 

key purpose of defamiliarizing habituated media encounters, I discussed two aspects of 

intermediality: (a) the under-researched area of interactions between gameplay and cinematic 

logics; and (b) interactions between gamic and cinematic medialities, both major aesthetic features 

of the series and representative of blockbuster titles in the late 2000s. Analyses indicate 

transformative intermedial possibilities in what I called cinematic cadence, which concerns 

remediation of cinematic aesthetics through editing to create pace and contour for enhanced 

experiential and interactional meanings and gamic vision. Gamic vision incorporates gamic 

conventions into regularities of film to innovate a higher mimetic semblance of human visual 

physiology and affective efficiency. Expanding the scope to examine transmedial storyworlds, 

analyses of the two MGS digital graphic novels (specifically the first that involves interactivity) 

indicate an alternate orientation that enriches the common “gains and losses” notion associated 

with transmedial adaptations. I demonstrated values of focusing on source-target media 

distinguishing features as essential to renewing modes of media encounters. The MGS digital 

graphic novels hybridize meaning-making conventions from three media (games, film, and graphic 

novels/comics) and incorporate gamic affordances and movement as a semiotic mode in 

experimental textual-audiovisual wholes. Interactivity and visuo-tactile involvement inherent in 

videogames expand and resemiotize functions conventionally aligned with gutter in sequential 

visual art. Videogame criticism and ethical gameplay should resist ahistorical perspectives that 
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isolate the medium from semiotic practices of older audiovisual counterparts to capture 

videogames as sociocultural phenomena; and examine their multisemiotic-procedural complexities 

and cultural-institutional forces that shape them as a significant facet of popular culture. Such 

understanding elucidates sociopolitical implications of the medium, specifically war-themed 

videogames, on the discursive shaping in the broader realms of ideologies and discourses of 

posthumanism. The next section details methodological contributions of this research. 

7.2. Outside 

The “outside” concerns areas beyond the immediate scope of this research. I first reflect on 

potential contributions of my work to interdisciplinary endeavors that engage multimodal meaning-

making and sociocultural constructions, such as cultural emotion studies and ongoing research on 

intermediality and transmediality. A subsection “On Rethinking War Play” then proposes critical 

play as a mode of ethical engagement, in response to the need for a searching, forensic eye to 

maneuver in a contemporary culture where boundaries between simulation and reality blur and 

morph; as well as an orientation to enable reflective distance within extensive networks of the 

military-entertainment complex. 

On Analytics 

A methodological set-up that combines multisemiotics, unit analysis, and procedural rhetoric aims 

to explore and emphasize the compatibility between linguistics-centered methods and approaches 

inclined to literary or philosophy directions. In history and cultural studies, research increasingly 

investigates non-linguistic semiotic modes. The study of conceptual history (Begriffsgeschichte), for 

instance, expands the theoretical domain by integrating visual and sonic semiotic modes to explain 

social constructions of concepts (e.g. war, liberty, democracy) and emotions, with the intent to re-
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introduce materiality to address multisensoriality and multimediality in experiences and expressions 

(International Max Planck Research Schools Moral Economies 2014). An in-depth analysis of an 

exemplary videogame series demonstrates how to analyze artifacts of similar level of multimodal 

complexity, in relation to multiliteracies and emotion studies. 

 
Figure 7.1: Knowledge processes (cf. Kalantzis, Cope, Chan, and Dalley-Trim 2016, p. 73) 

The concept of multiliteracies re-positions literacy as an ability to engage with multiple, 

complex semiotic systems, dissolving linear, compartmentalized text-based literacies to 

acknowledge multicultural, multimodal, muliteracies (Pullen and Cole 2010; Kress 2003). 

Multimodality, a condition of contemporary meaning-making, has recalibrated approaches to 

literacy teaching and learning, operating along knowledge processes of experiencing, analyzing, 

conceptualizing, and applying (Kalantzis, Cope, Chan, and Dalley-Trim 2016; Scott and 

Hargreaves 2015). Discussions in this research engages with mainly the quadrants of analyzing 

critically, applying appropriately/creatively, and experiencing the known and the new (Figure 7.1). 

They demonstrate ludoliteracy: abilities of being immersed in media while maintaining critical 

distance and attending to arbitrary/mutable rules (Zagal 2010). Responding to the latter two 
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ambiguities are key to functioning in a digital culture where, arguably, a ludic turn has effected a 

cultural shift that foregrounds playful experiences in using, designing, and studying media and 

technologies (Raessens 2014). In this context, the concept of gamification needs to be rethought. 

Gamification concerns how players can mobilize problem-solving skills in digital games to address 

actual sociopolitical issues (McGonigal 2011). Only through regular rethink can we accommodate 

political statements, artistic beliefs, and educational content conveyed through games to actively 

counter how gamification exploit consumers by appropriating values of digital play for commercial 

interests (Bogost 2011b, 2011c; Fuchs, Fizek, Ruffino, and Schrape 2014, p. 10). The ongoing foci 

on digital play as metaphors and constructions of reflexive, postmodern human identities and 

mediation of emotions (Frissen, Lammes, de Lange, de Mul, and Raessens 2015; Jansz 2015) 

leads to another research area that this project can contribute to: emotion studies. 

Studying emotions in mass media contexts involves four main domains: (a) the ontology of 

emotions; (b) the elicitations of emotions; (c) assorted modes of emotion expression; and (d) 

sociocultural constructions of emotion (Döveling, von Scheve, and Konijn 2011). Multimodal 

research engages the closely related approaches (b) through (d). For instance, software-assisted 

analyses of war films (Kappeloff, Grotkopp, and Gaertner 2016) illustrate how modes and features 

of mass media mobilize emotional responses (approaches b and c). Emphases on sociocultural 

bases of meaning-making render multimodality compatible with cultural studies investigations of 

emotions. Culture comprises historically specific practices, representations, and customs 

concerned with productions and exchanges of meanings (Hall 1997, p. 2). Cultural studies 

examines social constructions and representations of the world in particular historical contexts, to 

and by us through signifying practices (Barker 2012), intersecting ideologies, discourses, 

knowledge production, popular culture, subjectivities, and identities. Cultural emotion studies thus 
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articulates ways that emotions and sociocultural formations are historicized and contextualized to 

configure power relations, individuals, social collectives, and challenge rooted dichotomies. 

Capable of circulating meanings, transmitting social relations, and constituting subjectivities, 

emotions matter in cultural politics (Harding and Pribram 2009, p. 18). 

The interdisciplinary methodology of this research further bridges with concepts of 

intermediality and transmediality, which have gained momentum from the emergence of digital 

media, deemed breeding grounds of new narrative media and re-evaluations of the impact of older 

media in configuring narratives, processes of thought, and processing of information. In the long-

term concerted efforts to justly capture gamic narrativity without creating a “blanket elision of 

gameplay” (Ciccoricco 2010, p. 238) that tames or neglects the primary level of enactment in 

videogames as simulation, it is key to harness interdisciplinary perspectives to engage political 

ramifications and ethics of storytelling situated in the broader realms of globalization. This connects 

considerations of textual or stylistic features of new media and narratives with sociocultural 

formations and contexts that produce, consume, and shape cultural uses and narrative practices of 

media. Empirical research on materiality and medium specificity will clarify well-intended yet 

ultimately unclear accounts of gameplay as interactions among players and game designers to 

appropriately elucidate gamic affordances (Roiine 2016). It will contribute to some latest endeavors 

that wrestle with challenging yet crucial issues between cognitive and ontological perspectives in 

approaching narratives and virtual worlds (Hatavara, Hyvärien, Mäkelä, and Mäyrä 2016). Ryan’s 

(2011) metaphor of interactivity and narrativity as parts of the digital textual onion, in which the 

former is deemed optimistic engagement of the outer layers and the latter as pessimistic 

engagement of the core structure, though captures the integral connectedness between two 

concepts (or better put, modes of engagement), it risks presenting a hierarchical perspective that 
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favors narratology. The digital contemporary is arguably a historical period where “certain genres 

may have pushed certain possibilities of the intermedial dimension further than others” (Gumbrecht 

2003, p. 178), and where engaging media, old and new, should go beyond technological 

determinism or progressivism. A complementary yet equally key question, re-phrasing Wolf (2014), 

would then be “How are we motivated to create storyworlds?” As my analyses incrementally 

illustrate, amplifying the analytical currency of intermediality entails contextualization within the 

mediasphere and intersecting creative cultural industries to respond to under-theorizations of 

“boundary practices of inclusion/exclusion, materialist abstraction, and quantitative/qualitative 

difference/change” (Rudy 2005, p. 119). It needs material, empirical, work. Such research 

facilitates the comprehension of intermedial and transmedial phenomena; and more crucially 

counter reductions of legitimate notions surrounding videogames, such as hybridization or even 

videogames as effective postmodern artifacts, to hyped terminology and rhetoric. Elevating such 

work to the context strata explores what is integral to converging media culture(s): the economic 

aspects of transmediality and transnational/transcultural facets of transmedial storytelling. The 

endgame of media studies, if there is one, lies not in creating the illusion of control and minute 

manipulation of multimodal data by analytical tools. But to harness what various research 

methodologies afford to foster interdisciplinary endeavors to encapsulate, observe, and interrogate 

meaning interactions across tiers: edges within media, across media, and among media, 

economics, and cultures with perspective and criticality. 

On Rethinking War Play 

Being entangled in all-encompassing networks with no apparent outsides, such as the military-

entertainment complex, seemingly demands modes of engagement, perspective, and 

contemplative distance beyond possibility. I propose a critical orientation that combines critical 
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awareness and a design sensibility to reframe our relationship with the enframing military-

entertainment complex, in which much is not within our control, as consumers, learners, scholars, 

or educators. 

To counter ubiquitous networks, Galloway (2012, 2015b) proposes two options. Firstly, 

adopting an avant-garde approach to create aesthetic forms that challenge network totalities, 

commonly resulted from discussions in the fields of digital communication or global finance. 

Underlying such approaches is, however, the knowledge that no politics can be derived from 

“newness.” Novelty, as seen from how new media is regularly fetishized or how videogames are 

produced to create self-obsolescence (Newman 2013), manifests logics of capitalist accumulation. 

The virtual is a main mechanism of market oppression, not liberation. Subtracting from such 

networked existence via disengagement and indifference, in the concept of “whatever,” forwards 

Galloway’s second proposition. Drawing from philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Giorgio Agamben, 

he suggests that negation (“non” in nonhuman) offers richer possibilities than supercession (“post” 

in posthuman). Following a logic of belonging, not predication (x as defined through y, or x is y), the 

“whatever” constitutes a generic singularity that abstains from biopolitical predication or trait 

ascription. My earlier observations (Section 1.3) emphasize the nonhuman turn as a necessary 

phenomenon to capture posthumanism as ongoing human-nonhuman coevolution. Subtraction of 

selves as not participating, realized on a preliminary level by social media opt-out to safeguard 

privacy from corporate surveillance and exploitation (Fuchs 2013; Motion, Heath, and Leitch 2016), 

for instance, may resist dominant ideologies. Yet, it also limits opportunities for furthering digital 

literacies and critical knowledge of the contemporary media landscape. 

Critical play entails reflective reasoning and participation to enable access and 

apprehension of cross-ideological content. It creates critical distance by approaching gameplay as 
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designed experiences, through which players can assume a proactive and deliberate stance 

toward a medium susceptible to ideological shaping: recognize their potential complicities; reveal 

forms of meaning-making and engagement beyond habituation. While resembling Jagoda’s (2016) 

network ambivalence, it foregrounds systematic, empirical analyses to comprehensively examine 

gameplay, as illustrated by using a game analyses framework to identify how adjustments of 

interface objects revise dynamics among units and gameplay experiences (Ch. 4). Network 

ambivalence requires being present in an uncertain, ongoing, present, attending to even the 

contradictions and misalignments involved, without seeking quick solutions or finality. Contrasting 

with the usual way of encountering videogames and digital technologies – we chase; we lose 

sight – ambivalence-oriented critical play entails a process of slowing down to learn inhabiting 

compromised environments, such as entrenchment in the military-entertainment complex, without 

paralyzing negation. 

Both network ambivalence and critical play as design contribute to pedagogical, 

humanities practices. The former, for instance, is evidenced by the alternate reality game (“ARG”) 

Speculation (2012–2014) that problematized aspects of contemporary capitalism and information 

economy: convergence culture and gamification – application of motivation-based game 

components, such as achievement systems and different metrics, to motivate consumption, 

education, and industry (Hayles, Jagoda, and LeMieux 2014). The game, as a transmedia 

production of textual-ludic-artistic experiments and exploratory metagaming, involved HTML pages, 

cryptographic puzzles, games, and live performances created by students across universities by 

collective gameplay. Critical play as design likewise emphasizes how thoughtful engagement with 

digital media, including videogames, motivates reflexive pedagogical practices, empowers learning, 

and opens up new narrative opportunities (Cope and Kalantzis 2015; Merchant, Gillen, Marsh, and 
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Davies 2013). In investigating semiotic and procedural dynamics, critical play creates constructs 

through which media users can delve into the nuts and bolts of meaning; rethink roles and 

potentials of digital play in and for diverse sociocultural contexts; and from which traces and 

creates lines of flight into system leaks and speculative futures. 

Exploring a mainstream war-themed stealth videogame series singular in its subversive 

gameplay, narrative obscurities, postmodern self-criticality, and avant-garde experimentation, my 

research has uncovered issues and questions that are yet fully tackled in the digital historical 

present. It nonetheless points to a fact. Videogames have evolved beyond pixels and pastimes. 

They unsettle us. They confront us with dilemmas. They challenge our moral convictions. 

Videogames are re-casting themselves as worldview-changing artifacts that entail engagement 

beyond the reactive and accustomed. Critical awareness, ambivalence, and design sensibilities 

cohere into a crucial, ethical construct to counter cultural acceptance of war and violence, 

incubated by the military-entertainment complex. It maneuvers among conceptual ambiguities 

across game- and lifeworlds: immersion and contemplative distance; possessing control or being 

controlled; apathy and social critique; and encountering wholesome or partial representations of 

reality. Wargaming simulates conflicts. More so, virtual war play with critical awareness, in both 

game designs and gameplay, nurtures processes of rethinking, questioning complexities and 

contradictions, and generating perspectives and empathy, all necessary in engaging the chaotic-

now and resonant across cultures and temporalities. 
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